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B. Descriptive chapters. 

I. A description of Rtnèliy, Swèrkiy and Balawiy Arabic in 
comparison to the dialects of the Ahaywät and Dullâm, with notes 

on Turbàniy, Mas'üdiy and 'Ayyädiy Arabic. 

Along the Mediterranean coast in the northeast of Sinai live the two tribes 
Rmêlât and Sawârkah. Many of the Rmèlât are involved in agriculture (oranges, 
peaches), made possible by the relative abundance of rainfall.^ Owing to these 
favourable climatological conditions, the Rmèlât could afford to become fully 
settled, in contrast to a small part of the Sawârkah who are still semi-nomadic, 
and whose tents may be seen as far west as Rummânah, where in spring they' 
seek pasture for their small cattle after the rains. However, the majority of the 
Sawârkah, mainly those living in the fertile triangle south of Rtnèliy terrritory 
and in the northern part of Wâdl al'Arts, have become fully settled and earn a 
living still rearing small cattle and through agriculture. 

The territories of the Rmèlât and Sawârkah border directly on the Negev 
desert to the east, and we shall see that their dialects (which will be referred to 
here as RA and SA respectively) show important similarities with the dialect of 
the Negev bedouins as described by Haim Blanc. 16» Closely related to this group 
of northeastern dialects are the dialect of the Ahaywät (sg. Ahaywiy, henceforth 
AA), and that of the northern Tarâbïn (sg. Turbäniy, henceforth TA), and to a 
lesser extent the dialect of Billy™ ( s g . Balawiy, henceforth BaA), on which 

As one moves up along the Mediterranean coast from Blr al'Abd (with appr. 70 mm of 
rain a year) to Rafah (appr. 300 mm. a year), annual rainfall more than quadruples cf 
EUROCONSULT (1992), A.8, fig. A.2. 

BLANC (1970), this article was reprinted in STEWART (1990), at the end of this volume (from 
p. 311). 

In this chapter we shall see indications that Balawiy Arabic is originally of a more 
northeastern Arabian type. Most of the linguistic evidence to support this was obtained 
through direct elicitation, other evidence came out spontaneously. One Balawiy told me 
that Biliy (in Arabic one does not prefix the article to the name of this tribe, therefore not 
-alBiliy) are originally from the Nagd, whereas other tribes in northern Sinai (except the 
Dawägrah) usually trace their origin back to the Higâz. Their dialect has been included in 
this chapter because those Biliy interviewed during this research spoke a dialect type 
largely resembling more general northeastern Sinaitic Arabic, although the dialect does 
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several remarks have been included here170. For further comparison, additional 
information on the dialects of the Masâ'ld (sg. Mas'iidiy, henceforth MA) and 
the 'Ayâydah (sg. 'Ayyädiy, henceforth 'AyA) has been added to the relevant 
paragraphs referred to in the maps in the appendix. It was concluded that these 
dialects form a western branch of the group I dialects, enveloping groups II, III 
and IV from the south. 

As for the presence of these tribes in the Sarqiyyah: the Masâ'ld are found 
in numerous locations throughout Egypt, and also in the Governorate of 
Sarqiyyah. 17! Many of the 'Ayâydah are reported to have moved from Sinai to 
settle in different parts of Egypt proper, among which the Governorate of 
Sarqiyyah as well.172 

Since the dialect of the Negev bedouins (the Dullam, henceforth DA), and 
the dialects of the tribes of northeastern Sinai have been identified as one 
typological group173, the description of these northeastern Sinai dialects will be 
in terms of similarities with, and (generally minor) deviations from DA as 
described in BLANC (1970). Additional material, mainly in footnotes to the texts 
in transcription and in the glossary, on this dialect type is provided by STEWART 
(1990), and also by STEWART (1987a), and numerous references will be made to 
these publications to illustrate AA.174 

show a number of characteristics that would perhaps justify its classification as a seperate 
dialect type. 
These remarks are based on my own observations as far as BaA is concerned. For remarks 
on AA I have relied on texts in STEWART (1990), and my own recordings (cf. ibid, preface, 
p. vii on which texts are spoken by Ahaywät), in adddition to a copy of recordings of texts 
1-14, and 16-20, published in ibid., generously made available to me by Dr. Frank Stewart 
at the Institute for Desert Research, Midreshet Ben-Gurion. For remarks on the morphology 
of TA I have used my own recordings, as well as texts 45 and 47 in ibid. For remarks on 
the phonology of TA I have relied exclusively on rny own recordings. 
Cf. ATTAYYIB (1997), p. 170. 

Cf. ATTAYYIB (1993), pp. 722-3, where it is also reported that this emigration started about 
four centuries ago. Cf. BAILEY/SHMUELI (1977), p . 28 for a map illustrating concentrations 
of settled 'Ayâydah in Egypt. 
Cf. conclusion of this study. 

1 7 4 For any references here to AA without added footnotes, the reader is referred to STEWART 
(1990), glossary (pp. 193-287). 
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1. Phonology. 

1.1. Consonants. 

1.1.1. Inventory of consonants. 

The inventory of consonantal phonemes of RA, SA, BaA and AA is 
identical to that of the DA: 

plosive affricate fricative nasal lateral trill semivowel| 

V vi V vl V vl V v] V vl V vl V vl 

bilabial b m w 

labio-dental ƒ 
interdental d t 

emphatic d 

alveolar d t z s n / r 

emphatic t (I) s / (r) 
postalveolar 1 s 

palatal y 

velar g k g X 

uvular (q) 
pharyngeal c h 

glottal C) h 

v = voiced, vl = voiceless 

1.1.2. Interdental fricatives /t/, /d/, and /d/. 

Reflexes of */ and *d are interdental / (I.P.A. [0]) and d (I.P.A. [5J) 
respectively, while emphatic d (I.P.A. [§]) is the merged interdental reflex of *d 
(I.P.A. [é]) and *d (I.P.A. [§]), current in bedouin dialects.175 E.g.: (for *t) 
tßniy (RA, SA, BaA) "second", (for *d) dibdh (RA, SA, BaA) "he slaugthered", 
(for *d) yudrub (RA, SA, BaA) "he hits", (and for *d) âdda'an "the trek (with 
camels)". 

In BaA, AA and TA one will usually hear d for *d in hâda (['ha:§a]) "this 
(m. sg.)". In RA and SA one will normally hear hâda ['hœ:3a]176. 

175 Cf. FISCHER/JASTROW (1980), p. 39, 3.2. 
176 BLANC (1970), p. 144 (33) lists both hâda and hâda for the Dullâm of the Negev. N.B. 

phonetic [s] , half-way between the cardinal vowels [a] and [e], is slightly centralized, and 
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In K-forms one may hear s for */, and z for *d as well: masalan (~ 
instances of matalari) "for instance", and bizr (~ only two instances of bidrih in 
BaA) "seeds", in AA âsibtih "I prove it"177, and Stewart also recorded z for d (or ' 
*d) in zâbit ~ zâbit, where one would expect *dâbit, and mzabbat, rather than 
expected -mdabbat "firmly strapped on (of a saddle)" in AAlli. 

Similarly, we find z for d in «A and SA in b ozzafc? "precisely", mazbüt 
"correct", zabbat, yiabbit "put in order". Examples of K-forms in BaA are: 
luriif "circumstances", nizâm "system" (where syllabication of these two 
examples is also indicative of a loan), lähir "phenomenon", and mazbüt 
"correct". Other such K-forms recorded are: yantdzir "he waits" (where stress 
also indicates a loan), and aiunn "I think". 

K-forms will often show the alveolar stops t and d for *t and *d 
(respectively), and sometimes also d where one would expect d. Examples are: 
tâniy "second" {SA, BaA), talätih "three" {BaA), il'agwah diy "this 'agwah 
(pressed dates)", hâdiy "this (f. sg.)" {BaA). Also, in loans from CA one may 
hear d as in qit'at 'ard "a piece of land" {SA), ba'ad imn albläd "some of the 
land" {BaA). 

Like DA, AA, RA, SA and BaA, MA and 'AyA have interdental reflexes: t 

for % d for *d, and d for *d and *d. 

1.1.3. Velar stops Ikl and I gl. 

CA *q and *k have their unaffricated voiced g and voiceless k reflexes, 
which is common enough among bedouins in this northwestern part of the 
eastern Arab world179, e.g. ygûl "he says", diglg "flour", and kaddäb "liar", kitlr 
"many" (all RA, SA, AA, BaA). In loans from CA one may also hear q for *q, 
eg. qabilitna "our tribe", huqüq "rights", mutaqqafm "educated people", or k as 
in akall "less". In katal, yuktul "beat; kill" *q has a k reflex, as well as in kinâbil 
alhawn "mortar shells" (recorded in RA). 

is not pronounced with the lips spread like in British English (R.P.), but with the lips in a 
neutral open position: 

177 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 27 (text 9), 1. 11. 
173 Cf. ibid., glossary (root z-b-fj 
'79 Cf. PALVA(1989), p. 228 (+ fn 18) 
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Notice that in the instance of katal, yuktul a back-formation of the 
devoiced g under the influence of voiceless t in the imperfect, i.e. regressive 
partial assimilation in *yugtul (pronounced ['yuktul]), appears to plausibly 
account for the presence of voiceless k throughout the conjugation. 

1.1.4. Post alveolar affricate Ig/. 

The affricate g (phonetically [&,]) is the regular reflex for *g, but often 
friction in the release may only be minimal, especially when directly followed 
by alveolar consonants, which results in realizations varying between [d3] and 
[dyj, e.g. # gdüdna ['dydu:dna] "our forefathers". The spirant allophone I (I.P.A. 
[3]) was not recorded in RA, or BaA, nor in AA or 7A.I80E.g. hâgih "thing" 
['ha::d5in] (SA, BaA). Only once z for * | was recorded in SA in zûrah [30*0°] 
"pit, hole", although much more often gürah (with [05]) was recorded. 

1.1.5. Emphatic alveolar stop It/. 

In BLANC (1970), p. 116 (5), t in DA is described as "lenis but voiceless, 
though unaspirated". In RA, SA and AA t followed by a vowel is often 
accompanied by a degree of glottalization (here transcribed as f). Such 
glottalization is especially apparent when f (an "ejective stop", I.P.A. ft']) is 
followed by a stressed vowel, e.g.: t'ayih "having fallen down" (RA), yi't'îha 
gnêhayn "he gives her a couple of pounds" (AAm). 

Although quite difficult to imitate for a non-native speaker, a 
simultaneous release of the ; and of the glottal catch onsetting the following 
vowel is probably the most economical way to produce a /', which is lenis, 
unaspirated, as well as voiceless; the build-up of air needed for the release of the 
glottal catch is only possible whith the vocal cords in a closed position, which 
makes any sound directly preceding the release voiceless. Using this air by 
opening the vocal chords for the release of ' effectively prevents this air being 
used for a simultaneous fortis release of the t. The built up air which is released 
is actually being used to immediately produce the following vowel through a 
glottal onset coinciding with the release of t, whereby any significant degree of 
aspiration following the release of ; becomes impossible. 

180 Contrast BLANC (1970), p. 5 (116), where some speakers are reported to have a [z] (I.P.A. 
[3]) realization, while others use [z] as one of the three free variants [05], [<£/], and [3]. 

18! In a copied recording of STEWART (1990), text 8 (p. 27), 11. 28-29. 
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1.1.6. Glottal stop (hamzah). 

The reflex of CA *' is ' in sa'al, yas'al "ask", and in the presentative ir'(a) ' 

or ar'(a) "see, there you have". 
In many cases, however, older ' has disappeared, sometimes leaving 

behind a complementary lengthened vowel as in *ra's > ras, *ya'kul > yâkul or 
yäkil, sometimes (intervocalically) being replaced by y as in *'ailah > 'äylih 
"family", *.?<5';7 > sâyil "carrying", and sometimes it has become y as part of a 
diphthong *ay (< *a') which was later monophthongized, as in mëfih or mëfiy 
"underground cylindrical clay oven", and mëdanih "minaret". In other cases it 
has disappeared without a trace, e.g. rüs "heads". 

In word-initial position after # ' may still be heard, e.g. 'as'al! "ask!", but 
since the rules for sandhi syllabication (cf. I, 2.3.2.3., and 2.3.2.4.) specify that 
all syllables start with a consonant, also in e.g. 'iktâb (< *kitâb) "book", we 
should conclude that the glottal stop is here of a phonotactic nature. 
Furthermore, older *' is often dropped in intervocalic sandhi positions, as in 
midxilha-na "I had granted her refuge", and can therefore not be regarded as 
stable, although it may still be present, as in git'it 'ard "a piece of land", 
contrasting in this respect with / ahal alxibrih "to the knowledgeable people (i.e. 
judges)", gimdl afil "a thoroughbred camel". Notice also the elision of i in sâhib 
asll, which could become sähb asll "an owner of a thoroughbred" in sandhi. 

In forms like 'asâ' "dinner", gada' "lunch" the hamzah is a pausal 
phenomenon (glottalization in pause), and should not be regarded as a survivor 
of older hamzah in *'asa and *gadâ' (cf. I, 1.2.4.4.1.). In a similar manner, 
forms that presumably never had hamzah to begin with (in CA in any case), 
may have pausal realizations with this phonetic glottal stop, e.g.: and' # "I" (SA, 
AAii2, BaA), widdnd' # we want" (RA), as well as verb forms such as kifd' "it 
was satisfactory" (AAm), masi" # "he went", ramd' "he threw" (both BaA). 

Forms like in DA, AA, RA and SA were also recorded in MA and 'AyA. 

132 ibid., text 1 (p. 7), 1.40. 
183 ibid., text 7 (p. 22), I. 30. 
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1.1.7. Secondary velarization184. 

Secondary velarization of k, b, g, x, ƒ, I, g, m, r, and w (resulting in 
"secondary emphatics" k, b, g, x,f, l, g, m, r, and w) occurs regularly in "backing 
environments", as Blanc185 puts it. The number of possible combinations of 
vowels and consonants must be enormous, and an exhaustive investigation 
would clearly be beyond the scope of this study. Instead, a few general remarks 
must suffice. 

Velarization can spread forward and backward through a word, the source 
being primary emphatics, or secondary emphatics created in backing 
environments. This velarization is then "carried" through the word by the 
consonants mentioned above, and also by vowels ü and ä. Examples: kurnân 
[ku'mcKB] "also, too", galbah ['gott>ah] "a turn", gâl [ga:±] "he said", xâssih 
['xa:/nh] "entering (f. sg.)", rukbah ['fukbah] "knee", darabdwh [Sofa'bouh] "they 
hit (perf.) him", ruçfân [fuy'faia] "loaves of bread", suçlitna [Juv'tefla] "ours" 
(f. sg.)", 'agwa ['?agwa] stronger", xawâlhum [xa'wa^hom] "their maternal 
uncles". In addition, the consonants ' and h can "carry" velarization, as is 
illustrated by d'âf [§îa:f] "children" and shâb [sha:b] "friends". 

The palatal semi-vowel y will usually stop the spread of velarization, as 
well as the (post-) alveolar consonants (s, s, 1, d, z (?), and g) that are not 
potential secondary emphatics, such as r and /. Examples are: s, or ss stops the 
spread of velarization as in gmâsih "piece of cloth", rassât [fa'J:œ:t] 
"sprayings", xâssih ['xa:J":ih] "entering (f. sg.)", yy as in tayyâs [-ta'y:ae:J] 
"wavering, indecisive", 'arabiyyât [ÎOKibey:œ:t) "cars", tayybih [toybih] "alive, 
well (f. sg.)", mayyih "water", y in kubbâyih "cup", asäyil "thoroughbreds", 
'asâyih "stick", g in ragil (co-occurring with ragil) or even clearer in the K-

184 The term "velarization" is used here, although the term "pharyngealization" is often used by 
others. Velarization involves "the body of the tongue [constricting] the vocal tract in a 
stricture of open approximation at the velar location simultaneously with another stricture of 
greater degree at some other location...", cf. LAVER (1994), p. 325. Pharyngealization 
involves "the root of the tongue [being] drawn back towards the back wall of the pharynx 
(or alternatively where the constrictor muscles of the pharynx reduce its diameter), [giving] 
a similar auditory effect as a secondary articulation to that of velarization. Like velarization, 
pharyngealization is often described impressionistically as imparting a 'dark' quality to 
segments...", cf. ibid. pp. 326-7. My own impression is that velarization implies a certain 
degree of pharyngealization, and vice versa. 

185 Cf. BLANC (1970), pp. 16-9 (127-130). 
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form râgil "man", gg in duhruggih "bobbin", naggâr "carpenter" (stopping 
regressive spreading), raggäl "man". Apparently also s in täsih "pan", and râsih 
"his head". Notice that Blanc gives the example tussih "hit him over the 
head!"'86, which indicates that the combination ss may block the spread of 
velarization as well. 

Clues as to a similar role for z or zz were not found during the research for 
this study, but for dd we have arraddih "the return (nom. vie)" (SA), aruddih "I 
return him" (AA), raddädih "rein (through the nose of the camel)" (BaA), d in 
maradih "he soaked it in water (to make it soft)" (SA), bnüturdih "we chase him 
away" (SA) , and rin hasâtih "his pebble" (TA), fawwartih "I stirred it (m. sg.) 
up" (RA). 

Clues for plain interdentals stopping the spread of velarization are too few 
for any definitive conclusions. Nevertheless, these clues are: niimurtih "we 
squash it", bäxdih (BaA, where imperf. is with u), xudih "take it" (BaA). The 
examples rummänah "ankle", and xwânah "his brothers" (where one should 
perhaps write n) suggest that n does not stop the spread of velarization. 

Also, the vowel i tends to stop the spread of velarization, as in the 
examples: tuwllih "long" (f. sg.), dïïfih "weak (f. sg.)", fitisih "prey animal, 
which has not been ritually slaughtered, and is therefore considered not fit for 
consumption". In these examples the onset of I is still velarized, resulting in an 
"onset glide"187 but this velarization is not carried further by I, and is lost during 
its realization, e.g. [frtei:sih]. 

Secondary velarization of b under the influence of w seems to have spread 
backwards, preserving the diphthong aw in tawb (RA, DAm), a similar example 
in dra "corn", where velarization caused by the vanished u of *rfara189 spreads to 
r, resulting in r, but also to d, resulting in d (cf. BA idra in III, 1.1.7.). 

186 Cf. ibid., p. 22(133). 
187 Cf. HARREL(1957). 
188 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 8 (119). Other examples given there for DA where velarization seems 

to have spread backwards are tawr "ox", sawg "driving", and fawg "above (prep.)", but 
fog "above (adv.)". In RA, SA, and BaA only fög (as adv. and prep.) was recorded. 

189 Cf. LANE (1867), part 3, p. 964, where the tä' marbütah {T) is said to be "a substitute for 
the final radical letter". 
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The cause of (post) alveolar consonants and y stopping the spread of 
velarization is that the front of the tongue is raised during the articulation of 
palatals, whereas velarization involves raising of the back of the tongue.190 

Such spreading of velarization was also noticed in MA and 'AyA. 

1.1.8. Liquids / and r. 

There is only a slight difference in the pronunciation of // in walla "or" 
and wallah "by God", and this (near) minimal pair may therefore serve to 
isolate /// and /// as separate phonemes.191 

A minimal pair isolating r - r was not recorded during the present 
research, and therefore velarization of r is considered secondary here, although I 
have chosen to reflect this secondary velarization in a broad phonetic 
transcription.192 

Notice that the combination âr will usually be velarized âr, unless i' 
follows within morpheme boundaries, in which case velarization will remain 
absent, e.g.: nàr "fire", dar "house", byâr "wells", gär "neighbour", nahâr "day(-
light)", sgârah "cigarette", haräräh "heat", sinnärah "fishhook"193, but no 
velarization in bikärig "coffee pots", Sawärkih (< *Sawärikah194), 'àrif 
"knowing", Sârib "lip", albärih "yesterday", bimâris 'amalah "he does his 
work", särid "fleeing". This makes the existence of a near minimal pair gäriy 
"running" - gärt "my neighbour" highly likely. And a pair like räyih "his 
opinion" - räyih "flag" is also quite possible195. 

190 The two (simultaneous) movements of the tongue are not mutually exclusive, as is 
illustrated by the pronunciation of primary emphatic s, but apparently it is easier (in terms 
of "ease of articulation") to execute one movement to the exclusion of the other. 

191 Cf. FERGUSON (1956). 
192 Since there are minima! pairs known for other dialects, e.g. gäri "running" - gäri "my 

neighbour" in Cairene Arabic, it seemed premature not to indicate the different realizations, 
and just "phonologize it away", so to speak, thus erasing information that may turn out to 
be of relevance for future research. Perhaps someone will be "fortunate enough to find a 
minimal or nearly minimal pair" in these dialects in the future as well, cf. FERGUSON (1956), 
p. 448. 

193 These last three examples show that it is not just word-final -âr which is velarized, as is 
stated in BLANC (1970), p. 17 (128). 

194 This would be an example where the "vanished i" of the base maintains the î-colouring, cf. 
BLANC (1970), p. 16(127). 
Unfortunately, such minimal pairs were not checked through direct ehcitation. 195 
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An instance where, according to Blanc, the vanished u created a backing 
environment resulting in velarized râ sequences, and which was recorded in AA 
as well, is trab "earth". 

Other examples, where the former presence of u is unlikely or out of the 
question, show that the sequence râ itself may create its own velarization: hrâg 
"thicket" {RA), früh "wedding feasts" {RA), wrâk "thighs" {RA) (although w 
may have created its own velarization here, like in DA wrâg "leaves"196), ifrâg 
"releasing" {BaA), gray "running" {RA), fr an "ovens" {SA), krämih "the 
hospitable reception of him" {SA), mräh "place where the night is spent" 
(M) 1 9 7 , and also ras "head" in RA, SA, AA198 and BaA. 

Examples where the vanished / maintains the ('-colouring environment: 
drâ' "arm" {RA, SA, BaA), hrât "ploughing" {SA, BaA), fräs "mattress" {SA, 
BaA), kräh "fallow" {BaA), dräs "threshing" {BaA).199 An additional example is 
zrä'ih "agriculture" {RA, SA, BaA). 

The particulars described above point to a situation which only minimally 
deviates from what is stated by Blanc200: backing of râ sequences is quite 
regular, unless the sequence was historically preceded by i, or i follows in the 
next syllable of the same morpheme (to which râ'iy "herdsman" is an 
exception, perhaps because it is fully nominalized, and is no longer recognized 
as a participle). An opposition râyih "flag" - râyih "his opinion", however, 
where in both cases we have morpheme boundaries inside the words, is not 
explained. 

1.1.9. Nasal n. 

In BaA n has a / reflex in the original loan garkil, garâkil "jerrycan", but 
in SA girkin was recorded. 

196 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 16 (127). 
' 9 7 For the AA example, cf. STEWART (1990), p. 23 (text 7), 1. 37 (+ fn). 
198 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 9 (text 1), 1. 65. 
199 For the same examples in DA, cf. BLANC (1970), p. 16 (127). 
2 0 0 Blanc generally assumes vanished u preceding râ sequences resulting in velarized râ, which 

is probably true for the examples he lists, but examples such as frag and frân suggest that 
preceding (historical) u is not an absolute prerequisite for such backing. Similarly, one may 
hear afrân ~ ifrân ~firân in CaA. 
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1.1.10. Devoicing of final voiced stops, liquids and nasals in pause. 

Final voiced stops b, d, g, nasals m and n, as well as liquids / and r tend to 
have a voiceless realization in pause, but final d and g are clearly kept separate 
from their voiceless counterparts t and k through their more lenis articulation. 

1.2. Vowels. 

1.2.1. The inventory- of vowel phonemes in RA, SA and BaA. 

The inventory of vowel phonemes for RA, SA and BaA contains five long 
vowels, and three sort vowels: 

Long vowels: ï û short vowels: i u 
ë ö 

1.2.2. Long vowels. 

1.2.2.1. Allophones of long vowels ê and i. 

There is some degree of phonetic overlapping of <? and î; the ê in neutral 
environments is quite regularly raised to a very close [e:], or only slightly 
lowered [i:], depending on how one cares to look at it. Recorded were e.g.: bit 
(~ bét) "tent", zin (~ zèn) "good", sin (~ sên) "bad'^oi, Sif (but *sêf was not 
recorded) "sword", six (~ sëx) "sheikh", kif? (~ kêf?™) "how?", tit (~ têt) "oil", 
f-allïl (~f-allêl) "at night", mifiy (~ mëfiy) "cylindrical clay oven dug into the 
ground, used for baking bread".2<» One effect is that bè' "sale" may become 
homophonic with bi' "sell! (imperative m. sg.)" both having a phonetic 
realization [bi:aT]. 

201 Ibid., p. 7 (118) reports sen with a stable ë. 
202 

203 
Diphthongal kayf, as listed for DA by Blanc (cf. ibid. p. 7 (118)), was not recorded. 
In many of these cases it is difficult to decide what one hears; one simply "knows" what 
one is supposed to hear, and is therefore tempted to conclude that e.g. < in bit is actually 
slightly lower than f in tin. I personally could not entirely free myself from such 
impressions. The high reflexes of ê were certainly very close to ;, but did not in all eases 
strike me as entirely homophonic with i. One could imagine however, that more precise 
accoustic measurements (with unprejudiced machines) would reveal that they do actually 
overlap phonetically. 
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There are some limitations however. For instance, very close -in 
realizations for the dual -ën ending were not recorded during this research: 
sanatèn "two years", fâyditên "two surpluses (of horses)", 'asàytên "two sticks", 
fingâlèn "two cups", yômên "two days", and also stable ê was heard in ben 
"between" and the interrogatives wên? "where?", es? "what?" (and gaddès? "how 
much?"). 

Recordings of MA and 'AyA show similar phonetic overlapping of lei and 
111. 

\22.2. Allophones of long vowels ö and «. 

Comparable to the phonetic overlapping of ê and ï, ö may have a rather 
high realization in neutral environments, while û may have a relatively low 
realization (a close [o:]) in the contiguity of velarized consonants. Examples of 
lowered ü are: 'ar'ûr [îaf'ïotf] "crown of the head", xüx [xo:x] "peaches", gülah 
['yo:4ah] "ghoul", kûr [ko*] "ball", ruh [foil] "soul", xüsah ['xo:sah] "knife"204, sus 
[s-o:s] "bird" . 

The opposition is clearly maintained, however, in: biysüfha söf "he sees 
her", and also in gûl "say!" and gôl "speaking". 

1.2.2.3. Allophones of long vowel ä. 

The long vowel à will have a regular [a:] realization in velarized 
environments, a [a:] realization when preceded by h or ', and a [v:] realization 
in other environments. 

à in ' a n / " I know" in TA is realized considerably higher than in RA, SA 
and AA: ['îaeirif], or even slightly lowered [e:] as in ['îeinf]), as opposed to [a:] 
in ['îa:nf] in RA, SA and AA. 

ä (I.P.A. [a:]) may be heard in ihdä'is, itnâ'is etc. Since à, historically 
created by (now vanished) r, and â do not form contrastive minimal pairs, it is 
regarded as a marginal phoneme here (cf. I, 3.1.17.3.). 

2 0 4 Since it is clearly monophthongal, i.e. not 'xawsah (cf. I, 1.2.4.6.1.2.1.) the form xôsah is 
presumed to be a reflex of *xitsah, contrast BLANC (1970), p. 7 (118). 

file:///22.2
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1.2.2.4. Shortening of long vowels. 

Long vowels preceding other (stressed) long vowels are often (half-) 
shortened in allegro speech, but in more careful speech they tend to have long 
realizations.205 Some examples of shortened long vowels are: gi'än (< gï'ân) 
"hungry", Tarabïn (< Tarabïn) "name of a tribe"206, hadâk (< hâdâk) "m. sg. 
dem. that", fadadïn (<fadâdln) "feddans". When such long vowels precede 
stressed short vowels similar shortening may take place in more rapid speech, 
e.g.: 'awâdt (< 'äwddt) "I returned". 

This was noticed in AA, RA, SA, BaA, MA and 'AyA. 

1.2.3. Short vowels. 

1.2.3.1. Isolating phonemes lil, lul, and la/. 

Phonemic opposition between the high vowels i and « is limited, but these 
may be isolated as phonemes in the following minimal pairs: 

fin! "makcfattahV - futt "I passed" 
Xidr "male given name" - xudr "green (pi.)" 
gissah "story"207 - gussah "hairlock" 
xiff''thin out!" - xuff "camel hoof ' 

and Blanc's208 pairs for DA: 
tibb "medicine" - tubb "arrive!" 
sigg "guest section of tent" - sugg! "tear!" 
gumt "I rose" - gimt "I removed" 

and 
gudt "I led" - gidt "I lit" 

The short vowel a may be isolated as a phoneme in minimal pairs with u: 
fan "making fattah (v.n.)" - futt "I passed" 
radd "he answered" - rudd! "answer!" 

205 On careful speech, sloppy speech, allegro and lento, cf. remark in DE JONG (1996a), p. 68. 
2 0 6 Stewart apparently noticed the same in AA, cf. STEWART (1990), p. 3 (text 1), (second) fn 3. 
207 In AA the short high vowel is u: gussah, cf. STEWART (1990), glossary, p. 223. 
208 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 5(116) (first two examples), and p. 24 (135) (third example). 
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Minimal pairs isolating a and ;': 
sadd "he pulled tight" - sidd "pull tight" 
axaff "lighter" - axijf'l thin out" 

1.2.3.2. Phonetic factors influencing the quality of/. 

Often enough the phonetic quality of the short high vowel (here indicated 
by I) is determined by its phonetic surroundings, i.e. i in neutral environments, 
and u in velarized environments, without any apparent phonemic implication. 

Since velarization entails raising of the back of the tongue (towards the 
velum), accompanied by a certain degree of labialization, these articulatory 
organs are brought a good deal towards to their ideal positions for an 
articulation of [u], whereas the front of the tongue is raised for an articulation of 
[i], while labialization remains absent. 

This touches on an older discussion on whether perhaps we should not just 
identify one phoneme /a/209, which would then have the allophones (roughly) 
[u] and [i], the distribution of which is determined by its phonetic surroundings. 
Here lil and lul are valued as seperate phonemes, since we do have the minimal 
pairs to isolate them as such, although their phonemic opposition is admittedly 
limited. 

Another, more practical consideration for a dialect-geographical study 
such as the one in hand, is that in certain cases the distribution of the high 
vowels may constitute an isogloss, e.g. yäxud and yâxid (cf. I, 3.2.2.3.). 

Although the question of whether it is (vanished) u which causes 
velarization, or velarization which causes the appearance of u is really a chicken-
and-egg question, a few observations may nevertheless be in order.210 

209 As was done, for instance, for the dialect of cAinâb (Lebanon), cf. GROTZFELD (1967), p. 
290, and also Damascus, where i and u (transribed as e and o) are maintained only in 
singly closed (i.e. by no more than one consonant) unstressed final syllables, while in other 
positions they have merged in 3. This is apparently also the case in the majority of northern 
Mesopotamian dialects. Cf. FISCHER/JASTROW (1980), p. 54. 

2 1 0 Cf. also FISCHER (1967), p. 61 fn 89 where he raises the point for CaA that u and i in the 
morphological patterns fu'äl and fi'äl do not form a real opposition, since patterns are 
never both used for one and the same root. Instead,/«'ât is the pattern which is always 
emphatic, while fi'âl is non-emphatic. A counter example for this claim is the CaA pair 
gumâl "beautiful (pi.)" - gimâl "camels", which both lack velarization, cf. HINDS/BADAWI 
(1986). 
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There cannot be much doubt that the u, before disappearing from such 
older forms as *rukab "knees", *turâb "earth", *kurâm, and *quräb "near" 
caused velarization in combination with the surrounding consonants, leaving 
velarization behind as proof of its former presence, and yielding the now regular 
forms rkab, trab, krâm, and grab. With respect to the absence or presence of 
velarization, such forms contrast with dräs "threshing", fräs "mattress", dra' 
"arm", where i disappeared from the presumed older forms *diràs, *firâs, and 
*dirâ'.^ 

But things are not always that simple, for in some cases it is just the other 
way around; the quality of surrounding consonants may be the decisive factor 
for the appearance of u or i. For instance, the pattern for the pi. of colours (?) 
and physical defects seems to be C1/C2C3, in which / is then u in velarized 
environments, and ; in neutral environments, e.g.: humr "red (pi.)", xudr "green 
(pi.)", xurs "dumb (pi.)", sul' "bald (pi.)", but 'imy "blind (pi.)"212, sidf "left-
handed (pi.)". Since there are only two examples available with i, neither of 
which are colours, it is perhaps premature to draw the conclusion of a CICC 
pattern, but it is relevant enough to be mentioned here. 

Another example of u and i in their respective surroundings can be found 
in a minimal pair formed by r and r: mihrât "plough", muhrät "(wooden) poker 
(for embers)".213 

Other examples214 may be found in measure 1 of the medial geminate 
verbs where u appears near primary and (potentially) secondary emphatics, 
while (' appears in neutral environments: 

Examples of u appearing near primary emphatics: 
hatt, yhutt "place"; ban, ybutt "break open"; fan, yfutt "jump"; gass, yguss 

"tell a story"; gatt, ygutt "dip, immerse"; radd, yrudd "make move fast"; sail, 
ysull "pour out"; satt, ysutt "light a fire"; tabb, ytubb "arrive"; tarr, yturr "turn 
aside"; taxx, ytuxx "shoot"; xatt, yxutt "draw a line"; tall, ytull "drop by on a 
visit"; darr, ydurr "harm"; sabb, ysubb "pour"; tagg, ytugg "hit (sth to make an 
opening for sth to come out)". 

211 Cf. remarks by BLANC (1970), p. 16 (127). 
212 The same pi. was recorded in DA, cf. ibid. p. 9 (120), and in AA, cf. STEWART (1990), p. 75 

(text 21), 1.333'(+fn). 
2 1 3 Actually, a more current term for "plough" is fard, but my Swêrkiy informants obviously 

knew the tenu mihrât, and contrasted it with muhrât. 
2 1 4 Many of these may be found in STEWART (1990), glossary. 
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Examples of u appearing near potentially secondary emphatics (the consonants 
involved are r, g, k, g, and x, of which the last four form the natural class of 
velars): 

radd, yrudd "return, give back"; dagg, ydugg "punch, strike"; gaff, yguff 
"cheat"; gatt, ygutt "insult"; gazz, yguzz "plant, set up"; gagg, ygugg "lick a 
bowl"; garr, ygurr "pull, drag"; kaSs, ykuss "turn back"; katt, ykutt "go down a 
wâdî"; lagg, ylugg "snatch"; lakk, ylukk "stir up trouble"; sakk, ysukk "be 
suspicious"; takk, ytukk "empty out"; xass, yxuSs "enter"; gass, yguss "mislead, 
deceive"; fakk, yfiikk "untie". 

Notice that the consonants involved here are only potentially emphatic, 
i.e. the velars are articulated further back (against the velum, with the exception 
of r) when preceded by u in the imperfect, than when preceded by a in the 
perfect. The possibility therefore exists that such secondary velarization was 
originally created in the perfect, after which it was transferred to the imperfect. 

Examples of i appearing in neutral environments: 
'add, y'idd "count"; 'an, y'itt "insult"; 'azz, y'izz "support"; sadd, ysidd 

"pull"; bagg, ybigg "flow into (of a wâdi)"; dabb, ydibb "pour"; dazz, ydizz 
"push (s.o.)"; hadd, yhidd "draw one's dagger"; haff, yhiff "fan"; hagg, yhigg 
"run away"; hadd, yhidd "border"; hall, yhill "loosen, untie"; hass, yhiss 
"perceive" (act. part, häss); laff, yliff "tum around"; lagg, yligg "have a right"; 
lamm, ylimm "gather together"; madd, ymidd "extend"; mass, ymiss "secretly 
give information"; mass, ymiss "brush away"; naff, yniff "sniff; nass, yniss "be 
related to"; sabb, ysibb "slander"; sabb, ysibb "take place (of s.o.)"; sail, ysill 
"withdraw"; sabb, ysibb "climb"; sail, ysill "descend"; tamm, ytimm "complete, 
be completed"; zaff, yziff "trick, deceive"; hazz, yhizz "shake" (SA); zagg,yzigg 
"throw", lazz, ylizz "tie", 'all, y'ill "fall ill (of crops)", habb, yhibb "love; kiss". 

1.2.3.3. Morphological conditioning of the short high vowel. 

In this respect, sann, ysinn "(sit and) wait" may seem a bit puzzling, but 
this is very likely to be a measure 4 verb215 (cf. I, 3.2.3.7.5.), i.e. the i of the 
imperf. is morphologically fixed, and not phonetically conditioned. Other 
examples of measure 4 verbs with fixed i are: gatt, ygitt "make liable" (but 

215 Cf. LANE (1867), part 4, p. 1730: musinn "he spoke in a low, faint, gentle or soft manner." 
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notice measure 1 imperfect ygutt with the same meaning) in AA216, darr, ydirr 
(AA)217, and examples where phonetic conditioning is irrelevant, since i would 
appear anyway: hamm, yhimm "be important", habb, yhibb "wake up 
(someone)". 

The high vowel is also morphologically fixed, i.e. not phonetically 
conditioned in the imperfects of other verbal measures, e.g.: (measure 2) 
naggat, ynaggit "sow watermelon seeds (by dropping them one at a time 
through the bug)", gayyad, ygayyid "spend the summer", (measure 3) wâyag, 
ywâyig, xâtab, yxâtib, (quadrilaterals) götar, ygötir, etc. Also, in participles u is 
not likely to appear since i is morphologically conditioned, e.g. (measure 1) 
hâdir "present", bätih "pregnant", (measure 3) mràbit "having tied", etc. (for 
other measures, cf. I, 3.2.). 

It must be stated however, that the velars, and especially k (which is 
articulated further to the front than the other velars), are not entirely stable in 
this respect, and that there is some room for variation, although usually not 
within the same dialect, e.g.: fakk, yfukk (in AA, RA, SA), but imperfect yfikk 
was recorded in BaA, kabb, ykibb "pour" (RA, BaA, SA, AA); kaff, ykiff "go to 
negotiate"; xass, yxiss "be deficient". 

Similar reasons appear to be responsible for the variation zargd in AA2{i, 
but zargiy in DA, where in the first example secondary velarization must have 
prevented raising of final *-ä(')(cf. I, 1.2.4.4.4.). 

A clear exception to the examples of medial geminates is dabb, ydibb 
"pack away, put away" recorded in BaA, but the expected imperfect ydubb was 
recorded in AA219. 

2 1 6 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary, p. 223 with ref. to p. 179 (text 67), first foil. 
217 Although ibid., glossary p. 210 lists this verb "change, move; turn aside" as measure 1 (I 

assume because of the recorded pass. part, madrûrah in ibid. p. 149 (text 48), 1. 59), it is 
more likely to originally be the causative measure 4 with the meaning "cause to flow" as in 
ibid. p. 186 (text 69), 11. 187-8: "wallah, mâni sâ'il 'innih, wala 'in alliy byatla' min 
ilsânih, la ydirrih 'a/ay.'This is translated in STEWART (1988), p. 211 as "I don't give a 
damn what he does, or what he says, just as long as he doesn' t turn his tongue against 
me.", where it is literally "let it flow (with words, i.e. his tongue) against me". 

218 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 99 (text 30), second fn 22 for the AA example, and BLANC (1970), 
p. 13 (124) for the DA example. 

219 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary, P- 213. 
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1.2.3.4. Allophones of short vowels. 

1.2.3.4.1. Allophones of HI. 

When in stressed position in neutral environments, i tends to be [i], e.g. 
bint [bint], ki'diy ['kiöiY], Ùim'ih ['efcimîeh]. 

When preceded by an emphatic, i is backed and centralized ti'riy ['-tmy], 
sinn! [sta:] "wait!", dibb! [Sfb:] "fill!", gurrithiy [$o'Ktt:iy] "her tracks". 

Laryngals usually have a lowering effect on i, resulting in a backed [e]: 
'Hm [îelm] "knowledge", hilwih ['helwih] "sweet (f. sg.)", xilsit ['xetert] "it (f.) 
ran out". 

1.2.3.4.2. Allophones of/«/. 

In neutral environments, « will usually be [u]: suft [fuft] (~ Sift) "I saw", 
duslar [du'J:ae:t] "showers", muddih ['mudah] "period" (although more regularly 
middih). 

u is generally lowered when it is near emphatics: gurs [gore] "round flat 
loaf of bread", subb! [sob:] "pour!", dultân [§oïtt:n] "young goats and sheep", 
amurr [a'mor:] "I go past" bintubbhiy [bra'-tobhiy] "we slap it (f.)", xudl [xo§] 
"take!". 

When preceded by h or ', « is usually lowered as well: hummus ['hom:us] 
"(dish of mashed) chick peas", hugarah ['he4sarah] "room", hurmah ['h©fmah] 
"woman", 'usuri ["Tojof t] "pregnant", 'ugüz [îo'dsu:z]"old woman". 

1.2.3.4.3. Allophones of lal. 

1.2.3.4.3.1. lal in non-raised positions. 

In neutral environments, stressed a tends to have a phonetic value near [c]: 
tas'al ['tçsïal] "you ask", kattar ['kcGrar] "he increased", âlbil ['?plbil] "the 
camels", xams [xems] "five", biygarrib [biy'ypnib] "he goes north", xass [xpj:] 
"he entered", gdnam ['ypnpm] "sheep/goats". 

When preceded by pharyngeals ', h, and glottal h a has an open [a] 
realization, e.g. 'ala ['Salae] "on", hagg [hac^] (or [had'j]) "title for a respected 
(older) man (lit.: Mekka pilgrim)", ahdl [?a'hal] "people", hagg [had'3] "he went 
away". 
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With preceding or following emphatics, lal is backed towards [a], e.g.: 
dall [ëah] "he stayed", tayyib ['-taynb] "good", sahh [Sah:] "right", ragil frcid3il] 
"man", hatt [haft] "he put", sigdrah [fi'cfeafa11] "tree", battlx [ba'tei:x] 
"watermelons", assûf [a'siaif] (with lowered [u:], though not entirely [o:]) "the 
wool". 

1.2.3.4.3.2. Raising of (*)lal in open syllable preceding long stressed vowels. 

In pre-stress syllables preceding I or ä, older *a has usually been raised to i 
in neutral environment, or u in labial (and velarized) environments, but unlike 
the older high vowels, it is not dropped in unstressed open syllables: e.g. kiblr 
"large", kitïr "many", tuwïl "long", kiimân "also", wugär "sea bass", Suwârkih 
(~ Siwärkih) (RA) "name of tribe", muwâ'id "appointments" (AA)120, hidïd 
(RA) "iron", and in verbs fïhimt "I understood", simi't "I heard", contrasting 
with the elision of older pre-stress high vowels in open syllables in e.g. byüt 
"houses", hdüd (RA) "border", Swêrkiy "a member of the Sawärkah", blâd (RA) 
"land", gmäl "camels", 'nab "grapes", rkab "knees", and in verbs yrawwih "he 
goes home" (cf. I, 2.4.). 

The high vowel i in the syllable preceding stressed î in the pattern CiiCjïC-i 
has become stable and is thus part of the morphological base form, whereas a 
raised a resulting in a high vowel u or i in the syllable preceding stressed â is of a 
phonetic nature; one will not hear >kablr or 'katlr (if one does, it is likely that 
such forms are loans from CA), but one may hear Sawärkah or karnän in more 
careful speech. In neither case is this vowel of the first syllable ever dropped, so 
that one could say that they have remained underlying lal; one will not hear 
'kblr or 'Swârkah, not even in sandhi. This was noticed for AA, RA, SA, BaA, 
TA, MA and 'AyA (for more details, cf. I, 3.1.1.5.). 

1.2.3.4.3.3. Raising of the feminine suffix (T). 

When preceded by non-emphatic consonants, a of the feminine suffix is 
regularly raised to i (I.P.A. [ih]), e.g.: sgayyrih "small (f. sg.)", öim'ih "male 
given name", mddrasih "school", Salâmih "male given name", talâtjh "three", 
tirïgih "manner", salabih "rope", J'arasih "mare", sabakih "net". 

220 Cf. STEWART (1987), p. 86, 22.2 (+ fn). 
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The a of the feminine suffix in *sanah "year" is only raised when it is not 
stressed in RA: sdnih and dssanih but sinâh ~ sandh (for raising of a in the first 
syllable, cf. I, 3.1.1.7.), but in SA several instances of sinih were recorded. 

The consonant w does not prevent this imälah (i.e. raising) by itself: 
hilwih "nice, sweet (f. sg.)" 'agwih "pressed dates", lagwih "dialect", but when 
a, à or a (secondary) emphatic directly precedes w no raising takes place: 
gàhawah ~ gihdwah, haldwah "sweetness", 'atwah "truce", xupvah "pace", 
haswah "pebble". 

When preceded by primary or secondary emphatics, a of the feminine 
suffix is not raised: gissah "story", haytah "wall", gilïdah "thick (f. sg.)", 
fdydah, and secondary emphatics: farxah "chicken", gallah "grain", gurrah 
"track", sagarah "tree", sèxah "position of sëx", xiixah "peach", hurmah 
"woman", naxalah "date palm", gasalah "twig (given in betrothal ceremonies)", 
surbah "soup", waragah "piece of paper". 

The consonants h, h, and ' do not prevent raising: öim'ih "male given 
name", tis'ih "nine", fâthih "the opening surah of the Koran", mlûhih "salty", 
fäkhih "fruit", but these consonants may carry velarization through the word 
which will inhibit raising of the following a: makrûhah "despised (f. sg.)", 
sardhah "frankness", drba'ah "four", rug'ah "graft", sag'ah "cold". 

When à precedes, raising seems to remain absent as well: sâ'ah "hour" 
{RA, SA, BaA), gimä'ah "group of people" (RA), wdâ'ah "deposit" (SA), 
Tiyâhah "name of a tribe" (RA) (no examples with a preceding), although in AA 
there are examples such as wdâ'ih, gimâ'ih.221 

This raising of the feminine suffix presumably started as a pausal 
phenomenon, after which the raised products have become stable, and may now 
just as well be heard in non-final positions in the sentence, e.g.: w imtagglih 

'alih ya-xûy "and she was making things difficult (lit. heavy) for him, my 
brother". 

Raising of T in neutral environments up to around I.P.A. [ih] was heard in 

TA, MA and 'AyA as well. 

221 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary. 
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1.2.3.5. Prosodie lengthening of short vowels. 

At times short vowels may be prosodically lengthened. This is especially 
the case when the speaker wants to express long durations of time, or great 
distances, or simply to give the central word of an utterance more emphasis, 
e.g. / adfagir # "(all the time) until dawn" (SA), (hâçfa) fa:ri' # "(this is) 
improper" (AA)222, tihli:b "you milk (and milk)" (BaA), dignak ki:diy "your 
chin is like this (i.e. very long)" (RA), ga:r tâxd abük im'd:k "you must take 
your father with you"(RA). 

1.2.4. Long vowels and diphthongs. 

1.2.4.1. Monophthongization of diphthongs *aw and *ay. 

In neutral environments, i.e. when no laryngals or emphatics precede the 
older diphthongs *ay and *aw, these diphthongs have generally been 
monophthongized to become ê and ö resp., with possible phonetic overlapping 
with ï and, to a lesser extent d. 

Examples for *ay are: yömèn [yo:'me:n] (<*yawmayn) "two days"; 
Slèmàn [t ?isle''mse:n] (<*Sulaymân or *Silaymân) "male given name"; sëx 
[fe:x] (< *sayx) "sheikh"; sëf [si:f] (< *sayf) "sword"; bèdd' # [be^'ëa7 »](< 
*bayda) "white (f. sg.)"; and tüten [9il'0e:n] (*tultayn or *tiltayn) "two thirds". 

Some examples for *aw are: fôg [foicfc] (< *fawg) "cooling off (of a 
fire)", dör [do:r] (< *dawr) "turn", gam (< *qawm) "enemy tribe", södiy [' so:div] 
(< *sawda) "black (f. sg.)", torn [0o:m] (< *tawm) "garlic". (For phonetic 
overlapping of ë with (, and ö with û, cf. I, 1.2.2.1. and I, 1.2.2.2.) 

Among the exceptions to this monophthongization in neutral 
environments are mawdû' "subject", mawlûd "born", mawgùd "present" 
(although also ma:güd in BaA, and maygûd (!) recorded twice in MA), and also 
mawgad annär "(temporary) fireplace", mawsim (~ one instance of mawsam in 
BaA) "season", mawga' "place, site", mawgif "situation", mawta "deceased 
(pi.)", and rawyan "well-watered". These forms have remained untouched 
through "Systemzwang", as the Germans put it.223 

222 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 35 (text 35), 1. 70. 
223 The term "Systemzwang" refers to pressures relating to the felt necessity for morphological 

transparency. 
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Other examples where preceding emphatics or laryngals are not involved 
in the prevention of monophthongization are: dawsih "the whole 
caboodle/noise", tawb (~ tob) (RA)22*, although in the last example regressive 
spreading of secondary velarization may be responsible for the preservation of 
the diphthong. 

Of primae wâw verbs both monophthongized and diphthongal forms of 
the imperfect occur: yawsal ~ yösal, yawga' ~ yoga', but monophthongization 
appears to be more regular with the primae wâw i-type imperfects, e.g. yörid 
"he goes to water" and yöz'in "he weighs". A possible explanation for 
monophthongization of aw being less regular in the primae wâw a-type verbs 
than in the primae wâw /-type verbs is that through vowel harmony these verbs 
are more on a par with other, regular a-type verbs. This could be described as 
another form of "Systemzwang", where the imperfect form yawsal is 
transparent as belonging to the a-imperfect type, whereas such transparency is 
lost in monophthongized yösal. 

Like in DA, RA, SA and BaA, diphthongs *ay and *aw have been 
monophthongized in neutral environments in TA, MA and 'AyA, e.g.: bét 
"house; tent" lëlih "evening", yarn "day", gam "enemy tribe" (these may be 
heard in all of these dialects). In some instances primae wâw verbs, and also the 
quadrillerais with the inserted wâw between the first and second radicals were 
recorded with diphthongs, as in yawsal "he arrives" (MA) (cf. I, 3.2.2.1.), and 
sawlaf, ysawlif "tell" ('AyA) (cf. I, 3.2.3.9.). 

1.2.4.2. Isolating long vowels III, lül, lal, lè I, and loi as phonemes. 

The five long vowels l, ü, à, ë, and ô (cf. I, 1.2.1., and I, 1.2.2.), the latter 
two of which are the reflexes of *ay and *aw in neutral environments, in RA, SA 
and BaA may be isolated in the following minimal pairs (which were also used 
by Blanc225 to identify phonemes in DA): 

sâf "he saw" sûf! "see!" - söf "seeing" 
dèn "debt" din "religion" 
sen "bad" sin "name of the letter ^t," 
gäl "he said" gull "say!" - gô/"saying 

224 The same absence of monophthongization in tawb was noticed in DA, cf. BLANC (1970), p. 
8(119), and other examples in DA are tawr "ox", sawg "driving", fawg "above (prep)". 

225 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 7 (118). 
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Although it must be admitted that the differences between I and ê are 
often only minimal, or perhaps even non-existent in some of the above pairs, I 
could not bring myself to hearing phonetic overlap in dual ending -ën and m. 
pi. ending -ïn (cf. remark in fn to mêfiy ~ mlfiy in I, 1.2.2.1.), and in e.g. gnèh 
"pound" or ben "between (prep.)" 1 never heard [i:]. 

The contrast between löl and lui struck me as less problematic than in 
DA216; löl in neutral environments in RA, SA and BaA is close, but in most 
cases certainly not fully [u:].227 Cases where phonetic overlapping of löl and lid 
is noticeable are the primae wâw verbs, and then mainly in the i-type 
imperfects, e.g. yûgi' ~ yogi' "hurt" (cf. I, 3.2.2.1.). 

N.B. Word-final diphthongal verbal endings -ay and -aw are not 
monophthongized, e.g. dgray "read! (imper, f. sg.)", dsrahay b dlgimal "take the 
camels out to graze! (imper. f. sg.)", dw'ay! "watch out! (irnper. f. sg.)", 
tansaw "you (m. pi.) forget", and bydflahaw "they open", |aw "they came", 
misdw "they went", götaraw "they went", nor are word-final diphthongs that 
occur when the 1st. p. sg. pronominal suffix follows a preposition, e.g.: fay, lay, 
ma'dy, 'aldy (in these cases final -ay < * -ayy). 

1.2.4.3. Allophones of ä. 

When d is preceded, or followed by emphatics, it is considerably backed, 
e.g.: tâh £t?a:h] "he fell", ras [-rais] "head", Allah [a'hail] "God", and bat [ba*] 
"armpit" (where à transferred velarization onto b), wäsit ['waistt] "middle pole 
in a tent", and also hdda ['ha:§a] "this (m. sg.)". 

1.2.4.4. Reflexes of final *-ä('j. 

1.2.4.4.1. Raising of final *-d(') in RA, SA, AA and DA. 

In RA, SA, AA and DA, older final *-d and *-â' have often been raised to 
become -iy, provided they are not preceded by an emphatic, or laryngeal 

226 Cf. ibid. 
227 PALVA (1991), p. 161 states for DA that "in cases of complete monophthongization [of "ay 

and *aw], the phonemic status is not established", which seems too strong a claim. BLANC 
(1970), p. 7 (118) gives the pairs to isolate ë, l, ö and it as phonemes, although some 
speakers do not make the distinctions, and he does report fluctuation in a number of items 
which applies to all speakers. The phonemic status is thus established for DA, albeit not 
firmly. 
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consonants, or by an open syllable containing (underlying) short a. Examples of 

such extreme raising include: 

*sita —• stiy "winter", *hida —• hdiy "camel-driving chant" (TA), *dilâ' —-

dliy "pails" (?, cf. fn 279 to I, 2.1.2.1.), *'ïsâ' -»• 'siy "evening", *risâ' -* rsiy 

"well rope", *sawdä' -* södiy "black (f. sg.)", *ma -*• miy "water", *mi'za or 
*mi'zâ -* mi'ziy "goats"228, *ma'fa (-* *mayfâ -* *mêfâ) -*• mëfiy "cylindrical 
clay oven dug into the ground, used to bake bread" (SA)229, *midrâ -* midriy 

"horn of a gazelle used as a beating hook in weaving" (SA)230, the adverb *hunà 

or *hinä -* hniy "here", but also with h preceding in *-hâ —• -hiy "3rd p. sg. f. 
suffix", (all RA and SA, unless otherwise indicated). In DA and AA, however, 
this raising of *-â in the 3rd p. f. sg. suffix *-hâ has not taken place (cf. 1, 
3.1.12.2.). 

An exception is mawta "deceased (pi.)", which is likely to be a loan from 
CA, and also *-nâ "c. pi. pron. suffix" was not raised in RA, SA or AA, perhaps 
to avoid a homophonic clash with the 1st p. sg. c. obj. suffix -n'l. 

When the article precedes, it is stressed, e.g.: f-âsstiy "in (the) winter", 

âddliy "the pails", drrsiy "the well rope", leaving the diphthongized ending, 

apart from no longer being stressed where it was, unchanged (for more detail on 

stress, cf. I, 2.1.2.1.). 

Comparable forms recorded in TA, MA and 'AyA include: hniy "here" (all 
three), stiy "winter" (TA), miy "water" (TA, MA), rsiy "well rope" (MA), sadfi'y 

"left-handed (f. sg.)" (MA), hawliy "cross-eyed (f. sg.)" (MA), tarsiy "deaf (f. 
sg.)" ('AyA), âli'siy "the evening (prayer)" ('AyA). 

1.2.4.4.2. Raising of final *-â(') in BaA. 

In BaA however, instead of the extreme diphthongized imälah, one would 

rather hear a "milder" (i.e. lower) form of imälah, mainly in pause, followed 

228 cf. LANE (1874), part 7, p. 2724. 
229 The Sawärkah I interviewed said that they no longer used the mëfiy, while the Rmêlât 

(those I interviewed, that is) said they did not know it. One Balawiy told me that the mêfi' 
(in his dialect) is only used in Gatyah nowadays. I have seen it in use among the 
Dawâgrah as well. 

230 This is how the word was glossed to me. For an illustration of the loom cf. WEIR (1990), p. 
49, where this horn of a gazelle is called misgâ or mihtâ. 
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by a slight glottal catch, phonetically [i?], instead of the diphthongization in the 
examples from RA, SA, AA and DA. 

Examples from BaA are: sti'# "winter", hni'if (~ hniy) "here", lhi'# "sg. 
f. suffix: to her", fsi' # "fart", as well as 'amyi' # "blind (f. sg.)", tarsi" "deaf (f. 
sg.)", sadfi" "left-handed (f. sg.)"23i, and also verbs masi" (~ mist') "he went", 
and (unlike RA, SA, or AA) one may hear imâlah in gi' "he came", and also the 
vowel of the 1st. pi. c. suffix *-nà is (shortened and) raised to a position 
between [e] and [i]. 

It is interesting to note that in BaA, where the raising in these last two 
examples will not lead to (near) homophones, raising actually does take place, 
whereas it does not take place in those dialects where this raising would result in 
(near) homophones23?; a raised form >giy (of *gä') in RA, SA and AA would be 
a near homophone of the imperfect ygiy, whereas gi' in BaA is clearly not 
homophonic with the imperfect yîgiy (cf. I, 3.2.2.6.1.). Similarly, raised —niy 
(of *-na) would be a near homophone of -ni in RA, SA and AA, while -ni ~ -ne 
is clearly not homophonic with -ni (or perhaps -nya or -nyi, cf. I, 3.1.12.2.2.). 
The same holds for DA (cf. IV, 3.2.2.6.1.), where the extreme raising in giy (of 
*èaO) did not result in a (near) homophone with the imperfect, which is, like 
in BaA, yi'giy. 

1.2.4.4.3. Reflexes of final *-â(') when preceded by *a in open syllable. 

1.2.4.4.3.1. No raising of final *-ä(') when preceded by *a in open syllable in 
RA, SA, AA, or DA. 

When *a directly precedes in open syllable, final *-â(') is not raised in 
RA, SA, or DA233, and especially when in pause an unreleased glottal catch often 
follows the stressed a: *dawâ' -* diwâ' if "medicine", *hawâ' -* hiwâ' # 
"wind", *gadâ' > gada (gada' #) "lunch", *'asâ' -* 'asâ ('asâ' # ) "dinner", 
and also 'anâ —» and (and' #) "I", and the verbs watd "he went to town", ramd 
(rama #) "he threw", as well as the interrogative mita "when?", and the 
"particle denoting concern" 'asd23A. (i of the first syllable in some of the 
examples conforms to I, 3.1.1.6.). 

231 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 13 (124) sadfiy "left-handed, left". 
232 This is interesting in view of the theory that certain forms are excluded from change to 

avoid homophonic clash. 
233 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 13 (124). 
234 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 34 (text 14), 1. 65. For the original meaning of this verb 'asâ, cf. 

LANE (1874), part 5, p. 2048. On the use of 'asa in Nagdiy dialects as an optative particle, 
cf. INGHAM (1994), pp. 191-2. 
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In 'AyA dl'asa "the dinner", f-dImisa "in the evening", and in TA hiwâ' 

(#) "wind" and dlgada "the lunch" were recorded, which points to similar 
conditioning of raising of final *-â('). 

1.2.4.4.3.2. Raising of final *-ä('), also when preceded by ö in open syllable in 

BaA. 

In BaA, however, some instances of raising of *-a(') preceded by a 
neutral consonant (i.e. not M or X), although preceded by *a in open syllable 
were recorded, but mainly in pause: dlgadi' "the lunch", ûlmisï "the evening", 
and also the verb form masi" (~ misi') "he went". 

1.2.4.4.4. Phonetic factors inhibiting raising of final *-â(') in group I. 

The phonetic factor of preceding laryngeals or (secondary) emphatics that 
will not allow raising of *-ä(') in RA, SA, AA and DA, is effective in BaA as 
well. No raising takes place where such consonants precede, e.g. (examples that 
may be heard in all these dialects): dra' "sorghum", gamrd' "moonlight", 
hamrd' "red (f. sg.)", bêda "white (f. sg.)", safrd' # "yellow (f. sg.)", xadrd' 

"green (f. sg.)", gtd' "cover", sal'd' "bald (f. sg.)". Additional forms in BaA are 
gir'd' "bald (f. sg.)", sal'd', and in AA we find hatha "smooth gravel in a 
watercourse"235. 

Examples where either one, or both factors prevent this imâlah: *warâ' —* 

ward "behind (prep.)"236, gird' "he studied" , sird' "he bought", and ramd' "he 
threw", gidd' # "law". 

N.B. In SA and RA and also in AA one will hear ga' "he came", which has 
remained immune to this type of imälah, in contrast to gi' in BaA (cf. above in 
I, 1.2.4.4.2.). Other exceptions seem to be elatives where C^= semivowel: dhla 

"more beautiful" (although also recorded with a preceding gahawah - vowel in 
open syllable in mâ-hald "how beautiful!"), agwa (velarized throughout) 
"stronger", as well the imperfect of tert. inf. (C3 = y) verbs without verbal 
endings: ansa "I forget", nansa "we forget" etc. 

Similarly in TA, MA and 'AyA: ga' # "he came". 

2 3 5 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary. 
2 3 6 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 22 (text 7), 1. 15. 
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Such raising of final *-&(') preceded by M does not occur in TA, MA and 
'AyA either, e.g.: dra "sorghum" (TA), hamrâ "red (f. sg.)" (MA), sdfra "yellow 
(f. sg.)" (MA), zargd "blue (f. sg.)" ('AyA), bêdd "white (f. sg.)" ('AyA). 

1.2.4.4.5. Raising of final *-ä(') in neutral positions, phonetic in BaA, as 
opposed to morphological restructuring in RA, SA, AA and DA. 

The details given above lead to the conclusion that the final *-ä(') raising 
rule in BaA (where —* -i") is best regarded as a pausal phenomenon, which is 
phonetic in nature, whereas in RA, SA, AA and DA the *-â(') raising rule 
(where —* -t'y) has led to morphological restructering of the base form, i.e. such 
raising is no longer dependant on a pausal position of the word in question, but 
the raised forms now also occur in context. 

1.2.4.4.6. Glottalization of non-raised reflexes of final *-ä(') mainly under 
stress, and especially in pause. 

In a few cases, especially in BaA, the unreleased glottal catch accompanies 
the unstressed final vowel when in pause: dlmi' # "the water", dlmisi' # "the 
evening", dli'si' * "the evening prayer" (all three BaA), dlgada' # (the only non-
BaA example, in RA), but it was more generally absent in such unstressed 
positions, e.g.: b dl'asa # "with the stick", gamr dlgada # "glowing embers of a 
type of hardwood (of the genus Euphorbia?)"237, dlgida I'urfiy (all three BaA), 
dddra "the sorghum", dddiwa "the medicine", dttara "the moist land", (all three 
RA), dl'asa "the dinner", dlgada "the lunch", dlgada "the (system of) justice" 
(all three SA). 

1.2.4.4.7. Other exceptions to raising of final *-a('). 

Final * -ä in the C3 = y imperfects of a-type verbs is not raised in RA, SA, 
AA, or BaA. Examples are: yaswa "equal", yansa "forget", yalga "find", yabga 
"become", yasta "spend the winter", nor is it raised in perfect or imperfect of 
derived measures, e.g.: (y)itgahwa "be served coffee", (y)itgadda "have lunch", 
(y)istanna "wait", (y)itsawwa "be made/done", or in the perfect of measure 2 
sawwa "do, make", 'ayya "refuse", etc. 

Other examples in which no raising takes place: ma'na "meaning", 
ah(a)la "more beautiful", ma ~ ma "not" (probably never in sentence-final 

237 Cf. LANE(1877), part 6, p. 2269. 
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position), là ~ la' ~ la "no", and also demonstrative hâda, and, more predictably 
so, hâda have remained immune to this type of imâlah (contrast the m. sg. dem. 
hâdiymDA, cf. IV, 3.1.13.1.). 

1.2.4.4.8. Final -iy as a reflex of final *-ä(') in BaA. 

In BaA we may also hear the extreme forms, but these are probably to be 
interpreted as K-forms from neighbouring bedouin dialects, e.g.: hniy "here", 
miy "water", 'siy "evening", and Mûsiy "Moses". 

Notice that in BaA the older *ïy endings have an iy reflex, and have thus been 
kept separate from the older â' and â endings with their i" reflex. E.g. the 
plurals 'siy "sticks", rhiy "hand-mills", Ihiy "beards". 

1.2.4.4.9. Suffixed older (final) *-ä(') in all dialects under discussion here. 

In cases where suffixation is (grammatically) possible, all reflexes of 
older *-â(') (i.e. final -iy in RA, SA, TA and AA, final -i ~ -î' # in BaA, and 
final -à ~ -â' #) appear as -â, as in the following examples: 'asâk "your dinner" 
(RA), xsäy "my testicles" (RA), 'asäkuw tkûnuw tayybïn! "I hope you are well!" 
(RA), walâyây "my female relatives" (RA), ma gâna "he did not come to us" 
(SA), waräk "behind you" (AA), w dlxata xatähum mühu xatäy! "the misdeed is 
their misdeed, it is not my misdeed" (AA), may "my water" (BaA), mâkuw 
"your (m. pi.) water" (BaA), warâh "behind him" (BaA), gafâh "the nape of his 
neck" (BaA), ma huwây "it is not my desire" (BaA). 

The rule could be summarized as follows: 

reflex of *-ä(') -*âl + suffix 

1.2.4.5. Allophones of long vowels ë, i, ö, and ü. 

1.2.4.5.1. Lowering effect of preceding emphatics on f and it. 

Primary and secondary emphatics preceding i and û tend to have a 
lowering effect on these long vowels, bringing their phonetic value to under [i:], 
but certainly not entirely to [e:], and further down to under [u:], but ü in this 
position being further lowered down to a close [o:] respectively. In the case of 
Mi, (where M = any emphatic), an on-glide, especially in slower speech, is 
audible. A comparable on-glide in « was not heard, but could probably be 
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measured electronically. Examples: xüsah ['xo:sah] "knife", xiix [x-o:x-] 
"peaches", tin ftekn] "mud", tsir [# ?3'-s:ei:r] "she becomes". 

Notice that, although lowering takes place in ï and ü in velarized 
environments, there is no real chance of homophonic clash with ê and a, as 
these generally do not occur as reflexes of *ay and *aw following emphatics; in 
such environments they have remained clearly diphthongal ay and aw. 

1.2.4.5.2. Off-glide in ë and f. 

When ï or ë is followed by an emphatic, an off-glide238 towards [a] may 
be noticeable, especially before voiced emphatic interdental d: bid [bi:a§] "white 
(pi.)", gilldah [yi'li:Qgan] "thick (f. sg.)", bitân [bia'-ta:n] "armpits", and # gtêtah 
[BY'-te:̂ *1] "fog" (notice that it is not *gtaytah), gëd [ge:a§] "midsummer". 

When preceding ' or h, an off-glide towards [a] may be audible: babi' 
[bp'bi:aî] "I sell", rlh [ri:ah] "wind", and be' [be:3?] "selling" (no examples of a 
possible èh sequence available). 

1.2.4.5.3. Off-glide in ö and ». 

When ' and h follow ü or ö there is an audible off-glide towards [a], e.g. t 
isbit' pas'bu:3?] "week", ruh [ru:ah] "go!", and löh [lo:ah] "plank", nö' [no:aî] 
"type". 

When an emphatic, especially in the case of d, follows û or ö an off-glide 
towards [a] is audible, e.g. biybùd [biv'bo:a§] "it (m.) becomes useless", # ôdah 
['îo.-oêah] "room", and less clearly audible in süsah ['so^sah) "young bird (?)". 

1.2.4.6. Diphthongs. 

In addition to the five long vowels, there are four diphthongs: ay, aw, and 
iy and uw. 

1.2.4.6.1. Reflexes of *ay and *aw. 

1.2.4.6.1.1. Reflexes of *ay and *aw in neutral environments. 

Reflexes of *ay and *aw in neutral environments are ê and ö respectively 
in DA, AA, RA, SA, BaA, TA, MA and 'AyA, cf. I, 1.2.4.1. 

238 Cf. remarks on CaA in HARREL (1957), chapter 7. 
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1.2.4.6.1.2. Reflexes of *ay and *aw in non-neutral environments. 

1.2.4.6.1.2.1. Reflexes of *ay and *aw preceded by X. 

When *ay and *aw are preceded by back spirants (uvulars, pharyngeals, or 
glottals) their reflexes have in most cases remained diphthongal, ranging in 
phonetic value between [ai] and [ei] for *ay, and between [au] and [ou] for 
*aw. Examples for ay are: xayt [xei-t] "thread", xays [xeif], "canvas", # gnêhayn 
[edyne'hem] "two pounds", and gayr [yetr] "except". Examples for aw are: 
hawgal ['houd3äl] "threshing board", hawn [houn] "mortar", xawf [xouf] "fear" 
(No example available of g preceding aw). 

Similar preservation of diphthongs following X was noticed in TA, MA 
and 'AyA, e.g.: 'ayr "donkey" (TA), haytah "wall" (TA), xayr "good" (TA), xawf 
"fear" (MA), haws "court" ('AyA), xayzarânih (~ xazarânih) "bamboo stick" 
('Ay A). 

The least degree of raising of the first element of the diphthong, or none 
at all, was observed after pharyngeals ' and h, e.g. [au] in 'Awdih ['îaudin] "male 
given name", haws [häuf] "court", and [ai] in 'ayn [îain] "eye", and hayt [haU] 
"walls (coll.)". 

An exception to these preserved diphthongs, at least in RA and AA is 
hôdal "these", where aw of presumably older *hawdal2i9 has been 
monophthongized (whereas in SA I did elicit hawdal). Similarly, ay in the 
presumed older form *haydtlw no longer has a diphthongal realization in RA, 
SA, AA, DA, BaA, MA or 'AyA where we will hear hëdiy (~ hädiy in RA, SA 
and BaA, cf. demonstratives below in I, 3.1.13.1.). 

1.2.4.6.1.2.2. Diphthongs *ay and *aw preceded by M. 

When preceded by emphatic consonants, *ay and *aw have remained 
diphthongal, although limited raising of the first element is more regular than 
when *ay and *aw are preceded by laryngals: e.g. tayr [-t̂ eir] "birds", day/ 

239 A contamination of the two forms hold (< *hä'ulä) and hädöl, according to FISCHER 
(1959), cf. pp. 109 and 105. According to BLANC (1970), p. 7 (118), the afformative hö-
developed from *haw-, so presumably hawlä <häulä<hä'ulä. 

240 Both BLANC (1970), p. 7 (118), and FISCHER (1959), pp. 79-81 assume a development of this 
afformative hè- from older *hay-. 
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[Seif] "guest", sayf [self] "summer", sâwma'ah ['soumaîah] "silo", tawsih 
"['-t?ouJih] "bloodshed". As was already remarked by Blanc, backing and 
rounding of the first element of the diphthong ay does not occur after t, s, d, and 
(secondary emphatic) /241 (i.e. those consonants articulated with the front of the 
tongue raised to a position near, or in contact with, the alveolar ridge, e.g. 
dallayt [Sa'tett] "I stayed"), and such backing and rounding also remain absent 
after velarized r as in warrayt [wa'r-:eit] "I showed". But according to Blanc242, it 
is quite regular when preceded by velarized bilabials b and m, i.e. consonants 
that do not require raising of the front of the tongue. The only two examples 
recorded which corroborate this claim are xubbayzih [xu'brayzih] (BaA), and the 
K-form mayyih ['maynh] "water". 

Although the influence of t on the preservation of diphthongs is clear in 
the examples tayr "birds", xattayn "two stripes", and in xaitayn "two threads", 
there were monophthongal realizations in gtêtah "fog", hattêna (~ hattayna) 
"we placed", hattet (- hattayt) "I placed", alguttên "the dried figs"243, wasten 
"two central poles (in a tent)". 

Blanc's remark for DA that preceding r, whether emphatic or not, has 
preserved diphthongs could not be corroborated for RA, SA or BaA. In these 
dialects only velarized r serves this function, whereas monophthongization after 
r is regular in the case of r + *ay, e.g.: adDraybiy "type of judge (for 
preliminary investigation)"244, nafarayn "two persons", saharayn "two months", 
ya rayt . . . "would it be that...!" (RA), and kutrays "how much?" (recorded in 
TA). But there are monophthongs in itbarrèt "I rid myself (of a responsibility)", 
sibrèn "two spans of the hand", mitrên "two meters", Srêf "male given name". 

In the case of r + *aw, things are less clear, in part due to the small 
number of recorded instances: both Rödah (BaA) and Rawdah (SA) "name of a 
village" were heard, as well as röfliy ya bint! "get moving girl!". 

241 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 8(119). 
242 Cf. ibid.. 
243 The translation here is how it was glossed to me; it was said to be one of the ingredients of 

mukassarät. 
2 4 4 The translation is how it was glossed to me. Perhaps it is a type of examining magistrate, 

who either dismisses cases or refers them to the mansad (i.e. the judge of the Masâ'id, 
who specialize in matters of honour)". Cf. also STEWART (1990), glossary. ATTAYYIB 
(1997), p. 139, however, mentions this type of judge as specialized in matters of (the 
possession of) camels, and that the position is held by a Swêrkiy or Rmëliy. 
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Similar preservat ion of diphthongs following M was noticed in TA, MA 

and 'AyA, e.g.: saharayn "two months" (JA), day/ "guest" (MA), sallayt "you 

prayed" (MA), a'tayt "I gave" ('AyA), sayf "summer" {'AyA), sawm "fasting" 

('AyA). 

1.2.4.6.1.2.3. Reduction of diphthongs ay and aw. 

When in unstressed positions (either in word- or in sentence-stress), the 
diphthong is at times reduced to a monophthong, which may then be 
complementary lengthened: babï'ih zayy ma tbl' al'a.rf-assüg "I sell it (m.) like 
you would sell a donkey in the market", min xa:f tufrus hawâfirhiy "lest she 
spread out her hoofs" (RA), hattamâna "we put (perf.) it (f.)" (SA), xa:tayn 

"two threads" (SA), and twice even ma:güdih "present (f. sg.)" in BaA. 

In allegro speech this complementary lengthening usually remains absent, 
e.g. safiyyih "low lying field, near puddles of rain water, for cultivating battlx" 

(probably called so after the battlx sayfiy, a type of watermelon) (RA, BaA)2*5. 

In all dialects discussed here the diphthong in the word gayr is often 
realized as a complementary lengthened monophthong: bidall ga:r bâbah "only 
its (m.) opening remains (visible)" (BaA).246 

1.2.4.6.2. Diphthongs -iy and -uw. 

1.2.4.6.2.1. Reflexes of final *- ;and*-u . 

The final diphthongs -iy and -uw, which are originally presumably the 

result of pausal diphthongization of *-l and *-«, may be realized as long vowels 

I and ü, or half-long [u-1 and [ i] in sandhi.247 These diphthongs only occur 

word-final, always in pause, but may occur in sandhi as well. In order to achieve 

a relatively uniform system for transcription, long or half-long realizations in 

sandhi have not been indicated, and a transcription of -uw and -iy is maintained 

in all sandhi positions. 

Final -iy may also be the reflex of *ä, or *a , e.g. the suffix *-hâ has a 
-hiy reflex in RA and SA: blhhiy! "sell it (f.)!", w insawwihiy körn wâhid "and 

245 In the oasis of Bahariyya the word safiyya occurs as well, but there it means "summer 
house", cf. BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1994), p. 271, and WOIDICH(1991),p. 1644. 

2-16 Also in DA, cf. ibid. p. 8 ( 119). 
2*7 The same holds for DA, cf. BLANC (1970), p. 12 (123). 
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we make one pile of it (f.)" (both RA), w inkassirhiy w ingammissiy (ngammis + 
hiy) "we break it (i.e. the bread) and dip it (to eat it)"248 ( s ^ whereas BaA has 
a regular -i" reflex for final *-<j, or *-â' in neutral environments. 

In TA and MA - hiy was recorded in numerous instances, while in 'AyA 
-hiy and -ha occurred side by side (cf. I, 1.2.4.4.1. and 1.2.4.4.2.). 

Final diphthongs -iy and -uw that result from anaptyxis also occur: gidiy 
"kid goat", ri'iy "grazing", 'imiy "blind (c. pi.)", gdriy "running", and also 
ddluw "pail", gdzuw "raiding".2'« Such diphthongs created by anaptyxis occur in 
other positions as well, e.g.: # iySll "he carries", # iwgüh "faces", # iwlâd 
adDarwah "the children of the grey-haired woman" (BaA)2™, and often the 
conjunction w, when preceded by a consonant (or pause) and followed by a 
consonant, becomes iw, and will usually sound as [u], e.g. # iw nadbah "and we 
slaughter". Examples in word-medial position are mdruwtih "his womenfolk", 
and tdniyha "the doubling of it (f. sg.)"251. 

1.2.4.6.2.2. Morphological iw —* û. 

A diphthong 'iw that might have resulted from morphological patterning 
was not recorded in any of the dialects discussed here. Instead, li'wl yields «, as in 
yûfiy "come to completion" (RA), niigid "we light it" (BaA). 

N.B. Forms such as mïzân "scales", mV ad "appointment", mîrâd "road, distance 
to water source"2«, where Iwl yielded i (through the pattern miCiC2äC3), were 
inherited in these shapes, and are not the result of synchronic morphological 
patterning. 

1.2.4.7. Prosodie lengthening of long vowels and diphthongs. 

When extra emphasis is intended, often to express great distances or long 
durations of time and the like, long vowels and diphthongs, like short vowels, 

248 Cf. BAILEY (1981-2), p. 144, fn 37: "ghammas - to dip bread into a bowl and take hold of 
part of the contents (the main bedouin manner of eating)". 

249 The same holds for DA, cf. ibid., p. 9 (120). 
BLANC (1970), p. 27 (138) reports similar forms in DA: awgad "he kindled", yûgid "he 
kindles", ügid "kindle!", and the active part, mügid "having kindled"." He then concludes 
that "these imperf. and imperative forms reflect "base-initia! l-iw-l —• ü...". 
An example from AA, cf. STEWART (1990), p. 25 (text 7), 1. 74. 
For the last example, cf. STEWART (1990), glossary, p. 279 (root w-r-d). 

250 

251 
252 
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may be prosodically lengthened. When this is the case with diphthongs, the first 
element is lengthened. E.g.: w dlgimal im'allig iw mabsüt iw b xa:yr iw mikln 
"and the camels are well-fed (on green fodder), happy, doing (very) well, and 
strong" (RA), kattar xa.yrak! "may He increase your prosperity!" (RA), widdhiy 
lïhiy dâr ha.yt "she wants a brick house for herself", bingib al'a:ys "we get the 
bread" (RA). Examples with lengthened long vowels are: abùh gâ:d "his father 
is very far away" (RA), in mä sâwart abü:k "if you don't consult your father" 
(RA), 'ugüzih gä'dah hni'y, iw 'ugüzah gâ'dahf-hâdâ:k "an old woman is sitting 
here, and another old woman is sitting (way) over there" (BaA), 'â:xar siy "the 
(very) last thing" (BaA). Stewart remarks similar prosoaic lengthening of ê in 
hawên "to emphasize how far away the object is".253 The examples also show 
that such lengthening occurs mainly in pause. 

2. Stress and phonotactics. 

2.1. Stress.«4 

2.1.1. Rules for word-stress. 

Within word boundaries, the stress rule follows the elision rule and the 
gahawah-rale, but precedes the anaptyxis rule. Stress is of the mdktaba-type. In 
these dialects of group I no final geminate reduction rule is active (contrast with 
DA in IV, 2.1.1.). Rules for word-stress in RA and SA are (gahawah-forms such 
as td'agnih "she kneads it" are special cases, cf. I, 2.1.2.4. and 2.2.1.4.): 

1) Speech pause # does not have the function of a consonant for the stress rule 
(but contrast # for anaptyxis rule below in I, 2.3.) 

2) The domain of stress is formed by: 
a.) the last three syllables, including the article al- and the verbal at- (or an-) 

prefixes (and the suffixes), the vowel preceding the /-infix (of the 1-r 
measure), if these are part of the last three syllables. 

b.) the last four syllables in the absence of heavy sequences. 

253 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 103 (text 32), 1.81. Other instances of hawên "used with reference 
to distant objects" were only recorded in BaA, and in SA awênha was recorded. 
For the use of (variations on) awwên in Upper Egypt for far deixis, "that one (over there)", 
Cf. BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1985b), maps 170-173. 
For a sketchy remark on pitch, cf. 1,5. 254 
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3) Stress is placed according to the criterion of quantity, i.e. vowels of heavy 
sequence are stressed. 

4) The following types of "heavy" sequences occur: vCC(C), vC(C) (including 
v(h)).255 

5) The vowel of the first heavy sequence from the right is stressed (cf. 
examples in 2.1.1.1.) 

6 a) In the absence of a heavy sequence, stress the vowel in the second syllable 
from the left, or 

b) In the absence of a heavy sequence, stress the vowel in the first syllable 
from the left. 

Rule 6 a) seems to be the older rule256, which is more and more being 
replaced by 6 b) (cf. 2.1.1.2.1.5. below). Stress in TA, MA and 'AyA is of the 
mdktaba-type as well, and the same variation of rules 6 a) and 6 b) that is found 
in RA and SA is found in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

2.1.1.1. Stress in words with heavy sequences. 

Examples of heavy sequences (here in bold print) drawing stress onto 
preceding short vowels: 
In RA: mdngalah "a sigah-type of game", ddda'an "the trek", bitrdkkabin "they 
(f. pi.) are linked", dfnabat "she appealed (for help)", atgdwwazat "she was 
married", dlbil "the camels", dSStiy "the winter", dligfa' (where i is an 
anaptyctic: al + gta') "the pieces", 'dwddna "we returned". 
In SA: drrfab "the fresh dates" dstuwa "it (m.) became ripe", dnnixal "the 
palmtrees", dügag (al + sgag) "the (oblong) tent pieces"; dl&ada " the lunch", 
dl'asa "the dinner" (all SA). 

In AA: aga\\hum "the least of them", anSarah "it was explained", dl'awag "the 
default", dSsihar hadâk "that month"; dlmarah "the wife"; âlgimal "the 
camels".257 

In BaA: dnbina "it was built", dltara "he bought", tinkisir "it (f.) is broken", 
dlhatab "the firewood", dfyab! "drink!", widdhum "they want" 

255 Cf. BLANC (1964), p. 52, and also GROTZFELD (1969), p. 153. 
256 Since surrounding sedentary dialects, to which the bedouin dialects in question here are 

increasingly exposed, have CdCaC(v), it is plausible to regard CaCdC(a) as the older rule, 
not as an invention. This sedentary influence is also apparent from the development in 
which the article is no longer stressed. 

257 Cf. ibid. p. 14 (text 2), 1. 1; p. 33 (text 14), 1. 35; p. 13 (text 1), 1. 134; p. 14 (text 1), 1. 146; 
p. 17 (text 5), 1. 5; p. 18 (text 5), 1. 29 respecüvely. 
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Examples of stressed long vowels: mitmarah "underground storage for 

grain", halhamad "this flat land", sâwarnî "he consulted me", hâwatah "she 

loved him", walâyây "my female relatives" (all five RA), bitanâwalih "he 

receives him (as a guest)", idt "my hand", assmenih "the ghee", yâklùh "they eat 

it (m.)" (all three SA). 

Stress in TA, MA and 'AyA is the same as in the examples listed above. 

2.1.1.2. Examples of stress in words without heavy sequences. 

2.1.1.2.1. Stress in CaCaC(v) and CiCiC in RA, SA, AA and BaA. 

Nouns (+ vowel-initial suffix) that fit the CaCaC(v) patterns and verbs 
that fit either the CaCaC(v) or CiCiC (though underlying CaCiC) pattern (+ 
vowel-initial suffix), are either stressed CàCaC(v) (cf. examples below in 
2.1.1.2.1.1.) and CiCiC, or CaCdC(v) (often appearing as ClCdC(v) on the 
surface, cf. examples below in 2.1.1.2.1.2.) and CiCiC: Thus, the nouns *ganam 

"sheep" and *gamal "camel" may be stressed gdnam and gdmal, or gandm and 
gimdl. Some examples for verbs are *dabah "he slaughtered", which is stressed 
ddbah or dibdh, and *sarib "he drank" yields sirib or sirib. With vowel-initial 
suffixes we get ddbahah or dibdhih "he slaughtered him".258 The same variation 
is found in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

In A A a few examples of stress on the penultimate in CaCaC have been 

recorded, but in the majority of instances stress is on the ultimate: CaCdC, and 

also CiCiC (for examples, cf. 2.1.1.2.1.1., 2.1.1.2.1.2. for CaCdC, and 

2.1.1.2.1.4. for CiCi'Q. 

The examples for RA, SA and BaA (and also in TA, MA and 'AyA) point 

to an ongoing stress shift. The older stress type is presumably CaCdC(v) and 

CiCiC, which is developing into CâCaC'v) and CiCiC. It is quite likely that 

dialect contact with one or several of the surrounding dialects, 'AA (cf. fn 63 to 

A. I. f. Remarks on the estimated dates of arrival of bedouin tribes in this 

study), or perhaps even CaA™, with a CâCaC(v) and CiCiC is responsible for 

this development. 

25S in the case of O'CiC-type verbs followed by a vowel-initial suffix the high vowel of the 
second syllable is elided (cf. I, 2.4.1.) creating a heavy sequence of C2C3, e.g. sirbit "she 
drank" in RA, SA, and BaA. Notice that in DA and AA the underlying lal "reappears" in 
sarbit.d. 1,3.2.1.1.. 

259 Al'Aris is the major commercial centre of the area with a population of over 100,000 souls. 
Taking geographical proximity, population numbers, and increased mobility into 
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2.1.1.2.1.1. Examples of CâCaC(v) in RA, SA, AA and BaA. 

More examples of CdCaC(v) in RA are: wdrag "paper"; sâ'ar "hair"; lâban 
"milk"; gdmal "camel"; mdhar "dowry"; tdhat "under"; sdbak "nets"; hdtab 
"firewood"; 'dhamar "red (m. sg.); gdsalah "twig (in betrothals)"; sdgarah 
"tree"; 'dsarah "ten"; ddharah "his back"; wdragah "piece of paper"; gdhawah 
"coffee"; hdnakih "his mouth"; mdratih "his wife"; gd'adat "she sat down"; 
mdragat "she passed"; gâta' rdgabat al'abid "he cut the throat of the slave"; 
bndharit "we plough"; ndzahat "she was absent from home"; ndxatub "we ask 
(for a woman) in marriage"; yd'arif "he knows"260; ndhafir "we dig"; ddfa'aw 
"they paid"; ydgazuw "they raid"; istdrakat "she took part". 

Examples of CdCaC(v) in SA are: tdlat "three"; gdnam "goats and sheep"; sâhar 
"month"; wdlad "son"; Hdsan "male given name"; 'ala hdsab "according to"; 
fdrah "wedding"; hdtab "firewood"; wdsat "centre"; sdgarah "tree"; xdsabih 
"piece of wood"; 'dsarah "ten"; gdsalah "twig (in betrothals)"; K-form mdsalan 
"for instance"; gdhawah "coffee"; md'anad "partition in tent"; dxadar "green 
(m. sg.)"; dhamar "red (m. sg.)"; bdxatak "your luck"; wdladih "his son"; 
gdmalih "his camel"; nd'amil "we make"; ydxatib "he asks (a woman) in 
marriage"; ydhafir "he digs"; td'agin "she kneads"; ydhadir "he attends"; 
btdgazil "she spins (wool)". 

Examples of CdCaC(v) in AA*: tdraf "side"; 'dsar "ten"; ddkar "male"; wdlad 
"son"; bdrakati-Lldh "God's blessing; 'dkal "he ate"; tdtnan miyyih "eight 
hundred"; mdratak "your wife"; wdladih "his son''; wdladak iw wdlad wdladak 
"your son, and the son of your son".261 

consideration, the influence must be considerable. In addition to this influence of speakers 
of 'AA, the influence of numerous Egyptian teachers in the primary schools cannot be 
underestimated. I was told that the first primary school in the area outside al'Arls, i.e. in 
bedouin territory, was not established until the late 1950s or early 60s, which would 
corroborate the fact that it is mainly the younger generations who show the CdCaC(v) and 
Ci'CiC in their speech. 
Rather than having to formulate a rule specifying "the reappearance" of the high vowel in 
ya'arfoi yaxatb when these are followed by consonant-initial suffixes, e.g. ya'arifliiy, 
and yaxatubhiy, the transcription of the base forms with the high vowel is preferred here. 
The details of the possible elision of such high vowels, e.g. ya'arff, but yaxatub #, are 
specified in I, 2.3.3.2. 

261 Cf. STEWART (1990): p. 8 (text 1), 1. 46; p. 9 (text 1), 1. 62; p. 12 (text 1), 1. 116; p. 13 
(text 1), 1. 133; p. 17 (text 5), 1.2; p. 23 (text 7), 1. 52; p. 25 (text 7), 1. 87; p. 25 (text 7), 1. 
88; p. 26 (text 8), 1. 3; p. 26 (text 8), 1. 21; p. 33 (text 14), 1. 18 respectively. 

260 
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Examples of CdCaC(v) in BaA are: ndxal "date palms", mdtar "rain", ndxalah 

"date palm", mâ'anad "partition in tent", ddharah "his back", rdtabah "a ripe 

date", zdlamih "man" 

Such examples of CdCaC(v) may also be heard in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

* Stewart's recordings and my own show predominantly CaCdC(v), however 

(cf. below in I, 2.1.1.2.1.2.).2« 

2.1.1.2.1.2. Examples of CaCdC(v) in RA, SA, AA and BaA. 

More examples of CaCdC(v) in RA are: gitd' "he cut"; dihdb "gold"; di'dn 

"trek"; fa'fcf/ "he killed/he beat"; gimdl "camel"; risdn "halter"; gifdl "he startled 
(intrans.)"; mirdg "he passed"; sibdg "race (for a prize)"; sindh "year"; «'Mr 
"under"; nigdl "inferior type of falcon"; sibdk "nets"; sihdr "month"; sindb 

"moustache"; sihdn "plate"; sirdg "he stole"; mikdn "pumps (for water)"; waldd 

'ammih "his cousin"; fazd' "he goes at it (in quarrels or fights)"; sar ad "he fled"; 
'awdd "rooms"; xasdb "wood"; Hasan "male given name"; ka'db "heel"; hatdb 

"firewood"; hanak "mouth", and only two instances of CaCdCv occurred in RA: 

sigdrah "tree"; ahdlih "his folks". 

Examples of CaCdC in SA are: gidd' "4 or 5 year old camel"; dihdr "back"; 

bildh "dates"; tahdn "grinding"; hatdb "firewood", but no instances of CaCdCv 

were recorded in SA. 

Examples of CaCdC(v) in AA: addb "good manners", ahdl "people", sihdr 

"month", sindb "moustache", misdk "he grabbed", mirdtih "his wife", akdiah 

"he ate it".263 

2 6 2 This may have to do with a number of factors: the greater geographical distance to al'Arls, 
the higher age of the informants, and perhaps also the setting of a court session calls for a 
"bedouin register", of which the stress-type CaCâC(v) and CiCiC forms a part. As regards 
this last point, STEWART (1990), p. xi, however, remarks that "the differences in style 
between speakers are far more striking than the differences in style between utterances of a 
single speaker on different occasions". Cf. remarks in A. H d. Gathering linguistic material 
of this study. 

263 cf. STEWART (1990), respectively: p. 8 (text 1), 1. 56; p. 10 (text 1), 1. 96; p. 14 (text 1), 1. 
146; p. 15 (text 2), 1.7; p. 21 (text 7), 1. 1; p. 17 (text 5), 1. 2; p. 25 (text 7), 1. 88. 
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Examples of CaCâC(v) in BaA are: rabat "he tied", tihdt "under", gandm "goats 
and sheep", axdd "he took", ga'dd "he sat down", awdd "rooms", abdr 
"needles", xasdb "wood", hatdb "firewood", ratdm "retem wood", tamân girdkil 
"eight jerrycans", lab an "milk", 'asdl "honey", xasdbih "piece of wood", 
gandmih "a sheep/goat", walddak "your son", gihâwah "coffee", bildhah "its 
(m.) dates", mardtak "your wife", mahdram "women's section in tent", naxdlah 
"date palm", axdras2M "mute", axddar "green", ta'drif "you know", ma'dnad (~ 
mi'dnad) "partition in tent". 

Examples of CaCdC(v) were also recorded in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

2.1.1.2.1.3. Stress in CaCaCaCv(C) in RA, SA, AA and BaA. 

Stress in CaCaCaCv(C) tends to be stable on the vowel of the first syllable 
in RA and SA, appears to be stable on the vowel of the second syllable in AA, 
and varies between these possibilities in BaA. E.g.: sdbakatih "his net" (RA), 
rdgabatak "your (m.) neck" (RA, SA), rdgabatih (SA), ragâbatak (AA), and 
rdgabatak ~ ragâbatak (BaA), and a gahawah-form tdhafadah "she preserves it 
(m.)" (RA). 

Notice that in BA the examples darabdtu "she hit him", ragâbatak "your 
neck" etc. are morphologically conditioned exceptions to the stress rule 
formulated for BA (cf. Ill, 2.1.1.2.1.3.), but that comparable examples as listed 
above in RA, SA, AA and BaA, although stress may vary between the first and 
second syllable, are not exceptions to the general stress rule for these dialects. 

In TA and MA the example ragâbatak "your neck" was recorded, which in 
'AyA is stressed rdgabatak. 

2.1.1.2.1.4. Examples of stress in CiCiC in RA, SA, AA and BaA. 

In RA and SA stress in CiCiC tends to vary. Stress on the vowel of the 
ultimate syllable was recorded in the examples hidir "he attended", difly "it (m.) 
became warm", tilt' "he ascended", nizil "he descended", sib(' "he ate his fill", 
ligi'y "he found", but the vowel of the penultimate is stressed in the examples 

2 6 4 With an emphatic sâd, as the f. sg. is xarsâ', not •xarsC. BLANC (1970), p. 13 (124) gives 
both xarsiy and xarsâ. 
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zi'mig "he grew tired (of sth.)", kif il "he gave a guarantee", sibi', hidir "he 
attended", tili', 'ilim "he learned (of sth.)", nifi' "it was useful", 'irif "he knew". 

In AA stress is regularly on the ultimate: CiCiC for *CiCiC (CA *CaCiC). 
E.g.: gilit "he wronged", dibir "he rubs a raw patch (on skin)", and also for 
*CuCiC(a) gisim (*qusim(a)) "it (m.) was allotted".265 Examples of CiCiC 
stress were not found in AA. 

BaA examples show stress varying between the ultimate and the 
penultimate: dihik "he laughed", nizil "he came down", sirib "he drank", 'irif 
"he knew", but also 'irif 'ilim, tili'. 

2.1.1.2.1.5. Ongoing stress shift in RA, SA and BaA. 

The examples listed above in 2.1.1.2. point to stress shift taking place in 

RA, SA and BaA: 
CaCdC(v) — CdCaC(v) 

From these examples we may also see that there are still many more 
instances of the CaCdC stress-type than there are of the CaCdCv type in RA and 
SA, for in the majority of cases CaCaCv is stressed CdCaCv. 

The same stress shift is taking place in older *CaCiC (examples in 
2.1.1.2.1.4.): 

CiCiC-*CiCiC 

The assumption that the older stress in CaCvC is on the vowel of the 
second syllable is based on the fact that raising of a has taken place in, for 
example, sirib and fihim. This raising of a could only take place because a was 
unstressed, and in open syllable: *sarib —> sirib. The fact that the i of the first 
syllable is never dropped, not even in unstressed positions or in sandhi, is an 
indication that it is still underlying lal: siribt (for more detail, cf. I, 3.2.1.1.).266 

Another indication of older stress being on the second syllable of CvCaC, 
is the elision of the high vowel in older *CICaC, which has become CCaC, e.g. 
*'indb > 'nab "grapes", and *rukab > rkab "knees". This development conforms 

265 Cf. ibid. p. 5 (text 1), 1. 26; p. 23 (text 7), 1. 36; p. 12 (text 1), 1. 117. Since neither of the 
dialects under discussion here have an internal passive, the last example is probably a loan 
from CA, which is all the more likely because the high vowel of the first syllable has not 
been dropped according to the rule described in I, 2.4. 

2 6 6 The underlying presence of older a is even clearer in DA and AA, since it "reappears" in 
closed syllables, e.g. sarbit, sarbuw. Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 23 (134). 
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to the rule that high vowels are only elided in unstressed (open) syllables (cf. I, 
2.4.). 

In the case of sirib the form may have developed from suffixed forms 
such as siribt, after which paradigmatic leveling took place which stabilized the 
underlying lal as i in the imperfect in RA, SA and BaA, but then the question 
would remain open of why this i does not appear in the closed syllables of the 
forms sarbit and sarbuw in AA and DA, whereas it does appear in sirib. The 
answer is that in AA and DA raising is still dependant on lal being in an open 
unstressed syllable, and that the process of paradigmatic leveling is not complete 
in these dialects (since a is not substituted with i throughout the conjugation). 

If we then take this situation in AA and DA to be an earlier step in the 
development towards the leveled conjugation (which contains sirbit and sirbuw) 
found in RA, SA and BaA, we must conclude that stress in *sarib must have 
been *sarib as well (since it is not >sdrib). This means that we do not need to 
postulate intermediate forms such as *saribha —* siribha. 

Since there are no indications that the quality of the short vowel has any 
(synchronic) significance for the assignment of stress, a recorded form like sirib 
should be regarded as an older form, while also recorded sirib is a more recent 
form, just as katâb (often with raised a as in kitdb) is the older form, and kâtab 
the more recent one. 

To illustrate the development reflected in northern Sinai dialects: 

A B C D translated 

1 *sarib sirib sirib sirib "he drank" 

2 *sarbit sarbit sirbit sirbit "she drank" 

3 *saribt siribt siribt sribt "I drank" 

A common historical base forms; underlying forms in AA and DA. 
B surface forms in AA and DA (stressed sirib, sdrbit, siribt) 
C surface forms in RA, SA and BaA (stressed Sirib ~ sirib, sirbit, siribt); 

underlying forms in BA (and also 'AA). 
D surface forms in BA (and also in 'AA) (stressed sirib, sirbit, sribt) 

Underlying forms in RA, SA and BaA are Al, C2, and A3, i.e. i is 
established throughout the conjugation, but is still underlying lal, which is why i 
of the first syllable is not dropped in surface form siribt, nor in siribha "he 
drank it (f.)". 
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In C i is established throughout the conjugation in BA (and also in 'AA), 

and is also underlying lil in these dialects: the morphophonemic base of the i-

type has been morphologically restructured as C\iCiiC^. For this reason i of the 
first syllable may be dropped in sribha "he drank it (f.)" (whether C3 siribt or 
D3 sribt is the actual underlying form in BA and 'AA is of minor relevance 
here). 

We may notice that this schematic representation quite neatly follows the 
path of the development of a more conservative (i.e. bedouin) dialect type 
towards a more sedentary type, which in the case of the bedouin dialects 
involved (i.e. excluding 'AA) also has its geographical east-west dimension (cf. 
appendix, MAP 52). 

2.1.1.2.1.6. Resyllabication of the CaCaCv sequence in BaA. 

It appears that there existed267 (and perhaps still exists in the intimacy of 
the home) an older type of BaA, in which the northeastern Arabic (or Nagdiy) 

type of resyllabication of CaCaCv -* CCvCv was (or is) current. The rule is: 
CiaC2aC3v ~* CiC2aC3v for verbs, and C\aC2aC-iV -* C\C2iC->y for nouns, if C2 

is not X, and C3 is not L268. 

Evidence of this rule of resyllabication in BaA are forms (obtained 
through direct elicitation): xsibih "piece of wood", smikih "a fish", nxdlah "date 
palm", Ihdmih "piece of meat", ghâwah "coffee", and the verb forms drdbatih 

"she hit him", msâkaùh "she grabbed him", ktâbat "she wrote", ktdbin "they (f. 
pi.) wrote".269 

267 Unfortunately, the forms cited here came up during direct elicitation only, but were cited by 
independent informants, and on different occasions. The question would be along the line 
of "How do you say this to your father or brother?" Often the forms I suggested, however, 
were rejected as being Dwègriy, i.e. the dialect spoken by the pariah tribe of the Dawâgrah 
(cf. chapter IV). 

268 For a similar rule in the dialect ofcAnaiza, cf. JOHNSTONE (1967). 
269 Cf. also PALVA (1982), p. 24 for a remark on syllable structure in koineized dialects of the 

Gulf: "It seems, however, that in the most koineized dialects of the Gulf area the older 
genuine syllable structure [i.e. the type of resyllabicized structure CCICV < CaCaCV} has 
already become regressive or recessive." Similarly, koineizing influences are probably 
responsible for the disapearance of this resyllabicized structure CCICV in BaA as well. 
ROSENHOUSE (1984), p. 75 notices the same sedentary influences causing ghawa, 
zlimalbsala sequences in the bedouin dialects of North Israel to yield to gahwa, 
zalamalbasala sequences. 
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Resyllabicized forms were not recorded in AA, RA, SA, TA, MA, or 'AyA, 

nor are they current in DA.210 

2.1.1.2.2. Stress in aCCaCaC(v) (nominal alCaCaC(ah)), perfects of verbal 
measures n-l (anC\aC2aC^(v)), 1-r (aC\taC2aC^(v)), and the imperfects of n-\ 

(yinCyiCjiC-i), and 1-f (yiCitiC2iCi) in RA, SA, AA and BaA. 

2.1.1.2.2.1. Stress in aCCaCaC. 

Another aspect of the ongoing stress shift, besides CaCâC —* CdCaC (cf. 
2.1.1.2.1.5.), is that the article is losing its position as a stressable unit when 
preceding CaCaC. Thus, instead of (undoubtedly) older âlCaCaC, one may 
increasingly hear (among younger people, that is) alCdCaC in RA, SA and also 
in BaA, e.g.: al'dhad "the pact" (RA), algâmal "the camels" (RA, SA), alfârah 
"the wedding" (SA), almdtar "the rain" (BaA). 

Verbal n - l and 1-r measures show no variation where stress is concerned 
in RA and ÂÂ, and hardly any variation in SA: When the verbal preformative is 
part of the last three syllables, it is stressed, like in DA271. Examples: 

In RA: dnwaxad "he was taken", dnbana "it (m.) was built", dnkital "he 
was killed", dntihat "it (f.) ended". Examples of imperfect forms: ibtin'irif "it 
(f.) is known", md ti'n'idif "they (f. sg.) are not chosen as appeal judges"272, 
yistiriy "he buys", tittifig "you agree". 

In SA: dnwakal "it (f.) was eaten", dnwaxad "it was taken", dttafag "he 
agreed", dstagal "he worked", but also (only) one instance of antdhat "it (f.) 
ended". Imperfect forms include: bnî'tiniy bih "we take care of it (m.)", yistigil 
"he works". 

In AA we have the examples (perfect): dnsarah "it (m.) was explained", 
dntiha "it (m.) ended", and imperfect forms tîngidiy "they (f. sg.) are 
completed", bytxtilif "it differs", bttftirig "it differs".273 

BaA shows variation with regard to stress in these verbal measures. 
Besides older stress as in dftikar, dttifag, dstuwa "it (m.) ripened", also istdwa, 

2 7 0 Cf. the discussion in A. III. d. The j-qftflvvflft-syndrome and resvllabication of CaCaCV 
sequences. 

271 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 24 (135) ângalab "he got turned ovc", and p. 28 (139) yinkitil 
"he' 11 be killed". 

272 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary, p. 196. 
273 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 33 (text 14), 1. 34; p. 36 (text 14), 1. 120 (not appearing in the text, 

but spoken between [...]; p. 27 (text 9), 1. 3; p. 21 (text 7), 1. 2; p. 31 (text 12), 1. 19 
(respectively). 
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intâgad "he criticized" were recorded. The imperfect forms showed similar 
variation: yinfitih "it (m.) is opened", yßtigil "he works", yiftikir "he thinks" 
appeared alongside such instances as nintigil "we move away", yinblsit "he 
rejoices", yixti'lif "it differs", bistiwiy "it ripens". 

In a very limited number of instances a more sedentary stress type was 
recorded: ibtâda "it (m. sg.) began", and in the participle mihtdrim "respected" 

Stressed articles and verbal preformatives of the measures n-1 and 1 -t are 
also current in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

Notice that in all our dialects the unstressed high vowel i of the second 
syllable in the perfect and imperfect of measures n-\ and 1 -t is underlying lal 
(cf. remarks in I, 3.2.3.1., and I, 3.2.3.3.). In BaA, in cases of stress like yistiriy, 
the conclusion of underlying lal is based on the fact that rule ordering specifies 
elision preceding stress placement; if i of the second syllable was not elided, it 
cannot be an underlying short high vowel, therefore it is lal. 

2.1.1.2.2.2. Stress in aCCaCaCv(C). 

Where the article or verbal preformative precedes the sequence CaCaCv, 
no instances (covered by the provision made in 2 b) of I, 2.2.1.) of it being 
stressed were recorded274. 

In RA and SA stress is regularly on the vowel following the heavy 
sequence, i.e. on the ante-penultimate of the CaCaCv sequence, e.g.: azzdlamah 
"the man" (RA), assâlabah "the rope to secure loads on a camel" (RA), 
algdhawah "the coffee" (RA, SA), algdsalah "the twig (given in betrothal 
ceremonies)" (RA, SA), almd'anad "the partition (in a tent)" (SA), assagarah 
"the tree" (SA). Verb forms include astdrakat "they (f. sg.) took part" (RA), 
axtdlafat "it (f.) differed" (RA, SA), astdgalan "they (f.) worked" (SA). 

For AA, examples of stress in nominal alCaCaCah were not found, but 
since comparable verb forms are stressed ankitdlat "she was hit", anligdtat "she 

274 BLANC (1970), p. 10 (121) mentions one example of a nominal in DA: dlganamah "the 
sheep (sg.)", and indicates that this is exceptional, as the vCC cluster formed by the article 
and the intial consonant in CaCaCv is "[...] more commonly ignored, and the word is 
treated as though it had three syllables with no VCC [...]", i.e. the sequence is stressed 
alCaCaCah in DA. Verb forms mentioned here are ânkitaîaw "they were killed", and 
hârabatih "she fought him" as less common alternatives for algandmah, ankitâlaw, and 
hârabâtih. 
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was grabbed", and andardbat "she was beaten" (all three AA275), it is likely that 
stress in nominals would be alCaCdCah in AA as well (like in DA), i.e. stress 
would be regular on the penultimate of a final CaCaCv sequence. 

In BaA we have the examples allihdmah "the piece of meat", annixdlah 
"the date palm", arrugdbah "the neck", algisdlah "the twig (given to the groom 
in betrothal ceremonies)", and algihdwah "the coffee", but also anndxalah "the 
date palm", and assdgarah "the tree". Verb forms were stressed anwakdlat "it 
(f.) was eaten", angitd'an "they (f.) were cut", aftikdrat "she thought", attifdgat 
"she agreed", but also iltdfatat "she looked back", iftdragat "she was separated", 
ingdsalat "it (f.) was washed". These examples show stress varying between the 
ante-penultimate, and the penultimate of the final CaCaCv sequence in BaA. 

In addition to these BaA forms, forms like sarsardtak "your (serrated) 
sickle", mahfaddtak "your wallet" (both forms elicited), mardtak "your wife" 
were recorded. The instances where the second syllable of a CaCaCv sequence 
receives stress, seems to hark back to older resyllabication and stress rules, 
where the vowel of the first syllable is dropped (—* CC'vCv) . Under influence 
of dialects lacking this resyllabication rule, BaA appears to have largely given 
up this rule (for indications that the rule must have been, or still is partially 
active, cf. I, 2.1.1.2.1.6.), but stress has remained on the same syllable in many 
instances. Puzzling examples in this respect, however, are akaldtih "she ate it 
(m. sg.)", 'agabdtih "she pleased him", matardtak "your (m. sg.) water bottle", 
which are stressed like in e.g. BA (cf. Ill, 2.1.1.2.1.3.). 

2.1.2. Exceptions to the stress rule. 

2.1.2.1. Stress on reflexes of *-â('). 

In RA and SA final -iy as a reflex of older *-ä(') is usually unstressed 
when another heavy sequence draws stress to the preceding vowel276: södiy 
"black (f sg.)", midriy "horn of a gazelle used as a beating hook in weaving". 
One would conclude therefore, that final - iy in nominals is losing its status as a 
long vowel, comparable to verbal endings -iy ( from *-() and -uw (from *-«). 

275 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 23 (text 7), 1.40. The latter two forms do not appear in the text, but 
were spoken in the interval indicated by [...] in the same line. 

276 Apart from kidiy ~ kidiy, I have not come across base forms where a vowel preceding 
final -iy as a reflex of *-à(') could be stressed, which must be in large part due to the 
exception to raising of final *-â(') described in I, 1.2.4.4.3.1., and the /-elision rule in 2.4., 
which eliminates short high vowels that might otherwise have been stressed. 
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Similarly, the -â(') reflex of final *-â(') is generally (though not 
exclusively) stressed when no (other) heavy sequence draws stress to the 
preceding vowel: forms such as 'dtwa(h)211 "truce", bêda(h) "white (f. sg.)" etc. 
are not uncommon, and in such cases where final -â(') is no longer stressed 
because a preceding syllable could assume the stress, the analogy with the 
feminine suffix becomes relevant; e.g. for sinâh "year" and mardh "wife" one 
may often hear sdnih and mdrahP% 

If no article precedes, forms which reflect the older *-â(') endings are 
stressed on the ultimate, with the characteristic extreme raising and phonetic 
(originally presumably pausal) diphthongization in such forms in our dialects: 
hniy "here", stiy "winter", rsiy "well rope", sriy "purchase" (RA), 'siy "dinner" 
(RA), the pi. dliy "pails"279, and also miy "water". 

When the article is prefixed (in the cases of nouns), however, it is 
stressed: dsstiy "the winter", drrsiy "the well rope", dssriy "the buying", âli'siy, a 
pi. dddliy (< *dila) "the pails" (?), dlmiy "the water", dl'asa "dinner" (SA), 
salât âli'siy "evening prayer" (SA), and an even more illustrating example: 
ya'n-iza kân 'asâ', ibtathan I dl'asa, iza kân gidd', ibtathan I dlgida "that is, if it 
is dinner, she grinds for the dinner, if it is lunch, she grinds for lunch" (SA). 

When other heavy sequences are available, these are usually stressed as 
well, but there is room for variation: mi'driy "horn of a gazelle used as a beating 
hook in weaving", méfiy "cylindrical clay oven dug into the ground", sbdiy 
"black (f. sg.)", mi'ziy "goats", mistdsfiy "hospital" 28°, and numerous instances 
of dinyih (~ once dinyi'y in SA).281 

2.1.2.2. Stress on final nominal *-iy reflexes in *CaCiy. 

Like the reflexes of *-ä('), the current reflex -iy of older *-iy (and *-i' as 
in *barl' "innocent") may only be stressed if no (other) heavy sequences draw 
stress to a preceding vowel, and even without the article there is considerable 
variation in stress in forms without (other) heavy sequences. Recorded examples 

277 Cf. remarks in STEWART (1990), p. 152, fn 70. 
278 For AA STEWART (1990), glossary, lists stress on the feminine suffix (T) in sandh, but 

mdrah, and stress on the feminine suffix in suffixed mardtih. 
BLANC (1970), p. 12 (123), fn 22 remarks that it is not entirely certain that the older form is 
*dilä' , since Old Arabic plurals duliyy or diliyy are also attested. 
The latter example is from A4, cf. STEWART (1990), p. 103 (text 32), 1. 87). 

281 In southern TA I have recorded sab'ih mi'ziy "seven goats/sheep". 

279 

280 
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of such varying stress are: guwi'y "strong" (7?A)282, wiliy "saint" (RA), ridiy "" 

(RA), nibi'y ~ nibiy "Prophet" (both AA)™, 'Uiy (AA, BaA) ~ 'My (AA)™* 

"male given name", gibiy "hidden" (AA)2SS, Biliy ~ Biliy "name of tribe" (both 
BaA), sibiy (BaA) ~ sibiy (AA)286 "youth", tiny ~ tirîy "dry" (BaA), bi'riy (BaA) 

~ birt'y (AA)2S1 "innocent", and also (a reflex of *-lh)figfy "reciter of the Koran" 
(BaA). 

2.1.2.3. Stress in al + *CaCïy. 

Examples of stressed articles preceding older *CaCiy: âlguwiy "the strong 

one" (RA), âssibiy "the boy" (RA), ânnibiy "the Prophet" (all dialects discussed 

here). 

These forms with the stressed article show that the pattern underlying 
these nouns is CaCiC, which is then stressed according to 6a) or 6b) (cf. I, 
2.2.1.). The other possible patterns CaCC, or CaCv, would not yield stress on a 
preceding article. Morphologically it would therefore perhaps be better to write 
such suffixed forms as sibiyhum (where i preceding CC will be stressed) "their 
boy", but since i is audible, and not a diphthong, a transcription sibihum is 
preferred. The I is derived through a morphophonemic rule: 

iy-*ï I... + suffix 

The reflex - iy of the older nisbah-ending * - iyy (or * - fy) is not stressed 
when it is word-final: 'ütfiy "customary", Swerkiy "belonging to the Sawârkah", 

Rmêliy "belonging to the Rmëlât", but 'arabiyyih "car", hurriyyih "liberty", etc. 

The reflex -iy of older *-i (or CA *-i") is only stressed when suffixed and 
in eligible position in nouns: gafiy "judge", madiy "past", tardy "second", ra'iy 

"master", bâgiy "remainder", masiy "walking", but stressed in ahalina "or 
folks", muwâsina "our cattle", râ'ïhiy "its (f. sg.) master", etc. 

2 8 2 In DA also guwiy, cf. BLANC (1970), p. 9. 
2 8 3 Ct STEWART (1990), glossary. In RA, SA, BaA, and also in AA stress with the article is 

always ânnibiy, cf. below in I, 2.1.2.3.. 
2 8 4 The two AA examples were heard in Stewart's recordings, but they do not appear in the 

texts, presumably for reasons of privacy. 
285 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary. 
2 8 6 Cf. ibid., glossary. Actually, it is listed as sabiy, but I take this to be an error. 
287 Cf. ibid., glossary. 
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In verb forms they (also reflexes of older *-iya endings, as in CA *nasiya "he 
forgot") are stressed either in conformity with 6a), or with 6b) in I, 2.1.1. when 
unsuffixed: nisiy ~ ni'siy "he forgot" (i.e. like sin'b ~ si'rib), yirmiy "he throws". 
They are stressed when suffixed as in nisïhiy "he forgot her", yirmïh "he throws 

it". 

2.1.2.4. Stress in suffixed gahawah-fovms. 

In forms where consonant-initial suffixes cause the preceding consonant to 
close the syllable of the gahawah-vowel, stress is in conformity with I, 2.1.1., 
and thus predictable, e.g. naxdlha "her datepalms", ahâlhum "their family". 

Stress is less predictable in the forms where ga/iavva/i-vowels appear in 
aXCT sequence (-» aXaCT), and which are suffixed with vowel-initial suffixes, 
The ga/iawa/i-vowel then behaves more like an anaptyctic than an older (and 
more stable) a: râhamtak "your food (offered in hospitality)" (RA), rdhamtih 
"his food (offered in hospitality)" (RA), gdhawtih "his coffee" (SA). Similarly 
in the verb form td'agnih "she kneads it" (RA), where the gahawah-vowel 
would have had to be stressed, had it been a stable a. (for more details, cf. 
below gahawah-syndrome I, 2.2.1.1.). 

2.1.2.5. Stress in vCCICv. 

When in open syllable the high vowel following a geminate precedes a 
consonant which is phonetically close to, or identical with that geminate, it is 
not elided. The resulting forms are not exceptions to the stress rules (cf. I, 
2.1.1.) of RA, SA, AA, or BaA, e.g.: mit'âddidih "numerous", binxdffifah "we 
thin it out (of watermelon plants)", etc. (cf. I, 2.4.4.). 

2.1.3. Stress units. 

2.1.3.1. Stress in combinations with preposition mm and negated personal 
pronouns. 

As is the case with min-tahat "from below" in DA2SS, some combinations 
of words may form a single stress unit, and the instances encountered during 
this research were all in combinations with the proclitically affixed prep, min: 

288 Cf. ibid., pp. 10-11(121-2) (d). 
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min-tahat "from below, underneath" (RA and BaA), min-sanah "since a year" 
(RA), and min-kidiy "from this" (RA), but these examples may also occur 
stressed as (resp.) min tihdt ~ min tdhat, min sinóh ~ min sdnah, and min kidiy ~ 
min kidiy. 

The negated pers. pronominals form one stress unit as well: mahü ~ mùhù 
"not he", mahl ~ mihi "not she", mâhin ~ m'îhin "not they", as well as mâhad 
"nobody". 

2.1.3.2. Enclitically suffixed prepositions / and b. 

2.1.3.2.1. Enclisis of the suffixed prepostion /. 

In a number of cases, most of them recorded in RA, the preposition / + 
suffix was enclitically suffixed, forming one stress unit with the preceding 
word. Some examples: (btug'ud + Ihiy) btug'üd-ilhiy arba' isnin "it (f. sg.) 
remains (like that) for four years" (RA), (räbit + Iah) räbit-lah "having tied for 
himself" (RA), and (mkayyil + lih) mkayyil-lih "having measured for himself" 
(RA), (y'ayyin + lah) y'ayyi'n-lah "he appoints for him" (BaA). 

In cases where the verbal -iy ending is lengthened it is not difficult to 
decide whether the prep, is enclitically suffixed, or whether -iy is simply 
lengthened in sandhi (cf. I, 1.2.4.6.2.1.); stress in the following examples is 
clearly on the long vowels, which means that we are dealing with enclisis: 
(tsawwiy + Ihiy) tsawwl-lhiy "she makes for herself', (ahkiy + lak) ahki-lak "I 
tell you" (RA), (asawwiy + lak) asawwl-lak "I do for you" (SA), and an example 
where -iy (as a reflex of final *-â) of the 3rd p. f. sg. pronominal suffix is 
lengthened: (bafassirhiy + lak) bafassirhi-lak "I explain it (f.) for you" (RA). 
One may be tempted to regard the long ï in this last example as a result of 
sandhi lengthening (as it is not *bafassirhâlak, cf. above I, 1.2.4.4.9.), but since 
primary stress is clearly on the long i in this instance, the interpretation of 
enclitic suffixation is preferred here. 

2.1.3.2.2. Enclisis of the suffixed preposition b. 

One clear instance of enclitically suffixed preposition b + pronominal 
suffix was recorded: (byifrig + bha + dssalab) byifrig-ibh-dssalab "he seperates 
the (thick) rope (of the plough) with it (f. sg.)" (BaA). 
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2.2. Phonotactics. 

2.2.1. The gahawah-syndrome. 

2.2.1.1. The gahawah-syndrome: a insertion in *aXC sequences. 

As was pointed out by Blanc289, an a is inserted between X and C in aXC 
sequences. This phenomenon has since his publication become known as the 
gahawah-syndrome. The rule may be summarized as follows: 

gahawah- vowel insertion: 0 —• a I (C)aX C(V) 

X - any of the back spirants h, h, ', x, g 

Examples: 

gahawah "coffee" 
nacagah "ewe" 
naxal "datepalms (coll.)" 
bahar "sea" 
yaxabut "he knocks" 
tahat "under" 

*qahwa gahwah 

*na'ga na'gah 

*naxl naxl 

*bahr bahr 

*yaxbit yaxbit 

*taht taht 

The gahawah - syndrome has created full syllables, in that they can be 
stressed, or that they are of decisive importance for stress assignment in certain 
sequences of vowels and consonants, but apparently only to a certain degree (cf. 
examples below). The gahawah-mle precedes elision, stress, and anaptyxis 
rules. 

Examples of the gahawah-syndrome creating full new syllables: 
naxal ismah dakar "date palms which are called male", ma binsayyid âssimakf-
âlbahar "we don't go fishing at sea", xawâl "uncles" (where initial a of *axawâl 
< *axwäl was consequently dropped). 

Examples of the gahawah-vov/e] in stressed positions: 

289 Cf. ibid., pp. 14-6(125-7). 
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ta'dmha "its (f. sg.) taste", ba'ddhum "each other", ahâlha "her family", and 
also (conforming to stress rule 6a) baxâtak "your luck", gahawah "coffee", 
yi'drif'he knows". 

The gahawah- syndrome is also active in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

2.2.1.2. Morphological categories showing variation. 

In some morphological categories the gahawah-vowel is not entirely 
stable. For example, for maCxC1aC-i{ah) and maClC2iC3(ah) nouns I have 
recorded both magrib and magarib "sunset", magazal (~ magzil) "spindle", 
mâ'anad ~ almi'ânad "partition in tent", almihdram "women's section of a 
tent", and md'arakah "battle", but only ma'na "meaning", md'sarah "press (for 
olive oil)", md'lagah "spoon", mdgrafah "laddie", mdhfadah "wallet", 
mdhkamah "court". 

Passive participles of measure 1 do not always show the gahawah- vowel: 
maxsüs "special", ma'mid "made", mahtüt "placed", mahsûb "calculated", but 
also pass, participles with the gahawah-vowel were recorded: ma'arüf{~ ma'ruf 
in BaA) "known", ma'adüd (~ ma'düd in BaA) "numerous", ma'adûl "straight", 
mahamîd "neglected". 

2.2.1.3. Morphological categories in which the gahawah-syndrome is not 
active. 

In the derived verbal measures the gahawah - syndrome is not active.290 

For instance, the perfect of measure 4 (IV): dhsadat "it (f.) has become ripe", 
a'tayt "I gave", nor in measure (i)sta-l (X) istdgrab,yistagrib "wonder"; 
istdhsan, yistahsin "consider good"; istdhbal, yistahbil "play stupid", nor in 
quadriliteral verbs gahwa, ygahwiy "serve coffee (to)"; zahlaf, yzahlif "shove"; 
itgahwa,yitgahwa "be served coffee"; itbahdal, yitbahdal "be treated with 
contempt"; itlaxbat, yitlaxbat "become confused". 

It is perhaps needless to add that the syndrome is not active when the final 
two consonants are geminate, e.g.: faxx "trap", sahh "right", dahhah "type of 

290 BLANC (1970), p. 15 ( 126), however, lists two examples for DA: astahâgan, and astagâna. 
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dance executed during a sâmir291", saxxah "piss" (not -faxax, • sahah, 'dahahah, 

or •saxaxah). 

In RA and SA the a-insertion rule (or gahawah-rule) follows the high 
vowel elision rule and the stress rule, and J-rule 2 (described below in I, 
3.1.10.2.) applies before this «-insertion rule, which makes the inserted a 

"behave like" an anaptyctic, in that it is not stressed (cf. below in I, 2.2.1.4.). 

Examples are: gdhawtih "his coffee", rdhamtak "food offered in hospitality by 
you", rdhamtih "food offered in hospitality by him", ndhafrah "we dig it" (RA), 
yâhafrih "he digs it", d'azmak "I invite you", td'agnih "she kneads it", ydhalfuw 
b Allah "they swear by God", ydhadruw "they attend". 

Sandhi examples are: gdhawt algasif "coffee made by boiling the coffee dregs 
with added water", lahamt issi'ir bitkün ahla min Idhamt alkusub "the meat from 
(animals fed on) barley is better than the meat from (animals fed on) pressed 
cotton seed"292, Idgiwt igdùdni "the dialect of our forefathers" (BaA). 

N.B. For a remark on the forms gahawti, gahawati and ragawit annâgah 

recorded in AA, cf. I, 3.1.10.3. 

The material for TA, MA and 'AyA is inconclusive as to the behaviour of 
T preceded by the gahawah-vowel in open syllable. 

2.2.1 A. A possible origin of the gahawah-syndrome. 

One plausible explanation for the origin of such gahawah-vowels is that 
they originated as plain anaptyctic vowels. If we, for instance, suffix such older 
forms as *bahr, *'ahl, *naxl with consonant-intial suffixes, according to the 
rules described for stress and anaptyxis, we would get (e.g.) *bdhdrhin, 

*'dhdlha, and *ndxdlna. If we suffix the verbs *ya'zim, *yagsil with vowel-
initial suffixes, we could get *yd'dzmak "he invites you, *ydg3slih "he washes 
it". 

291 Cf. dahïyah in BAILEY (1974b), p. 123, BAILEY (1981-2), p. 149, and SUQAYR (1916), pp. 
438-9. The sâmir is a festive occasion with "night-time dances", cf. BAILEY (1981-2), p. 
I39,fn 23. 

292 For kusb, cf. HINDS/BADAWI (1985): "animal fodder made of pressed cotton seed", and 
BEHNSTEDT/woiDICH (1994): "Baumwollsaatrückstände als Viehfutter", which is cheaper 
than barley. 
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The influence of X on these anaptyctics (transcribed as a in the examples 
above), in combination with the following a, would then have had a lowering 
effect, bringing the phonetic value down to approximately [a] through a process 
of assimilation. 

By applying a strict "différentiel" principle of not dropping a in open 
unstressed syllables, as opposed to short high vowels i and u in similar 
positions293, the gahawah-vov/e\ could then become stable, and largely lose its 
status as a (late surface) anaptyctic vowel, while acquiring the new status of the 
stable low vowel a, which is not dropped, and may be stressed. 

The unsuffixed forms were then reinterpreted with the new phonetically 
low anaptyctic vowel, and by generalizing a rule 0 —>• a / aX__C, a 
phonotactical reinterpretation, this gahawah-vowel could spread to such forms 
where no anaptyctics would appear through suffixation, e.g. yahafad, ma'anad. 

The advantage of this interpretation is that it accounts for the forms 
gdhawtih etc., which would then have to be interpreted as older residual forms 
surviving in their connected shapes (we may see the same, i.e. older forms 
"surviving" in connected shapes, in such forms as dlmiy "the water", but the 
connected form mâhiy "her water", cf. I, 1.2.4.4.9.).294 

A next step, when the gahawah -vowels had stabilized, was to reassign 
stress in dialects that are (or were) of the CaCaCfvj-type; verbs and nouns that 
originally had a CaXC(vj-sequence, now had a CaXaC(v) sequence and could be 
stressed accordingly: CaXdC(v). 

Another explanation would be that a aX sequence, due to the relatively 
open position of the mouth, creates a following a, i.e. the articulation of X is 
"stretched" (which might be desribed as an offset delay, as opposed to an 
articulatory delay of R in the bukara - syndrome, an onset delay), if a consonant 
follows, e.s. naxl-+ naxal, axdar—> axadar, baxt—* baxat etc.295 

293 Cf. CANTTNEAU (1936), p. 49. 
294 Another example is the prohibitive ma tgis "don't come!" in CaA, where not I as in proper 

CaA tlgi "you come" is dropped, but rather i from an older form *tigt. 
295 EDZARD (1991), p. 402, (simplified) interprets the gahawah-syndrome as being the result of 

"the intensity of the airstream that occurs in the pronunciation of laryngeals and 
pharyngeals". 
Interesting in this respect is that our four year old daughter Roxane, whose mother tongue 
had been Hunan Chinese until she was three years and eight months old, would for weeks 
pronounce the name of our visiting friend Magda ([' maxda] in Dutch) as [' maxada]. Since 
I have no knowledge of the phonotactic constraints of Hunan Chinese, however, I shall 
draw no further conclusion other than that this is remarkable. 
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Notice that, although voice of the C following X can be very helpful in 
the development of vowels preceding C (compare absence of an anaptyctic in 
aflast #, but its presence in gisim #) it is not a prerequisite in this interpretation, 
since the starting point of the argumentation is X. The sequence aX creating its 
own following a may account for the occurrence of baxat, tahat, etc., if these 
forms were not created by analogy to forms like ahal, ba'ad, etc. 

Which of these possible historical developments lies behind the gahawah-

vowels cannot be decided here, and perhaps it is a combination of the two 
developments, which may have even reinforced each other. 

2.2.2. Articulatory delay in the realization of alveolar sonorants (liquids /, r, and 

n). 

2.2.2.1. Articulatory delay in the realization of r. 

Quite regularly, a delay in the articulation of r following a consonant was 

observed. The process may be summarized as follows: 

bukara296 vowel insertion: 0 —* vb / -C Rva 

(vb ~ va or vb = va ) 
R = liquid I or r (for /, cf. I, 2.2.2.2. below, and also instances of n 

mainly in BaA, cf. I, 2.2.2.3.) (these form a natural class of alveolar consonants 
(cf. above I, 1.1.1.) with a high degree of sonority (cf. below I, 2.3.3.2.)). 

The term "simple bukara-syndrome"297 describes the situation in which 
an intrusive vowel (not an anaptyctic!) is realised within word boundaries and 
between C and rV. The phonetic quality of this intrusive vowel is guided by the 
vowel following the r (vb = va). The cause of this phenomenon seems to be a 
delay in the articulation of r. When the environment requires the realization of a 
vowel after r, voice of the r is already realised before the tongue has been 
brought into position for the actual articulation of Irl. The phenomenon occurs 
synchronically between intervocalic -Cr- , not between C and r at the end of the 

296 Cf. BEHNSTEDT (1979), pp. 64-6 (1.1.2.), and DE JONG (1996a), pp. 63-5 (2.1.1.). Cf. also 
RABIN (1951) pp. 98-9, where he refers to a similar delay in the articulation of r. 

297 "The simple bukara-syndrome" is my translation for "das einfache fc«*ara-Syndrom", 
which does not create full syllables. 
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word before speech pause; in such cases the anaptyxis rule accounts for the 
vowel. Some examples are {bukara-vowels are underlined): 
kitirit dllaham "the large quantity of meat", yutU-rud "he drives away", nugurun 
"we harness", nidiris "we thresh", ûduk&ruw Allah! "pronounce God's name!", 
btufii-rut albak&rah "you pay out (the thread on) the reel", albiz^-rih "the seed", 
dug'-riy "straight", nigirih "quarrel"298, yigirib "he comes near"299, bukarah 
"tomorrow", bakarag "coffeepot", bistagirib "he finds odd".300 

In generative terms, the bukara -rule would be considered a late phonetic 
surface rule, i.e. it is applied in the last instance, while vowel elision and 
anaptyxis rules are not reapplied (i.e. they are not cyclic)301. The following 
examples may serve to illustrate this (bukara-vowels are underlined): kitjrit 
dllaham, not *k(tjrt dllaham, tufurut albakO-rah, not *tufart albakarah. 

Notice that the forms marked with the sign * here are not impossible; 
through the optional rules of sandhi elision and anaptyxis they are quite easily 
arrived at. The sign * here merely indicates that such forms did not occur in 
those instances recorded, i.e. the optional sandhi rules were not applied.302 The 
development of these two examples must have logically been: 

base form sandhi elision anaptyxis bukara-insertion 

kitrit + v kitritv -- -- kitjrit v 
tufrut + v tufrut v — — tufurut v 

We see that the conclusion must be that the optional sandhi rules do not 
apply here, for if so, we could not account for the presence of the short high 
vowels following r. Furthermore, in cases where /-elision is morphophonemic, 
and therefore compulsory, no instances of short high vowels following r were 
recorded, e.g. ytldurbuw, but never >yiidurubuw. This also clearly shows that the 
bukara-syndrome creates vowels preceding r, not following r.303 

2 9 8 Cf. STEWART (1990), p 18, 11. 24-5. 
299 Cf. ibid. 1. 37. 
300 j h e forms bakarah, bukarah, and bakarag clearly show that we are not dealing with some 

form of high vowel insertion. 
301 Much like the situation in the dialect of the Fayyûm, where the bukara-syndiome is ever 

more current. Cf. DE JONG (1996a), pp. 63-5. 
302 Other forms where we are dealing with optional /-elision and anaptyxis in sandhi included 

kitirt almayyih, and niizur' assi'ir. 
303 Which could have been the case as well, as, for instance, in the Dutch words kerk "church" 

and melk "milk", which in the Dutch dialect of my home town (Hilversum) are pronounced 
[' kerak] and [' melak] respectively. 
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The apparently strange forms udukuruw Allah, (here) not *iidukruw Allah, 

and yudukur annibiy^04, (here) not *yüdukr annibiy, must have developed as 

follows: 

base form sandhi elision anaptyxis bukara- insertion 

yudkur+ v yudkur v yudkr v yudukrv yudukur v 

base form elision anaptyxis bukara- insertion 

udkur + uw udkuruw udkruw udukruw udukuruw 

Note that examples such as yûdukur annibiy and udukuruw Allah 

mentioned above should not be regarded as the result of a non-elision of high 
vowels, as this interpretation would fail to explain the presence of the high 
vowel between the consonants d and k, which appeared to resolve the clusters 
resulting from high vowel elision (cf. anaptyxis in I, 2.3.). 

In cases where intrusive vowels appear preceding r in word-final Cr in 

sandhi, we are dealing with the "expanded bukara-syndrome"305. 
The phonetic quality of the expanded bukara-vowel is not guided by the 

vowel following the r, e.g.: yudukur annibiy, not »yudukar annibiy. Another 
example illustrating this is assagir alkibïr, not -assagar alkibir "the big falcon". 
In velarized environments the quality of the expanded bukara - vowel may be 
around [u], e.g.: nimisk al§amur infügih "we take the live embers to let them 
cool off"306. When such forms appear in pause, e.g. sagir # (~ sagur #) the 
vowel may either be accounted for by the expanded bukara-syndrome, or the 
anaptyxis rule. Like anaptyctics, bukara-vowels are never stressed in our 
dialects, nor are they of any consequence for the assignment of stress. 

Unlike the gahawah- syndrome (cf. I, 2.2.1.), the bukara-syndroms does 
not create new syllable structures which are then treated in conformity with the 
stress rules according to their morphologically restructured shapes. If, for 
instance, bahar "sea", a gahawah-form, is preceded by the article, stress will be 
on the article conforming to the stress rules: âlbahar, and without the article 
stress may well be bahar. This is never the case, however, when a vowel is 

304 
305 

306 

Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 180 (text 68), 1. 2. 
My translation for "das erweiterte èufajra-Syndrom", which results in forms such as 'usur, 
cf. BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985a), p. 72, remark 24 to map 47. 
"Let cool off" seems the only translation making sense here. See, however, 
BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1994), fawwag "den Backofen auswischen" ("wipe clean of an 
oven"), recorded in Upper Egyptian 4 (Namasa), which is taken to be hypercorrect for 
fawwad. 
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created by the bukara-syndrome: assagur "the falcon" will not be stressed 
' âssagur, but assâgur, and without the article stress will always be sdgur, not 
•sagiir. This is a clear indication that the bukara - syndrome has not triggered 
morphological restructuring in our dialects (but cf. cases in I, 2.2.2.2.1.). 

The bukara-syndrome can (but need not, cf. examples of elision below) 
play a role in inhibiting the elision of high vowels as well. A reverse function, 
so to speak, which preserves short vowels instead of creating them. Some 
examples of morphophonemic /-elision not taking place (with preserved / 
underlined): mitnatt'irak, not *mitnatt'rak "waiting for you", atayyib xâtirak "I'll 
mollify you", finäxirak "your nostrils"307) biygaWrih, not *biygassrih "he peels 
it", kumrat, not *kutrat "it (f.) became many", biygöüruw, not *biygötruw "they 
go", mhagirih, not *mhâgrih "migrating (f. sg.)". 

Blanc lists the verbs yahdfir "he digs", bnagdzil "we spin", contrasting in 
this respect with ta'drf "you know", yahdrg "he speaks", nahdrt "we plough", 
ya'dgd "he ties a knot", and tahdlb "she milks", where the high vowel i has been 
elided. 308 

Other examples in DA include the imperatives i'gil! "tether (the horse)", 
and ihfir "dig" listed by Blanc, where the liquids seem to have protected the high 
vowels against elision, in contrast to i in the imperatives (where C3 * R) dhart 
(from *aharit) "plough", and d'agd (from *a'agid) "tie a knot".309 other 
examples where the liquids may have "protected"3io the older high base vowel: 
yi'gin "he kneads" (RA), nigislih "we wash it", tigizlih "she spins it" (SA), btihfir 

307 

308 

Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 13 (text 1), 1. 138, p. 110 (text 35), 1. 4 (+ fn 5), and p. 136 (text 
43), 1. 18 (+ fn) resp. Cf. also BAILEY (1981-2), p. 141, fn 30. 
Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 126 (15). For morphophonemic reasons a reflection of the i in forms 
such as the latter five listed above is preferred here; when consonant-initial suffixes are 
appended, the lis always present, and stressed, e.g.: bna'ariffiy "we know them (f. sg.)" 
(RA), bta'aginhiy "she kneads it (f.)", bnahafirhiy "we dig it (f.)", naxalithiy"we mix it 
(f.)" (SA), yi'arijha "he knows it (f.)" (BaA). The forms with sonorants (r and 0 as first 
consonants may be accounted for by 2.3.3.2., with this difference that in these cases such 
highly sonorous consonants allow the elision of ƒ, creating RCC clusters, instead of 
allowing RCC clusters to remain intact by preventing anaptyxis. A form like ya'dgd "tie a 
knot", however, is a mystery to me. 
Another good reason to write the short high vowel is that the proposed rule order of I-
elision - stress (both rules 6 a) and 6 b) in 2.1.1.) - anaptyxis can be maintained. If, on the 
other hand, we were to take ya'arf as a base form, stress could never be yd'arf 
conforming to rule 6 b). 

3 0 9 Cf. ibid., p. 138 (27). 
This is not entirely certain, since we may also be dealing with K-forms in these cases. 310 
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"you dig" {SA), ti'gin "she kneads" {SA), i'zil "isolate!" ( /4A) 3 " , yi'ignin "they 

(f.) knead" {BaA), byihifruw "they dig" {BaA), ti'ginha "she kneads it" {BaA), 
tigzil "she spins" {BaA). 

But verbs in which C\ = X, but C3 * fl occur without the ga/iawa/z-vowel 
as well: ibyihsid "he harvests" (7?A), yùtWz "he bakes" (RA), ibyuxtub "he asks 
for the hand (of a girl)" {SA), ihirduw "cross the high ground!" {AA), ihmiz 
"prod! (to give a hint)" {AA)^2, bahrig "I speak" (BaA), yuhsud "he harvests" 
(SM), M/ISMO* "harvest!" {BaA). 

Although the forms listed above may give the impression that the 
ga/iawa/j-syndrome is not active in verbs (like in BA, cf. Ill, 2.2.1.1.), verb 
forms with the gahawah-vov/el occur as well, and even in the same verbs, e.g.: 
bya'ârif "he knows" {RA), byaxatub "he asks for the hand (of a girl)" {RA), 
yixabittiySH "he hits it (f. sg.)" (RA), bydharig "he speaks" {RA), td'agin "she 
kneads" {SA), ydxatub "he asks for the hand (of a girl)" {SA), bydhafir "he digs" 
{SA), na'aginha "we knead it (f.)" {BaA), baharg "I speak" {AA), bta'drf "they 
(f. sg.) know" {AA), ma ba'drf axdzin "I'm unable to store away" {AA)314, 
bihdrtuw "they plough" {BaA), ta'drij'"you know" {BaA). 

Stewart also remarks that the insertion of the gahawah-vowel in the 
imperfect and imperative of C\ = X verbs does not occur consistently in AA, and 
not only in the C3 = R verbs. The examples he gives for AA are all but the first 
and the last C2 = R verbs: tu'tuf "you bend", i'rif "know!" (not *a'dr(i)f), 
tihrimna "you deprive us" (not *taharimna), yihlif'he swears" (not *yahdl(i)f), 
ihrit "plough!" (not *ahdr(i)t), ahrit "I plough" (not *ahdr(i)t), and yi'gil "he 
hobbles (a camel)" (not *ya'dg(i)l). But other examples show that the 
gahawah - forms occur in AA as well: ma ba'arif'l don't know", bta'arif "you 
know"315. 

313 

3 1 1 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 112 (text 36), 1. 15, and another instance of the same word on p. 
182 (text 69), 1.59. 

3 1 2 Cf. ibid. p. 101 (text 32), 1. 11, and p. 185 (text 69), 1. 145 resp. for these two AA 
examples. 
Notice, by the way, that the vowel of the imperfect prefix in yaxdbit, as in ya'drif may be 
raised here according to the a-raising rule in 3.1.1.7., becoming yi'ârif, but that it is not 
dropped as in >y'ârif, as REICHMUTH (1983), p. 26 erroneously reports for DA (contrast 
with «syllabication rule in DA, cf. IV, 2.1.1.2.1.6.). 

3 1 4 For these three AA examples cf. ibid. p. 17 (text 5), 1. 16, p. 12 (text 1), 1. 129, p. 31 (text 
12), li. 10-11. 

3 1 5 Cf. STEWART (1990), pp. 4-5 (text 1), fn 18, where there are also references to the last eight 
examples quoted here. For the first example cf. ibid. p. 91 (text 25), 1. 37. 
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We may be dealing here with a mixed system for the C2 = X verbs, where 
the gahawah-mle and the vowel harmony-rule seem to be in conflict. The 
implication of the existence of such forms, but only if they are not K-forms, is 
that the rule of vowel harmony (of the imperf. prefix vowel to the base vowel 
of the verb) historically preceded the gahawah-rule.. Thus: *yahfir could have 
changed to yihfir before the gahawah - syndrome became active and it could 
become yahafir. Stewart's rejection of the suggestion that they may be K-
forms3 '6 need not necessarily be entirely correct; if *yahfir was indeed the older 
form, and the vowel harmony rule historically preceded the gahawah-vule, then 
koineizing influences may have been instrumental in preserving these older 
harmonized forms (the analogy would then be with imperfects like yiktib), and 
the gahawah-forms were only formed later in analogy to verbs like yahafad 
"preserve", ya'arag "perspire", ya'atas "be thirsty". But, after all, forms like 
yihfir could be pure K-forms as well. Which of the two is the right 
interpretation cannot be decided here. 

Then, Blanc lists317 the apocopated imperative ims "go", contrasting with 
igir "run", where in the last example we have a true (expanded) bukara- vowel. 

Also in sandhi, optional /-elisions seem to occur less where R follows the 
high vowel in open unstressed syllable318, e.g. (non-elided I underlined): agôtir 
agib "I go and get", hidir almuhâfid, iw hidir alliy hü Hammäd "the gouvernor 
was present, and (this man who is) Hammäd was present", and akauir 
algdhawah "I make more coffee", widdih iyzâ'il alliy tallag mdratah "he wanted 
to anger the man who had divorced his wife", gär agâbil agïk "I must meet (you 
and) come to you". 

2.2.2.2. Influence of /. 

In some instances, but less regularly, the same preserving function of high 
vowels was observed with the other liquid /: yäkilin (RA), (here) not *yäklin 
"they (f. pi.) eat", ibyäkuluw (BaA), (here) not *yäkluw "they eat", yig'liy 

3 1 6 Cf. STEWART (1990), pp. 4-5 (text 1), fn 18. 
317 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 137 (26). Notice also that the retention of the high base vowel i in 

these examples, triggers the use of the i preformative for the imperative (through vowel 
harmony, cf. I, 3.2.1.5.), instead of the a in the examples where the high base vowel i' was 
lost. 

3 1 8 As such sandhi elisions are optional, no definite conclusions can be drawn from these 
examples. They merely serve to further illustrate the argument. 
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(here) not *yigliy "it boils" and also an instance of miskilih not *misiklih was 
recorded. 

Some examples of expanded bukara- vowels preceding / in sandhi are 
(where they are not cluster resolving anaptyctics in the sense of I, 2.3.2.): 'ikil 
al'agir # "eating the unripe watermelons", alhit'l iydall tihât "the coffee grounds 
remain down (on the bottom of the coffee pot)", and 'itil ihrâg "tamarisk 
thicket", zibil iw siy "manure and stuff'. 

Notice again, as is the case with r, that in sandhi the phonetic quality of 
the expanded bukara-vowel, i.e. the intrusive vowel preceding /, is not guided 
by the vowel following /, as is illustrated by the first example: ikil al'agir, not 
'ikal al'agir. Another example is allikil allâzim, not >allikal alläzim "the 
necessary food". 

Also, instances of non-elision were recorded: f-âl'ilab, instead of *ƒ-
dli'lab "in (the) tins", and âlhilal, instead of *dlihlal "pits" (though also ihlâl), 
and a sandhi example mgassil alfanâgil, not *mgassl alfanagil "having washed 
the coffee cups".319 

2.2.2.2.1. The high vowel preceding / in *'ibil and *ragil. 

The influence of / may also account for the forms (')ibil "she-camels", 
and âlbil "the she-camels" heard in RA and SA, while in BaA and AA320 the 
corresponding forms are bil, and also âlbil. 

In all four dialects the form with the definite article show a stable high 
vowel, while in the SA form ibilhiy the high vowel (of the second syllable) is 
clearly an anaptyctic (since it is not stressed). A corresponding BaA form is 
bilhum, showing the stable (because stressed) variant of this vowel. In AA both 
iblih and bi'lih32i were recorded, the former of which was also heard in RA and 
SAP-2 

319 The forms here marked with * are not impossible; they may occur in (often) more rapid 
speech. Cf. also the comment in BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985a), p. 72, remark to map 47 on 
the "simple bukara-syndrome": "[Andererseits] unterbleibt es oft in schneller Rede" 
(translated: "[On the other hand,] it often remains absent in rapid speech"). 

3 2 0 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary, p. 193. 
3 2 1 Cf. ibid. p. 38 (text 15), 1. 38, and p. 67 (text 21), 1. 143 respectively. 
322 That the word is a special case indeed may be illustrated by the form aldlbil, which I 

recorded among the 'Abâbdah in southeastern Egypt, near the border with Sudan. In this 
instance it seems that a word with only two radicals (after the disappearance of hamzah) 
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The high vowel apparently has a similar double identity323 in the word 
ragil, or ragl "man". STEWART (1990), p. 4 (text 1), fn 17 reports that the "truly 
local forms seem to be ragl and (occasionally) ragil..." (my transcription). In 
the dialects under discussion here the form hârragil (recorded in SA) also shows 
the same double identity of the high vowel as in AA. 

2.2.2.3. Articulatory delay in the realization of n. 

In a number of instances recorded in BaA, an articulatory delay in the 
realization of n preceding a vowel within word boundaries was observed324, e.g. 
fagdtia "above us", axddane "we took", and also with preceding voiceless 
vowels: misâkdna "we took", fitahdna "we opened", sihdksna "our net". A 
similar articulatory delay of n in sandhi was also recorded, as in tibin iw 'ädir 
"straw and 'ädir"325. 

RA and SA did not show such instances, nor is it reported for AA or DA, 
although non-elision of base vowels may occur as in td'agin al'agln "you knead 
the dough". 

2.2.3. Articulatory delay of 'ayn following geminates. 

In some instances, recorded mainly in BaA, an intrusive vowel precedes 
the 'ayn when this 'ayn is in turn preceded by a geminate (some after 
assimilation, cf. I, 2.5.), e.g.: bitdilb 'alêk "it (f.) points at you" (BaA), gudtd 
'a Sàlim "I led an animal (to be slaughtered as a present) to Sâlim" (BaA), 
ytubbd 'alèha "he comes to her" (BaA), afitta 'alëh "I make fattah in it (i.e. a 
bowl)" (BaA), tinsïbikf-ayya 'üd "it becomes tangled up in any branch" (BaA), 

was not acceptable. The article of dibit was then no longer identified as such, in part 
because the article is not a stressable unit in the dialect of the 'Abâbdah, after which âlbil 
could become indeterminate. By adding the article once again the new determinate form 
became aldlbil. Another illustration of its special status is the form bill with doubled /, 
which may be heard in several regions of Egypt, cf. BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1994) p. 36. 
Interestingly, LANE (1874) lists both 'ibl and ragl as dialectal variants. 

324 Much like in Central Nagdiy Arabic as reported in INGHAM (1982), p. 58, although there the 
preceding consonant is voiced (including ?!). 

325 I have not been able to trace the exact meaning of 'àdir, but I was told that it is used like 
mitnän "dry herbage?", sabat, and gillâm, to cover pits where watermelons are stored to 
shield the fruit from direct sunlight. It may also be used as fuel, or in combination with 
palmfronds to build enclosures for camels, or even as fodder for camels. DA speakers were 
recorded saying it may be used to dye goat skin to be used for churning butter. I therefore 
assume 'ädir is a type of bush. 

323 
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al'axxd 'Aliy "(the) brother 'Aliy" (BaA), 'a Ixatte 'a tül "right by the main 
road" (BaA). Only one such example was recorded in RA: alikbâr min kulb 

'âylah "the elders from every family". 
Since there are several instances, also in BaA, where no intrusive vowel is 

inserted in comparable positions, it is probably best not to regard the vowel as 
an anaptyctic, but merely as a vowel resulting from a delay in the articulation of 
t 326 

This optional (phonetic) rule could be summarized as follows: 

0 -» 3 / CtCa_
c 

2.3. Anaptyxis. 

In terms of rule order, the anaptyxis rule follows the rules for elision and 

stress (for a remark on cyclicity of the elision rule in sandhi, cf. I, 2.4.3.) 

The rules are: 
1.) Speech pause # has the same function as a consonant in the anaptyxis 
rule.322 

2.) Clusters of three or four consonants are usually (for exceptions cf. I, 
2.3.3.) resolved by inserting an anaptyctic vowel preceding the last two 
consonants of the cluster328: 

anaptyxis: 0 —» / / (Ca)Cb CcCi 

This rule holds for word-medial clusters, as well as sandhi clusters. 

2.3.1. Word-medial anaptyxis. 

Word-medial consonant clusters (in bold print in examples below) to 
which the anaptyxis rule applies may be the result of preceding /-elision, or of 

326 A comparable delay in the articulation of ' was observed before in Fayyümi, cf. DE JONG 
(1996a), pp. 65-6. In Fayyümi, however, such articulatory delay of ' only occurred after 
voiced single consonants (in the case of geminates the vowel appearing before ' can be 
accounted for by the general anaptyxis rule for Fayyümi: 0 —* i / CC C). 

327 Cf. remarks in MITCHELL (I960), p. 384, FISCHER (1967), pp. 68-9, and WOIDICH (1979), p. 
79. 

328 As was suggested by WOIDICH (1976), pp. 372-3, for the dialect of Daragözü, we have to 
count consonants from right to left. 
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"colliding" morphological base forms of the prefixed or suffixed morphemes 
involved. 

Some instances of anaptyxis (anaptyctics underlined) in clusters resulting 
from /-elision (in bold print): yimsik + uw —* *yimskuw —* yi'miskuw "they (m. 
pi.) grab" (although ~ yimskuw); yudrub + uw —* *yudrbuw -* yüdurbuw "they 
hit (imperf.)"; titli' + ah-* *tifl'ah -* titil'ah "she lifts it". 

Instances of "colliding" base forms of prefixed or suffixed morphemes: al 
+ hsëniy —* *alhsëniy —* alihsëniy "the fox", wasm + na —* *wasmna —> 
wâsimna "our rainy season"329. 

2.3.2. Anaptyxis in sandhi. 

Sandhi clusters to which the anaptyxis rule applies may be the result of 
"colliding" morphological base forms, of pause preceding or following two 
subsequent consonants, or of /-elision in sandhi creating clusters eligible for 
anaptyxis. 

2.3.2.1. Anaptyxis in clusters resulting from "colliding" morphological base 

forms. 

Examples where "colliding" morphological base forms create clusters 
eligible for anaptyxis: ri'y + / alganam —> *ri'y I dlganam ri'iy I dlganam 

"grazing for the goats and sheep", biikûn + m'âyid —» *bitkün m'äyid —» bitkûn 

im'âyid "you will (normally) have congratulated", sta'add + w +gäl —* 

*sta'add w gâl —* (v) sta'add iw gâl "he prepared himself and said". 

2.3.2.2. Anaptyxis in #CC and CC#. 

When speech pause directly precedes or follows CC, the resulting #CC or 
CC# cluster is resolved, e.g.: # + hnuh —»• * # hnuh —* # ihniih "there", gism + # 
—* *gism # —* gisim # "body".330 

329 As recorded in the sentence iw yam Allah birld w iygly wâsimna badriy byatla' "and 
when God wills it and our rainy season comes early, it comes up (i.e. the crops)". 
Originally wasm atTurayyâ, the rainy season of 75 days, starting when the Pleiades 
appear over the eastern horizon at the end of October, cf. BAILEY (1974a), p. 585. Here the 
speaker refers to the coming of the rainy season, which roughly coincides with the rising 
of the Pleiades. Cf. also DALMAN (1964) 1/1, p. 118. 

330 Since i' in ihniih, and the second i in gisim are not part of the morphological base of the 
word, this type of anaptyxis is to be regarded as a sandhi phenomenon. 
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2.3.2.3. Consonant clusters resulting from /-elision in sandhi, with consequent 

anaptyxis. 

Some examples of clusters (in bold print) in sandhi after /-elision, 
eliminated by anaptyxis (intermediate forms with the consonant clusters are 
marked with an asterix): atlig + dssalag —* *a(lg dssalag -* dtßg assalag "I 
release the hunting dog"; yigrib + alhurmah —> *yigrb alhurmah —* yi'girb 
alhurmah "he approaches the woman"; tinsig + assuggah —» *tinsg" assuggah —* 
tînisg assuggah "she weaves the tentpiece"; nuzru' + assi'ïr —» *nuzr' assi'lr —* 
nuzur' assi'lr "we grow barley"; yutlub + alhagg —* *yu(lb alhagg —* yûtulb 
alhagg "he demands justice"; tudxul + albêt —* *tudxl albët —* tüduxl albët "she 
enters the house". 

The sandhi examples provide an extra indication that the process of elision 
and anaptyxis is a synchronic one; the "ideal" initial syllable (in terms of 
syllabication) strived for appears to be CV. The above examples show that 
instances where the initial syllable is CVC, the sequence is resyllabicized, if 
possible through the presence of / in the following (open) syllable), to contain a 
CV-initial sylable (syllables are seperated by hyphens): 

yig-ri-b al-hur-mah becomes yi-gir-b al-hur-mah 

tud-xu-lal-bêt becomes tu-dux-lal-bêt 

2.3.2.4. Resyllabication of word-medial CVCCICV, and of CVCCIC VC 

sequences in sandhi. 

The resyllabication in the examples above (cf. I, 2.2.1.) yimsikuw —-

yimiskuw is compulsary, while resyllabication in sandhi (examples in I, 2.3.2.3.) 
is optional. 

Notice that, whereas this synchronic resyllabication produces initial CI 

syllables, the historical resyllabication rule produced initial CC clusters which 
are synchronically resolved with an anaptyctic to become initial (')iC syllables, 
e.g. *'inab > 'nab —» # (')i'ndb "grapes", *hurnär > hmâr —» # (')ihmâr 

"donkey". 

The current base forms 'nab and hmâr are likely to be reinterpertations 

originally (c>) of historical base forms (a)) after /-elision in sandhi (b)). E.g.: 
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a) b) c) translated 
*humär rikbuw hmär hmâr "donkey" 

inab akalaw 'nab 'nab "grapes" * t 

2.3.3. Exceptions to the anaptyxis rule. 

2.3.3.1. Unresolved consonant clusters. 

Not all clusters are resolved. When Ca "discharges itself' into Cb in the 
cluster CaCbCc, i.e. Ca is (nearly) homorganic (sometimes after assimilation) 
with Cb, the cluster is not eliminated, e.g. yinzluw "they descend", bintkiy "your 
(f. sg.) daughter", a.xadttiy "you took it (f. sg.)", etc. 

If we take some eWples of clusters which are not resolved by 
anaptyctics331, we see that these clusters have a number of characteristics in 
common: in the vast majority of cases the first consonant of such clusters is a> a 
semi-vowel332, b) a nasal, or c) a liquid. In the last two cases Ç°) and c>) the cluster 
tends to be left unresolved only when the second consonant is voiceless. 
Examples of a): gayhLßssams "sunset" (RA), 'aynhe "her eye" (BaA), hawsha' 
"its (f. sg.) enclosure" (BaA), saliayt lay 'd-nnibiy? "have you blessed the 
Prophet for me?" (AA)333, and in pause nafarayn # "two persons", hawd # 
"water basin". 

Examples of b>: nimt_Lindih "I slept in his house" (RA), int hurr "you are free (to 
do as you please)" (RA), tunsbah (~ tûnusbah) "you set it (i.e. a trap)" (RA), and 
in pause laggamt # "you sowed", gumt # "I got up" (AA), int # "you" (AA). 
Examples of c>: az'altni "you angered me" (RA), sihirt 'indih "I spent the 
evening in his house" (RA), gurs kiblr "a large round of bread (baked in the 
sand)", wisilihawäliy ssâ'ah talätih "I arrived at approximately three o'clock" 
(SA), guit Iah (with a lateral release of t, I.P.A. [t1]) "I said to him" (AA), and in 
pause gult # "you said", zi'ilt # "I became angry". 

331 I have tried to be as random as possible in selecting these instances. 
332 As FISCHER (1967), pp. 61-2 already pointed out, (monophthongized) diphthongs in the 

modem Arabic dialects are on a par with long vowels, e.g. the sequence bay in bayt (of 
which ay is often monophthogized to become ê) would be represented as xee in modern 
Arabic dialects (a "langsonantische Silbe", cf. ibid. p. 63), as opposed to xev in old Arabic, 
which would have to be be represented as <+> (cf. ibid., p. 62). Here ee represents a 
"neutrale Öffnung" represented by +, x represents < "Explosion", and > represents 
"Implosion", cf. ibid. p. 30). On the meaning of x, e, and v, cf. ibid. p. 31, fn 2. 

333 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 3 (text 1), 1. 2. 
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Also, in cases where the first two consonants of the cluster are voiceless, 
the anaptyctic often remains absent when the second consonant is a plosive and 
its articulation does not involve the articulatory organs needed for articulation of 
the first consonant (i.e. they are not homorganic): 'irift wähid "I knew 
someone", suft_kidiy? "have you seen this?", marraht # "I slept", barrakt gimal'i 
"I let my camel kneel", ruht 'alèh "I went to him", but also wagit tiwil "a long 
time", marrâhit 'indih "I slept in his house". 

When the first consonant has partially or totally assimilated (cf. I, 2.5.) to 
the second consonant, anaptyctics will usually remain absent. In cases of total 
assimilation the resulting geminate may subsequently be reduced (cf. also I, 
2.3.3.3.1.). 

Whereas both anaptyxis and assimilation can both be characterized as late 
surface rules, it is important to let assimilation precede anaptyxis in the ordering 
of these rules. 

Examples with preceding assimilation: axadt # [?a'xat] "I took" (BaA), 
ydhasd # (dissonorized in pause, ['yahast]) "he harvests" (RA), ma xadt bikir 
[mp: xat 'bikir] "I did not take a virgin (i.e. in mariage)", hawwadt misäfih "I 
slowly proceeded over a distance", (kull sanah) w int tayyib [wm'tay:ib] "may 
you be well", yunglah ['yurjgfah] "he transports it", ga'adt gult [ga' cat gult] "I sat 
down and said" (AA), 'idtbi llâh [cef bi'l:£e:h] "I have taken refuge with God 
(i.e. God forbid!)" (AA), and in pause / assubh # [la'sioph] (unaspirated [p]) 
"until the morning" (although more regularly / assubuh #). 

Examples of resolved clusters where no assimilation precedes: / assubuh # 
"until the morning", lêlt assdbit # "Saturday evening", tigawwdzit # "I got 
married". 

Notice also that in the cases where the cluster is not resolved, the first 
consonant of the cluster is never #; in such cases the cluster is always resolved 
with P34. Examples are: # ygiy —* # iygi'y "he comes" (RA, SA, AA), # Isän -* # 
ilsän "tongue", # mnäsabah —* # imnâsabah "occasion", # stâd —* # istâd 

"stadium"335. In the last example the anaptyctic tends to have a voiceless 
realization. 

3 3 4 Cf. remarks on dialects of type II in FISCHER (1967), p. 69. 
335 In al'Arls, where the same rules apply, the word städ "stadium" is actually spelled 

without the initial 'alif on the sign boards (spelled .ill- ) whereas in Cairo the word is 
spelled with the 'alif (JU_I ). 
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In cases where the anaptyctic forms a diphthong with initial y, as in the 
first example iygi'y, the resulting diphthong is often reduced in faster speech: 
[i'cfeiy] (cf. I, 1.2.4.6.1.2.3., and also similar reduction of initial biy- described 
in I, 3.1.5.). 

2.3.3.2. The role of sonority of consonants involved in unresolved clusters. 

Taking degrees of sonority into consideration, we could try and find a rule 
according to which some consonant clusters are solved by an anaptyctic, while 
others are not. 

Giving the consonants involved in clusters a value based on their degree of 
sonority336, we have the following ranking: 

pause 0 (#)* 
voiceless stops 1 (t, t, k,C)) 
voiced stops 2 (d, b, g) 
voiceless fricatives 3 (t,f,x, h, h, s, s) 
voiced fricatives 4 (d, d, g, z, (z), 0 
nasals m 5 (m) 
nasals n 6 (n) 
liquids / 7 (I, I) 
liquids r 8 (r, (r)) 
glides 9 iy.w) 

Since pause has no articulatory phonetic characteristics, it is given the value 
0. 

Although the number of possible combinations of consonants is huge, a 
number of general remarks can be made based on the relatively limited number 
of examples listed above in I, 2.3.3.1. 

Looking at these examples, we may see that most (though not all) clusters 
of three consonants, where C{ ^ C2, and where the sonoric value (as expressed in 
the column with numbers) of the first consonant exceeds that of the second 
consonant are not resolved, especially when the articulatory organs used for the 
second consonant are not involved in the articulation of the first. We see also 

336 Cf. HAWKINS (1984), pp. 98-9. 
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that this rule works best in clusters where the first consonant has a value of 5 or 

higher. 

An advantage of giving speech pause (#) a value of 0 is that it accounts for 

the fact that initial clusters of the type #CC are always resolved. 

Clusters of four consonants tend to be resolved by inserting an anaptyctic 
between C2 and C3, irrespective of the sonoric value of the consonants involved; 
no instances of unresolved clusters of four consonants were recorded. 

Where consonants of low sonoric value are involved, partial or total 

assimilation needs to take place for the cluster not to be resolved. 

Although these remarks do not solve all problems337, we now have a fair 

measure to account for the absence or presence of anaptyctics. 

2.3.3.3. Some special cases with regard to anaptyxis. 

2.3.3.3.1. Consonant clusters with initial geminates. 

When Ca= Cb
338, i.e. in the case of geminates, the cluster is not resolved 

if only one consonant follows, but the geminate is often phonetically reduced, 
e.g. raddhiy, ntubbhiy etc.339 The difference between, say, the sequence ab' in 
tab'an "of course" and ntab'ih (of ntabbi' + ih) "we train him" lies mainly in 
the realization of the vowel preceding the cluster (here b')\ a in the first example 
has a lax realization, though full [a], while a in the second example, also full 
[a], has a more tense realization, which makes the vowel seem (i.e. in terms of 
accoustic impression) slightly shorter. A comparable pair is gaw # "they came", 
and gaww # "weather", where the a of the former appears to have a shorter 
realization than in the latter.340 

Where four consonants of morphological base forms "collide", i.e. form a 
cluster (by definition in sandhi), of which the initial two form a geminate, the 
cluster is resolved by inserting an anaptyctic (underlined) following this 

337 It is difficult to decide, for instance, on whether there is an anaptyctic in the cluster fik as in 
suft kidiy? "did you see that?". There might be a voiceless anaptyctic between the ƒ and the 
r, but perhaps there is none. More accurate accoustic measurements should provide more 
reliable results than can be achieved with the (or my, in any case) human ear. 

33S To avoid confusion: root radicals are indicated by subscript numbers, different consonants 
are indicated by different subscript letters, and identical consonants are indicated by the 
identical subscript letters. 

339 Cf. remark in FISCHER (1967), p. 69. 
3 4 0 Cf. remark in BLANC (1959), p. 540. 
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geminate, e.g.: alhabb + btitla' —*• alhabb ibtitla' "the seed (i.e. seedlings) 
comes up"; kull + byisbi' —* kull ibyisbi' "everyone eats his fill"; sitt + snln —* 
sitt isnin "six years". 

2.3.3.3.2. Preposition 'ind+C. 

Clusters of three consonants resulting from suffixation of consonant-initial 
suffixes to the preposition 'ind are usually resolved by inserting an anaptyctic 
after the second consonant. This anaptyctic then usually assimilates to the vowel 
following k or h: 

0 —» / / CaCb Cc. 

Examples: 'indina (RA, SA, AA™1, Ba A), 'i'ndukuw (RA, AA342), 'indihiy (RA, 
SA), 'induhum (RA, AA™), (for further details cf. I, 3.1.16.). 

In sandhi the cluster remains intact, although the release of d may only be 
minimal, or even absent when its articulation conflicts with that of the last 
consonant of the cluster: 'ind wâhid "in someone's house" (where it is released), 
'ind bêt Ibin Xirfân "near the house of Ibin Xirfân", 'ind kubbâniyyih "with a 
company", ygibûh min 'ind maratah "they bring him (collecting him) from his 
wife" (all RA), 'ind ba'ad algibäyil "with some tribes" (SA), 'ind ragil fihim 
"with a wise man" (A4)344. 

2.3.3.3.3. The 2nd p. m. sg. pronominal suffix in consonant clusters. 

The 2nd p. m. sg. pronominal suffixes C-akl v-k behave predictably in 
group I. 

341 

342 
Cf. STEWART (1990), p 14 (text 2), 1, 1 
Cf. ibid., p. 33, p. 33 (text 140,1.43. 

3« Cf. ibid., p. 11 (text 1), 1.97. 
344 Cf. ibid, p. 30 (text 11), I. 15. 
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2.3.4. Phonetic quality of the anaptyctic. 

2.3.4.1. Phonetic quality of word-medial anaptyctics. 

The phonetic quality of the word-medial anaptyctic vowel is a lax and 
centralized [i], towards [a], in front environments, and a lax and centralized [u] 
or [uj, towards a moderately rounded [a], in back environments. 

2.3.4.1.1. Phonetic quality of word-medial anaptyxis in clusters from 
"colliding" base forms. 

Two examples of word-medial anaptyctics resolving clusters resulting 
from "colliding" morphological base forms (clusters eligible for anaptyxis are 
in bold print, anaptyctics underlined): wasm + na—* *wasmna —* wdsimna "our 
rainy season345", furn + hiy —* *fufnhiy —* furunhiy "her oven". 

2.3.4.1.2. Phonetic quality of anaptyctics resolving clusters after/-elision. 

Word-medial consonant clusters resulting from high vowel elision tend to 
be resolved by an anaptyctic vowel of the same phonetic quality as the short 
(high) vowel which was originally dropped. Examples with i: 

base form elision anaptyxis 
yimsik+uw —* *yimsikuw —*• *yimskuw —* yi'miskuw "they take" 
yitli' + uw —* *yitli'uw —*• *yifl'uw —* yîril'uw "they pick up" 
yi'gin + in —» *yi'ginin —*• *yi'g"nin —» yi'ignin "they (f. pi.) knead" 
tit'ib + ak —* *tit'ibak —*• *titcbak —* ttii'bak "she tires you" 

Examples with u: 
yudrub + uw —*• *yudrubuw -* *yudrbuw —* yûdwbuw "they hit" 
yug'ud + uw —»• *yug'uduw —» *yug'duw —• yügn'duw "they sit" 
yurgus + in —* *yicrgusin —*• *yurgfin -* yiirugsin "they (f.) dance" 
tutbux + ah —* *tutbuxah —* *tufbxah —» tiltubxah "you cook it". 

3« Cffntol, 2.3.1. 
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2.3.4.1.3. Anaptyctics in clusters resulting from elision of f from T. 

Anaptyctics which break up clusters resulting from high vowel elision of 
the -it (T: the feminine suffix in constructions) tend to be phonetically 
conditioned by surrounding consonants: i in neutral environments, and u near 
(secondary) emphatics. Examples: 

Anaptyctic i in neutral environments: sâtilt albandürah "the tomato seedling" 
(BaA), zârït iflân "somebody's crops" (BaA), sâfihtih "his side" (RA), kilimtak 
"your word(s) (RA), mâsiktih "his grabbing" (SA). 

Anaptyctic u in velarized environments: xdtuwt alfirrih "the step of the quail (i.e. 
its tracks)" (RA), sagu.lt alfarid "of the plough" (RA), rizugtih "his judge's fee" 
(AA)346, marwit + ak —*• mâruyvtak (BaA), sügidtak "yours" (BaA), hûrumtak 
"your wife" (BaA). But in the example giti'tak (not *gi'tu'tak) "your piece" the 
emphatic t does not have the backing effect one might expect. 

2.3.4.2. Phonetic quality of anaptyctics in sandhi. 

2.3.4.2.1. Phonetic quality of word-initial anaptyctics in sandhi. 

In word-initial positions the anaptyctic tends to have a phonetic value 
around lax and centralized [i], irrespective of phonetic environment. One 
exception is when w follows, as in the conjunction w. In that case, especially in 
allegro speech, the anaptyctic may sound like u (resulting from diphthong 
reduction similar to reductions of ay and aw described in I, 1.2.4.6.1.2.3.), but 
in other examples with following w the anaptyctic struck me as being i, i.e. the 
resulting diphthong glides from around centralized [i] towards [w], e.g. lâgiwt 
igdüdni "the dialect of our forefathers". 

Another exception seems to be the initial u in the f. sg., m. pi., and f. pi. 
imperatives of the verbs "eat" and "take", e.g. uxdiy! "take (f. sg.)!", and ukltiw! 
"eat (m. pi.)!" occurring in SA, AA and BaA, but here we may be dealing with a 
remnant of an older proclitic vowel comparable to initial u- of imperatives of 
«-type imperfects such as (')urbut! "tie!" and (')udrub! "hit". Notice that in 
dialects in the south of Sinai (of the öbäliyyah and Garärsah) forms with 

346 Cf. ibid, p. 24 (text 7), 1. 57. 

http://sagu.lt
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stressed initial u- occur, as in ûxud, üxdiy, etc., which are forms also heard in 

AA (cf. I, 3.2.2.3.). 

Examples of word-initial anaptyctics: *# isän -» # ilsân "tongue", *# nkammil 

-* # inkammil "we complete", *# gmâ/ -* # igmâl "camels", *# mzâri' -* # 
imzâri' "farmer", *# ffcäb -+ # istób, *# r/aè -* # Irtófe "ripe dates", *# fyür - * 
# irywr "birds", *# mraÂ: -» # im'âk "with you" (last example only RA). 

Some examples where the first consonant of the cluster is not #: röh +flân -* 

*rôhflân —» röh iflân "so-and-so's soul", # d'üf+ sgâr -» *# d'iif fgâr -* # 

id'üfisgär "young children", arba' + snïn ~* *arba' snïn -» a r t e r iinfn "four 
years". 

2.3.4.2.2. Phonetic quality of word-final anaptyctics. 

The phonetic quality of the anaptyctic resolving word-final clusters tends 
to be around [u] in labial environments (either of following w, or of one of the 
neighbouring (secondary) emphatics, or with u preceding the cluster): algazuw # 
"the raid", baduw # "bedouins", ginuw # "bunch of dates", hiluw # "beautiful, 
sweet", addaluw # "the pail", saduw # "warp (of a fabric)", kubur # "size", 'usar 

# "pregnant", 'umyr # "age", gumu.' # "funnel", 'ugyj? # "after", gurub # "kinship 
(through marriage)". 

Examples where primary emphatics, or preceding u cause the appearance 

of anaptyctic u: subuh # "morning", duhyr # "afternoon". 

Examples where preceding u creates secondary velarization, which often 

involves a degree of labialization347, produces u: sugijl # "gen. exp.", guhur # 

"hole". 

The following examples with i show that this u develops through a 
combination of labialization and velarization, not velarization or labialization 
perse, and not with any other labials than with following w: arid# "land", habil 

# "rope", tabi' # "training", fadil # "kindness", wadi' # "situation" harib # 
"war", 'asir # "era", gabil # "before", Masir # "Egypt", xamis # "five", wasim # 

"rainy season", 'abid # "slave", gamih # "wheat", satir # "row", xasim # "nose", 
darib # "path", zibil # "droppings". 

3*7 Cf. HARREL (1957), p. 69, where he speaks of "lip protrusion", and WOIDICH (1990b), p. 33 
"die Lippen sind neutral oder leicht gerundet und nach vome gestüllpt". 
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In neutral environments the anaptyctic will be near [i]: siribij# "I drank", 
wigih # "face", mi'tir # "meter", ri'iy # "grazing". 

2.3.5. Stressed original anaptyctics. 

In only a few instances short high vowels originating from anaptyxis were 
stressed. Such forms are best interpreted as loans from neighbouring dialects, 
such as BA (cf. Ill, 2.3.5.). The instances are: ligta "the cover", Mai and irtab 
"green dates". The former two examples were produced by a 59 year old 
Balawiy, who has spent the larger part of his life in Gafya/i348, while the latter 
example was produced by a 66 year old Balawiy living in Girif alÙizlân. When 
asked whether these were the true dialect forms, they corrected their "mistake" 
saying gta and rtab were the proper forms (I failed to check with the speaker 
who said îhlal instead of expected hlal). 

Forms recorded in TA, MA and 'AyA do not show stressed original 
anaptyctics either: hniy (all three), dra "sorghum" (TA), rtab "ripe dates" (MA), 
'nab "grapes" ('AyA), rkab "knees" ('AyA). 

N.B. More regular than the three examples cited above are stressed former 
anaptyctic high vowels in the suffixed preposition I: una (BaA) "to us", ilha 
(AA) ~ ilhi (BaA) ~ i'lhiy "to her" (RA, SA) , îlhum "to them (m.)", ilhin "to 
them (f.)" (BaA), and, by extension, îlah "to him" was recorded from the 
Balawiy in Gatyahß49 

348 It may seem strange that this informant was selected for interviewing, but since he had 
spent his entire adolescence in Balawiy territory, it turned out that he still spoke the dialect 
quite acceptably. And, moreover, he was the informant who put me on the track of such 
older resyllabicized forms as ktabat, and the 1st p. poss. suff. -yah, which had not come 
out of previous interviews with BaA speakers in Balawiy (in Girïf alGizlän) territory 
itself. It was only after I confronted these speakers in óirif alGizlän with my findings 
from interviews with this informant from Gatyah that they "admitted" that such forms do 
indeed occur. 

349 FISCHER (1969), p. 68, fn 5 writes: "Aus Dilnä, 'ilkum, 3ilhä usw. hat sich 5il-
verselbständigt, sodass auch ^ilu, 'ilak usw. gebildet wird." 
PROCHAZKA (1993), p. 152 concludes the same, but WOIDICH (1979), p. 92 assumes a mixed 
paradigm of the two prepositions *li- and *'ilâ. Woidich mentions two other possible 
historical developments, but these seem only plausible for the dialect he describes, that of 
il'Awämra in the eastern Sarqiyyah, and are less likely for our dialects here. 
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These forms however, are not as regular as the proper forms by far, e.g. 
in SA: lay ~ lay'l, lak, Ikiy, lih, Ihiy, Ina, Ikum, Ikin, Ihum, Ihin. (The same 
paradigm for BaA, except lik instead of Ikiy, cf. I, 3.1.16.). 

2.4. Elision of short vowels. 

High short vowels i and u are dropped in unstressed open syllables, while 
short a in similar positions is not dropped, making this group of dialects 
"différentiel" in Cantineau's terminology. The rule may be represented as 

follows: 

high vowel elision: / — 0 / (V)Cî(Cb)_ÇcV 

I- high vowel for« 
V = any vowel 
C = any consonant 

2.4.1. Morphophonemic /-elision. 

The rule for elision of unstressed / in open syllable preceded by only one 
consonant is: 

/ -* 0 / VCa_CbV 

Examples are (the high vowel eligible for elision in bold print): sirib + it -* 
*siribit —» sirbit "she drank", nikid + ih —* *nikidih —* nikdih "troublesome (f. 
sg.)", 'ally + ih —* *'âliyih —* 'âlyih "high (f. sg.)", arid + in —>• *öridin —* 

ôrdin 'a Wir "go (f. pi.) to the well!", yäkul + uw —» *yâkuluw —* yâkluw "they 
eat" (BaA), mintasir + ih —> *mintasirih —* mintasrih "wide-spread", nà'azil + 

ih —* *na'azilih —* ni'âzlih "we isolate him", tagazil + ih —* *tagazilih —»• 
tâgazlih "she spins it (i.e. the wool)". 

The rule for elision of unstressed / in open syllable preceded by two 

consonants is: 
/ — 0 / VC3Cb_CcV 

Some examples where the cluster resulting from elision of the high vowel 
(in bold print) is immediately resolved through anaptyxis (cf. I, 2.3.4.1.2. 
above): yidfin + ih -» *yidfinih —> yi'difnih "he buries it", tiglib + ih -* *tiglibih 
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-* tigilbih "she flips it over", ni'sif+ ih -* *ni'sifih —• ni'isfih "we make it (i.e. 
the camel) suffer (so as to harden it)", yudrub + uw~* *yudrubuw -* ytidurbuw 

"they hit". For unresolved clusters resulting from /-elision, cf. I, 2.3.3.1. 

When a geminate is followed by an unstressed high vowel in open 
syllable, this / is dropped, after which the resulting cluster is not resolved by 
anaptyxis, but the geminate may be reduced.350 This morphophonemic elision 
of the high vowel is obligatory as well (with sometimes exceptional cases as 
described in I, 2.2.2. and I, 2.2.3.). The rule is: 

7 -^0 /VC a Ca_C b V 

CJ2& = geminate 

Examples are: bi'azzbuw "they camp away (from their families)", biybarrkuw 

"they make (camels) kneel down", nazzluw! "take down (m. pi.)!", iy'aggduw 

"they go", iybassrak b alxayr! "may He bring you good tidings!". 

2.4.2. /-elision in sandhi. 

Like the morphophonemic elision of / described in I, 2.4.1., / may also be 
be elided in sandhi when it lands in unstressed open syllables, but in such cases 
this elision is optional, e.g. (the high vowel eligible for elision in bold print): 
ni'gin al'iginih -* *ni'gn al'iginih -* ni'ign al'iginih "we knead the dough" 
(BaA), mit'li' ilhâ rbâ'ayn -* *mifl' ilhd rbâ'ayn -* *mifil' ilhâ rbâ'ayn (my 
transcription) "I award her two six year old camels" (AA^51) (for more examples 
cf. I, 2.3.2.3.). 

The rule for elision of / in open syllable following a geminate may apply 

in sandhi as well. This high vowel elision is again optional. Examples are: 

binsayyid alfirr -* binsayyd alfirr "we hunt quail", # nnazzil alginuw # -» # 

innazzl alginuw "we take down (the sterns of) the datebunches", binbattil 

attaxäfif-* binbattl attaxäfif (where reduced t has a lateral release) "we stop 

thinning out (the watermelon plants)". In these cases the geminate of the cluster 

is usually reduced. 

350 For the sake of morphological transparency, the transcription reflects the geminates, 
although they may be (phonetically) reduced. 

351 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 30 (text 12), 11. 3-4. 
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2.4.3. Cyclic /-elision rule in sandhi. 

In sandhi the elision rule may be reapplied after anaptyxis. An example is 
(here the cluster is underlined and bold, the anaptyctic is bold, and the high 
vowel to be dropped in sandhi is underlined): bigattib + 'yûnih —*• *bigattib_ 

%ünih -*• bigattib i'yimih -* bigattb ïyünih "he covers its (m. sg.) eyes", where 
first the cluster b'y is resolved, after which the high vowel in the last syllable of 
bigattib is dropped. 

N.B. The fact that the base form is 'yûn, and not »i'yün may be deduced from 
comparable forms with assimilated "sunletters", e.g.: asshür (not • (a)lishür) 
"the months", add'üf (not -(a)lid'üf) "the children", addmiim (not '(a)lidmüm) 
"the blood (pi.) (of five generations preceding a thoroughbred camel)"352, etc. 

2.4.4. Exceptions to the /-elision rule. 

When Caand Cb are phonetically close or identical, / is not dropped, e.g. 
mit'dddidih "numerous", binxdffifah "we thin it out (of watermelon plants)", 
biyfattitüh "they make a fattah of it", bihdllilak "he allows you", giddit'l "my 
grandmother" (all five RA), # iyhdddiduw "they set (imperf.)" (SA), kdttituw! 
"go down (m. pi.) to the wädll", yfdttitah "he scatters it", tkarriruw "you (m. 
pi.) will clarify", 'idditih "his possessions" (all four AÂ)353, mmdllilah "having 
become hot ashes (of a fire, for baking bread) (f. sg.)"354 (BaA), msattitin 
"spread over a wide area" (BaA). Unlike the situation in the eastern Sarqiyyah, 
however, reduction of the geminate is not regular in these cases.355 

In sandhi this elision of / in such positions does not occur either. Some 
examples of similar non-elision of / in sandhi are: bindallil alxûx "we manure356 

352 As recorded in biyslr 'êh? sâfiy. . . säfiy. ibyagta' f-addmûm. .. alxams häda. . Although 
the littéral meaning is not entirely clear to me, it must mean something like "it then becomes 
what? A thoroughbred... a thoroughbred. It (then) has five generations of pure blood" 
(RA). Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary (root g-t- '), P- 223. 

353 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 93 (text 26), 1. 34, p. 94 (text 26). 11. 64 and 66, p. 122 (text 38), 1. 
16, and p. 59 (text 20), fn 177 respectively. 

354 Cf. BAILEY (1981-2), p. 145, mallih "hot ashes in which bread is baked". 
355 Cf. WOIDICH (1979), p. 79. 
3 3 6 Presumably from the root g-l-l, d could then have developed from taglil [tpd'lil], where 

[d] has a lateral elease (cf. remarks in I, 1.1.4.). Cf. also BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1994), p. 
141. 
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the peach trees", binxaffif azzaharah "we thin out the blossom", binfattit 
alhamâm "we disperse357 the pigeons". (For other exceptions to the elision rule, 
cf. I, 2.2.2.1.). 

2.5. Assimilation. 

Below a number of examples of assimilation are listed. Since, again, the 
number of possible combinations of consonants must be considerable, this list 
cannot be exhaustive. Nevertheless, the following types of contact assimilation 
of consonants can be identified: regressive (partial or total), progressive (partial 
or total), and reciprocal (total). (For the spread of velarization, cf. I, 1.1.7. 
Instances of vowel harmony will be mentioned in the relevant sections). 

Apart from the total assimilation of the / of the article to "sunletters" 
(with a few instances of / + § —*• g g as in aggirid "the palm leaves", and l + k—* 
kk as in akkalâm "the talk", and one instance of / + g in aggarnâs "type of 
falcon used for hunting (larger than a sihiniy, but more difficult to train, and 
therefore cheaper)"), the following instances of regressive total assimilation 
were recorded: 

irrûh (< nrïùi) 

râhlil lih (< rählin lih) 
nna (< Ina) 

hirr rizugtï (< hill rizugtï ) 

ttabbil (< ttabbil) 

ssawwiy (< tsawwiy) 
nissärak (< nifsärak) 
ssïr (< tsïr) 

bizzagrit (< bitzagrif), yizzayyan {< yitzayyan) 
bittamman (< biîtamman) 

ddill (< tdilt) 

yiddabbahow (< yitdabbahow) 

biddall (< bitdall) 

ggiy (< tgiy) 
talat î-ushur (< talat t-ushur) 

ritt (< ridi) 

axatt (< axadt) 

n + r —* rr. 
n + l —• Il: 

l + n — nn 
l+r — rr. 
t+ t — tt: 
t + s -» ss: 
t + s -* ss: 
t + s —• ss: 

t + z -* zz: 
t+t —• 'S-
t + d —»• dd 

t + d -* 44 
t + d — dd 

t + g -> gg 
î+ t -> tt: 

d + t —• tt: 
d + t -* tt: 

357 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary. 
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b + m —• mm: 'ugum ma (< 'ugub ma) 

h+ ' —» f t: iymarri' 'indak (< iymarrih Hndak) 

' + h —* /z/;: btâh hawâliy (< btâ'hawâliy) 

Instances of regressive partial assimilation: 

n + b -*• mb: mbüg (< nbûg) 
b + n —> mn: mnalga (< bnalga) 

m+f -* rrjf. ir] fallis (< mfallis) 
n + g -* Ü g- yui) gui (< yungul) 
t + n -* dn: dnaggit (< tnaggit) 
t + m -* dm: dmattig (< tmattig) 

* + g —*• dg: dgahmis (< tgahmis) 

t+z -> dz: dzid (< tzïd) 

Voiced consonants are regularly dissonorized in pause, which is perhaps 
more aptly described as regressive assimilation to pause, but such 
dissonorization is usually only partial (i.e. the onset of the voiced consonant will 
still be voiced), which accounts for the fact that anaptyctics will appear in 
examples such as gurub # "kinship (through marriage)", daluw # "pail", wasim # 
"rainy season; mark", xasim # "nose". 

Instances of progressive total assimilation. 

Progressive total assimilation is often found with the initial / lo f 
pronominal suffixes assimilating to preceding voiceless consonants: 

tisbikkum (< tisbikhum) 

sèxxum (< sëxhum) 

binttiy (< binthiy) 

nhuttta (< nhuttha) 

gumüssum (< gumitshum) 

binnakkissiy (< binnakkishiy) 

binxallissiy (< binxallishiy) 

ysûffiy (< ysüfliiy) 

niftahhiy (< niftahhiy) 

was not recorded 

k + h -* kk: 
x + h -* xx: 
r + h — > tt: 
t + h -* tf-
s + h ->• ss: 
s + h -* ss: 

s + h —• ss: 

f+h — > 'if. 
h + h —• hh: 

t + h ->• tt 
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Instances of reciprocal total assimilation: 
' + h —» hh: mihhiy (<mi'hiy) 

g + h -> xx: yfaggixxiy (<yfaggighiy) 

d+t —• tt: öttèn (with dental articulation of f < ôdtën) 

3. Morphology. 

3.1. Nominal morphology. 

Although several of the phenomena described here may be found to have 
been described in phonology as well, in many cases such historical phonological 
rules have led to morphological restructuring of the base forms in some dialects, 
whereas in other dialects such rules have remained phonetic in character. This 
would explain some overlapping in the material presented. 

3.1.1. Raising of a. 

3.1.1.1. Raising of *a in *daC2lC3(ah). 

3.1.1.1.1. Raising of *a in *ClaC2iC3(ah) {Cj*y). 

Like in £>A358, lal in open syllables preceding III has been raised in the 
majority of cases, irrespective of phonetic environment, and has thus led to an 
almost complete morphological restructuring of the base form. The rule is: 

a-raising: a—*HC\ CIïCT, 

Ci**' 

Examples which may be heard in RA, SA and BaA: kibir "large, old", sigir 

"small, young", kitlr "many, much", milih "good", si'îr "barley", girldih "palm 
branch (stripped of leaves)", 'iziz "dear", alXilig "the Gulf', 'ins "bridegroom", 
hidid "iron", bihimih "beast", gilid "thick", gilll "little". Some examples in AA: 

kibir "large, old"; kitir "many, much"; gilidah "thick"; xifif "light"; tigll 

"heavy"; himir "donkey".359 

358 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 6 (117). 
3=9 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 25 (text 7), 1. 81; p. 25 (text 7), 1. 89; p. 32 (text 14), 1. 12; p. 32 

(text 14), 1. 14; p. 32 (text 14), 1. 14; p. 17 (text 5), 1. 1 respectively. 
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Near w the high vowel may be more like u: wugid "fuel", tuwïl "long", 
guwi'y "strong" (for more examples of C3 = y in this pattern, cf. I, 3.1.1.1.2.). 

When preceded by older hamzah360, the a is not raised: (')asil, 

"thoroughbred", (')axïr "last".361 

In a number of instances, mainly in guttural environments recorded in 
BaA, forms without the assimilation may occur alongside the assimilated ones, 
e.g.: sa'ir "barley", harim "women", gasil "washing", hawls "perplexed", sagir 
"small, young", Garlf alGizlân "name of a settlement in Balawiy territory", 
xamïm "fallen dates", süg alxamïs "the Thursday market (in al'Aris)", xatt 
alhadid "the railway track", gadlm "old", garlb "strange", Xal'd "male given 
name", 'alig "fodder", 'az'Z "dear", 'arls "bridegroom", sagir "young, little", 
haditah "modern", ba'ldah "far". 

During direct elicitation even forms like katir "many, much", dagig 

"dough", gadid "new" were recorded in BaA, but since such instances did not 
occur in "spontaneous" texts, no conclusions are drawn from these instances 
here. 

When a gahawah- vowel stands in open syllable preceding stressed I, it is 
not raised, e.g. ta'atll "suspension (of activities)", taxafif "thinning out (of 
watermelon plants)", tahadid "demarcation". 

From these forms we can conclude that what started as a phonetic rule is 
developing into morphological restructuring of base forms in BaA, while this 
process has been as good as completed in RA, SA and AA362, like in DA. In BaA 

the phonetic environment is becoming less influential regarding the distribution 
of high or low short vowels in the first syllable of *C\aC2iCT, (except where C\ 

= *')• Instead, the developing morphological pattern C1JC2ÎC3 calls for a short 
high vowel in the first syllable. The underlying pattern however, is still 
CiaC2îC3 in all of these dialects, for the high vowel is never dropped. This 
would have resulted in forms like »kbir, -sgir, 'gdld etc. (like in 'AA and GA, cf. 
V, 3.1.1.1.1.). 

360 F 0 r the status of ' in these examples, cf. I, 1.1.6. 
361 Also in the 1st. p. sg. of med. inf. /-type verbs (where C\ *') (')aè'ib "I bring", (')asil "I 

carry", and also (')agi'y "I come" etc. 
362 STEWART (1990), however, does give a few examples of C\aCjiC^. Among these are sahlh 

"truly", p. 12 (text 1), 1. 115; sagir "young", p. 100 (text 32), 1. 3. 
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Forms in TA, MA and 'AyA show the same morphological restructuring 
as in DA, AA, RA and SA, although exceptions were recorded as well. 

3.1.1.1.2. Raising of a in *CaCly (C3 =y). 

When the root is tert. inf., raising of a is general in all our dialects, but 
stress varies according to the rules described in 2.1.1. Examples are: 
In RA: âlguwiy "the strong one", bi'riy "innocent", m'biy "Prophet", ânnibiy "the 
Prophet", 'Iliy ~ 'Iliy "male given name", Bi'liy (~ Biliy) "name of the tribe of 
BaA speakers", sibiy "boy", âssibiy "the boy", wttiy "saint". 
In SA: ânnibiy "the Prophet". 

In AA: biriy (where C3 y is a reflex of *') "innocent", gibiy "hidden", 'Iliy "male 
given name", ânnibiy "the Prophet.363 

In BaA: sibiy "boy", tiriy ~ tiriy "dry", figi'y (where C3 y is a reflex of *h) 
"reciter of the Koran", sigiy "wretched", ânnibiy "the Prophet". 

There cannot be much doubt that these forms were historically stressed on 
the last syllable, which facilitated the a —» I change. This is indeed corroborated 
by stress in such recorded (and still existent) forms as guwi'y, 'Iliy, and Biliy, 
which seem to reflect an underlying pattern CaCiC, and very probably an earlier 
*CaCîC pattern (as in CA *qawïy, *'Alïy, and *Bally, respectively). 

The fact that the article is stressed when prefixed in these cases, e.g. 
ânnibiy "the Prophet", âlguwiy "the strong one", âssibiy "the boy" shows that we 
are dealing with an underlying CaCiC pattern, as opposed to the CiCC pattern of 
e.g. gidy, which in pause becomes algidiy # (and when suffixed we get e.g. 
gidyih "his kid goat", recorded in RA). The same is suggested by wttiy "saint", 
which becomes wiliyyih (cf. older *wallyah) "lady, woman", and not 'wilyih 
(when suffixed with the feminine suffix). 

These forms have partially followed the same development as older 
ClCà(') forms; both *CICâ(') and *CaCiy were stressed on the last (long) 
syllable. Where the first open syllable contained I, this / was dropped. Where the 
first syllable contained a, this a was raised to I, but remained underlying lal, for 
it is not dropped. Now that stress is shifting from the final syllable to the 

363 For the first three .4,4 examples, cf. STEWART (1990), glossary, for the last example, cf. ibid, 
p. 3 (text 1), 1. 2 (+ fn), and passim. 
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penultimate, because of reduction of the final syllable, wih'y can become wfliy, 

and *barl' can become bfriy. 

N.B. Interestingly in this respect, the BaA verb form for "he comes" is yi'giy, 
which points to an older *ya- prefix, while in SA, RA and AA the corresponding 
form is ygiy, which points to an older (intermediate?) CICiC or CICl pattern. 
This suggests, if one assumes an older common *ya- prefix, that vowel 
harmony may have taken place in RA, SA and AA earlier than in BaA.364 

In SA, RA and AA the short high vowel in *yigi (from *yagi) became 
stable, perhaps in analogy to the measure 3 or 4 high vowel of the imperfect 
prefix, and was consequently dropped. 

3.1.1.2. Raising of a in open syllable preceding stressed i'. 

Only two examples of a reflex of the older nominal pattern used for 
negative qualities CiaC^iC^ are available: nikdih "troublesome" (RA), and 
(where C3 = y) ridi'y "no good, bad, inadequate, worthless" (AA)365. If *nakid 

and *radiy (CA *radin, if not *radï') were stressed on the vowel of the ultimate 
syllable (in conformity with rule 6a) described in 2.1.1.: *nak(d, *radi'y), raising 
of a in the preceding syllable could take place (—»• nikid, ridiy), like in the 
perfect of C\aCiiC3 verbs which become CiiCiiC?,. The rule for raising of a 
would then be the same as the one formulated for a-raising in verbs (cf. I, 
3.2.1.1.): 

a-raising: a—* il C C(C 

3.1.1.3. Raising of a in CaCGC(ah). 

The a in the first (closed) syllable of CaCCïC(ah) (either CiaC2C3iC4(ah) 

or C^aC1C{iC-i{ah)) is not raised in assimilation in the dialects under discussion 
here, e.g.: batfix "watermelons", barslm "clover", fallinih "cork (n.u.)", sakkinih 

"knife", kabrlt "matches", zarrl'ih "grains of seed", mand'd "handkerchief" 

3 6 4 This would also link up to the instances of nominal CaCIC still occurring in BaA. 
365 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary. Notice, however, that the f. sg. in AA is ridiyyih, instead of 

expected •ridyih. (cf. STEWART (1990), p. 70 (text 21), fn 219). This must be due to the 
similarity to reflexes of *C\aCiiy, which are also C\iCiiy (cf. 3.1.1.2.), and which form a 
f. sg. CiiC2iyyih. 
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(BaA), gandil "jellyfish", baddï' "rhymer of ditties"366, xanzlr "pig" (AA), 
fazzl'ih "attackers" (AA)367, but (i)brig "jug". 

3.1.1.4. Raising of a in CaCCâC... 

The a in closed syllable in CaCCâC (either CiaC2C2aC3 or CiaC2C3àn) is 
not regularly raised in SA, RA, AA, or BaA. When this raising occurs, it 
optionally does so in neutral environments, and is thus of a phonetic nature. The 
rule for this type of raising is: 

optional a -raising: a-* I/ C CCâC 

Examples recorded in TA, MA and 'AyA, although limited in number, 
indicate a similar situation in these dialects. 

3.1.1.4.1. Examples of a-raising in the pattern C\aC2C2âC3. 

Examples of *C\aC2C2aC3 are: 

In RA: saggâlah "functioning (f. sg.)", tayyâs "wavering, indecisive", barräd 

"teapot", gallâbiyyih "robe-like type of garment", tallâgât "refrigerators", 
tayyàrât "airplanes", but also burräd "teapot". 
In SA: massas "suckling camel of up to 5 or 6 months old", saggâlah 

"functioning (f. sg.)", ra"âyih "shepherds", gannâmih "shepherds", but also 
Biyyâdiyyih "name of a tribe", gissäsah "injury payment assessors"368, burräd 
"teapot". 

In AA: tayyärah "airplane", mallâk "owner", sarrâh "one who is herding", banal 
"evil", rassâg "slapper", but also Firrâg "male given name", guwwàm "person 
taking responsibility".369 

In BaA: gammäl "camel driver", sayyäd "fisherman", faddân "feddan", gannâm 

"shepherd", Bayyädiyyah "name of a tribe", kaddâb "liar", battäniyyah 

3 6 6 Cf. BAILEY (1974b), p. 119, bid'ah "light, often improvised poems, rhymes". 
367 For the two AA examples, cf. STEWART (1990), p. 177 (text 66), 1. 18, and p. 99 (text 31), 

1.4 respectively. 
3 6 8 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary. 
3 6 9 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 112 (text 36), 1. 27; p. 123 (text 38). 1. 21; p. 117 (text 36), 1. 155; 

p. 178 (text 66), 1. 37; p. 69 (text 21), I. 204 (+ fn) ; p. 5 (text 1), 1. 1; p. 9 (text 1) spoken in 
the interval indicated by [...] in 1. 66 respectively. NB. in Stewart's transcription, which is 
strictly phonological, this type of raising is not reflected. 
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"blanket", laggâhah "pollination stick (for datepalms)", but also gimmâl "camel 
driver", birräd "teapot". 

3.1.1.4.2. Examples of a-raising in the pattern C\aCiC->,ân. 

Recorded examples of *C\aC2Ciân are: 
In RA: 'adfân "selecting as an appeal judge"370, galtân "at fault, wrong", xarbân 

"in ruins", malyän "full", but also tifrän "pauper", tilfânln "good-for-nothing 
(m. pi.)". 
In SA: none recorded. 
In AA: za'alân (with a gahawah-vowel) "angry", kaflânîn "acting as 
guarantors", hazlàn "feeble, exhausted", dafydn "warm", hamgân "angry", but 
also wig'än "in pain".371 

In BaA: 'atsân "thirsty", galbdn "wretched", xarbân 'in ruins", galtân "at fault, 

wrong", Salman "male given name", wig'ân "in pain", 'iryän "naked", gl'än 

thirsty". 

N.B. A few instances show a-raising in plurals (of sg. CaCCah) forming a 
CaCCât sequence were also recorded: girrât (sg. garrah) "(earthenware) jars" 
(RA, SA, BaA), arba' mirrât "four times" (RA, SA). 

3.1.1.5. Raising of a in ...CaCdC... 

Unstressed a in open syllable preceding â may be phonetically raised to / 
(i.e. i or u) in neutral environments (here the term "neutral" is defined as not 
following X or * ', and not preceding /): 

optional a-raising: a> 11 (-)Ci Cjä 

Ci**'orX 

C2* I 
I = a lax [i] in non-labial environments, and a lax [u] may occur before labials. 

Examples in SA and RA: timänyih "eight", midâfin "graves", digâyig "minutes", 
giwâlib "horseshoes", mikân "place", timâyil "water-holes", mixâlbih "its (m. 

3 7 0 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary, root '-d-f. 
371 Cf. STEWART(1990), p. 102 (text 32), 1. 65; p. 117 (text 36), 1. 158; p. 189 (text 69), 1. 285; 

text 24), 1. 123 (+fn); p. 167 (text 59), 1. 67; p. 27 (text 9), 1. 9 respectively. For the 
meaning of these words, cf. ibid, glossary. 
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sg.) claws", and u in labial environment nuwäyih "date kernel", and kumân 
"also", Suwârkih "name of tribe", suwärib "lips", guwälin "jerrycans". But also 
kamân "also", banât "daughters", masâriy "money", masäfah "distance", 
sawärib "lips", kabâbiy "drinking glasses", tamânyih "eight", fanâgîl "coffee 
cups". 

In AA: dirähim "money", minägi' addamm "Blood Puddle Judges", gimâ'tï "my 
group of people (here: men from my lineage)", but also Tarâbïn "name of a 
tribe".J" 
In BaA: dikâtrih "doctors", nihâr "day", gibâyil "tribes", tigâwiy "seeds (for 
sowing)", lidâyi "(three) stones (to support pots and pans over a fire)", midâris 
"schools", digâyig "minutes", win labial environment, e.g.: duwähiy Gatyah 
"the outskirts of Gatyah", suwärib "lips", kumân "also", Suwârkih "name of 
tribe", tubâyi' "manners". But also ma'älig "spoons", banâthum "their 
daughters", masäyix "sheikhs". 

When following X, preceding liquids (although more so when preceding / 
than when preceding r), or following hamzah, this raising occurs much less373. 
Examples are: 

Following X: xawâl "uncles" (a gahawah-form, cf. I, 2.2.1.1.), xasàb "fertile" 
halâl "small cattle", hamämih "pigeon", gazâl "gazelle", hawâsil "craws (of 
birds)", 'asâyih "stick", harâbah "cistern", although also 'uwàyid- 'iwäyid314 

(~ 'awâyid in BaA) "customs", hibâyib (~ habâyib, both RA) "loved ones". 

Preceding liquids375: talätih "three", kaläm "speech", Salämih "male given 
name", saläh "prayer", garäkil "jerrycans", waräh "behind him", darähim (~ 
dirähim in AA376) "money", marâkib "boats", but also Dilâdlih "name of a 
subtribe (or clan?) of the Tarâbïn", and girâkil "jerrycans". 

3 7 2 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 27 (text 8), 1. 29; p. 35 (text 14), 1. 71; p. 46 (text 16), 1. 14 
3 7 3 The same holds for DA, cf. BLANC (1970), p. 6 ( 117). 
3 7 4 Cf. ibid. 
375 Like in the dialect of cAnaiza, / and r usually inhibit raising of preceding a in our dialects, 

but a similar influence of (homo-organic) n was not noted, e.g. finâdig "hotels", binât 
"girls", kinâbil alhawn "mortar shells", and also bina "he built, sinâh "year", sinâb 
"moustache". Cf. JOHNSTONE (1967), pp. 7-10. As is illustrated by the last examples in this 
paragraph, raising of a preceding liquids does occur, but considerably less so than in 
neutral environments. 

3 7 6 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary. 
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Following *'377 : (" )ahâl iy "people", (')arâdiy "lands", (')asâyil 
"thoroughbreds", (')arânib "rabbits", (')anâmil "fingers of a claw", (')asäbi' 
"fingers", (')asâs "basis", (')asâmiy "names" (')Axârsih "name of a tribe", 
(')Ahâmid " Ahmadiy-judges"31*, and 1st. p. c. sg. verb forms (')anâm "I sleep", 
(')asâfir "I travel" etc. 

An exception to this rule is a of the first p. c. sg. imperfect in verbal 
morphology, which is never raised in this position (probably to avoid 
homonymie clash): bahäwil "I try" {RA), ba'âwid "I return" (SA), banädiy "I 
call", bagâdiy (fi w) "I sue (s.o.)" (AA)319, and bagâmlah "I am courteous to 
him" (BaA). Notice that forms like bihâwil "he tries", and bi'äwid "he returns" 
etc. do occur, but that these are then third p. m. sg. (cf. 4.3.). 

Raising of a in open syllable preceding à is also current in TA, MA and 
'Ay A. 

N.B. Blanc reports the suffixed prep, 'ala in which the same raising of a occurs: 
'ilëk "on you", etc.380 A number of such instances were recorded in ÂÂ381, but 
none in RA, SA or BaA. 

3.1.1.6. Raising of a in ...CaCd... 

The a in open syllable preceding stressed d is raised to / in neutral* 
environments as well. The rule is again phonetic and optional, and applies to 
verb forms as well: 

a-raising: a—* 11 C\ C2Ó382 

* neutral is defined here as: 
Ci**1 orX 

377 

378 
' may be be of a phonotactic nature, but the a is not raised. 
The Ahmadiy judges specialize in matters "of the house", and these positions are held by 
members of Biliy. Cf. ATTAYYIB (1997), p. 139. 
Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 34 (text 14), II. 65-66. 
Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 6 (117). 

3 8 1 Among similar instances I heard in the recordings of STEWART (1990) are: 'ilêhum p. 3 
(text 1), 1. 3, 'ilëk p. 4 (text 1), 1. 10, and 'Hay p. 5 (text 1), 1. 21. 

3 8 2 Where the older stress rule for CaCâC(v) applies (cf. above 2.1.1.), otherwise gâmal, 
gâhawah etc. 

379 
380 
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Examples in SA and RA: gimdl "camel", diwd' "medicine", sibdk "netting", 
dihdb "gold", sigdrah "tree", mitd (only SA), and verb forms gitd' "he cut", 
gifdl "it (m. sg.) shied (of a horse)", sirdg "he stole", and the gahawah-form 
sihdr "month". 

Examples in AA: kifdl "guarantee", sindb "moustache" and verb forms gisdr "it 
was short", mind't "you stopped (trans.)".383 

Examples in BaA: gimdl "camel", simdkih "fish (n.u.)", libdn "milk", gidd' 
"administration of law", gisâlah "twig", bisdlah "(an) onion", and verb foms 
misât "she went", misakt "I took", kitdb "he wrote", kitdl "he killed/hit", 
aftikdrat "she thought", attifdgt "I agreed", mitd "when?". And also, much more 
regularly than in RA and SA, raising of a in the gahawah-forms: sihdr "month", 
lihdg "catching up (v.n.)", bigdlah "she-mule", fihdmih "(a piece of) charcoal", 
gihdwah "coffee", nixâlah "date palm", tihdt "under", mihdl "drought", and 
verb forms yihdrig "he speaks", ti'drif "you know", ma ti'dgiz. .. algä'din "do 
not fail those seated (as guests)". 

In labial and/or velarized environments / tends to be u, e.g.: mutdr "rain" 
(RA, SA and BaA), guwdd "animal led to be slaughtered" (BaA ~ gawdd in RA 
and SA), rugdbatak "your neck" (BaA), and wulddyih "my son" (BaA). 

Here the same factors inhibiting such a-raising apply as in I, 3.1.1.6. 

Examples are: 
following X: gandm "sheep and goats", xasdb "wood", hagdr "stone", hatdb 

"firewood", 'asdr t-iyydm "ten days", Hasan "male given 
name", and a verb form xatâb "he addressed (speaking)". 

preceding /: waldd "boy, son", tal at marrât "three times", zaldmah "man", 
and verb forms kaldn "they (f.) ate", taldb "he ordered", but also 
bildh "dates" (SA and BaA), and wulddyih "my son" (only in 
BaA). 

following *': (')ahdmar "red", (')axddar "green", (')a'dma "blind", (')axdras 

"dumb, mute", (')and "I", (')asdd "lion", (')afdmak "your 
mouth", (')ahdlak "your family", (')addb "good manners", and 
verb forms (')axddat "she took", (')akdl "he ate", (for the status 
of ' , cf. I, 1.1.6.). 

3 8 3 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 6 (text 1), 

1), 1. 42 respectively. 
.39; p. 15 (text 2), 1.7, p. 11 (text 1), 1. 101; p. 7 (text 
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Comparable instances of raising of a in open syllable preceding stressed d 

were heard in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

3.1.1.7. Raising of a in open syllable preceding stressed A. 

We could summarize the two a-raising rules discussed above in one rule, 

which is optional: 

a-raising: a—* 11 C\ CiA 

Ci * * ' o r . X 

C2 *l 
A = stressed a or ä 
1 = high vowel i or u 

N.B. Stress of A does not have to be primary, as raising of a also occurs in the 
following examples (primary stress indicated with an acute accent): Misâ'ld 
"name of tribe", giwâlin "jerrycans", timânïn "eighty", misämlr kibâb "kebab 
skewers", misäfütum "their distance", and also 'imäm'll "irrigation canals". 
Examples with raising of a following d: âlkifal "the guarantee", dssihar "the 
month", and verb forms dttifag "he agreed", dstuwa "it became ripe". 

3.1.1.8. Raising of a in CaCüC(ah). 

Raising of a in open syllable preceding ù generally takes place in 

CaCûC(ah) in RA, SA, AA and DA, and does not appear to be phonetically 

conditioned. The rule is: 

*<3 —<• /. / C\ C2ÜC3 

C i * * ' 

Examples: gu'ûd "young male camel" (RA, SA, AA™4, DA385, BaA), 'urüs 
"bride" (RA, SA, BaA), xurüf "sheep (sg.)" (RA, SA, AA3i6, BaA), gumüs 
"dipped food" (RA, BaA), gurür "false, deceptive" (AA)™1, yuhüd "Jews", 
humûlih "clan" (both DA)™*, rukübah "riding animal" (BaA), asSu'üd 

3S-* Cf. STEWART(1990), p. 100 (text 32), 1. 3. 
385 Cf. BLANC (1970), p . 3 0 ( 1 4 1 ) . 
386 Cf. ibid. 
387 Cf. STEWART (1990), p . 186 (text 69) , 1. 193. 
3SS Cf. BLANC (1970), p . 6 (117). 
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"(öazirat) asSu'üd (in the Sarqiyyah)" (BaA), 'ugûzih "old woman" (BaA), 
arrusid "the Prophet" (BaA), 'umûd (~ 'ärnüd in SA) "pole" (BaA). 

In cases where potential velarization created by ü is not "carried" by the 
consonant preceding this stressed it, preceding a in open syllable may be raised 
to become i instead of w, e.g.: 'igûz "old man" (RA), 'irüs "bride", gizüm 
"turning over (of soil) (?)", mihünih "disrespect" (AA)389, misith "name for a 
young camel after it has been weaned"390 (SA), and also in DA391: yihûd "Jews", 
himülih "clan". 

The provision made for C anot being *' follows from the examples 
(')abüy "my father", (')a.xuh "his brother", (')asûl "proper". The imperfect verb 
forms for the 1st. p. c. sg., with or without b-, show no raising either, e.g.: 
(')asüf"l see", (')amûtflhiy "I'll die in it (f. sg.)", (')aruh "I go", and bagùm "I 
get up", bagül "I say", etc. (for similar examples of non-raising of (')a- in open 
syllable preceding î, cf. I, 3.1.1.1.1.). 

N.B. Raising of a < underlying loi (phonetically shortened conforming to I, 
1.2.2.4.) does not occur, e.g. baritd "rifle" (RA), Dawüd "male given name" 
(RA), masürah "pipeline" (RA), ganän "law" (BaA), ma'ün "receptacle" (BaA). 

Similarly, a < *ay as in zatûn "olives" (RA, SA ~ expected zêtün in BaA), 
and lamûn "lemons" (RA) is not raised.392 

Like a gahawah - vowel landing in an open unstressed syllable preceding i 
(cf. I, 3.1.1.1.), the gahawah- vowel in a similar position preceding it (cf. I, 
2.2.1.2.) is not raised either: ma'arüf "known", ma'adûdât "numerous (f. pi.)", 
mahamCd "neglected", ma'adûl "in a straight line", Abu Dahatûm "name of a 
sêx". 

When a precedes the suffixed masc. pi. verbal ending ü, it is not raised 
either: yadbahuha "they slaughter it (f. sg.)", yathanüh "they grind it (m. sg.)". 

3 8 9 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 117 (text 36), 1.162. 
3 9 0 This is how it was glossed to me. I could not find the word in any other meaning than 

"unguents, ointments", however. Cf. DOZY(1881), part 2 (root m-s-h). 
3 9 1 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 6 (117), where (free ?) variation is reported in these forms. 
3 9 2 The forms zatun and lamûn (with a) are quite likely to be loans from sedentary dialects, 

and are therefore not likely to be synchronic variants (after shortening of ay, cf. 
1.2.4.6.1.2.) of the forms with the diphthong ay. 
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Exceptions to this rule have also been recorded, but these were restricted 
almost exclusively to BaA, and especially where X preceded a: garnies "dipped 
food", 'arüs "bride", hakumih^ "government", ga'üd "young male camel" (all 
BaA), and also the CA loan rasül "Prophet" recorded in RA. 

The conclusion is that this raising rule has led to morphologically 
restructured base forms in RA, SA, AA and DA, whereas such raising is of a 
phonetic nature in BaA. In all of these dialects however, the resulting u can be 
said to be underlying lal, since it is not dropped in conformity with I, 2.4. 

In TA this raising does not appear to be taking place: ganüb "south", 
hamidih "beast of burden", ga'üd "young male camel", 'arüs "bride". Examples 
of raising were recorded in MA: gu'ùd, gumüs "food dip", but forms without 
raising do not appear in our material. In 'AyA gamüs ~ gumüs, ga'üd - gu'ùd, 

xarüf ~ xurüf were recorded, indicating that such raising is optional, and not 
phonetically conditioned. 

3.1.1.9. Raising of a in open syllable preceding stressed u. 

A few instances show raising of a in open syllable preceding û (the rule is 

comparable to raising of a in open syllable preceding (, cf. 3.1.1.2.): 

a—*u/ C CûC 

Examples were found mainly in AA, and these are all reflexes of older 
intransitive *fa'ula verbs. The examples listed by Stewarf94 are: kubur, tugul, 
sugur, tuxun, gulud, 'urud, kutur, suxun, gusur, and xulus. Assuming that these 
are all stressed regularly (on the last syllable, in conformity with I, 2.1.1. 6 a.)), 
they are comparable to older *fa'ila (i.e. verbs with the perfect pattern 
C\aC2iCia) verbs, which have become CiCi'C (cf. I, 3.2.1.1.).395 

393 Notice that since it is not *hkümih, the conclusion is that for some dialects there is 
underlying la! in the first syllable of the reflex of *hukümah. A similar haküma occurs in 
Upper Egypt as well, cf. BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1994), p. 90. 
Cf. also fn to III, 3.1.1.8. on whether perhaps the a is underyingly long in such forms. 

394 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 158 (text 53), second fn 4. 
ABUL FADL (1961), p. 284 (§ 62 b), and p. 335 (map 36) reports that the reflex fu'ul ot 
*fa'ul occurs only in his area number 2 of map 36 (i.e. roughly the eastern and central part) 
of the Sarqiyyah. 

395 
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3.1.1.10. a - raising rules combined. 

If we wish to combine the two rules of raising of a in open syllables 
preceding a long stressed high vowel, we could summarize: 

a-^IIC^CjC 

/ = long high vowel ü or i 
I = short high vowel u if / = û\ short high vowel i if / = I 

Cb = capable of "carrying" velarization (primary emphatics, and also 
consonants mentioned in I, 1.1.7.) in case of raising to u. 

Although the available examples are limited, we may be tempted to write 
one rule covering all possible instances of raising of a in open syllable, 
preceding any stressed high vowel (long or short). If we do not specify whether 
it is optional or compulsary, that is, whether such raising has led to 
morphological restructuring of base forms or not, this rule could be: 

a-*UC*_Cb'I(C) 

I = short high vowel u if 7 = û or ü; short high vowel i if T = f or i 
'I = stressed high long or short vowel 
Ca *• *' 
Cb = capable of "carrying" velarization in case of raising to u. 

N.B. In BaA the hamzah-initial nouns (')asad "lion", and (')afam "mouth" have 
the plurals (')asiid, (')afûm. 

3.1.2. Reflexes of *daC2C3(ah). 

For contrastive purposes (cf. 3.1.2. of the other chapters), a number of 
reflexes of *C\aC2C-i{ah) are listed here: 
Some reflexes of *CaCC(ah) include: badwah "bedouins" {BaA, AA), gidy "kid 
goat" (RA), tahât (~ tihât ~ taht) (RA, SA, AA, BaA),fahâm ~ fihâm "coal" 
(BaA), sakl "shape" (BaA), sahân (~ sihân) "dish" (RA, BaA), kars "belly" 
(BaA), gahds "donkey" (~ gihâs) (BaA), kalb "dog" (RA, AA), fihm 
"understanding" (AA). 
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Other recorded instances: wigh "face" (RA, SA, BaA, AA), wihdih "one" (RA, 
SA, BaA, AA), nihyih "direction" (BaA), gimr "armful" (BaA), wi'dih 
"promise" (RA), si'b "difficult" (RA), sidr "chest" (RA) (but sadr in SA and 
BaA), ritl "measure" (BaA), (')ikl "food" (~ akl in RA, only akl in SA and 
BaA), (')itl "tamarisk" (RA). 

3.1.3. Reflexes of *CaCiC(ah). 

kilmih "word" (RA, SA, BaA, AA), sirkih "company, business" (RA, SA, AA), 

kitf "shoulder" (RA, SA, BaA), wirk "thigh" (RA, SA, AA). 

3.1.4. Reflexes of ^CiuCjC^ah). 

bann "coffeebeans" (RA, SA, BaA), rizz "rice" (RA, SA, BaA), kull "all; every" 
(RA, SA, AA, BaA), kumm "sleeve" (BaA), amm "mother" (RA, SA, AA, BaA ~ 
a few instances of umtn in BaA), uxt "sister" (RA, SA, AA, BaA). 
Instances of *CiuC2C3(ah): 'iddih "equipment, stuff" (RA, SA, AA™, BaA), 
öim'ih "male given name" (RA, BaA), sinnih ~ sunnih "usage" (RA), middih 
"period" (RA, BaA, muddih in SA), nitfih "a pluck, a bit" (RA), hinni(h) "they 
(f. pi.)" (RA,SA,AA and BaA), higgih "pleading" (RA, AA^91), tihmih 
"accusation" (ÂA)398, girzih "handful" (BaA), zibdih "butter" (BaA). 

In environments with sufficient backing we find u: gussah "hair lock" 
(RA), xullah "bride's compartment in the groom's parents' tent"399 (RA), surrah. 
"navel" (RA), rug'ah "graft" (RA), gurdah (BaA), burmah "earthenware 
pot"(BaA), guffah "basket" (BaA), tur'ah "canal for irrigation" (BaA), suggah 
"oblong tent piece" (BaA). 

In these instances we note that the high vowel u is usually only present in 
reflexes of *C\uC2C^ah where surrounding consonants are (potentially) 
velarized (cf. remarks in I, 1.2.3.2.). In neutral environments i has become 
regular. Notable exceptions are bann, and also amm (perhaps in analogy to abb 

"father" and axx "brother"?). 

396 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary. 
397 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary. 
398 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary. 
399 Cf. BAILEY (1974b), p. 125. 
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3.1.5. Absence of short high vowels in open syllables preceding stress. 

Short unstressed high vowels in open syllables which are not underlying 
lal are not regular in RA, SA, AA, or BaA. Historical I in such positions in older 
forms has been dropped. This has led to morphological restructuring of base 
forms, which now have initial CC. The rule is400: 

I-+0/C__CV 

I = any unstressed short (underlying) high vowel 
V = (here) any stressed long or short vowel 

Examples are (for AA examples, cf. STEWART (1990), glossary): snln "years" 
(RA, AA), hniy "here" (RA, SA, AA, and ~ hni' in BaA), dra(') "sorghum" (RA, 
SA, BaA), hdüd "border" (RA, AA), gdâh "judges" (AA), dbä' "hyenas", rkab 
"knees" (RA, SA, BaA), ktâf "shoulders" (BaA, AA), gmäl "camels, flân "so-
and-so", byüt dssa'ar "tents", d'ûf "children", dyüf "guests" (all BaA). 

In cases like bisir "he becomes", bitih "he falls" etc. we are dealing with 
the portmanteau morpheme bi, signalling 3rd p. and imperfect. The high vowel 
in this morpheme is never dropped (so no forms like 'bsir, 'büh occur), and in 
fact, bi- co-occurs with biy- in more careful speech (cf. I, 4.3.). 

In some exceptional instances, like in loans, the high vowel remained: 
zurüf "circumstances" (but contrast drüf, both recorded in BaA), niçâm ~ nidâm 
"system" (BaA), 'ibârah 'an "something like, amounting to", min gër 
mu'äxadah "no offense intended", sulâlih "offspring", fuläniy (-fläniy) "so-
and-so (adj.)", almidin "the towns" (BaA). 

In examples like mi'äd "appointment", girät "carat", sisân "birds" the 
short vowel is the product of reduction of the long vowel (here /) (cf. I, 
1.2.2.4.); morphological baseforms of these forms are mï'âd, girät, and sisân. 

4 0 0 The same rule applies in DA in the Negev, cf. BLANC (1970), pp. 5-6 (116-7). 
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An example where the influence of / (cf. I, 2.2.2.2.) may have played a role in 
preserving the unstressed high vowel: tulü' assams "sunrise" (RA), and similarly 
in AA tulü' (my transcription)401. 

3.1.6. Diminutive patterns. 

Diminutive patterns are generally reported to be productive in bedouin 
dialects.402 In the material collected of our dialects, a number of diminutives do 
appear, but in many cases the question remains whether such forms are really 
the result of productive diminutive patterns, or whether these forms could be 
lexicalized items.403 

Besides the more common (lexicalized) instances of sgayyir "small, 
young" gsayyir "short", grayyib "near", glayyil "little", kwayyis "good", swayyih 
"a bit", dgayyig "narrow" which may often be heard in sedentary dialects as 
well, the patterns are especially in use in names, e.g. topographical names 
adDhayr "area in Swêrkiy territory south of asSêx Zwayyid", asSêx Zwayyid 
"name of a village in Rmêliy territory (named after a local holy man)". Male 
given names are ömê'an (often pronounced ömi'än), Slêm, Slêmân, Swêlim, 
'Bëd, Hsên, Hmêd, Gê'ân. Names for (members of) tribes are Rmêliy, Swêrkiy, 
Ahaywiy, Mlêhiy, Hsênât, Frëhat, Nsêrat, Gsayyir, Draybiy, Asaybi', Whaydiy, 
'Taywiy, Kraydim, ö'aydiy, Mhaysin. Names for animals are fsêsiy "type of 
bird", dwêriy "type of bird" (RA), hsèniy "fox". 

Notice the hypochoristic use of the -an suffix in some of these examples, 
and also in 'Liyyân "little 'Ally". The same suffix is used in hniyân(-ih) "here", 
kidiyân(-ih) "like this".404 

402 

403 

401 Cf. several instances in STEWART (1990), among which p. 74 (text 21), 1. 319, and p. 99 
(text 31), 1.2. 
BLANC (1970), pp. 7-8, 13-4, and 29-30, lists a considerable number of diminutives 
recorded in DA. 
Part of the problem is in the relative limitedness of our material. If one does record a 
diminutive, one would hope that the same item in its non-diminutive shape might appear 
somewhere else, e.g. both darâhim and drayhmât for "money". One would then have to 
compare the two usages. If one can conclude that, apart from an added aspect of 
diminutivity, the forms are used in a similar sense, then a conclusion of productivity of the 
diminutive pattern may be drawn. If there is a clear difference in meaning, or if non-
diminutive parallel forms are not recorded, a conclusion of productivity is premature. 

4 0 4 Cf. BROCKELMANN (1966), vol. I, p. 394 (§ 217). 
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With initial *' the diminutive is with a, appearing instead of zero after 
elision of the high vowel of the pattern: Ahaywiy not • 'haywiy "a member of the 
Ahaywät", Asaybi' not • 'saybi' "a name (lit. little finger)". 

Other recorded instances of diminutives are: 'agayyib annhâr "the (short) 
rest of the day" (RA), xwiy attayyârah "smaller version (lit. little brother) of (a 
thing like) the airplane" (RA), 'imdayydât "little poles (?)" (RA), gmêrât "live 
embers" (SA), hraybäwiy "type of corn", gtètah "cloud" (SA), smènih "ghee 
from goat milk" (RA), bnayyih "little daughter" (AA), dmësiyyih "little stones", 
sgërih hwêbtah "low small bush" (last three AA)405, and in all dialects one may 
hear hrayyim "women". 

3.1.7. Pattern aCiCzaC^. 

The pattern for nominals denoting colours and physical defects is 
aCiC2aC-i (contrast i'CCaC pattern in group m, cf. Ill, 3.1.7.), and where Ci = X, 

the gahawah- syndrome has resyllabicized the pattern to become aCdCaC ~ 
dCaCaC. 

Some examples of colours: dzrag "blue" (RA), dbyad "white", dswad 
"black", and gahawah-forms ahdmar "red", axddar "green". Corresponding f. 
and c. pi. forms coined on the patterns C\aC2C^d(') (for f. sg., with CiaCzC^i'y 
where possible, cf. I, 1.2.4.4.1.), and C1UC2C3 (I have found no indications that 
the c. pi. pattern might be CJC2C3 as in adjectives for physical defects, cf. 
below next paragraph) e.g.: hamrd('), humr, xadrd('), xudr, bëdd('), bid. 

Examples of physical defects: atras "deaf, asdaf "left-handed", axdras 
"mute", a'dma "blind". Corresponding f. and c. pi. forms are according to the 
patterns daCzCidC) (for f. sg., with CyaCiC-iiy where possible, cf. I, 
1.2.4.4.1.), and (tentatively) CJC2C1 (for c. pi., where / = ('in neutral 
environments, and / = u in velarized environments, cf. 1.2.3.2.), e.g.: tarsi', 
turs, sadfi', sidf, xarsd', xurs, 'amyi', 'imy (BaA, the latter also recorded in AA 
and DA«*). 

In RA I have also recorded hêdiy bit'is im'dk, 'a ssbdiy w albkda "This one 

(i.e. woman) lives with you in bad and good (times)", mayyih bêda "clear 

405 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary, text 32,1. 45, and p. 136 (text 43), 1. 36 respectively. 
406 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 75, fn 333, and BLANC (1970), p. 9 (120) respectively. 
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water". And in AA bêdd('), "white (f. sg.), and assawdiy (f. sg., for stress cf. I, 

2.1.2.1.) "the black (f. sg.)". The same patterns are current in TA, MA and 

'AyA. 

3.1.8. The elative patterns aC\C2aC% aC\aC2C^, and aC\Cia. 

The elative pattern in RA, SA, AA and BaA is aC\CzaC^, e.g.: akbar 
"bigger/biggest", aktar "more/most", aybas "drier/driest", azwad "better/best", 
angas "worse/worst".407 Media gem. roots have the aCiaCiCj pattern: agall 
"less/least", ahamm "more important/most important", a.xaff "lighter/lightest". 
Tert. inf. have a aC\C2a pattern: awla "having the first right to claim", and the 
gahawah-form âhala ~ ahdla "more beautiful", although ahla was also 
recorded in RA and SA. 

3.1.9. Initial a. 

3.1.9.1. The article and the relative pronoun. 

In contrast to the i occurring in the article and the relative pronoun in 
group III (cf. Ill, 3.1.9.1., and in CAA, cf. V, 3.1.9.1.), our dialects under 
discussion here in the northeast of Sinai all have a. Examples: dlgibal "the 
desert (lit.: the mountains)", dssigar "the trees", add'üf "the children". Due to 
koineizing influences, although less regularly, i instead of a may be heard in the 
article as well. 

The relative pronoun is alliy. alliy m'ah kls sukkar "he who has a bag of 
sugar with him" (RA), w alliy hàlittiy kwayysih "and she whose situation is 
good" (SA), addyüf alliy bigûw "the guests who come" (SA), kuil all-int 
sawwètih "everything that you have dom"(AA) 408, and alliy lih, w alliy mä lih 
byâkul "he who has, and he who has not eats" (BaA). Both the article il and the 
rel. pron. illiy may be heard due to koineizing influences. 

As is already clear from the preceding AA example, stressed or unstressed 
initial a is retained when it is preceded by -iy or -i, which is then dropped: 
âssahan all-ana gibtih "the bowl which I brought", f-arrâs "in the head", widd-
asaww-assây "I want to make the tea", ya binax-alliy bizùr alKdtarah "oh my 
nephew who visits alKatarah" (all four RA), alwasim all-awwal âssinah "the 

40? For the latter two examples, cf. STEWART (1990), p. 3 (text 1), 1. 4. 
408 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 8 (text 1), 1. 45, and passim. 
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rainy season which is at the beginning of the yzax",f-assâmis # "in the sun", fl 
hëd-alhâlih "in this case", nsaww-alfattih "we make the fattah", almi'z-
albalad-alliy 'indina "the normal goats that we have" (all five SA.), w addix'dih 
all-ana gltak fiha "and the woman taking refuge I have come to (see) you 
about" (AA), f-âl'arab "in the group (of people related to the men in the same 
mag'ad)" (both AÂ)409, f-dlgibal "in the desert", widd-a'ass-alganam "I will 
feed the goats and sheep in the evening" (both BaA), and also in DA, as in ƒ-
dlkarak "in Kerak"410. 

Blanc reports for DA that « or uw preceding initial a are dropped as well, 
as in the example ab-albint "the father of the girl". I did not come across 
comparable examples in RA, SA or BaA, nor in AA. 

In TA, MA and 'AyA the article and rel. pron. are also with initial a-, and 
the same elisions of preceding -iy or -I take place in these dialects. 

3.1.9.2. Other instances of initial a. 

Other instances of initial a were recorded in (')amm "mother", some 
instances of (')ahna "we" (like in DA, although ihna is current in RA, SA and 
BaA), but Ç)uxt "sister" (RA, SA, BaA). 

Plurals in BaA (')asûd "lions", (')afûm "mouths", and the pi. in SA 
(')awdd "rooms". 

am/M, uxt and ihna are current in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

3.1.10. The feminine suffix (T) in genitive construction. 

3.1.10.1. Tin genitive construction preceded by a in open syllable. 

In genitive constructions and when suffixed with the dual -en ending, and 
when preceded by short a in open syllable, the feminine suffix becomes -at, of 
which the a is not elided in open syllables. In BaA the resulting -at is then 
usually stressed if its a is in the second syllable of a CaCafw-sequence. 

Some examples: sanatên "two years" (RA, SA, BaA), 'asaratên "two 
tens" (RA), rdgabatak "your neck" (SA), sdbakatih "his net" (SA), maratak (~ 

4 0 9 Cf. ibid., p. 18 (text 5), I. 23 (+ fn), and p. 23 (text 7), 1. 40 respectively. 
4 1 0 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 32(143). 
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marâtih) "your wife" (AA), ragâbatak (AA)411, and the BaA examples: 
sarsarâtak (BaA), ragâbatak (BaA), mâratak "your wife" (BaA), ragâbatih "his 
neck" (BaA), bilâhatih "its (m.) date" (BaA). 

Examples in sandhi are: sigârat alxüx "the peach tree" (RA), ragabat 
al'abid "the neck of the slave" (RA), sagarat alxusxâs "the poppy shrub" (RA), 
hawsalat alfarxah "the crow of the chicken" (SA), harakat arba'in "about forty" 
(RA), ib munâsabat il'ïd "on the occasion of the feast" (RA), sigârat alburdugân 
"the orange tree" (SA), danabat anna'agih "the tail of the ewe" (SA), daragat 
arratabah "the degree of moistness (said with reference to dates)"(BaA). 

Such forms may also be heard in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

The rule may be summarized as follows: 

r - r u l e l : T-+ at I... CaC_ + gen.412 

T = feminine suffix ahlih 

3.1.10.2. The rule for 7*not directly preceded by aC or v. 

The rule for T not directly preceded by aC or v : 

T- rule 2: T—• it I .Sly C_ + gen. 

c / y = any consonant or vowel except historic a 

The high vowel of -it may then be dropped if in an eligible position (cf. 
I, 2.4.). Examples are: misâfittum "their distance", gayyitha za'bübit rih."her 
coming is (like) a whirlwind", bidllitha "a woman given in exchange for her" 
(AA)in, and with the elided high vowel: stigultak "yours" (RA, SA and BaA), 
xâmistak "your five (pounds)" (RA), salâmtak "your well-being" (SA), ri'zugtak 
"your judge's fee", dixiltak "the woman taking refuge with you" (both AA),414 

gimâ'tak "your group of people" (BaA), gurrtak "your footprints" (BaA). 

Such forms may also be heard in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

411 For the last three AA examples, cf. STEWART (1990), p. 8 (text 1), 1. 46, glossary, and p. 33 
(text 14) 1. 31 (+ fn) (respectively). 

4 1 2 "+ gen." is meant to include suffixation of the dual ending -aynl-in. 
4 1 3 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 25 (text 7), 1. 78. 
4 1 4 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 25 (text 7), 1. 76, and 86 respectively. 
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Notice that this T-ruIe precedes the surface rule of a-raising described 
above in I, 3.1.1.6. Hence one may hear, for example, maslibatha "its proper 
procedure" (AA)415. Exceptions to this T-rule may be found in loans from 
(presumably) MSA, such as mantigat Blr âsSiba' "the Beersheba area", and 
mantigatna "our area". The only example of a two-syllable word containing a 
high vowel in the first syllable is in min gihat dlbihar "from the direction of the 
sea" (RA). 

3.1.10.3. 7 preceded by the gahawah-vowel a. 

However, the following examples show that, when preceded by a 
gahawah-vowel (by definition in open syllable) the vowel of -it is dropped 
while the gahawah - vowel itself behaves more like a straightforward anaptyctic, 
i.e. it is not stressed (cf. I, 2.2.1.3.): râhamtak (RA), rdhamtih (RA), lâhamt 
assi'îr (RA), lâhamt alkusub (RA), gâhawt algasf(RA), gâhawtih (SA). Except 
for the fact that the short vowel a following aX is not a high vowel, in terms of 
stress and syllabification such forms are on a par with forms like xâmistak "your 
five" (RA), n'zugtih "his judge's fee" (AA)416, etc. We should therefore supply 
an additional rule: 

T-rule3: T-* it I ...XaC_ + gen. 

a = gahawah-vowel411 

Or, to combine T-rules 1 and 3, we could summarize: 

r-rule 4 (for RA and SA): 7" — at I ...CiaCb_ + gen. 

a ï gahawah - vowel418 

415 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 67 (text 21), 1. 140 (+ fn). 
4 1 6 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 24 (text 7), 1. 57. 
417 If we wish to maintain the proposed rule order of 1) Elision, 2) Stress, 3) Anaptyxis, we 

need to make this exception here. If not, the rules would produce forms like *gahâwtih, 
*naxâltih, *rahâmtih etc. 

418 Unfortunately, no examples were recorded in which Ca = X, and a t- gahawah-vovit\. A 
conceivable form meeting these criteria would be dahabah (in which a of the second 
syllable is not a gahawah- vowel) + -hiy, where the rule would then produce *dahabathiy 
"her piece of gold", instead of 'dahabithiy. 
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A conclusion is that the gahawah - syndrome in DA is one step further in 
creating full syllables than it is in RA or SA; for DA Blanc reports419 -at 
preceding vowel-initial suffixes, and -it preceding consonant-initial suffixes: 
gahawatl "my coffee", but gahawitna "our coffee", and we see similar forms in 
closed syllables in RA gahawittiy "her coffee", and in SA naxalithiy "her 
datepalm". This development in DA could be described as a partially executed 
morphological restructuring of older *CaXCah forms, while such restructuring 
(to the same degree) in RA and SA has remained absent. 

The particulars described above point to an older -it. Before the 
gahawah - syndrome became active, no a was present between the consonants in 
aXC. This older -it was preserved in closed syllables in DA and in fact, 
conforms to T-rule 2, and comparable to such forms as garrittiy "her water jar" 
(RA), tal'it assams "sunrise" (SA), safiiitha "her side" (AA)420, etc. 

With reference to the remaining question as to what extent the syndrome 
has created full syllables in AA: since Stewart reports both gahawatl and 
gahawtl for "my coffee", and also a sandhi example ragawit annâgah*21 "the 
rutting of the she-camel", which is neither *ragawt annâgah, nor »ragawat 
annâgah, I assume422 that the true AA forms are *gahawtl and (after an optional 
sandhi elision, cf. I, 2.4.2.) *ragawt annâgah. 

Although the treatment of Tin BaA will frequently be in conformity with 
the rules described above, another, and probably older T-rule seems to be active 
in BaA as well. This older T- rule is more similar to the one active in DA (cf. 
IV, 3.1.10.), and produces -at irrespective of the environment, except after v, 
where it produces -t (cf. I, 3.1.10.4.). Examples of such forms in BaA are: 
swayyat gi'dân "a few young male camels", fur'atha "its top (f. sg.)", suglatna 
"ours (f. sg.)", masâfat kllih "a distance of a kilometer", farkat ka'ib "a stone's 
throw (away)", mayyatta "its (f. sg.) water", habbat zët zètün "a bit of olive oil", 
hurmatni "our wife", gâratne "our neighbour". 

419 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 142(31). 
4 2 0 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 21 (text 7), 1. 3 (+ fn). 
42 ' The examples may be found in STEWART (1990), (first example) glossary, p. 194 under root 

'-k-l, (second example) p. 177 (text 66), 1. 9, and (third example) p. 122 (text 38), 1. 9 (+ 
fn). 

422 This assumption is based on the high quality of the transcription of texts 1-16, such as they 
appear in STEWART (1990), and of which I received taped copies of the spoken texts from 
Dr. Stewart. 
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With the exception of BaA, our dialects in the northeast of Sinai are thus 
identical to BA (cf. Ill, 3.1.10) and eSA423 with respect to this treatment of the 
feminine suffix. The treatment of Tis the same in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

3.1.10.4. r following â. 

T following à yields ah, e.g.: salâh "prayer", gdâh "judges", hayâh "life", 
hamäh "mother-in-law". The rule for Tfollowing v in construction is: 

T —• t1... Câ + gen. 

Examples are: swätna "our action" (RA, AA, DA424), gdâtna "our judges" (SA, 
AA)425, salât alfagr "the morning prayer" (SA), hasâtî "my pebble" (AA)426, 
hayättum "their life" (BaA), hamâtï "my mother-in-law" (BaA). Such forms 
may also be heard in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

In BaA ma'nât + gen. was recorded several times, i.e. final *-â was 
treated as -äT, as in the examples ma'nâtah "its meaning" and ma'nât alkalâm 
"the meaning of the words". 

3.1.10.5. Nominal ending -it in construction vs. verbal 3rd p. sg. perf. ending 
-at. 

The high vowel of -it in open syllable preceded by â in open syllable is 
dropped in nominals, while a of the verbal ending -at in a similar position 
remains (which is in conformity with I, 2.4.). 
Examples of nominals: zmält'i "my horse" (RA), nhâytih "its (m. sg.) end" 
(RA), misâftih "its (m. sg.) distance" (SA), garâbtak "your kin" (AA)421, 
wdâ'tak "your deposit (i.e. I call you to witness)" (AA)428, nâgtak "your she-
camel" (BaA), salâmtak "your well-being" (BaA), gimâ'tï "my group of 
people" (BaA). 

4 2 3 Cf. WOIDICH (1979), pp. 83-4. 
424 For AA, cf. STEWART (1990), glossary, p. 263 (root s-w-y). For DA, cf. BLANC (1970), p. 

36(147), fn 68. 
425 For the AA example, cf. STEW .ART (1990), p. 20 (text 5), 1. 67. 
4 2 6 Cf. ibid., p. 15 (text 3), 1.2. 
427 Cf. ibid., p. 21 (text 5), 1.76. 
428 Cf. ibid., p. 33 (text 27), 1. 27. 
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Some examples of such elision in sandhi: zra't alburdugân "the 
cultivation of oranges" (RA), hält annâs "the situation of people" (SA), amant 
Allah "God's protection" (AA)429, tâst attibîx "the pan of food" (BaA). 

Examples of verbal ending -at: hâwatah "she loved him" (RA), gâbatih 
"she brought it" (SA), sälatih "she took it away" (BaA), and also in sandhi: särat 
ibyâr "it (f. sg.) has become wells" (SA), fägat annâr "the fire cooled off" (SA). 

3.1.11. Genitive marker. 

In the majority of cases the genitive marker in our dialects of the 
northeast of Sinai is sugl, suglah, suglät, suglin, e.g.: alburgu' alliy hü sugl 
alhurmah "the face veil which is the woman's" (RA), âlmiy sügulna "our water" 
(RA), âlbil suglit ibni'ammah "the camels of his cousin" (BaA), algirïd sugl 
dnnaxal "the palmbranches of the datepalms" (BaA). 

More and more K-forms like btâ' and tä' may be heard, of which the 
former must have come from Egyptian Arabic, either via 'AA, or directly. The 
latter must have come from 'AA430, in which the b was presumably lost from 
the Egyptian K-form btâ', e.g.: assuknah [...] tâ'itna "our home" (RA), 
alkalâm btâ' ali'yâl ahûm "the talk of those children" (SA), albiriah hëdiy blâ't 
adDuwâgrih "this birzah431 is of the Dawâgrah" (BaA), ilbizir. . . illiy ibtâ'ah 
"its seeds" (BaA), algirïsah btâ'ithum "their (dish of) coarsely ground millet" 
(BaA). 

Also, tabd' (under Palestinian influence) may be heard432, but in the 
examples available it may often express affiliation rather than possession, e.g.: 
taba' atjiqàfah l'Urduniy "of the Jordanian (Ministry of) Culture", taba' 

4 2 9 Cf. ibid., p. 28 (text 10), 1.1. 
4 3 0 In 'AA, the dialect of the regional centre of al'Arïs, we may hear both ibtâ' and ta', but 

sugl, or taba' were not recorded. 
4 3 1 A birzah is a tent (or reed hut) built for the bride and groom, erected at some distance from 

the main camp, to grant them some privacy during their honeymoon, cf. BAILEY (1974b), p. 
126 "bridal tent". 

4 3 2 BLANC (1970) only mentions taba', not btâ', which is presumably due to the much greater 
influence on DA of Palestinian dialects in the Negev and the lack of influence of Egyptian 
dialects. 
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annyâbih "with the office of the public prosecuter" (both RA), mühu taba'ï "it is 
not mine"(AA433). 

Like bitä' in CaA, btä' and td' were also used in the meaning of "about" 
in estimates: ibtä' nuss sa'ah "about half an hour" (RA), kân almisâfih ta'it 
talatïn kllih "the distance was about thirty kilometres (SA). 

Annexation in TA, MA and 'AyA is regularly done with sugl. 

3.1.12. Personal pronominals. 

3.1.12.1. Independent pronominals. 

negated*3) 
he hü mâhù ~ mühü*4> 
she hl mâhl ~ mihi*4) 
you (m.) int ~ into (~ intih) mänt(a) ~ mint(a) 
you (f.) intiy mântiy ~ mintiy 
I and(') ~ âna (~ BaA am") mâna ~ mini 
they (m.) hum(ma) *2) mühum ~ mühum*4) 
they (f.) hinna mâhin ~ mlhin*^ 
you (m. pi.) intuw mäntuw ~ mintuw 
you (f. pi.) intin mântin ~ mintin 
we ihna*^ mähna ~ mihna 

Personal pronominals in TA, MA and 'AyA are (sg.): hu, hl, inta, intiy, 

âna (~ instances of and), and (pi.): hum(ma)*2\ hinna, intuw, intin, ihna. 

*') Only a few instances of ahna (as current in ZM434) were recorded. Instead, 
the current form is ihna in RA, SA, AA435 and BaA. 
*2> In BaA huw and huwwa were recorded as m. pi. poss. pronominals 
alongside hum and humma. The same forms were recorded TA, but there the 
former two forms occur even more regularly e.g. iwf-alfatrah hêdiy algöm gaw, 
iw huwwa mis mawgüdln, fi gäybittuw "and at that moment the enemy tribe 
came, when they were not there, in their absence" (7A). 

4 3 3 Cf. STEWART (1990). p. 139 (text 45), fn 18 (in a gloss by a speaker of AA), and ibid, 
glossary. 

4 3 4 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 19 (130). 
435 Cf., for instance, STEWART (1990), p. 97 (text 29), 11.7 and 11, and passim. 
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As to the development of these two suffixes: a parallel to the suffixed 
pronominals is possible, where a new symmetric pi. paradigm -kuw, -kin, 

-huw, -hin was created through a process of paradigmatic leveling. 
Another likely parallel is with the verbal suffixes -uw and -in. It is even 

likely that the two parallels have been mutually reinforcing. (Notice that the 
exact opposite development took place in Smê'niy, where the verbal suffixes 
-(t)um, in analogy to the pronominals (-)hum and (-)hin, complete the 
symmetry in -urn, -in, -turn, -tin (cf. II, 3.2.1.1. and 3.2.1.2.). 
*3> In AA the à of negating ma is dropped against an initial vowel of the 
independent pronominals, except for ma + 1st. p. sg. Some examples from the 
texts in STEWART (1990): mihna "not we", mint "not you (m. sg.)", mintuw "not 
you (in. pi.)", ihna mihna "not we", and ana wiâm'.436 Two such examples 
occurred in RA as well: inta minta zen, inta minta kwayyis, both meaning "you're 
not a good man". 
*4> The long vowels ü and I in the first syllables are assimilations (via h) to 
the long vowels in the final syllable, and are more current than the forms with 
long ä. Examples of negated pronominals with /i-initial suffixes in AA are: 
mühu and mühum431. 

In BaA the following forms (for extra emphasis?) were also recorded: 
möhuhü, mlhihï, mühana , mühumhumma, mïhinhinnih, mùhuhna, i.e. forms that 
have a negated 3rd pers. pronominal, roughly meaning "it is not", followed by 
the actual negated pers. pronominal. In the forms mûhuhna and mühana the 
first pers. pronominal does not correspond to the actual negated pers. 
pronominal, and these are then probably best translated with (resp.) "it is not 
we", and "it is not I".438 

All negated personal pronominals are treated as one single stress unit, of 

which the first syllable is stressed, and the second may be reduced: muhü, mihi 

etc. (cf. I, 2.1.3.1.). 

436 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 95 (text 27), 1. 11; ibid., 1. 18; in the sentence la mintuw sênîn "no, 
you' re not bad people", not appearing in the text, but uttered by one of those present at the 
the very end of section 2 on p. 34; p. 186 (text 69), 1. 203; p. 9 (text 1), 1. 60 respectively. 

437 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 113 (text 36), 1. 48; p. 118 (text 36), 1. 174. 
438 Unfortunately, I failed to check if such conceivable forms as *mühunt "it is not you" 

occur. 
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Quite regularly the negated pers. pronominal is preceded or followed by 
the independent pronominal: mâlak inta? 'ana mäni sgayyir "What's the matter 
with you? I'm not a little boy" (RA), 'ihna mdhna waräh "we don't support him" 
(RA), w ana mâni gâyih "I (f.) am not coming" (AA)439. Other such forms 
recorded in AA are: hü mû(hu) ,hl ml(hi)440. 

mühü may be shortened to mû in all dialects under discussion here441, and 
only in AA was shortened ml for mihi also recorded.442 

3.1.12.2. Pronominal suffixes. 

3.1.12.2.1. Pronominal suffixes in RA, SA, AA and BaA. 

SG. PL. 
3.m. C-ah/C-ih,-vh*V -hum*2) 
3.f. -hiy — h a *2> -hin*2) 

2.m. C-ak, v-k -kuw 

2.f. -kiy*V -kin 

I.e. C-'l, v-y*3) (poss.) / -TU (obj.)*4) -na 

In TA, MA and 'AyA the same set of pronominal suffixes occur, but in TA 
the 3rd p. f. sg. suffix -ha was more regularly heard than -hiy. In 'AyA the 
variation appears to be free, and in MA -hiy is the predominant form. (For the 
3rd . m. pi. suff. in TA, cf. 3.1.12.2.2., remark *3)). 

*') -ah when preceded by primary or secondary emphatics, or by aC (where 
a is not a gahawah-vowel). E.g.: yhuttah "he puts it", tdhafadah "it (f.) 
preserves him", tüburmah "she twirls it", yiixulbah "he asks him for the hand of 
a girl", tiitubxah "you cook it (m.)", ammah "his mother", gdsalah ~ gisdlah 
"twig given to the groom in betrothal ceremonies", daharah "his back". 
Examples where velarization is "carried" by h and ' are: rûhah "his soul", rah'ah 
"his group of men". 

Cases where (historic) aC precedes: waladah "his son", farasah "his 
horse", dafa'ah "he paid it (m.)", taftahah "you open it (m.)", basma'ah "I hear 

439 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 21 (text 6), 1. 7. 
4 4 0 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 15 (text 3), 1. 4, and p. 33 (text 14), 1. 39 (where Stewart writes hi 

mihi) respectively. 
441 For AA, cf.ibid. p. 8 (text 1) 1.55, and for DA, cf. BLANC (1970), p. 35 (146), c . 
4 4 2 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 23 (text 7), 1. 37. 
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it (m.)", hâwatah "she loved him", tamanah "its (m.) price", 'amalah "his 
work", and also lâgannah "they (f.) found him" (where n is doubled after 
identifying preceding aC (!), cf. remark in following paragraph). If the sequence 
aC is Tin construction (i.e. -at) the rule does not always hold, e.g. sabakatih 
"his net", ragabatlh "his neck", mirâtih "his wife", but also mâratah, sânatah 
"his year". 

The allomorph -ih appears in other cases, e.g.: säyih "his tea", uxtih "his 
sister", widdih "he wants", ta'âmih "its (m.) taste", lahdmih "his flesh", ahdlih 
"his family" (where a of preceding aC in the latter three examples is a 
gahawah- vowel). 

Some suffixed verb forms are: ibyinsiginnih "they (f.) weave it (m.)", 
byagazlinnih "they (f.) spin it (m.)", bitglbih "you bring him", bntdifnih "we 
bury it (m.)", bnûturdih "we chase him away", rahantih "I pawned it (m.)". 

Notice also that the first two of these verb forms show doubling of the n 
of the f. pi. ending when preceding the 3rd p. m. sg. suffix (cf. below I, 3.2.). 

The h in vh may often be inaudible in pause, but becomes quite clear 
when it precedes V, so that it may become syllable-initial after sandhi 
resyllabication, e.g.: iw kän yäxdüh imsammilin "and they took it (m.) with them 
on their way east" (RA), byirti' 'alèh iswayyih "it grazes on it a bit" (SA), 
yathanüh iw yäklüh "they grind it and eat it" (BaA). 

The K-form -u may be heard as well. 
*2> Initial h of the suffixes listed here is often assimilated to preceding 
voiceless vowels (cf. I, 2.5.), e.g.: iyhutnin443 "he puts them (f.)", hayâttum 
"their life", ithammissiy4*4 "you roast it (f.)", gibttum "you brought them", 
btimsikkiy "you take it (f. sg.) (in your hand)", waggaffum "he stopped them", 
sèxxum "their sêx", bitxallissiy "you finish it (f.)". 

When these suffixes follow ', the resulting sequence 'h will usually 
mutually assimilate to become hh, e.g.: blhhiy "sell it (f.)" (RA), tazrahhiy "you 
sow it (f.)" (SA), raggahha "he returned her" (BaA). Also a sequence hh 
resulting from suffixation will become hh, e.g.: yadbahhiy "he slaughters it (f.)" 
(RA), alaggihhe "I pollinate it (f.) (i.e. the date palm)" (BaA) (cf. I, 2.5.). 

4 4 3 Spelled with m for the sake of morphological transparency. The phonetic realization, 
however, is [*]. 

4 4 4 The answer to the question in BLANC (1970), p. 23 (134), (e) (on whether the h of -hiy is 
dropped after which the preceding voiceless consonant is doubled) is yes. 
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Besides -hiy, -ha may be heard in RA and SA as well. The variation 
between -ha I -hiy is not entirely free; -ha occurs almost exclusively after f<445, 
and considerably more often after â than -hiy does, whereas there is a clear 
prefence for -hiy where I precedes.446 In other cases -ha (though much less 
regularly than -hiy) also occurs. In AA and DA only -ha is current.447 

(For a remark on the form -huw occurring alongside -hum in RA, cf. 
below 3.1.12.2.2., remark *3>). 
*3) In AA an alternative for nouns ending in -v is the lengthened form -vyi 
("morphological hypercharacterization"448), eg.: abüy ~ abûy'i "my father", 
xatây ~ xatây'l "my misdeed" and adâyï "my hands"449. In RA and SA such 
lengthened forms were only recorded with a short vowel preceding y, as in the 
prepositions /, b, mi' or ma',fi and 'ala, e.g.: layi "for me", fay'l "in me", 'alayl 
"on me", and such forms are current in AA as well.450 No such instances were 
recorded in BaA, nor are they reported for DA. 

Like in DA451 the prepositions Z, b, mi' or ma',fi and 'ala have -ay in the 
1st p. c. sg.: lay, bay, m'ay or ma'ây (~ mi'ây),fay, 'alay (for further details, 
cf. I, 3.1.16.). 
*4> The suffixes for the 1st. p. sg. are commonly stressed in the dialects of the 
entire area, with the exception of (thus far) the dialect of the Dawägrah, and that 
of al'Aris. This feature has spread as far west as the Sarqiyyah.*52 

445 In RA 21, and in SA 14 instances of -üha were recorded, against only 2 instances of -ühiy 
in RA, and none in SA. 

4 4 6 In RA 4 instances of -iha were recorded, against more than 60 of -Ihiy. In SA there were 8 
eight instances of -Iha, against more than 30 of -ïhiy. 

447 There are no instances of -hiy in STEWART (1990), pp. 1-46 (texts 1-3, and 5-16), e.g. 
basawwlha on p. 5 (text 1). 1. 25, magassha on p. 15 (text 2), 1. 8, and several instances of 
flha. In one instance Ihiyyih "for her" was recorded, but Stewart adds a fn remarking that 
"the forms Ihiy and Ihiyyih for Iha [...] are not in normal use among the Ahaywât.", cf. 
ibid., p. 30 (text 11), 1. 13 (+fn). 
For DA, cf. BLANC (1970), p. 20 (131), where -hiy is reported by Blanc's informants to 
belong to "other bedouins" among whom the 'Azâzmih and Tiyâhah. 

4 4 8 Like, for instance, the (historically) two pi. morphemes in Dutch kinderen, eieren, or 
English children, contrasting in this respect with German Kinder, Eier. Another instance 
of morphological hypercharacterization may be found in DA gâwuw "they came", cf. IV, 
3.2.2.6.1. 

4 4 9 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 5 (text 1), fn 22 (first two examples), and p. 170 (text 60), 1. 65 (+ 
fn) (last example). 

4 5 0 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 5 (text 1), fn 22. 
4 5 1 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 20(131). 
4 5 2 WOID1CH (1979-80), p.80, 4.1. does not give stressed -(n)'i for il'Awâmra, ABUL FADL 

(1961), p. 237 reports short stressed -i'and -m'for the villages 47 (alGattâwiyya in area 2) 
and 106 (asSûfiyya in area 3b). BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1985b), map 150 (and map 425) list 
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The f is usually dropped when it clashes with a of the 1st p. sg. imperf., 

e.g.: widd-agra "I want to go to school", ya bint, widd-aggawwazk-ês râykiy? 

"Girl, I want marry you, what do you think?", and widd-agôtir agïb kibrïtih "I • 

shall go and get a match"453. And sometimes also f of the obj. suffix is dropped 

'awlitkiy hëdiy gabaratnî 'inn-aktulkiy "this wailing of yours (f. sg.) forced me 

to hit you". 

*5) This suffix is presumably the generalized allomorph which originally 

appeared only after v . 

3.1.12.2.2. Older set of pronominal suffixes in BaA. 

The pronominal suffixes listed above for RA and SA may also be heard in 

BaA, but there is yet another set of suffixes for BaA. This other set seems to be 

still in use in the intimacy of the home (I was told that it is used by women and 

children). 

SG. PL. 

3.m -Cah ~ -Cih, - vh -hum ~ -huw *3) 

3.f. -ha(~hi') -hin 

2.m. -Cak, -vk -kuw 

2.f. -CCiK-Ckiy^vkiy*2) -kin 

I.e. -yah~ -yih (poss.)454/-nf (obj.)*" -na(~ni') 

the villages of San UHagar (316), isSufiyya (317), Talräk (319), Gantir (335), and 
isSawâlih (466) in the eastern Sarqiyyah. In adition to these, YRTTIAHO (1988), p. 148 lists 
the dialects of the Hwêtât, Bani 'Atiyye, Dulläm (in the Negev), Ahaywät (in Sinai), 
Bdul and N'ëmàt (in Jordan) as having the same feature. 

453 The same happens in AA, cf. STEWART (1990), p. 13 (text 1), fn 19. 
454 The -yih suffix was given spontaneously by a Balawiy living in Gatyah, during the 

checking of body parts with a questionnaire, when he said 'yûnyih "my eyes". The same 
speaker also used -I in other instances. Also in Girifal Gizlàn I recorded wuladyih lagga 
Igë's "my son joined the army", and mardtyih "my wife". On another occasion in Girif 
alGizlân, an Egyptian teacher working there teaching Balawiy children told me 
(spontaneously, i.e. I had not asked him) that the children in his school said mataratyih for 
"my waterbottle". When I later asked my Balawiy informants whether this was true, they 
denied it initially, and responded that the correct BaA form should be matarati, and that the 
form mataratyih was Dwëgriy. Later during the same interview they "admitted" that the 
form mataratyih does occur among children, and they gave additional examples saying 
that men say 'afamï for "my mouth", whereas women would say 'afâmyih. Similarly, 
when I checked "my eye" and "my eyes" with them, 'ayni, and 'yùnï were said to be in use 
among men, whereas women were said to use the forms 'aynyih, and 'yûnyih respectively. 
Unfortunately, due to the conservative nature of the social system of Biliy, I could not 
manoeuvre myself into a position to check such forms with Balawiy women, and on both 
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*') I have found no clues that the obj. suffix may be (or have been) -nyah ~ 
-nyih (like in DA, cf. IV, 3.1.12.2.1.), but this is a possibility that cannot be 
excluded at present. 
*2> The 2.f. sg. looks very much like a mixed system. The following 
allomorphs were recorded: 
For -CCik 1 heard: lik (from #lik) "to you (f. sg.), minnik "from you (f. sg.)", 
'annik "about you (f. sg.)", widdik itlaggiy? "do you (f. sg.) want to go?" (and 
in combination with several other verbs as well), xallikf-albët! "stay (f. sg.) at 
home!", but I have also recorded siifitkiy "I saw you (f. sg.) 
For - VCkiy I have recorded: suglitkiy "yours (f. sg.)", fögkiy "above you", 
mi'kiy "with you", 'ilbitkiy "your packet", banätkiy "your daughters", suggitkiy 
"your tent piece", mataratkiy "your water bottle". 
Instances of vkiy which were recorded: mäkiy "your water", warâkiy "behind 
you", 'alèkiy "on you". 

Since there is no apparent reason for the allomorph following CC to be 
different from the allomorph following C, cf. widdha, widdna etc., we may 
assume that older morphemes were -Cik and -vkiy, and that -Ckiy is of a later 
date. One is tempted to believe that -kiy in this position was loaned from (one 
of) the neighbouring dialects that have invariable -kiy. The fact that the -kiy 
allomorph was already present following v may well have facilitated such a 
development. 

The puzzling form siifitkiy, where we might have expected *suftik, is 
entirely according to the system described for RA and SA. Stress in 'ilbitkiy, 
where one might have expected *'ilbitkiy (cf. stress in sugldtkiy), seems to be a 
remnant of an older possible form * 'ilibtik. 

*3) The suffix -huw was recorded in several instances. In TA the same suffix 
exists. This development has been taken a step further by creating the 
independent pron. huwwa for "they (m.)" (occurring in BaA, and even more 
regularly in TA), parallel to hinna "they (f.)". 

Also in RA some instances of -huw455 were recorded, but there only in 
pause, which makes one wonder whether w is an approximative of m in these 
cases. Some examples are: inballighuw # "we shall inform them" (RA), 

visits the children were not in school. This contrasted starkly to the treatment I received 
from the Dawâgrah, who let me move about freely and speak to whomever I wished. 

455 From my recordings of southern TA, it is clear that the same -huw suffix is current there, 
while the independent pronominal huwwa "they (m.)" (!) occurs as well, e.g.: iwfi Ifatrah 
hëdiy Igôm gaw iw huwwa mis mawgudln, fi gäybittuw "and at that time the enemy 
tribe came, while they were not present, in their absence". 
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ibnug'ud 'indhuw # "we sit with them" (RA), illiy mühuin xavyàlhuw Bili'y "those 
(people) whose maternal uncles are not Billy" (BaA), halhln isSiwârkah bingfd 
'anhuw êh? iwlâd adDarwah "now we call the Sawärkah what? The children of 
adDarwah"*^ (BaA). (cf. also remark *2>in 3.1.12.1.). 

3.1.13. Demonstratives. 

3.1.13.1. Near and far deixis. 

Forms given below, which are marked with a question mark, were not 
recorded, but appear to be plausible. 

Near deixis in DA457 

SG. 
m. hâda ~ hâda 
f. hêdly 

Far deixis in DA: 

SG. 
m. hadäk( -ah) 
f. hëdlki- ih) 

PL. 
hödal(-lah) 

PL. 
hödalläk ( - ah) 

Near deixis in RA: 

SG. 
hâda 

PL. 
hödal (-Iah) ~ hâdôl (-ah)* 

f. hêdly (~ sometimes hâdly) 

* In one instance the demonstrative was suffixed: hädölltna 

456 On the story of the descent of the Sawârkah, cf. MURRAY (1935), p. 253, where he 
mentions "Awlad eth-Tharwa" "children of the grey-haired woman". Cf. also SUQAYR 
(!9!6), p. 121 
Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 33. 457 
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Far deixis in RA: 

SG. PL. 

m. hâdâk(-ahl) c. hâdôllâk(-ah) 

f. hèdîkC-ih*) 

* When this extended demonstrative precedes in adverbials of time, it is in 
construct state with the following noun, e.g.: hëdïkt assâ'ah "at that moment", 
hèdïkt aliyyâm "in those days"458 and also with a f. dem. preceding a m. noun, 
hâdïkt annhàr "on that day" (SA). 

Near deixis in SA: 

SG. PL. 

m. häda c. hawdal ( - Iah) ~ hödal ( - Iah) 

f. hädiy ~ hëdiy 

* I have not come across forms like hädöl in SA\ 

Far deixis in SA: 

SG. PL. 
m. hâdâk c. hôdallâk (-ah) 
f. hàdîk(-ih)~hêdîk(-ih)* 

* hâdïkt annhär "on that day" (Cf. remark above, far deixis in RA) 

Near deixis in AA459: 

SG. PL. 

m. 
f. 

häda ~ häda460 

hëdiy 

c. hadallah* 

hödal was recorded in a text from the Braykât. 

4 5 3 The same applies in DA, cf. BLANC (1970), p. 33 (144). 
4 5 9 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary, p. 227. 
4 6 0 The forms häda and häda both occur, but have been generalized to häda in the texts of 

STEWART (1990), cf. ibid., p. 227. (I heard numerous instances of both häda and häda in the 
recordings put at my disposal by Dr. Stewart.). 
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PL. 

hadallâk(-ah?) 

Far deixis in AA: 

SG. 

m. hâdâk( •ah) 

f. hëdlk(- ih?) 

Near deixis in BaA: 

SG. PL. 
m. hâda~hâda c. hödal ( - Iah) ~ hâdal ( - Iah) 

f. hâdiy ~ hëdiy 

* hödal (-Iah) ~ hädal (-Iah), all forms presumably from *hawdal (-Iah). The ä 
in hädal, if not in analogy to the à in the sg. forms, could be a complementary 
lengthened a: after reduction of the unstressed diphthong in hawddllah (> 
hadallah > ha:dallah), i.e. like in the form like ma:güd (cf. I, 1.2.4.6.1.2.3.). 

Far deixis in BaA: 

SG. PL. 
m. hâdâk (~ hâdâk) c. hâdallâk 

f. hâdtk ~ hêdlk 

N.B. In all dialects under discussion here the I of the pi. demonstrative is 
doubled when it is non-final.461 

In TA, MA and 'AyA the following demonstratives were recorded: hâda ~ 
hâda, and hëdiy. hâda was recorded more regularly than hâda in MA, but in TA 

it was just the other way around. 

461 PALVA (1991), pp. 164-5 regards this doubling of the / "as one of the most important 
peculiarities of the whole [North West Arabian] dialect group". FISCHER (1959), p. 109, also 
mentions this peculiarity for "several Palestinian dialects" (my translation for "[In] manchen 
palästinischen Dialekten"). 
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3.1.13.2. Specifying ha-. 

In all dialects mentioned here the demonstrative hal {ha + article al) 
occurs, and has less of a deictic force than the demonstratives listed above. One 
could speak of a deicticized article, specifying462 some object(s), person(s) or 
abstraction(s) not physically present or demonstrable at the moment of the 
utterance, but which/who is/are present in the mind of the speaker, not in the 
mind of the hearer. Some examples are: 

bingüm inglb assaniyyih wi na'aginfihiy w inmallihhiy, inwallih hannâr, iw nirim 
hallibbih, w intubbhiy, w inglb halbèd algân, habbtèn halbandürah, iw diris 
hauömih, w iswayyt almayyih, iw tânakat hassäy, iw nug'ud nitxarraf. "and we go 
and get the pan, and we knead it, and we salt it, and we light this fire, and throw 
down the libbih. And we get this aubergine, a bit of these tomatoes, a clove of 
this garlic, and a bit of water, and this pot of tea, and we sit down to chat" (RA), 
nug'ud lêna 'asâr t-iyyâm walla xamistäsar yam w ihna bnirmiy,fi halhamâd462, 

alwâsi' "we spend ten or fifteen days sowing, in this wide flat land" (RA), yâ 
salämfi hdzzimân ma birrldih "my goodness, in those days we didn't want it" 
(RA), hadarna 'ind bèt al'Urdiy w alliy gulnâh 'ind al'Urdiy. . . ma nislh 
hatTurbâniy "we went the house of al'Urdiy, and what we had said there... this 
Turbâniy will not have forgotten" (AA)*64, kân binda'Hn 'a Falastin, birrü' 'a 
Falastln, iw binuhsud ib hannäs "we used to trek to Palestine, we would go to 
Palestine, and we would harvest with these people" (BaA). 

Another example of the physical absence of the object or (here) person 
referred to is: ihna widdna ndxatub minnak halbint, iw widdna Igurub minnak w 
itgawwizna "we want to ask for this girl in marriage, and we want to be related 
to you and get us married". The speaker gives an example here of the 
conversation that may take place between a prospective groom (taking himself 
as an example) and the bride's father, without referring to any girl in particular. 

4 6 2 "hal konkretisiert", cf. BLAU (1960), p. 20, and GROTZFELD (1964), pp. 46-7. The 
demonstrability or physical presence or absence of halhln is more of a philosophical 
discussion, and will not be treated here. 

4 6 3 Here the speaker refers to flat land, not necessarily banen or stony as in BAILEY (1974a) fn 
49, and STEWART (1990), glossary. The area in which this speaker lives, assêx Zwayyid, 
receives an annual precipitation of appr. 200-250 mm., which is considerably more than 
what falls annualy on the north coast of Sinai towards the west (appr. 100 mm.), and 4 to 5 
times the amount of what falls further inland. SUQAYR (1916), p. 341 lists hamäd as a pi. of 
hamâdah "elevated land". 

4 6 4 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 10 (text 1), 1. 86 (the transcription with t is a printing error; cf. ibid, 
passim with /). 
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Another illustrative example in this respect is almayyih tkûn 'indah alliy 
hawwasah halKirïm fi halharâbah, bikafflh hü w i'yälih, iw tarsih w halälih w 
iblih.. "He will have water (for whom) this Bénéficient has gathered it in this 
cistern. It is enough for him and his children, his herd of cattle, his goats and 
sheep, and his camels." (SA). 

In all dialects under discussion here the adverbial halhln is current for 

3.1.14. Interrogatives. 

For 1) "who?", 2) "what?", 3) "why?", 4) "when?", 5) "where?", 6) "which?", 
7) "how?", 8) "how much?", 9) "how many/much?" the following forms were 
recorded: 

In RA: 1) min?, 2) 'eh? ~ es?*, 3) lès? (~ one instance of lèh?), 4) ?, 5) wên? (~ 
one instance offen?), 6) ?, 7) keß ~ kif?, 8) gaddês?, 9) kam? 

In SA: 1) min? (~ once K-form min), 2) ës? ~ eh?*, 3) ?, 4) mite?, 5) wen?, 6) 
?, 7) kef? ~ kif?, 8) gaddês?, 9) kam? 

In AA: 1) min?4(>5, 2) ês? ~ ëh?* ~ ays? ~ wis*™, 3) lèh? ~ lës?^1, 4) ?, 5) 

wen?468, 6) ?, 7) këf?*69, 8) ?, 9) kam?410 

In BaA: 1) man? ~ min? (~ once K-form min), 2) èh? ~ ës?*, 3) /ë/;?, 4) 
wagrëJ? ~ wagtèh? (~ m;'ra7), 5) wen?, 6) yär?, 7) fcê/?, 8) ?, 9) £am? 

In DA47 ': 1) win?, 2) ay5.', es? ~ Î5?, wis?, 3) lës ~ lis ~ lèh ~ lih, 4) mirâ(h)? ~ 
wagtës? (K-form?), 5) wen?, 6) yät?, 7) këf? ~ *//? (~ occasionally kayf?), 8) 

gaddês? ~ gaddays?, 9) kam 

465 Cf. ibid., p. 9 (text 1), 1. 68, and p. 36 (text 14), 1. 123, and passim. 
4 6 6 Cf. ibid. (for ês?) p. 8 (text 1), p. 9 (text 1), 1. 72, 1. 44, (for èh?) p. 33 (text 14), i. 40, 

(for ay's?) p. 107 (text 33), 1. 10, and (for wis) p. 24 (text 7), 1. 65. 
Cf. ibid, glossary, p. 245. 
Cf. ibid., p. 108 (text 33), 1. 33. 
Cf. ibid., p. 107 (text 32), 1. 192. 
Cf. ibid., glossary. 

471 For these interrogatives in DA, cf. BLANC (1970), p. 33 (144). 

467 
468 
469 
470 
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* In BaA there tends to be a difference in the use of the two forms; ês occurs 
more often sentence-initial, while êh generally occurs sentence-final (like in 
CaA), e.g.: ês widdak?, but widdak ëh?, and ês fsimhi'?, but i'simhi 'êh? "what is 
it (f. sg.) called?" In RA and SA this difference was less clear, but ëh tended to 
occur mainly in sentence-final position, while es occured in both positions. 

For AA wis was recorded as well472, but in RA and SA only w ês? "and 
what?" was recorded. The latter is without much doubt from which wis 
developed. 

In RA an interrogative particle 'anaböh was recorded, which was glossed 
as a "surprised and indignant lêh?". bigül lih: 'ya ragil 'anaböh mâhû 'àf('âfiy) 
'inn'ï gär widdih alhagg' "he says to him: 'Man, why has he not forgiven me, he 
insists on his day in court' ". 

'alâm + suffix. 

A characteristic interrogative in the northeastern dialects is 'alâm + pron. 
suffix, used "for inquiring as to what the matter is"473. Examples: 'alämih? 
"what about him?" (RA), 'alâmak, 'asâk tayyib? "what is the matter with you, I 
hope you are alright?" (AA)474, 'alâmah timanha gûliy? "what is it (f. g.) about 
it that makes it so expensive?" (BaA). 

Some interrogatives recorded in TA: min?; êh? (sentence-final) ~ ês?; 
wên?; këf?; gaddês? ~ kut ray s?. Interrogatives recorded in MA: min?; ëh?; 
wèn?; këf?. In 'AyA: min?; ëh?; këf (~ kif?); lêh?; mita? I wagtèh?; wën?; 
gaddëh?; kam?. 

4 7 2 Cf. for instance, STEWART (1990), p. 22 (text 7), 1. 24, p. 24 (text 7), 1. 65, and p. 46 (text 
16), 1. 33. 

4 7 3 For DA, cf. BLANC (1970), p. 33 (144). It occurs in the dialect of the Garärsah in southern 
Sinai as well (M. Woidich, personal communication). 
Some TV viewers in Sinai told me they had had a good laugh when one day, on the popular 
Egyptian TV programme hakâwi il'ahâwi ("Tales from the Coffeehouses"), the 
unfamiliarity of Egyptians with this interrogative led to a comical situation during an 
interview with an elderly lady of the Rmèlât in asSêx Zwayyid. The lady interviewer 
(Samia El Itriby, I believe) asked the Rmèliy lady a question about her husband, to which 
the Rmèliy lady responded 'alämih? ("What about him?"). The lady interviewer then 
asked her gôzik ismu 'Alâma? ("Is your husband's name 'Alâma?"). 

474 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 19 (text 5), 1. 48. On the use of the particle 'asa, cf. fn 234 to I, 
1.2.4.4.3.1. 
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3.1.15. Adverbs. 

3.1.15.1. Adverbs: "there", "over there (far away)", "here", "thus", "now", 

"still", "afterwards, after that". 

Some of the adverbs that are current in RA, SA, AA and BaA are: 
1) hnuh (RA, SA, AA and BaA) (~ hnâk in BaA, and twice// hâdâk in BaA) (~ 

once hnâk in SA) "there"; 
2) gâd "there (far away in an unspecified place)" (RA, SA, AA and BaA)* (~ 

once gädiy in RA). The opposite of gâd is gay "(coming) this way, hither", 
e.g. 'aridhum ktdlhiy min 'ind Wâdiy Gazzih w gây "all of their land is from 
near Wâdiy Gazzah into this direction"475; 

3) hniy (RA, SA, AA, ~ hniyyih in RA and SA) (~fi hâda in RA, SA, AA, ~ fi 
hâda in AA476), hni(') (BaA) (~fi hâda, and often K-forms hniy, hniyyih, 
and hinih ~ hinah, once hind in BaA) "here"; 

4) kidiy ~ WaYy (KA, SA, AA) (~ kidiyän in BA, 5A, AA) ( ~ kidiyih ~ kidiyah 
~ kidiyyih, and K-form kidih in SA, and fa'aa in AA477), kidih ~ faVÖ" (5aA, 
~ kidiy ~ kidiy ~ kidiyânih, which are presumably K-forms in 5aA, cf. 
I.2.4.4.2.)478. The shortened form fciTi was also recorded in RA and SA 
"thus"; 

5) (h)alhin (RA, SA, AA and BaA) (~ K-form dilwagtiy in SA and BaA, and 
once halhiniy in BaA) "now"; 

6) (a)ssä' (RA, SA, AA and BaA) ~ sometimes the K-form lissa (one instance 
in BaA, occurring also in AA419) "still", or with neg. "(not) yet"; 

7) minnih (RA, SA, AA and BaA) "after that"; 
8) 'itgubha for "after that, afterwards" was not recorded in any of the 

dialects480; 
9) ba'adên (RA, SA, BaA) (in AA it is glossed as "later") "after that, 

afterwards". 

475 STEWART (1990), glossary gives "over here". 
4 7 6 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 187 (text 69), 1. 216. 
477 Cf. ibid., p. 106 (text 32), 1. 156. 
478 In AA also kidiyän(iy) and hniyân(iy) occur, cf. ibid. p. 5 (text 1), fn 25. In DA variants 

for hniy aie hniyyih, hniyânih, hniyântiy, and a variant for kidiy is kidiy, cf. BLANC 
(1970), p. 35 (146). 

4 7 9 Cf., for instance, ibid. p. 53 (text 19), 1.46 (+ fn). 
However, the preposition 'ugb "after", and the conjunction 'ligub ma "after" occur 
regularly alongside bâ'ad and bd'ad ma in RA and SA, whereas in BaA only ba'ad and 
ba'adma seem current, cf. below in I, 3.1.16.. 

480 
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The following adverbs are current in DA4*1: 
1) hnuh ~ hnâk "there"; 
2) gâd for "over there" is not reported, gây "this way, hither"; 
3) hniy ~ hniyyih ~ hniyänih ~ hniyântiy ~fihâda "here"; 
4) fa'Jiy ~ fay/y "thus"; 
5) (h)alhin "now"; 
6) ssä' "still", or with neg. "(not) yet"; 
7) minnih "then, next (Blanc glosses "afterwards") "; 
8) 'ligubha "after that"; 
9) ba'adèn "after that (K-form?)" 

Of these adverbs the following were recorded in TA; 1) hnuh; 2) gâd "far 
away"; 3) hniy (~ once hniyyan)(~ K-form hind); 4) kidiy ~ kidiy ~ kidiyän; 5) 
(h)alhln; 6) M û ' ; 7) minnih; 9) ba'adèn. 

Adverbs recorded in MA: 1) Am/A ~ hnâk; 2) gâd (prosodically lengthened 
ga::d); 3) Aw} (~ K-form hina); 4) fa'ûïiy (K-form fa'rfa); 5) (h)alhln; 7) minnih; 
9) ba'adèn. 

Adverbs recorded in MyA: 1) hnuh ~ hnâk; 3) hniy; 4) Jti'rf«> (K-form 
faWa); 5) (h)alhin; 7) minnih; 9) ba'adèn. 

N.B. "Nothing at all" is wala gâA'y waZa py482 must have developed from the 
lit. meaning "(it is) not there (far), nor over here (to be found)", e.g.: la wala 
kdhrabah wala gâdiy wala gây "no electricity, no nothing", mâflha la hâgih, là 
ramlah wala gâdiy wala gây "there is nothing in it, no sand, no nothing" (both 
BaA). 

3.1.15.2. "maybe". 

3.1.15.2.1. xâfallah "maybe". 

Like in DA and AA^, xâfoi xâfallah expresses doubt, and is translatable 
with "maybe, perhaps", e.g.: ya'n-int wallah xâfallah minta ragil "that is, by 
God, maybe you are not a (real) man" (RA), xâf titla' imgângafah "perhaps she 

4 8 1 Cf. BLANC (1970), pp. 34-5 (145-6). 
4 8 2 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary, p. 225. 
4 8 3 For DA, cf. BLANC (1970), p. 36, where only xâfallah is mentioned. For AA, cf. STEWART 

(1990), p. 5 (text 1), fn 5, where the shorter form xâf is given in addition. 
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will turn out to be useless484", yä ragul, xäfalläh kuil yarn kuil yôm 'äd basüflia 
"Man, I used to see her (i.e. the daughter of his neighbours) perhaps every day, 
every day" (RA). In the first two examples it is clearly used to refer to an 
undesirable possibility, more or less translatable with "perhaps, God forbid". 
The last example is a bit doubtful, but may be referring to an undesirable 
possibility, as it is unbecoming for a woman to be seen by a man who is not her 
relative. 

The form xaftin "perhaps, maybe" reported by Stewart for AÂ485, was 
heard neither in RA or SA, nor in BaA. 

3.1.15.2.2. kiid "maybe". 

In RA a few instances of kûd for "maybe, perhaps" were recorded: küd 
si'irhin yatla' "maybe their (f.) price will go up (i.e. of tomatoes, said by 
someone intending to sell them)" (RA), küd nalga wähad Turbäniy näxid 
gamalah minnih iw ni'tïh katlih "maybe we'll find a Turbäniy from whom we 
can take a camel, and whom we (can) give a beating" (RA). These two 
examples suggest that kûd is used to refer to desirable possibilities.486 

3.1.15.3. balhayl "very, extremely". 

An adverb of manner expressing "very" is balhayl (b + alhayl, lit.: "with 
strength"). A few instances were recorded in RA: w albattïx alkibïr balhayl 
insawwnih "and the very big watermelons we store in swan" (RA), ta'dmih hiluw 
balhayl "its taste is very good" (RA), hâgih si'bih balhayl "a very difficult 
thing" (RA). 

3.1.15.4. biswës "slowly, carefully". 

Like in DAW1, the adverb biswës (b + swës) means "slowly", or also in 
combination with other verbs "in a subdued manner" (cf. second example): w 

484 The exact meaning of mgangaf (used with reference to a prospective bride) is not known to 
me. An informant glossed it as "useless", and it appears to be related to the root g-n-f, 
mainly expressing an inclination or deviation to sinful behaviour or disobedience, cf. LANE 
(1865), part 2, p. 471. 

485 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 103 (text 32), 1. 87 (+ fn). 
486 INGHAM (1994), pp. 194-5, mentions küd in the dialect of the Nagd, and refers to it as an 

"optative resultant". 
Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 35, and it also occurs in the dialect of the öbäliyyah in central 
southern Sinai, cf. NISHIO (1992), p. 189 (XXVI - 17). 

487 
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a'àwid biswês "and I return slowly" (RA), gâ'id biyaharig biswês "he kept 
speaking in a low voice" (RA). 

The origin of this adverb is to be found in adverbial swayyih swayyih "bit 
by bit", which may have developed into swayyis (haplological drop of wayyih) 
—* swayys (+ v in sandhi) —* sways —» Jwes.488 swês was then interpreted as a 
noun, after which the prep, b was added in analogy to such adverbial 
constructions as balhayl "very, extremely", barrâhah "slowly". The u s then 
originally an anaptyctic resolving the cluster bsw (cf. I, 2.3.). 

3.1.15.5. min xawf "lest" (cf. lahsan in CaA). 

min xawf (ma/la), literally "for fear of/that" (cf. the use of "maybe" in 
referring to undesirable possibilities in I, 3.1.15.2.1.) was recorded in RA, SA 
and BaA, and is usually best translated with the conjunction "lest", e.g.: gä'id 
ibyaharig biswês, ya'niy min xäf iysammi'na "he was talking in a low voice, that 
is, lest we would hear (lit.: he would let us hear)" (RA), iw bahutt lïhiy min-
tahat giwâlib min xäf tufrus hawäfirhiy "and I put shoes (to give the hoofs the 
desired shape) on her underneath lest her hoofs spread out" (RA), w ingaww'ih, 
min xöf la yirmïna "and we keep it hungry lest it will throw us off" (SA), 
bin'alligha min xawf la tawga' "we tie it (f., i.e. the tail of the she-camel) up 
(on top) lest it should fall" (BaA), w inmillha b ilmallah min xowf tinhirig mi-
Igamir "and we cover it with hot sand lest it be burnt by the live embers" (BaA). 

3.1.16. Prepositions + pers. pron. suffixes. 

ßaA*6> 
Z+*5) 'ala+*V mi'+ fi+ fög+ /nj'n+*4) wara+ 

SG. 

3,m. lih 'alëh mi'ah fih fögah minnih warâh 

3.f. IhaC) 'a lë ha mi'ha*1) fiha fögha minha warâha 

2.m. lak 'alèk mi'ók fik fögak minnak waräk 

2.1. lik 'alëkiy mi'kiy fikiy fögkiy minnik warâkiy 

I.e. lay 'alay(ya) mi'ây fay figï minni waräy 

488 Cf. also ABUL FADL (1961), p. 295 (§ 72). 
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3.m. Ihum 

3.f. Ihin 

2.m. Ikuw 
2.f. Ikin 
I.e. lna(') 

'alëhum mi'hum*1) fihum fôghum minhu/n warâhum 
'alêhin mi'hin*1) fihin fôghin minhin warâhin 
'alêkuw mi'kuw fikuw fôgkuw minkuw warâkuw 
'alêkin mi'kin fikin fögkin minkin waräkin 
'alëna mi'na fina fögna*2) minna waräna 

*') 'h usually assimilates to hh: mihha, mihhum, mihhin (cf. I, 2.5.). 
* 2 > fögdtxa was recorded (cf. I, 2.2.2.3.). 
* 3 > both 'ala and 'a occur as indepedent forms. 
*4) a similar paradigm for 'an. The phonological representat ion is min 

here, as the n is doubled when vowel-initial suffixes follow. The vowel of the 
independent form however, is often elided in eligible positions in sandhi when it 
precedes a nominal with which it forms one stress unit, e.g. särid imn-alharib 
"having fled from the war" (RA), # imn-âssigar "from the trees (m. sg.)" 
(BaA). 
*5) when enclitically suffixed, li may also be heard: gàlûli "they said to 
me". A similar paradigm for b. 
*6) (presumably) older forms mi'yih, liyyih were also recorded (cf. pron. 
suffixes in I, 3.1.12.2.2.). 

SG. PL. 
3.m. 'indih 'induhum 
3.f. 'indaha*^ 'indihin 
2.m. 'indak 'indukuw 
2.f. 'indik*'2-) 'indikin 
I.e. 'indï 'indina 

*'> The AA form is the same. The BaA form in pause is 'i'ndihi('). In RA and 
SA the form is 'indihiy. 
*2~> The RA, SA and AA form is 'indikiy. 

Forms with the anaptyctics prevailed, although a few instances without 
anaptyctics, such as 'indhin, were recorded in RA, SA and BaA as well. 
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'm RA: 
/+* i ) ß+*2) 

SG. PL. SG. PL. 

3,m. lihllah lê hum fih~fih fihum 

3.f. lèhiy lëhin fihiy fihin 

2.m. lak lêkuw fik fikuw 

2.f. Ukiy lëkin flkiy fikin 

I.e. lay (~ /ayf«)) lêna fay (-fay'ïl) fina 

*') This is a mixed paradigm in Z?A: Zê/x was also recorded in RA, but lihllah 
was more current. The logic seems to be that for vowel-initial suffixes the short 
form is used: lihllah, lak, while the long base (with e) is in use for the 
consonant-initial suffixes. In cases of enclitic suffixing of the prep. + pron. suff. 
the short base occurs (cf. remark to b in SA below). 

Due to the phonetic overlapping of ê and l (cf. I, 1.2.2.1.), ê in this 
paradigm will often sound like i. As there are no phonetic factors involved 
which could possibly lead to lowering of f, so that the paradigm would have 
been analogous to fih, a transcription with ë is preferred here. This makes the 
paradigm analogous to 'alêh (although 'alih is more current, cf. below). 

In RA the independent form *'ala often has a raised final a: 'ale. This was 
not noticed in SA, AA, or BaA.4i9 

*2) SA has a similar paradigm, except for 3.m. sg., for which only fih was 
recorded in SA, but in both RA and SA "there is/are" is fih. In AAfiha instead of 
fihiy is current490. 
*3> Cases like layî, fayi, bayï, 'alay'i, m'ayi (cf. also below) are instances of 
morphological hypercharacterization. 

For the preposition "on" 'ala or 'al + suff. 3rd. p. m. sg. one may hear 
'alêh in RA, but more regularly 'alih. In SA, AA491 and BaA the regular form is 
calêh. Similarly, one may hear 'aldk "on you" in RA (and only one instance in 

4 8 9 A few instances of 'ale were recorded in SA and BaA, 'ala was heard much more 
regularly. For AA, cf. STEWART (1990), p. 132 where he comments on a feature of southern 
Turbâniy dialect, which apparently has a similar independent form (Stewart trancribes what 
he hears as 'alêh or 'ale). The difference in Stewart's and my own transcription is 
probably best explained in terms of stress: southern Turbâniy then has 'ale, or 'ale, and 
RA has 'die. My own recordings show quite a number of instances of 'ale in TA as well. 

4 9 0 Cf., for instance, STEWART (1990), p. 10 (text 1), 1. 89, p. 12 (text 1), 1. 128 (and passim). 
4 9 1 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 141 (text 45), fn 44, commenting on the dialect of the northern 

Tarâbln : "'alah] 'on him' in the speaker's dialect, for the Ahaywiy's 'alêh." 
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BaA), although 'alêk was recorded more often, probably as a result of the 
greater morphological symmetry in the four forms for the 2nd person 'alêk (m. 
sg.), 'alêkiy (f. sg.), 'alêkuw (m. pi.), and 'alèkin (f. pi.). The independent form 
is often 'a, also when not preceding the article, e.g. 'a tül "directly" (RA), 'a 
hayyt arrih "in the direction of the wind" (RA), 'a râs âlgimal "on the camel's 
head" (SA), akaddib 'a half "I lie to myself' (AA)492, and 'a gâl "on one side" 
(BaA). This 'a is likely to be the product of a haplological drop of one of the 
two «/-sequences in the combination 'ala + al (the article) which is pronounced 
['îalpl], e.g. in 'ala Ibët, which becomes 'a Ibët. 'a then stabilized as an 
independent allomorph, after which it could appear in other positions as well, 
including positions where the prep, does not precede the article493. 

In SA: 
è+*D /7UV+*2) 

SG. PL. SG. PL. 

3.m. bih bhum m'ah mi'hutn*^ 

3.f. bhiy bhin mi'hiy*^ mi'hin*!) 

2.m. bak bkuw m'ak mi'kuw 

2.1. bkiy bkin mi'kiy mi'kin 

I.e. bay(~ bay'l) bna m'ay (~ m 'ay'ï) mi'na 

*'> A similar paradigm for / in SA, except that (1 c. pi.) Ina may assimilate 
to nna. In RA both bëh and bih were recorded, and also bëhiy, but not bhiy (this 
runs parallel to the prep. / in RA, cf. remark to / above). For examples of 
enclitically suffixed / + suffix, cf. above I, 2.1.3.2.1. 
*2> RA has the same paradigm 
*3) 'h often mutually assimilates to hh: mihhiy, mihhum, mihhin (cf. I, 2.5.) 

The preposition "after" is 'ugb in RA, SA, AA494, co-occurring with the 
K-form (?) ba'ad in RA and SA, but in BaA only ba'ad ~ ba'd was recorded, 
examples: këf hälit Rasïdah 'ugub gïzittiy? "how is Rasïdah doing after her 
marriage?"(/?A), 'ugb adduhur addayf biygayyil "in the afternoon the guest takes 

492 Cf. ibid., p. 8 (text 1), 11. 51-52. 
493 Notice that, for instance, in CaA the allomorph 'a only appears before the article, and in 

'asân "because". 
4 9 4 Cf. ibid., glossary. 
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an afternoon nap" (SA), albann, ba'ad ma-hammsih49s "the coffeebeans, after I 
roast them (m. sg.)" (BaA). 

The CA preposition *'an in RA, SA and AA is 'in, but it is usually 'an in 
BaA (~ a few isolated instances of 'in). This preposition is also used to say "we 
call it" bingdl 'in + suff. The n is doubled when vowel-initial suffixes follow: 
'innih "about him", 'innak "about you", etc. 

Unlike the high vowel in min, the high vowel in the preposition mi' seems 
to have a double nature in RA and SA: when vowel-initial suffixes follow i tends 
to be dropped, but when consonant-initial suffixes follow it is stressed, whereas 
the high vowel in min is only dropped in sandhi. The high vowel in the 
independent form mi' is not dropped in sandhi (the underlying form can 
therefore be said to be \ma'\) 

In A A the form with vowel-initial suffixes is ma' (although a is often 
raised in conformity with I, 3.1.1.6., but it is not dropped496), and the form 
with consonant-initial suffixes is mi'. The independent form is with a: ma'.491 

Prepositions in b and / in AA (references to STEWART (1990) are in brackets): 
/: 
lay (~ ///»98 (p. 5 (text 1), 1. 25) ~ lay'i (p. 5 (text 1), 1. 22), lak (p. 5 (text 1), 1. 
24), /aA499 (p. 4 (text 1), 1. 15), lha (p. 30 (text 11), 1. 3), Ikuw (p. 9 (text 1), 1. 
77). 
b: 
bay! (p. 32 (text 14), 1.6), bak (p. 23 (text 7), 1. 42), bah™ (p. 35 (text 14), 1. 
89), bna (p. 129 (text 41), 1. 3). 

By analogy we can complete the paradigms, so that we get sg.: bah, bha, 
bak, bkiy, bay ~ bayl, and pi.: bhum, bhin, bkuw, bkin, bna, and a similar 
paradigm for /. 

495 I hear sin here, rather than sâd, and also in mihmâsih "a long handled frying pan for 
roasting coffee beans". 

4 9 6 Cf. ibid., glossary. The remark on raising of a —* i in pre-stress positions is based on my 
own observations. 

497 • Cf., for instance, ibid. p. 3 (text 1), 1. 1, p. 18 (text 5), 1. 20, and passim. 
498 A footnote (ibid., p. 3 (text 1), first fn 2) adds that lay "often sounds like liy". 
4 9 9 Stewart states that bah and lah are current in AA, bih and lih, like in DA, are not. Cf. ibid., 

p. 6 (text 1), fn 35, and STEWART (1987), p. 48. In TA lah, rather than lih, is current as 
well. As regards bah (one instance) and bih (not recorded), my material is too limited for 
definitive conclusions for TA. 

5 0 0 Cf. preceding fn. 
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Some suffixed prepositions in TA: lah (~ once lih), lak; bah; mi'dh, 
mi'kiy; 'alëh, 'alây, 'alèhin; 'i'ndina, 'i'ndaha, 'indukuw. 

In MA: lih ~ lah, Ihin; bih, bak, bkiy, bay, bhin, bna; ma'âh, ma'dk, • 
ma'kiy, but also m'ay, m'ak; 'alëh, 'alêhiy, 'alèhin; 'indihum 

In 'AyA: lih ~ lah (~ once lêh); bih; mi'dh (~ once K-form ma'âh); 'alëh. 

3.1.17. Numerals, and counted plurals. 

3.1.17.1. Cardinal numbers 1-10. 

Independent cardinal numbers from one to ten in RA, SA and BaA are 

(dependent numbers follow in braces): 
1. wâhid {m.)lwihdih (f.), 2. tnën (m.)/t_intèn (f.)501, 3. talâtjh [talât ~ tàlatj, 4. 
ârba'ah [drba'}, 5. xamsih [xams], 6. sittih {sitt}, 1. sab'ih {sab'}, 8. 
tamânyih {tamdn ~tdman], 9. tis'ih {tis'}, 10. 'dsarah {'dsar ~ 'asâr). 

In AA the same numerals are in use, except that the vowel in "one (f.)" is 
a: wahdah, and stress in CaCaC is invariably CaCdC (in conformity with rule 
6a), cf. I, 2.1.1.). In TA, MA and 'AyA the f. sg. is wihdih. 

wâhid and wihdahl wahdah may follow the noun as adjectives for added 
emphasis, and so can tnën and tintën, e.g. riglâk (~ riglêk) attjntên "your two 
legs" {BaA). (For duals with bases ending in â-, cf. I, 3.1.18.) 

These numerals may also appear independently, e.g. w inhutt 'alëh 'üdën 
zayy kidiyih, iw tinten zayy kidiyih "and we put two sticks like this, and two like 
this", where the numeral is in concord with the gender of the sg. of the word 
referred to. tintën was also recorded in assà'ah wihdih "one o'clock", assä'ah 
tintën (!) "two o'clock" (both SA), assä'ah sittih "six o'clock" {RA), etc. 

Measures are formed with the independent ordinal + sg. noun: 'asarah 
kïlih "ten kilometres" {RA), tamânyah kilih "eight kilometres" {SA), tnën kïlih 
"two kilometres", and also talât-arba''ah kilih "three (or) four kilometres" {SA), 
and kiltën "two kilometres" {RA, SA) were recorded. Likewise, one usually 
hears talâtjh mitr, sittih mitr, 'dsarah mitr {SA), xamsih mitr {SA), and 'asarah 
sântiy "ten centimetres" {RA), but also (only one instance) ibyalbas tawb, sitt 
imtär igmâs "he wears a garment, (which is) six meters of fabric" {RA). 

501 The orginal form, cf. FISCHER (1967), p. 43. 
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The pattern, it seems, is that distances which are regarded by the speaker 
as limited can be expressed with a cardinal + pi. noun. 

Some of the recorded plural nouns which take a proclitic t- (a remnant of 
the feminine suffix in gen. construction) mainly preceding (older) vowel- or 
hamzah-initial plurals are: al'asar t-infâr "the ten persons" (RA), xamis t-iyyâm 
"five days" (RA), xamis t-äläf "five thousand" (RA), talat t-iyyâm "three days" 
(SA), talat t-âlâf "three thousand" (SA), talât t-iftûs (assimilated tt —* tt, cf. I, 
2.5.) "three preliminary magistrates" (AA), 'asar t-iyyâm "ten days" (AA), arba' 
t-irkân "four corners" (AA), arba' t-aläf "four thousand" (BaA), arba' t-infâr 
"four persons" (BaA), talat t-ushur "three months" (BaA) (but xams ishûr, sitt 
ishûr etc.), talât t-isbâr "three spans of the hand" (BaA), and also xamsa(h) t-
iyyâm (!!) (BaA). 

Monetary units under 10 are usually formed with cardinals + pi. noun: 
xams ignêhât "five pounds" (RA), 'asar ignêhât "ten pounds" (SA), gnèhayn 
"two pounds" (AA), but also 'asarah gnêh "ten pounds" (RA) (which may be 
due to koineizing influences). This contrasts with usage in BA, where we usually 
have ordinals + sg.: talâtah gnêh, etc. (cf. Ill, 3.1.17.1., i.e. like the system in 
CaA and most Delta dialects). 

The twelve months of the Christian calender are referred to by the 
numbers 1-12502, e.g.: sâhar itnên "February", sihâr tis'ih "September", sihâr 
'asarah "October", sihâr ihdâ'is "November" (SA). In adverbial expressions of 
time speakers may omit the word sahar.fi hdä'is "in November", fi tamânyih, 
f-awwil tis'ih "in August, (or) in the beginning of September". 

N.B. harb uktitbar "the October war" (recorded in BaA) is, of course, an 
exception, maris (recorded in SA) was glossed as "a piece of agricultural 
land"503. 

502 
503 

This is also true for AA, cf. ibid. p. 14 (text 1), fn 147. 
Also in the Sarqiyyah: "ein Stück Land", cf. ABUL FADL (1961), p. 106,1. 11 (+ fn), and p. 
163, 11. 21-2 (+ fn). Cf. miris(a) in BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1994). SUQAYR (1916), p. 359, 
lists it as a "small plot of land in a (dry) watercourse suitable for agriculture". 

http://sahar.fi
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3.1.17.2. Ordinal numbers 1-10. 

Ordinals recorded in RA, SA, AA and BaA are: awwal (-äniy) "first", tâniy 
"second"*, tâlit "third", râbi' "fourth", xâmis "fifth", sàdis "sixth", säbi' 
"seventh", tämin "eighth", tâsi' "ninth", 'âsir "tenth". 

N.B. A typical adverbial expression for "the next day", recorded in RA and SA 
is tâniy min yöm, or tâniy min nahär. An example from RA in its context is: 
tâniy min nahär assä'ah tgül attimänyih walla ttis'ih, 'ugub ma siribt assay, w 
fatarna tamäm w itxarrafna, llna wagit tuwü iw käu agik imrawwih. "the next day 
at around eight or nine o'clock, after I had drunk tea, and we had had a good 
breakfast, (and) we spent a long time talking and I then went home (lit. I came 
to you on my way home)" 

In AA Stewart heard a comparable tâniy (an-)nahär, which he interprets 
as a slip for äxar annahär.504 

3.1.17.3. Numerals: 11 and up. 

In RA and SA numerals from 11-19 end in -a'is when used 
independently, and in -âsar when the counted noun follows, whereas in BaA 
only numerals ending in -âsar (or -âsar) were recorded in both positions. 

Forms recorded in RA and SA included: ihdq'is (or ihdâ'is505) (RA, SA), 
xamistâ'is "fifteen" (RA), itnä'is "twelve" (SA), sittä'is "sixteen" (SA), 
sabi'tâ'is "seventeen" (SA), tamantâ'is (or tamantà'is) "eighteen" (SA). 

Forms recorded in BaA are: ihdâsar, itnâsar, talattâsar, arba'tàsar, 
xamastâsar, sittâsar, saba'tâsar, tamantâsar, tisi'tâsar. 

In all dialects under discussion here the tens are: 'isrin "twenty", talätjn 
"thirty", arba'ln "forty", xamsln "fifty", sittin "sixty", sab'in "seventy", tamânïn 
"eighty", tis'in "ninety". 

The hundreds are: miyyih (in construction mit) "a hundred", mltên "two 
hundred", taiatmiyyih "three hundred", arba'miyyih "four hundred", xamismiyyih 

"five hundred", sittmiyyih "six hundred", sabi'miyyih "seven hundred", 

504 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 27,1. 9 (+ first fn 9). 
505 Since d in ihdâ'is is not part of the phoneme inventory of any of the dialects discussed 

here, preference is given to marking velarization in the ä, and analogous to this, in the other 
forms as well. 
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tamanmiyyih "eight hundred", tisi'miyyih "nine hundred". The word (+) miyyih 
is often pronounced with a considerable degree of nasalization. 

The forms listed above seem to be the original forms, but especially in 
BaA one may also hear the K-forms with u, such as xumusmiyyih, subu'miyyih, 
tumunmiyyih (but with interdental /!). 

The thousands are: alf alfën, talat t-âlâf, arba' t-âlâf, xamis t-âlâf, sin 
äläf, sabi' t-âlâf, taman t-âlâf, tisi' t-âlâf 'asar t-âlâf 

3.1.18. The dual. 

The dual is formed by appending -en (or -ayn when preceded by a 
(secondary) emphatic or a pharyngeal (cf. 1.2.4.6.1.2.) to the sg. noun, and 
where f. sg. nouns with the feminine suffix are concerned, -ah, or -ih becomes 
-vt (on whether -it or -at, cf. I, 3.1.10.). Some examples: 'asaratën "two tens" 
(RA), saharayn "two months" (RA), nafarayn "two persons" (RA, BaA), xa:tayn 
"two threads" (SA), 'üdèn "two poles" (SA), sanatên "two years" (SA), marrtën 
"two times" (SA), 'aynën "two eyes" (BaA), 'arabïytèn (BaA), silïttën "two 
sacks" (BaA). 

An at first sight older dual -â ending (in construction) appeared in 
nominals such as rigläy "my legs", riglâk "your legs", idâk "your hands", ïdâhiy 
"her hands" (RA), idäy "my hands" (RA), and Idêna "our legs" (RA) was also 
recorded. Another plural recorded in AA506 and BaA is (')adèn, of which the n is 
dropped when suffixed: adêna "our hands", and a pseudo-dual recorded with the 
â- ending is adâhuw "their hands" (BaA). 

"My legs" is rigläy (BaA) with the long â, while "your legs" is with the 
long ë: riglèk (BaA), and also riglëh "his legs" (SA), and riglëna "our legs" 
(RA). 

The forms with the base ending in -â may look like older nominative 
forms, but what is more likely507 is that the ä, which is present in forms 
suffixed with the 1st p. c. sg. poss. suffix, whatever its origin may be508 , 
changed the whole paradigm through a process of paradigmatic leveling. This 
means that the ä- ending in forms with poss. suffixes other than the 1st p. c. sg. 

506 

507 

Cf. ibid., glossary, p. 285 (root y-d-d). In AA â only appears when suffixed with the 1st. p. 
sg. pron. suffix, adây(î) "my hands". With other suffixes ê is used, adêh "his hands". 
A preserved older nominative form seems unlikely because, as far as I am aware, no 
nominative forms have survived in modem dialects to this day. 
PROCHAZKA (1988), p. 206, lists a comparable 'idäy for Hofuf. 
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is actually more recent than the ê- ending. The forms in AA, where a- only 
appears when suffixed with the 1st p. c. sg., and ê- appears preceding other poss. 
suffixes, would then represent the older situation. 

Another plural has a similar shape: xsay "my testicles" (BaA). 

3.2. Verbal morphology. 

3.2.1. Regular verbs in RA, SA and BaA. 

3.2.1.1. Regular verbs perfect. 

The two underlying perf. patterns for measure 1 are C\aC2iCï, and 
C\aCiaC-i. Stress is subject to variation described in 2.1.1.. Below the 
conjugations in RA, SA and BaA are given, where stress is according to the older 
rule 6a) in I, 2.2.1.: 

perf. " drink" 

SG PL 

3.m. sirib sirbuw*1) 

3.f. sirbit*V si'rbin* 

2.m. siribt siribtuw 

2.f. siribtiy siribtin 

I.e. siribt siribna 

perf. "open" 

SG PL 
fitdh fitdhaw*2) 

fitdhat*2) fitdhan*2) 

fitdht fitdhtuw 

fitdhtiy fitdhtin 

fitdht fitdhna 

*" Notice that, unlike older *fa'ila verbs in DA, the raised reflex i of older 
*a of the first syllable does not reappear in closed syllables in RA, SA and BaA, 
but like in DA, it is not dropped in open unstressed syllables either, so that one 
may say that it is still underlying lai (cf. Ill, 3.2.1.1. and V, 3.2.1.1. for 
contrasting forms in this respect in BA of group I and 'AA like sribt,fhimt etc.). 
The rule is: 

a-raising: a -* i (but lal) / C CiC 

For the perfect i-type verbs this raising of a in open syllable is 
compulsary. Even when stress conforms to rule 6b) in 2.2.1., the a in open 
syllable will be raised, e.g. sirib. 
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In AA, like in DA509, the a "reappears" in closed syllables, e.g.: tal'uw, 

tal'in, gabyit, annäs dahkit "people (f. sg.) laughed" (AA), tal'uw "they got up 
(andleft)".5io 

Other examples of/ in closed syllables &r&:fihmit "she understood" (SA), 
.xilsit (SA), kitrit (SA), wirmit "it (f.) swelled" (SA), rig'it "they (f. sg.) returned" 
(BaA), gihzit "she prepared" (BaA), kitrit "it (f. sg.) became many" (BaA). No 
instances appeared in the RA recordings. 
*2> The same rule of a-raising applies for the CaCâC type, but is optional: 
unstressed a in open pre-stress syllable may be raised, but the resulting high 
vowel is not dropped (cf. I, 3.1.1.6. for this rule applying in nominals as well). 
When stress is in conformity with rule 6b) in 2.2.1., the stressed a is not raised, 
e.g. fdtah. 

Forms recorded in TA, MA and 'AyA show the same vowel harmony in 
the perfect endings of the a-type, e.g.: ga'adaw "they sat down" (TA), kataban 
they (f.) wrote" (MA), daxalaw "they entered" ('AyA). 

The a of the (-type perfects does not "reappear" in closed syllables, e.g. 
ligyuw "they found" (TA), til'it "it (f.) came up" (MA), sim'it "she heard" 
('AyA), kubrit ~ kibrit "she grew" ('AyA). 

In unstressed syllables the unstressed i is not dropped: simi't "I heard" (TA 
and 'AyA), rikibt "I mounted" (MA). 

However, presumably older forms in BaA which were obtained through 
direct elicitation only, include: ktdbat "she wrote", ktdbaw "they wrote", ktâban 
"they (f. sg.) wrote", drdbatih "she hit him", msâkatih "she grabbed it (m. sg.)". 
It is therefore assumed that a north Arabian type of resyllabication was current 
in an older type of BaA, and perhaps this rule still applies in the dialect type 
spoken in the intimacy of the home. 

The resyllabication rule for verbs in BaA would then be: 

509 Cf. BLANC ( 1970), p. 23 ( 134). 
510 For these examples, cf. STEWART (1990), p. 12 (text 1), 11. 124 and 132 (two instances), p. 

25 (text 7), 1. 74, and p. 120 (text 37), 11.43 and 44 (two instances), p. 34 (text 14), 1. 58, 
p. 12 (text 1), 1. 124 (respectively). Notice that a reappears in closed syllables, but before 
the anaptyxis rule applies, as is illustrated in the DA example 'âripih ('arfit + ih) "she 
recognized him", cf. BLANC (1970), p. 22 (133). I assume the same rule ordering holds for 
A4, although I have found no examples to substantiate this. 
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a—* 0 I C\ CiaCjv 

C\ **' (tentative)* 
v = tentative; only examples of v being a were recorded 

* Tentative, because the use of the parallel verbal system may be 
responsible for the forms axddat, axddaw and axddan which were recorded. 

There is a small, yet significant difference between the resyllabication rule 
described here and the resyllabication rule for DA (described in IV, 2.1.1.2.1.6., 
which covers verbs as well as nominals); in DA the a of the second syllable is 
raised to /, whereas in BaA it remains a, which results in such contrasting forms 
(in terms of vowel quality) as ktdbat (older BaA) and kti'bat (DA) for "she 
wrote". 

3.2.1.2. Regular verbs imperfect. 

The imperfect patterns for measure 1 are yaCxC^aC-^, yuCyCjuC^ and 
yiC\C2iCi, with harmonized vowels of the imperfect prefix. These patterns yield 
the following conjugations: 

Imperf. "drink" "sit" "grab" 

SG PL SG PL SG PL 

3.m. ydsrab ydsrabaw yiig'ud ydgu'duw yimsik yi'miskuw 

3.f. tdsrab yasraban tiig'ud ydgu'din timsik yi'miskin 

2.m. tdsrab tdsrabaw tug'ud tiigu'duw ti'msik timiskuw 

2.f. tdsrabay tdsraban tdgu'diy tûgu 'din timiskiy timiskin 

I.e. dsrab ndsrab dg'ud nug'ud dmsik nfmsik 

Notice the vowel harmony of the vowels in the endings: a in a-type 

imperfects, and / in u- and i-type imperfects. 

The measure 1 verbs where C\ - X have a yaXaCivCj imperfect pattern. 

Stress is subject to variation described in 2.1.1.. The forms listed here for AA 

and BaA can be heard in RA and SA as well, but in RA and SA stress tends to be 

ydXaCivCT, (conforming to 6b) in 2.1.1.). 
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Imperf. "plough"*') 

In RA and SA In AA and BaA 

SG PL SG PL 

3.m. yâharit*2) yâhartuw yahârif*2) yahârtuw 

3.f. tâharit yâhartin tahârit yahârtin 

2.m. tâharit tâhartuw tahârit tahârtuw 

2.f. tâhartiy tâhartin tahârtiy tahârtin 

I.e. âharit nâharit ahârit nahârit 

*') Measure 1 verbs of the *yaCiC2iCi imperfect type, where C\ = X, but C3 = 
liquid tend to have an imperf. conjugation like yimsik, e.g.: yi'hifruw "they dig", 
ntgislih "we wash it", yi'ignin "they (f. pi.) knead", yi'ignüh "they knead it (m. 

sg.r (cf. 1,2.2.2.1.). 
*2) For i in final syllables, cf. fn 260 to I, 2.1.1.2.1.1. 

In TA, MA and 'AyA we have similar forms with vowel harmony in the 
imperfect prefixes, and vowel harmony in the endings of the a-type imperfect: 
yikitbuw, tikitbiy, tikitbin; yügu'duw, ti'tgu'diy, tiigu'din; yâsrabaw, täsrabay, 
tâsraban, etc. 

3.2.1.3. Reflexes of older *C\aCiuC^, *yaCiCiuC^. 

Of the older *C\aCiuCs, *yaC\C2uC->, verbs, which seem to have been 
preserved in AA as C1UC2HC3, yuC\C2uC->,i]-{, only the forms kutrat (twice in 
RA), kutur (RA), kutür (BaA), and the imperf. forms tukbur (5 instances in RA), 
yukburun (also with the harmonized high vowel!) (RA) were recorded. These 
forms point in the same direction as the forms recorded in AA, although the 
form xilsit was also recorded in SA. The information available for RA, SA, AA 
and BaA is perhaps too little to go on for any definitive conclusions, but the a-
raising rule described in I, 3.1.1.9. may be responsible for the presence of u in 
the first syllable of the perfect. 

5 1 1 Cf. ibid. p. 158 (text 53), second fn 4. The examples listed are: kubur, tugul, sugur, tuxun, 
gulud, 'urud, kutur, suxun, gusur, and xulus. 
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3.2.1.4. Regular verbs participles. 

The active participle has the patterns: CiàCiiCi, (m. sg.), CiaCiC^ahlih (f. 
sg.), C\aC2C^ïn (m. pi.), CiäCzC^ät (f.pl.). 

NB. An important difference with dialects of group III and other more sedentary 
dialects is that when an object follows a fern, participle in the form of a suffix, 
the participle is in construct state with this suffix, whereas in group III the a (of 
T) is lengthened, e.g.: hi mridtih "she wants him (in marriage)" (RA), kuil hägih 
hi 'âyiztih ssagarah "everything the tree needs" (SA), kärihtah "she abhors him" 
(BaA), and mi'igbitni "she pleases me" (BaA), while in BA one would typically 
hear, for instance, 'âyzàh for "she needs him", i.e. like in Egyptian dialects (cf. 
remark in III, 3.2.1.4.).5" 

Further examples are: mgäblitm "having (f. sg.) met me" (MA), 'âyiztah 
"she needs it" (TA and 'AyA). 

3.2.1.5. Regular verbs imperatives. 

Like the imperfect, the imperatives to these verbs are formed with a 
harmonized vowel in the preformative: dsrab, äsrabay, asraban, dsrabaw 
"drink!", üg'ud, ügu'diy, ügu'duw, ügu'din "sit down!", and i'msik, imiskiy, 
imiskuw, imiskin "grab, take hold!".513 

512 With the exception of the oases Farafra, Daxla, and Xarga, cf. BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH 
(1982) p.58. 

513 Cf. MITCHELL (1960), p. 384 remarks on these stressed vowels in the imperatives that they 
are to be interpreted as exponents of V (i.e. a or o, but not anaptyctic s, cf. ibid. p. 377), 
"since in no related form are these vowels 'elided'." Interestingly, vowel harmony produces 
a in imperative preformatives of our dialects of group I, e.g. dsrab, ansa, but i in iktib, cf. 
BLANC (1970), p. 26 (137). Similarly, our group I has a in dnkital, dstagal, but also in 
unstressed positions astdfliam, though not in ndabb, nhdn. 
JANSSEN (1972), p. 50, §66 concludes a causal relationship of stress on these preformatives 
in the modern dialects based on the assumption that they were pronounced with hamza 
('uqtul) in Old Arabic. 
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3.2.2. Irregular verbs. 

3.2.2.1. Irregular verbs C\=w (primae wäw). 

Quite often in BaA, the diphthong resulting in the imperfect of the primae 
wâw a-type (pattern yaCiCiaC-i, after vowel harmony) verbs is not 
monophthongized, whereas it regularly is in the primae wâw ;-type verbs 
(pattern *yaC\C2iC^, before vowel harmony). The imperfect pattern yaCiCiaCi 
generally goes with a C11C21C3 perfect pattern, while the imperf. pattern 
yaCyCjiC-i goes with the perf. pattern CxaCjaC^. For instance, one is likely to 
hear yawsal as well as yôsal, but only yôrid, not -yawrid, was recorded in these 
dialects during this research. 

The forms of the a-type imperfect that were recorded in BaA are: wisil (~ 
once wasal), yawsal ~ yôsal "he arrives"; yawga' "he falls"; aw'a! (m. sg.), 
aw'ay! (f. sg.) "take care! (m. sg., f. sg.); wigif yawgaf ~ yôgaf. 

The i-type imperfects in recorded in BaA: byûg'annî "they (f. pi.) hurt 
me", btügi'nï "it (f. sg.) hurts me"; warad, yôrid (~ yfirid)514 "go to a water 
source"; yözin "he weighs". 

Although these forms present little to go on, these forms seem to 
corroborate the earlier conclusion drawn with respect to the C\ - X verbs: that 
vowel harmony in the imperfect prefix is relatively recent, as compared to 
monophthongization. 

The forms recorded in RA and SA appear to go along the same lines, 
although monophthongization is much more regular in the a-type verbs. Forms 
recorded in RA are: yôsal "he arrives" (~ once nawsal "w:e arrive"), yôgaf "he 
stands still", tôgi' "it (f.) hurts". 

Forms recorded in SA are: yôsal "he arrives", tösal "she arrives", yôgaf 
"he stands still", tôram "it (f.) swells", tawgi'nl ~ tögi'n'ï "it (f.) hurts me". 

Notice that imperfect forms of the type yiwCiC were not recorded in RA, 
SA, AA, DA or BaA, in contrast to the situation in 'Aräysiy ('AA), where they 
are frequent (cf. V, 3.2.2.1.). 

514 The variation ô ~ û is explained in I, 1.2.2.2. 
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Stewart's impression for AA is that most primae wâw verbs have both a 
regular (with wâw), and an irregular imperfect (without wâw)5^: wafâ, yawfa 
"carry out (of an obligation)"; wugdf, y aw gaf ~ yigif; wagaf, yogi/"burn (of the 
bis'ahS16)"; wigî', yawga' ~ yiga' "fall ill"; wardd, yawrid ~ yirid; wisü, yösal ~ 
yawsal ~ yistl "reach, arrive"; watd, yawta "tread"; watdg, yâtig "have faith". 

In RA only one such form without the wâw was recorded: tisal "you 
arrive". Comparable forms in SA and BaA were not recorded. 

Imperfects in TA and 'AyA are like those in RA and SA. In MA the 
diphthong formed by the harmonized prefix vowel and w has more regularly 
remained diphthongal, and even such forms of i-type imperfects were recorded, 
e.g. tawsal "you arrive", btawg'ak "it (f. sg.) hurts you", and tawgid "you 
light", nawrid "we get water". 

Imperatives of w- '-y, w-r-•d(in BaA). 

"pay attention" "get water" 
SG PL SG PL 

2.m. dw'a dw'aw arid ôrduw 
2.f. âw'ay dw'an ôrdiy ôrdin 

Other imperatives recorded in BaA: ögaf-awgaf "stand still!". 

Participles. 

Active participles are coined on the CiâC2(C3 pattern, e.g.: wâgif 
"standing" (RA, SA), wâ'iy "aware" (BaA). 

For DA Blanc reports a passive participle mïgüd "found, present"517, but 
in RA, SA and BaA several instances of mawgûd (pattern maC\CiüCi) were 
recorded. 

In MA the form maygûd was recorded twice, which is comparable to the 
DA form, if we assume monophthongization of *ay there, with a possible 
phonetic overlapping of ê and f. 

515 Cf. STEWART (1990), pp. 41-2 (text 15), fn 99. 
5 1 6 Cf. fn 50 in the introduction of this study. 
517 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 25 (136), fn 42. 
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3.2.2.2. Irregular verbs C\ = y (primae ya). 

yibis, yëbas ~ yay'oas is reported for AA.518 No primae yâ' verbs were recorded 
in RA, SA or BaA. 

3.2.2.3. Irregular verbs Ci = *' (primae hamzah). 

The two primae hamzah verbs "eat" and "take" have parallel conjugations. 
Forms for "take" recorded in BaA are: 

"take" 
perfect* imperfect 

SG PL SG PL 
3.m. axâd axâdaw yâxud yâxduw 
3.f. axâdat axâdan tâxud yâxdin 
2.m. axadt axddtuw tàxud tâxduw 
2.f. axâdtiy axâdtln tâxdiy tâxdin 
I.e. axâdt axâdna âxud nâxud 

* In AA too, the perfect of the primae hamzah verbs is formed with this 
proclitic (')a- , e.g. (bracketed references are to STEWART (1990)): (3 m. sg.) 
akal (p. 158 (text 53), 1.13) and axad (p. 161 (text 54), 1. 5), (3 f. sg.) axadat 
(p. 161 (text 55), 1. 7), (1 m. sg.) axadt (p. 170 (text 60), 1. 65), (3 m. pi.) 
axadaw (p. 162 (text 55), 1. 8). 

Notice the vowel harmony in the vowel-initial perfect endings. 

Imperatives in BaA are: xud, xdiy, xduw, xdin (and also kul, kliy, kluw, 
kiln). Considerable velarization can be observed in these imperatives (under 
influence of present or vanished u), so that the anaptyctic (or older 
pre formative?) which may precede the intitial cluster may sound more like u. 

In AA there seems to be a bit of variation; proclitic (')u is absent in the m. 
sg., but may appear in the other persons (bracketed references are again to 
STEWART (1990)) : (m. sg.) xud (p. 154 (text 50), 1. 12, and passim), (f. sg.) 
'uxdihin "take them" (p. 182 (text 69), 1. 65). For m. pi. Stewart recorded the 
forms xuduw (p. 138 (text 44), 1. 11 + fn) ~ uxduw (p. 152 (text 49), I. 79 + fn) 

5 1 8 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary. 
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~ xduw (p. 182 (text 69), 1. 54). Since Stewart clearly writes the vowels, one 
may assume that they are stressed in ûxduw, and by analogy, ûxdin. 

The presence of the proclitic 'u- in the m. sg. imperative may be the 
result of a wish for three radicals.519 If we look at some other examples, we see 
that in quite a number of cases a proclitic (')v is added, of which the v is then 
harmonized to the base vowel, e.g. in (')âfam ~ (')afam "mouth" (RA, AA, 
DA520, BaA ), the example of (cf. I, 2.2.2.1.) (')ibil "camels" (RA, SA), and 
(')iblih (~ bilih) "his camels" (AA)521. In 'AA we have another example in âkam 
"how many?" (cf. a brief description of 'AA in chapter V). 

In ÖA (spoken in central south Sinai) we see some interesting examples as 
well. A number, though not all, of the short m. sg. imperatives of weak verbs 
show such a harmonized proclitic vowel (in my transcription, references in 
brackets are to NISHIO (1992)):(medial weak verbs) ugul (~ gul and gül) "say!" 
(p. 73), ibi' (~ bV) "sell!" (p. 83), uzur (~ zur) "visit!" (p. 90)«2 

As far as verb forms are concerned here, the parallel with the apocopated 
imperatives of C3 = y verbs (cf. I, 3.2.2.5.3.) may have helped to introduce 
similar proclitic vowels into the conjugation of *'-x-d. Compare, for instance, 
the imperative conjugation of r-m-y "throw": irm (often with the anaptyctic 
'(rim), irmiy, irmuw, irmin, or g-r-y "run", which is igir (always with the 
expanded bukara - vowel, cf. I, 2.2.2.1.), igriy, igruw, igrin. 

The imperative forms of "take" (for f. sg, m. pi., and f. pi. respectively) 
are uxdiy, uxduw, and uxdin. Through a process of contamination, a m. sg. uxud 
may very well have been inferred by analogy from the C3 = y m. sg. imperative 
forms. 

The rule of the proclitic harmonizing with the base vowel then worked in 
the opposite direction: the base vowel u was inferred from the phonetic quality 
of the proclitic; if (')igrin goes with ('i)gir, 'ûxdin must go with (')iixud. 

5 1 9 The strategies to "mend" two-radical forms, so to say, may differ, but the tendency to make 
sure that forms (appear to) have three radicals is quite common. One strategy in Cairene 
Arabic, for instance, is to lengthen the short base vowel: e.g. kam "how many?", min 
"who?". 

5 2 0 For AA, cf. ibid., glossary (root '-f-m), where it is also suggested that the DA form afâm 
(sic) given in BLANC (1970), p. 36 (147) is a misprint, and should be afâm. 

521 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 38 (text 15), 1. 38, and p. 67 (text 21), 1. 143 respectively. 
522 Manfred Woidich' s (personal communication) notes on the dialect of the Garärsah in Wâdï 

Fêrân (in south Sinai) contain similar imperatives: 'Uxud! "take!", 'dnam! "sleep!", 'Ugul! 
"say!", 'ßil! "take away!". 
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Notice that the long à now present in the imperfect, could have developed 
out of older *ya'xud. The prefix with a must have been older than a conceivable 
yu- prefix (to be expected after vowel harmonization), which would not have 
yielded the y à - prefix we now have. 

"take" in RA and SA: 

perfect imperfect * 

SG PL SG PL 
3m. xad xaddw yäxid yäxduw 
3.f. xadât xadân täxid yäxdin 
2.m. xadt xâdtuw täxid täxduw 
2.1'. xadtiy xddtin täxdiy täxdin 
I.e. xadt xâdna âxid näxid 

* In AA the imperfect shows an f523 a s well, while the imperfect forms in DA 
are yàkul and yàxud5u, i.e. like the imperfect conjugation of BaA listed above. 

Woidich525 interprets the presence of the ( in the imperfect yâkil, but the u 
in the imperative kul "eat" in B'èri in Upper Egypt as "further evidence of 
dialect contact", as "there is, to the best of my knowledge, no way to explain 
this in a system-immanent manner...". 

Imperatives recorded in RA and SA: 

In RA: xud, xiiduw, and also one instance of ki'duw. From these forms we 
can deduct the complete set for RA: xud (m. sg.), xtidiy (f. sg.), xiiduw (m. pi.), 
xiidin (f. pi.). 

In SA: xud and kul (m. sg.), kliy (f. sg.), kluw (m. pi.), and klin (f. pi.) 
(i.e. like the forms in BaA). 

For DA the forms kul, kliy, kluw, klin (and likewise xud, xdiy, xduw, xdin) 
are listed.526 

5 2 3 Cf. ibid., glossary. 
5 2 4 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 26 (137). With reference to the f. sg. suffix, the form nâkilhiy (cf. 

ibid. p. 13 (124)) is said not to occur among the Dullâm. I have assumed that the i of the 
imperfect in this form is not DA either. 

525 Cf. WOIDICH (1997), p. 195.' 
526 Cf. BLANC (1970), p 26 (137), and his fn 45 on marking velarization in these forms. 
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Active participles in RA, SA, AA521, BaA are: mâxid, mâxdih, mâxdïn, 
mâxdàt (and also mâkil, mâklih, màklin, mâklât). One speaker of SA frequently 
used the koineized expression wâxid bâlak? "you see? (i.e. understand)", but 
instances of mâxid bâlak were also heard. Unfortunately, Blanc does not list the 
active participles for DA. 

The passive participle recorded in AAi2S is mâxûd "taken". No instances 
occurred in RA, SA, or BaA. 

"Food" is 'akl, but in RA 'ikl in both meanings of "food" and "eating" was also 
recorded a number of times. 

In TA and MA the forms are: akal, yâkil, mâkil. In 'AyA: kal, yâkil (~ few 
instances of yâkuï), mâkil. 

3.2.2.4. Irregular verbs Cj = w or y (mediae infirmae). 

3.2.2.4.1. Irregular verbs C2 - w or y (mediae infirmae) perfect and imperfect. 

Mediae infirmae perfect forms recorded in RA, SA, AA and BaA are 
identical to those recorded in DA529: 

"say"530 

perfect imperfect 

S G PL SG PL 

3.m. gâl gâlaw ygûl ygüluw 

3.f. galat gâlan tgûl ygülin 

2.m. gult gultuw tgûl tgüluw 

2.f. gultiy gui tin tgûliy tgûlin 

I.e. gult gulna agùl ngül 

527 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary, pp. 194 and 195. 
528 Cf. ibid, p. 32 (text 14), 1. 10. 
529 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 135 (24), and p. 26 (137). 
530 As was noticed in AA, cf. STEWART (1990), p. 37 (text 15), fn 12, gâl, ygûl often also has 

the meaning of "do" while the speaker imitates the action intended, e.g. lamma ygül leih, 
lamma yhiu alfingâl "when he does this, when he shakes the cup" (while making a 
shaking motion with the right hand) (SA). 
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Other mediae infirmae include: 

gâm - gumt - ygûm "get up", nam - nimt - ynâm "sleep" (RA, AA5il, BaA), sâm 

- sumt - ysüm "fast", sâf - suft (~ sift in RA and SA) - ysûf'see", tâh - tiht - ytih 
"fall", bä' - bi't - ybV "seil", räh - ruht - yrüh "go", kân - kunt - ykûn "be", sär 

- sirt - ys'ir "become", xàf - xift (in AA) - yxäf "fear", Ml - silt - ysil "carry", xäb 
- xibt - yxib "let down (someone)". 

The forms available to us indicate that originally measure 4 med. inf. 
verbs have joined the j'-type measure 1 verbs, where the consonantal 
environment is of no consequence for the phonetic quality of the high vowel; 
the 1st and 2nd persons forms are formed with ;'. Original measure 1 media 
infirmae verbs do seem to have an u/i variation (in the different verbs) 
depending on the consonantal (i.e. phonetic) environment. The forms 
mentioned by Blanc532 are: gult, sift, gumt and nimt. Parallel forms recorded in 
our dialects are gult (RA, SA, AA'33 and BaA), suft (RA, SA (both ~ «ƒ0, AA 
and BaA), gumt (RA, AA™), nimt (RA, BaA). 

N.B. In cases of the i-imperfect, where y of the 3rd p. imperfect prefix is 
dropped, very likely as a result of diphthong reduction (cf. 1.2.4.6.1.2.3.), the 
vowel remains i in all med. inf. verbs, and is not dropped: bisil, binâm, birüh, 
not 'bsll, 'bnàm etc. These forms co-occur with forms like biysïl, biynâm, 
biyrûh in more careful speech. 

3.2.2.4.2. Irregular verbs Cj = w or y (mediae infirmae) imperatives. 

The m. sg. imperatives of sâf and gâm (ygûm) were recorded with a short 
base vowel: suf "see" ( ~ sùf in both RA and BaA), gum "get up" (BaA), and in 
AA there is the example gul "say"535. But the imperative of the medial y verb sâl 
had a long base vowel, and so did the imperative of bâ': s'il "take away" (BaA), 
bihhiy "sell it (f. sg.)" (RA), and in SA fût (of med. wâw verb fât, yfût) "pass" 
was recorded. 

531 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 136 (text 43), 1. 12. 
5 3 2 Cf. ibid. 
5 3 3 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 4 (text 1), 1. 15, and passim. 
534 Cf. ibid. p. 11 (text 1),1. 108. 
535 Cf. ibid. p. 9 (text 1), fn 81 : "[here] used as a transition word, like ' so' or ' well'. 
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Imperatives used with the verb gab, ygib "bring, get" are hat, hätiy, hätuw, 
hätin. Notice that for DA the forms hât, hâtay, hätaw and hâtan are listed.536 

Comparable imperatives are reported for AA, used when offering 
something: hak, häkiy, hâkuw, hâkin for "here you have ...". Of these forms one 
instance was recorded in RA: hâkiy ya 'ammah, hëdiy 'ilbit tûfiy "here you are 
auntie, this is a box of toffees (for you)". 

Notice the difference with BA ioimshäk, häki, häkum, hâkin, where pers. 
pron. suffixes are used, as opposed to the verbal suffixes in AA (the clue is the 
3rd pers. m. pi.). This is probably the result of a reinterpretation of morpheme 
boundaries in analogy to hât: hâ + pron. suff.537 w a s reinterpreted as hâk + 
verb. suff. 

3.2.2.4.3. Irregular verbs C2 = w or y (mediae infirmae) participles. 

Active participles of the mediae infirmae are formed with the patterns 
CiäyiC-i, CyâyC-iihlah, C\âyC^ïn, C\äyC^ät. Passive participles, of which 
examples were only recorded in AA, have the patterns maCiyüCi, -ihlah, -in, 
-at, e.g.: sâyil "carrying", and masyûl "carried" (cf. Stewart p. 96, fn 12). In a 
few instances in BaA the active participle of an originally 4th measure was 
modelled on this pattern as well: râyid "wanting" .538 

3.2.2.5. Irregular verbs C3 -y (tertiae infirmae). 

3.2.2.5.1. Irregular verbs C3 = y (tertiae infirmae) perfect. 

perf. "forget"*1) 
/-type 

perfect 
SG PL 

perf. "walk" 
a-type 

SG PL 

3.m. nisi'y nisyiiw maM masâw 

3.f. nisyit 

2.m. nisit 

nisyin 
nisituw 

masdt 

masët*2) 

masdn 

masëtuw 

2.f. nisltiy nisitin masêtiy masêtin 

I.e. nisit nisina masët 

: of 'äz, y'ûz "wan 

masëna 

536 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 26(137). 
537 Cf. FISCHER (1959), p. 55. 
538 In RA and SA active participle; 

masët 

: of 'äz, y'ûz "wan t, need" oo 
medial y, as in 'âyiz (4 to 5 times more often) than they do with medial w , as in 'âwiz. 
For AA, however, STEWART (1987), p. 49 reports just the opposite. In BaA these forms 
with medial y and w were recorded equally often. 
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*" Other forms recorded for BaA are: nasit, nasitiy, nasitin, naslni (all with 
possible raising of a —» i in the first syllable) nasyuw, but the same speaker said 
nisyit and nisyin. For the verb ligi'y, forms with a in the first syllable were not 
recorded. For a similar complex situation with these mediae infirmae /-type 
perfects in DA, cf. IV, 3.2.2.5.1. 
*2> Forms in BaA that were also recorded are misêt, misêtiy, misât, misdw, 
misi, misdn. Important clues however, as regards the verb being a-type are the 
endings in a and ë+. This raising of a in open syllable preceding stressed ê is not 
current in RA, or SA, nor is it mentioned for DA or AA. 

N.B. ( in the first syllable of these verbs is not dropped under any circumstances 
(cf. I, 3.2.1.1.) 

3.2.2.5.2. Irregular verbs CT, ~ y (tertiae infirmae) imperfect. 

"forget" "walk" 
imperfect 

a-type i-type 
SG PL SG PL 

3.m. ydnsa yânsaw yimsiy yi'msuw 
3.f. tdnsa yânsan ti'msiy yimsin 
2.m. tdnsa tânsaw tîmsiy ti'msuw 
2.f. tânsay tânsan ti'msiy tt'msin 
I.e. ansa nânsa dmsiy nfmsiy 

N.B. In isolated instances apocopated imperfects occur as well: ti't "you give", 
and perhaps the prohibitive la tlagg "do not go!" (AA)539, m'rim hallibbih "we 
throw this libbih" (RA), and for the same verb tirim bizirih "you throw a seed" 
(SA) (the second i in both nirim and tirim is an anaptyctic, so the base forms 
before anaptyxis are nirm and firm). 

3.2.2.5.3. Irregular verbs C3 =y (tertiae infirmae) imperatives. 

A characteristic feature of the dialects is the occurence of "apocopated 

imperatives" of the 2nd p. m. sg. of tertiae infirmae verbs, examples are: ims 

535 Cf. ibid. p. 93 (text 26), fn 33, where Stewart remarks on the form ti't: "an apocopated 
imperfect, not characteristic of this dialect, but quite common in this particular verb...", for 
the second example, cf. ibid. p. 87 (text 24), 1. 267 (+ fn). 
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"go", igr "run", irm "throw", 'ibid lay 'alêh "let me appear (before judges) 
against him" (RA), and also in other measures: (measure r-1) iktif "spare 
yourself" (AA)5*0, (measure 2) xallih iylôlig f-âssigar "let it (m.) roam around 
in the bushes" (RA)5*1, (measure 2) xannni (xall + m) "let me", saww libbih "he 
made (here a narrative imperative) bread" (BaA), sail 'd-nnibiy "bless the 
Prophet!" (AA, BaA). Measure 4: i'itn'i "give me" (SA). In addition we find the 
presentative particle ir' ~ ar' as the originally apocopated imperative of the verb 
*ra'a, yar'a "see". Another example in AA is lag anNhäriy lag Mansiy "he met 
anNhâriy, he met Mansiy" (here a narrative imperative) (AA).542 

Stewart remarks for AA that the imperatives ending in -iy are reserved 
exclusively for the f. sg., while the apocopated forms are used for the m. sg.543, 
and adds examples of apocopated imperatives of a-type C3 -y verbs: anh 
"restrain!", ardah! "pay him a radwahl".544 

3.2.2.5.4. Irregular verbs C^=y (tertiae infirmae) participles. 

Active participles are formed with the patterns CiâCziy, C\âCzyih, 
C\âCzyïn, CiäCzyät, e.g.: lägiy "having found" (RA), mäsyin "going (m. pi.)" 
(SA), masyih "going (f. sg.)" (AA)545, bänyln "having built (m. pi.)" (BaA). 

Passive participles have the patterns maC\Ciiy, maC\Cziyyih, 
maC\Ciiyyln, maCxCiiyyât as in mabniy "built" (SA, BaA), marmiy (m. sg.), 
marmiyyih (f. sg.) "thrown down" (both AA)546. 

Only one instance of a past participle of the a-type was recorded: 

masmiyyih "named (f. sg.) (BaA). 

5 4 0 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 116 (text 36), 1. 121 (+ fn), and STEWART (1987), p . 48, (b). 
541 Although xall may be originally an apocopated imperative, it is no longer an imperative in 

the true sense of the word, but rather an adhortative particle, for it is not conjugated, e.g. 
xallkiy (not •xalllkiy ) 'indl "stay (f. sg.) with me!" The same is true in CaA, where one 
may hear xalllku! "stay there! (m. pi.)" (i.e. not •xallûku), cf. WOIDICH (1995), p. 265. 

5 4 2 Cf. ibid. p. 5 (text 1), 1. 28 (+ fn). 
5 4 3 Cf. STEWART (1987), p. 48. 
5 4 4 Cf. ibid. p. 96 (text 28), fn 15, and p. 117 (text 36), fn 142 respectively. 
545 Cf. ibid. p. 23 (text 7), 1. 52. 

Cf. ibid. p. 18 (text 5), 1. 22, and p. 33 (text 14), 1. 42 respectively. 546 
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3.2.2.5.5. Irregular verbs C3 = y (tertiae infirmae) verbal nouns. 

Verbal nouns may be formed with the pattern miCiCia- The examples 
were recorded from the verb masa, yimsiy "go, walk": mimsäh "his going" 
(AA)547, mimsähum "their going" (BaA), and from the verb ga, yi'giy "come": 
mlgâhum "their coming" (BaA). But also sawy "grilling" (RA, SA, BaA), galy 
"boiling" (RA) were recorded. 

3.2.2.6. Irregular verbs: the verb "come". 

3.2.2.6.1. Irregular verbs: the verb "come" perfect and imperfect. 

Forms of the verb "come" recorded in RA, SA and AA: 

come 
perfect imperfect 

SG PL SG PL 
3.m. gaC)*» gaw ygiy*2) yguw 
3.f. gat Ian tm ygin 
2.m. git gltuw tëiy tguw 
2.C gltiy gltin tity tg-in 

I.e. git glna agiy ngiy 

These forms are also found in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

*') In BaA the form gi(') occurs (cf. I, 1.2.4.4.2.), mainly in pause, although 
I have also recorded gihna (where the pausal form seems to have been used as 
the base form) Ibârih "he came to us yesterday" through direct elicitation. When 
suffixed, lengthening regularly takes place in all dialects: gäha "he came to her" 
(BaA), gânî "he came to me" (RA, AA), "it (m. sg.) came to us" (SA), and 
monophthongization of aw in göna "they came to us" (although gawn'l in 
AA5i%). The same holds for imperf. forms ending in -uw or -iy, e.g.: ygùk 
"they come to you", tglnl "you come to me". 

*2) Older forms in BaA, still occurring often in spontaneous speech, are yigiy, 
tt'giy (3.f., 2.m., and 2 f.), âgiy, and ni'giy. (the forms listed above were 
obtained through direct elicitation, but also occur in spontaneous speech). But 

W Cf. ibid. p. 33 (text 14), 1.38. 
54S Cf. ibid., p. 32 (text 14), 1. 5. 
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when suffixed, the forms look the same as suffixed forms in RA, SA and AA, 
e.g.: mita tglnîya rdgil? "when will you come to me, man?" (BaA). For similar 
imperfect forms with a short base vowel in DA and GA, cf. 3.2.2.6.1. of 
chapters IV and V respectively. 

3.2.2.6.2. Irregular verbs: the verb "come" imperatives. 

Imperatives to the verb "come" in RA and SA are: ta'âl! ta'âliy! ta'äluw! 
ta'âlin!^9. In BaA these last three forms are with a; ta'àlan and ta'âlow were 
recorded there. 

3.2.2.6.3 Irregular verbs: the verb "come" participles. 

In all dialects discussed here the act. participles are: gây, gâyih, gâyîn, 
gâyât (cf. I, 3.1.15.1. for adverbial gây in the sense of "this way, over here"). 

3.2.2.7. Irregular verbs Ci - C3 (mediae geminatae). 

3.2.2.7.1. Irregular verbs C2 = C3 (mediae geminatae) perfect and imperfect. 

"wrap, turn around" 
perfect imperfect 

SG PL SG PL 
3.m. laff lâffaw yliffl) ylCffuw 

3.f. kiffat Idffan tliff yliffin 

2.m. laffèt laffëtuw tUff tliffuw 
2.f. làffètiy laffëün tuffiy tiffin 
I.e. laffèt laffëna*V aliff nliff 

*[~> For the phonetic quality of the high vowel in the imperfect, cf. I, 1.2.3.2. 
*2> In cases where the geminate is emphatic, or secundary emphatic (by the 
spread of velarization), the ë is usuallly diphthongal ay, e.g.: hattayt "I put" 
(although hattëna was also recorded), dallayt "I stayed". 

549 BLANC (1970), p. 26 (137) gives the imperatives with a in ta'âl, ta'àlay, and by analogy 
ta'âlaw, ta'àlan for DA. STEWART (1990), on the other hand, gives ta'âl (p. 104 (text 32), 
1. 113), ta'âliy (p. H (text 5), 1. 12 + fn), ta'äluw (p. 128 (text 40), 1. 26), and I conclude 
by analogy ta'âlin for AA. 
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N.B. In a few instances in BaA the a was raised preceding the stressed è, e.g. 
siddêtha "I pulled it (m. f.) tight", fittêna "we made fattah" (both examples 
show the raised *a in neutral environments). In RA and SA such raising was not 
recorded, nor is it reported for DA and AA. 

3.2.2.7.2. Irregular verbs C2 = C3 (mediae geminatae) imperatives. 

Imperatives show the base vowel of the imperfect: hutt, huttiy, huttuw, 
huttin for "place!", and sidd, siddiy, sidduw, siddin for "pull!". 

3.2.2.7.3. Irregular verbs C2 = C3 (mediae geminatae) participles. 

Active participles have a basic C\âC2C3 (where C2 = C3) pattern. This 
gives us: hàtt (m. sg.), hàtfah (f. sg.), hättln (m. pi.), hâttàt (f. pi.). 

Passive participles have a maC\C2ûC3 pattern, and when C\ =y the 
gahawah-rule may apply, e.g. mahatût "put down, placed", cf. I, 2.2.1.2. 

3.2.3. Derived measures. 

3.2.3.1. Measure n-\. 

3.2.3.1.1. Measuren-1 sound roots. 

Measure n-1 is the basic passive measure to measure 1. The preformative 
is an- for the perfect, with the pattern anCiaC2aCx and the imperfect pattern is 
yinC[aC2iCj. The vowel preceding Ci is stressed in eligible positions in 
conformity with I, 2.1.1.. 

When in open unstressed syllables and in neutral environments the a of the 
second syllable of the imperf. is usually raised. E.g.: ânkital, yinkitil "be killed / 
be beaten", ânwikal, yinwikil "be eaten", ângita', yi'ngiti' "be ripped, be torn". 

The resulting high vowel in the second syllable is then never dropped, so 
we will not hear forms like >yiniwkil in these dialects (i.e. like forms that may 
be heard in 'AA, cf. a brief description of 'AA in chapter V). The a "reappears" 
in the second syllable, when this syllable becomes closed by appending a vowel-
initial suffix, whereby (' of the last syllable is dropped, e.g.: yfngiti' + uw —• 
yingdt'uw. To postulate a rule here of an ; —• a change would be to turn things 
around. I therefore prefer to regard this i as an underlying lal, which is generally 
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raised in unstressed open syllables. These perfects and imperfects are also 

current in TA, MA and 'AyA. (For remarks on raising of a —* i preceding stress, 

where stress does not necessarily have to be primary stress, cf. remark in I, 

3.1.1.7.). 

A participle with "reappearing" a is: minkatlih (f. sg.) "beaten" (AA).550 

N.B. Although original stress in BaA appears to be ânCaCaC, yinCiCiC, one 
instance of inCâCaC and quite a number of instances of yinCâCiC, and also 
yinCi'CiC were recorded, e.g.: yinbi'sit "he rejoices" (cf. also remark in I, 
3.2.3.3.1.). 

3.2.3.1.2. Measure n- l C2 = C3 (mediae geminatae). 

In n - l measures to medial geminate verbs this type of raising does not 
occur (because the a is always in closed syllables): anxdss, yinxâss "be entered", 
ansdbb, yinsdbb "be poured", anhâtt, yinhdtt "be put", infatt, yinfatt "be made 
into fattah", yingazz "be set up" (AA) (text 47,1. 16). The consequence of the a 
in the perfect preformative of this measure n- l is that the 3rd. p. masc. sg. of 
the perfect is homophonous with the 1st. p. c. sg. of the imperfect: anhatt "I am 
put/he was put". 

3.2.3.1.3. Measure n- l Ct - y or vv (mediae infirmae). 

Measure n - l to medial weak verbs invariably have à in perfect and 
imperfect, e.g.: anhän, yinhän "be insulted", anbâ', yinbâ' "be sold". The result 
for medial geminate as well as medial weak (or "hollow") verbs is that I.e. sg. 
imperfect is homophonic with 3.m. sg. perfect, e.g. anbâ' "I am sold/he was 
sold". 

In positions where the an- prefix is unstressed, its vowel often has a 
centralized realization, which makes it difficult to decide what is realized: i or a, 
e.g. inhän will often be heard in rapid speech. In more careful speech, however, 
one may hear the a: anhân.551 

5 5 0 Cf. ibid., p. 18 (text 5), 1. 36. 
551 In BLANC (1970), p. 24 (135) the n-l measures to hollow and geminate roots in DA are 

written without a. STEWART (1990), preface, p. x, however, writes that it appeared to him 
that this a is also present in these measures in a number of cases in A4. My impression was 
the same for BaA (in careful answers to a questionnaire), but less so for RA and SA. 
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3.2.3.1.4. Measure n-l C2 = y or w (mediae infirmae) participles. 
The participle is formed with the pattern minC\dC-), e.g.: mindägln (m. 

pi.) "irritated, angry" (RA), minsâl "removed, carried off' (BaA). 

3.2.3.2. Measure t-\. 

No t-1 measure verbs were recorded in RA, SA or BaA. 

3.2.3.3. Measure 1-f. 

3.2.3.3.1. Measure 1-f sound roots. 

Like in measure n-l, the vowel in the syllable preceding the preformative 
is stressed in eligible positions in conformity with I, 2.1.1. The underlying 
patterns are aCitaCjaC^ for the perfect, and yiCjtaCziCT, for the imperfect, e.g.: 
dgtima'', yigtimi' "gather (intrans.)", dstiwa ~ dstuwa, yi'stiwiy "ripen", dntiha, 
yi'ntihiy "end", dttifag, yittifig "agree", dstara, yistiriy "buy". 

The a of the second sylable of the underlying imperfect pattern again 
"reappears" when its syllable is closed, while the vowel of the imperfect prefix 
is not harmonized, e.g. yigtdm'uw "they gather". The difference between the 
raised underlying a' s of the imperfect and the perfect is that in open syllables of 
the imperfect the lal will always be raised, while such raising of lal is optional 
in open syllables in the perfect. 

The same perfect and imperfect forms may be heard in TA, MA and 
'AyA. Notice that in BaA the final -y of weak roots may close the syllable: 
humma bistdryuw, intuw btistaryuw (cf. 'AA forms in V, 3.2.3.3.1.). 
Unfortunately, these forms were not checked by me in RA and SA, but Stewart 
recorded the form byistiruw in AAS52. 

N.B. Like in measure n-l (cf. I, 3.2.3.1.1.) original stress in BaA seems to be 
dCtaCaC, yiCtiCiC, but one instance of iCtdCaC, and quite a few instances of 
yiCtdCiC and yiCtiCiC were recorded, e.g.: ninti'gil "we move camp", yistâwiy 

"it (m.) ripens". 

552 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 184 (text 69), 1. 120. 
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3.2.3.3.2. Measure 1-r C2 = y or w (mediae infirmae) . 

Medial weak verbs, like measure n-1, have invariable â (patterns aCitäC^ 
andyiC\täCj), e.g. ahtâg, yihtâg "need", axtâr, yixtâr "choose". An example 
recorded by Stewart shows shortening of the long vowel in AA when consonant-
initial verbal suffixes are appended: htattuw 'alay "you have gained me" (no 
such examples appear in my recordings of RA, SA or BaA). 

3.2.3.3.3. Measure 1-r C2 = C3 (mediae geminatae). 

Medial geminate verbs (C2 = C3) have an invariable short a in the perfect 

and imperfect (patterns aCxtaC2C2, and yiCitaC2C2), e.g. amtass, yimtass 

"absorb" (SA), altamm, yiltamm "be gathered" (BaA), aftakk, yiftakk "solve 

disputes" (AA)553. 

3.2.3.3.4. Measure 1-f participles. ' 

The patterns for the participles are miC\tiC2iC%, miC\taC2C^ahlih, 

miCitaC2C3în, miC\taC2Czât, with a again reappearing in the closed syllables. 
Some examples are: mîrtifi' (m. sg.), mirtâf'ih (f. sg.) "elevated, high", mittifig 

(m. sg.), mittafgln (m. pi.) "agreeing" (all four RA), mixtifiy (m. sg.), mixtâfyih 

(f. sg.) "hidden, concealed" (both SA), mistinid (AA)554, mistiwiy (m. sg.), 
mistâwyih (f. sg.) "ripe". 

Examples of participles of the mediae geminatae and mediae infirmae 
verbs are: mihtäg (m. sg.), mihtâgih (f. sg.) "in need (of)" (RA), mixtass (m. 
sg.), mixtassïn (m. pi.) "specialized" (SA and BaA), mirtâh "at ease" (BaA). 

3.2.3.4. Measure (a)sta-l. 

3.2.3.4.1. Measure (a)sta-l sound roots. 

Measure asta-l, like measure 2 (cf. I, 3.2.3.5.) has morphogically 
alternating a in perf., and 1' in imperf. The morphological pattern for the perf. is 
astaCiC2aCz, and for imperf. yistaCiC^Cj, e.g.: astabsar, yistabsir "rejoice" 

S« Cf. ibid, glossary, p. 216, example on p. 74 (text 21), 1.314. 
S-« Cf. ibid. p. 36 (text 14), 1. 102. 
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(RA), asta'mal, yista'mil "use" (RA), astagrab, yistagrib "find strange" (SA, 
BaA), astahbal, yistahbil "play dumb" (SA), astafham, yistafhim "inform 
(intrans.)" (SA), asta'rad, yista'rid "appear" (AA)555, astadxal, yistadxil "give 
refuge" (AA)556, astakbar, yistakbir "select for old age" (BaA). 

The same forms may be heard in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

3.2.3.4.2. Measure (a)sta-1 C2- y (mediae infirmae). 

Examples of measure (a)sta-l where C2-y (patterns are (a)staCiâC^551, 
yistaCiiC3): statu', yistiti' (~ yistafi') "be able" (RA), astagäm,yistiglm (~ 
yistagîm) "settle" (RA), stasär, yistislr "consult" (RA), sta'än, yista'in "seek 
help" (AA)558. (Notice that the a in open syllable preceding stressed i is raised in 
some of the examples). 

3.2.3.4.3. Measure (a)sta-l C3 = y (teniae infirmae). 

An example of measure asta-l verbs where C3 = y is astad'a, yistad'iy 
"make a claim" (AA).559 

3.2.3.4.4. Measure (a)sta-l C2= C3 (mediae geminatae). 

Examples where C2 = C3 (here indicated by Cb, patterns are 
(a)staCiaCbCh, yistaCiiCbCb): sta'add, yista'idd "prepare oneself' (RA, SA), 
sta'all, yista'ill "take 'ala s.o. to task b- about sth." (AA)560, and an example 
where a in pre-stress open syllable is raised is istihi§g! "plead!" (AA)561. 

557 

555 Cf. ibid. p. 126 (text 39), 1.3. 
5;i6 Cf. ibid. p. 71 (text 21), 1. 234, where nistddaxlah (sic) is given. I presume Stewart heard 

a instead of i in what should undoubtedly be nistâdixlah (i.e. nistadxil + -ah) because of 
the high degree of velarization spreading backwards from the sequence xl, colouring i to 
sound like [i\. 
It is difficult, if not impossible, to decide whether there is a proclitic a, or merely an 
anaptyctic i. I have therefore followed Stewart's usage of writing a where the vowel 
immediately following the st sequence is stressed, and writing nothing where vowels of 
following syllables are stressed. 

558 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 178 (text 66), 1. 35. 
5 5 9 Cf. ibid. p. 161 (text 55), 1. 5, and glossary. 
5 6 0 Cf. ibid. p. 143 (text 46), 1. 10 (+ fn 11), and glossary. 
5 6 1 Cf. ibid. p. 142 (text 46), 11. 3-4. 
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3.2.3.4.5. Measure (a)sta-l participles. 

Active participles are formed with the pattern mistaCiCziCj, e.g. 
mistagirbln (mistagrib + In) "living nearby (m. pi.)" (BaA). 

For medial geminates the pattern is mistaC\iCbC\>, e.g. mista'iddin 
"ready" (RA), mistahillih "occupying (f. sg.)" (RA), mistafidd "able to do 
without" (AA)562. 

For medial y verbs the pattern is mistaCiICj as in mistagld "angry" 
(ÂA)563, mistihïlât "absurdities" (AA)5M (the latter example with raised a). 

Only one example shows the pattern mistaCiCziy for C3 = y verbs: 
mista'ziy "feeling upset"(a K-form, recorded in SA). 

3.2.3.5. Measures 2 and t-2. 

Measure 2 has morphological vowel distribution in the dialects of group I. 
Measure t-2 has morphologically fixed a. The patterns for measure 2 are: 
perfect CiaC2C2aC3, imperfect yCiaCzCziC?,. For measure t-2 the patterns are: 
perfect taCiaC^C^aCz, imperfect ytaC\aC%C%aC-$. 

3.2.3.5.1. Examples of measure 2 sound roots. 

The high vowel i of imperfect measure 2 is eligible for elision in open 
syllables, unless C2 = C3, in which case it is not dropped. In cases where this 
elision of the high vowel does take place, the resulting consonant cluster may be 
phonetically reduced: C2C2C3 -+ C2C3. For the sake of morphological 
transparency however, this reduction is not reflected in the phonological 
transcription here. Some examples are: 
Measure 2 imperfect: axarrfak [a'xarfak] "I tell you" (RA), bingarrib <â-lbihar 

"we go north565 to the sea" (SA), ahattib "I collect firewood" (AA)566, ygassimha 

"he alots it (f. sg.)" (BaA). 

56- Cf. ibid. p. 70 (text 21), 1. 220. 
5 « Cf. ibid. p. 100 (text 31), 1.9. 
564 Cf. ibid. p. 82 (text 24), 1. 124. 
565 Cf. fn 872 to IV, 3.2.2.6.1. 
566 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 17 (text 5), 1. 16. 
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Measure 2 perfect: naggatnäh "we sowed it (m. sg.) (of watermelon seeds)" 
(RA), bayyat "he spent the night" (SA), gawwamt "I activated" (AA)567, 
raggahha (ragga' + ha) "he returned it (f. sg.)" (BaA). 

Elision of the imperfect high vowel i may take place in sandhi as well, but 
then elision is optional, e.g.: ygassm Allah "God allots" (RA), nbattm al'ard "we 
make banks in the soil" (SA), ngawwm al'arabiyylh "we get the car moving" 
(AA)568, alaggm albakrag "I stir the (coffee in the) coffeepot" (BaA). 

3.2.3.5.2. Examples of measure 2 tertiae infirmae. 

Examples of the imperfect of measure 2 where C3 = y, where iy —* l (cf. I, 
2.1.2.3.) when suffixed: binsamm'ihiy "we call it (f. sg.)" (RA), binrabbihiy "we 
train her" (SA), ykaffînï "it (m. sg.) satisfies me" (AA)569, binsawwïh "we make 
it" (BaA). 

3.2.3.5.3. Examples of measure 2 primae hamzah. 

A primae hamzah measure 2 verb recorded in SA and BaA is wakkal, 
ywakkil "give food, feed", where the wäw may have developed as a natural 
transition (in terms of articulatory phonetics) from H to a in an older form 
*yuwakkil > *yu'akkil. If this is the correct historic interpretation, the 
implication is that the change *' —* w antedates /-elision in pre-stress syllables. 

In RA one instance of nakkil "we feed" was recorded, from which we may 
deduce akkal, yakkil. 

3.2.3.5.4. Examples of measure f-2 imperfect and perfect. 

Examples of imperfect f-2 are: widd-atagawwaz "I want to get married 
(RA), ytagdwwazow "they marry" (SA), ytimarrag (AA)570, bitandggalow "they 
travel around" (BaA). 

As illustrated by the AA example here, the a of the f-2 preformative fa-
may be raised in its unstressed position in conformity with the rule described in 
I, 3.1.1.6. 

5 6 7 Cf. ibid. p. 8 (text 1), 1.49. 
5 6 8 Cf. ibid. p. 9 (text 1), 1. 74. 
569 Cf. ibid. p. 16 (text 3), 1. 17. 
570 Cf. ibid. p. 14 (text 2), 1. 4. 
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Blanc and Stewart571 report for DA and AA that with the imperfect 
preformative t, we get a single t in imperfect taC\aC2C2aC^ (instead of 
'ttaC\aC2C2aCi), resulting in homophonic 3rd p. m. sg. perfect forms of the 
same verbs. Examples are: w int tilahhad kidiy "while you keep your eyes on it 
like this" {RA), ma widdak tigawwaz "you do not want to get married" (RA), 
widdak ti'aggah "if you want to see things my way" (AA), min yarn ti'allag 
girtih "from the moment that its truce payment is made (lit.: is hung 
up)"(AA)572. 

However, examples of other recorded forms (of the pattern 
titClaC2C2aC3) are: btitharrak "she moves" (RA), titxammar "it (f.) rises (of 
dough)", titnaffas "it (f.) breathes" (RA), titrayyah mi'hiy "you are at ease with 
it (f.)" (RA), titxabba "it (f.) is hidden" (SA), btissawwa "it (f.) is done" (SA), 
tittabba' "you are trained" (SA), titgaddam "it is offered" (BaA), titwakkal 'al-
Allâh "you put your trust in God" (BaA), btitfakkak "they (f. sg.) fall apart" 
(BaA). 

Examples of measure t-2 perfect: taxarraf "he told" (RA), tahawwal "it (m. sg.) 
changed" (SA), tihassabtak "I made you responsible" (AA)51i, tigamma' "it was 
assembled" (BaA). In the last two examples we again find raising of a in pre
stress open syllables in conformity with the rule in I, 3.1.1.6. 

The forms listed for t-2 above occurred in spontaneous text, that is, they 
were not obtained through direct elicitation by the use of questionnaires. In 
many cases however, the t-2 measure is formed with the patterns 
(i)tCiaC2C2aC3 for the perfect, and yitC\aC2C2aC^ for the imperfect. Such 
forms were recorded in spontaneous speech as well. 

Some examples of the imperfect of measure t-2: bitwallad "he is born", 
nitxarraf "we talk" (both RA), btitnawwa' "it (f. sg.) is diverse", btitharrak "she 
moves" (both SA), byithassab "he makes responsible", bitlaggaw "they (m. sg.) 
defend" (both AA)514, nitwakkal 'al-Allah "we put our trust in God", bittamman 

571 Cf. BLANC (1970). p. 28 (139), and STEWART (1990), p. 7 (text 1), fn 41 resp. 
572 Stewart expects ta'allagat here, but in this position an imperfect is quite possible. Cf. 

STEWART (1990), p. 23 (text 7), 1. 43 (+ fn). 
5 7 3 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 12 (text 1), 1. 112. 
5 7 4 Cf. ibid. p. 11 (text 1), 1. 109), and p. 21 (text 7), 1. 3 respectively. On p. 41 (text 15), 1. 82 

the form atfakkirha "I think it (f. sg.) over" (with i!) appears, which should presumably 
read atfakkarha. 
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(= bittamman after assimilation, cf. I, 2.5.) "it (m. sg.) is appraised" (both 
BaA). 

Examples of measure t-2 perfect: ttallagat (= ttallagat after assimilation, 
cf. I, 2.5.) "she was divorced", t waff a "he died" (both RA), ssallahat (= 
tsallahat after assimilation, cf. I, 2.5.)"they (f. sg.) lived under improved 
conditions" (only example in SA), itgatta "it was covered", itkallam "he spoke" 
(both BaA). 

The examples of perfect verb forms fitting the irCiaC2C2<2C3-pattern are 
easily outnumbered by the examples fitting the raCiaC2C2ûC3-pattern575, while 
for the imperfect the patterns ytaClaC2C2aC3 and yitC\aC2C2aC7, co-occur. 

Assuming that taCxaC2C2aCT, and yataC\aC2C2aC-x, are the original 
patterns576, we can conclude that in the change from the original patterns 
towards the more sedentary patterns, the imperfect has been the first to become 
affected. The original pattern for the perfect, on the other hand, has remained 
largely in use577. 

In TA the situation is as described for RA and SA; perfect forms of the 
type taCaCCaC are more regular than (i)tCaCCaC, and imperfect ytaCaCCaC 
occurs about as often as yitCaCCaC. In 'AyA this appears to be the case as well, 
although recorded instances are few. For MA the material is too limited for any 
definitive conclusions. 

573 In fact, none of the instances of perfect measure t-2 forms in A4 which one may find in the 
texts of STEWART (1990) through the glossary fit the itCaCCaC pattern; they all fit the 
taCaCCaC (or tiCaCCaC) pattern instead. 

5 7 6 BLANC (1970), p. 135 (24) calls the talti preformatives for measures V and VI 
"characteristic" for DA. It must be remembered here that Blanc collected his material in the 
period 1953-1964 (cf. ibid. p. 113 (2)), i.e. more than thirty years ago. This situation may 
have changed in the course of time. 

377 PAL VA (1980), p. 129 reports similar perfect patterns for measures V and VI in the dialect of 
the Bani Saxar, but the imperf. patterns yitCaCCaC and yitCäCaC are labeled 
characteristic of rapid speech, as opposed to only a reduction of a in the ta- prefix, i.e. the 
patterns yitiCaCCaC and yitiCâCaC, which are considered characteristic of careful speech. 
The same paragraph however, seems to hint at the possibility of influences of sedentarv 
Syro-Mesopotamian dialects, where the patterns ('i)tCaCCaC and ('it)CäCaC are current. 
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3.2.3.5.5. Measures 2 and f-2 verbal nouns. 

The verbal noun of measure 2 reported by Stewart has the two patterns 
taC\C-{iC-i and tCii^C^iC^,, the latter of which is also the pattern for the verbal 
noun of measure f-2.578 

Only in BaA was the pattern tC\iCiCiiCi found in the following two 
examples: iw bingattiy ttibin bih itgittiy "and we cover the straw with it" (verbal 
noun of measure 2 here being in a maf'ûl mutlaq construction), and talgâna ya 
nnäs alikbâr bardah mâxdïn 'al-ëh? 'ala tnuggul "you will find us old people 
also used to what? To traveling about" (an example of a measure t-2 verbal 
noun). 

Unfortunately, no examples of this tCiiC2C2iC^ pattern were recorded in 
RA or SA, whereas there are ample instances of the taCiCzlCy pattern for 
measure 2, e.g.: tarklz "concentration" (RA), tatbï' "training, domesticating (of 
an animal)" (RA), taxaflf(W\Ûi a gahawah-vo-wel) "thinning out (of watermelon 
plants)" (RA), tahmïs519 "roasting (of coffee beans)"(5A), tansif "drying" (SA), 
tabtïm "making banks (in the soil)" (BaA) tanglt "sowing (of watermelon seeds 
by throwing one at a time through the funnel of the plough)" (BaA), tadrïb 
"training" (BaA). 

As was reported for AA5*0, and judging on the basis of a few available 
examples, it would seem that measure 2 Cyy has a verbal noun formed with the 
pattern taCiCiäh in RA, SA and BaA as well. The examples are: 
For RA: tannât 'alêh tatnäh "she returned to him" (here in maf'ûl mutlaq 
construction), tirbàt âlgimal "training camels", for SA: tirbät. . . (unsure, 
because the speaker answered to a direct question containing the words tirbät 
âlbil, but corrected himself by using the word 'itbä'), and for BaA: tirbät âlbil 
"training camels". 

578 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 8 (text 1), fn 55, commenting on tsirrit (in 1. 55): "Form II verbs 
have verbal nouns of this pattern (as well as the usual taf'il), as do also form V verbs." 
Another example in AA is bitzallgûnl tzillig "you cause me to slip", cf. ibid. p. 151 (text 
49), 1. 33 (+ fn). 
ABUL FADL (1961), p. 286, mentions verbal nouns for f-2 (V) tuhussun "Besserung", 
tu'uhhud "Verpflichtung", and tukubbur "Hochmut". 

5™ Cf. fn 495 . 
Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 29 (text 11), fn 8, commenting on the form tatnäh (in 1. 8): "verbal 
noun of tanna ' to return'. All (or almost all) Form II C3-y verbs have verbal nouns of this 
type, e.g. tangäh from nagga ' to select', talgâh from lagga ' to go'." Another example in 
AA is tawfâh "making up (of an amount)", cf. ibid. p. 116 (text 36), 1. 135 (+ fn). 

580 
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3.2.3.5.6. Measures 2 and t-2 participles. 

Active participles of measure 2 are formed with the pattern mCiaCtC^iC-^. For 
example: mtagglih "making things burdensome (f. sg.)" (RA), mfallsih "broke, 
bankrupt (f. sg.)" (RA), mkayyil-lih (= mkayyil + enclitic lih) "having measured 
out for himself' (RA), mwassilhiy "having taken her (to a place)" (SA), m'assim 
"expecting, anticipating" (SA), mgatti' "chopping (firewood)"(SA), msaddir 
"leading the increment away from the water source" (AA), mxalliy "giving up, 
abandoning" (AA)581, (nominalized) mbassi' "bis'ah judge"582 (BaA), mfarrih 
"making happy, causing joy to"(ßaA). 

Passive participles of measure 2 are formed with the mCxaCïCïaC?, 
pattern, e.g.: m'addal "average" (RA), msawwan "stored in a sönah" (RA), 
mkammas "cropped up, wrinkled" (RA), mhammal "loaded up" (SA), mgatta 
"covered" (SA), mgawwam "activated" (AA), mlarrahin "sick, ill (m. pi.)" (A4), 
mrabbatah "tied up" (AA)5ii, msattar "covered, shielded (out of decency)" 
(BaA). 

Active participles of measure t-2 are formed with the pattern 
mitC\aC2C2iC-i , e.g.: milharrik "moving" (RA), mitrayyih "at ease" (RA), 
mitmassgln "shredded to pieces (m. pi.)" (SA), mitnattirak "waiting for you" (a 
K-form?) (AA)5S4, mitdarrib "trained" (BaA), mitkallim "speaking" (BaA). 

3.2.3.6. Measures 3 and t-3. 

Like in measures 2 and t-2, the distribution of vowels in measures 3 and 
;-3 is morphological: alternating a and i in 3, and fixed a in t-3. The patterns for 
measure 3 are CiäCzaC^ for the perfect, and yC\âC2iCz for the imperfect. The 
patterns for t-3 are taC\âCiaCï for the perfect, and ytaCiâCiaC?, for the 
imperfect, but the same that applied for t-2 applies here to an ever greater 
extent; the imperfect is almost exclusively formed with the pattern yitC\aCiaCï, 
while instances of imperfect formed with the ta- prefix are even rarer than with 
the t-2 measure. 

581 For the two AA examples, cf. STEWART (1990), p. 5 (text 1), 1. 21 (+ fn), and p. 11 (text 1), 
1.111 respectively. 

582 Cf. fn 50 in the introduction of this study. 
583 For the AA examples, cf. STEWART (1990), p. 9 (text 1), 1. 76; p. 17 (text 5), 1. 14; p. 128 

(text 40), 1. 8 respectively. 
5 8 4 For the AA example, cf. STEWART (1990), p. 13 (text 1), 1. 138. 
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3.2.3.6.1. Examples of measures 3 and r-3. 

Examples of measure 3 are: bärak, ybârik "invoke a blessing" (all 
dialects), 'âwad, y'âwid "return" (all dialects), wâyag, ywâyig "show (intrans.)" 
(RA), sâwar, ysäwir "consult" (RA), käfah, ykäfih "fight" (RA), gämal, ygämil 

"be courteous" (SA, Ba A), sâfar, iysäfir "travel" (SA), bäyan, ybäyin "show 
(intrans.)". 

Examples of measure f-3 in RA are: (imperfect) nithälaf "we enter into an 
allience", yitkâwanow "they quarrel", yitgädow "they appear before a judge 
(against each other)", bitkâtalow "they hit each other", bintaläga "we meet each 
other", and a perfect tabârak Allah! "God bless!". 

In SA: (imperfect) tit lay af 'alêhin "you run into them (f.) by chance", 

bitanâwalih "he receives him". 
In BaA: (imperfect) yitdäyag "he becomes angry", nitgâda "we appear before a 
judge (against each other)", bitanâkarow ~ bitnâkarow "they feign ignorance", 
and of the perfect takdwanow "they quarreled", taxälafna "we disagreed" 
And of the many examples in AA to be found in STEWART (1990)585: (imperfect) 
nitkâfal "we exchange guarantees", niti'âzal "we become seperated from each 
other", nitdârat "we abuse each other", batgârar macah "I deal gently with him", 
nithâlal "we reach a settlement", and (perfect) tidâmayna "we made a blood-
money pact with each other", tigärabna bak "we chose because you were 
closer", tikâwanan "they (f. pi.) quarrelled", talâtast "I had an exchange of 
words (with someone)". 

In A A an example appears where one of the two ti- prefixes is 

haplologically dropped (like in measure t-2, cf. I, 3.2.3.5.4.): btihärag "you 

exchanged words".586 

N.B. Stewart587 points out a special semantic function of measure f-3: "to 
choose (something) for being better suited (for whatever reason)", like in the 
example above tigärabna bak. Two of the other examples he lists are: ana 
mitgâsir alblr hâdâk "I chose this well because it is shallower", and titâwalt 
alhabl häda, w axadtih "I chose this rope because it was longer, and took it". 

585 Cf. ibid., respectively: (imperfect examples) p. 33 (text 14), 1. 19; p. 121 (text 37), 1. 56; p. 
189 (text 69), 1. 283; p. 121 (text 37), 1. 52; p. 121 (text 37), 1. 54; (perfect examples) p. 50 
(text 18), 1. 3; p. 23 (text 7), 1.42; p. 181 (text 69), 1. 20; p. 144 (text 46), 1. 37 

5 8 6 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 108 (text 33), 1. 38. 
587 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 23, fn 42. 
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Unfortunately, my own material of RA, SA and BaA shows no instances of this 

semantic function for measure r-3. 

3.2.3.6.2. Measures 3 and r-3 participles. 

Active participles of measure 3 are formed with the pattern mCiäCziCi, 
e.g.: m'âsig "in love" (RA), m'âyid "congratulating on the occasion of a feast" 
(RA), mgäwrin "living next door (as neighbours) (m. pi.)" (SA), msärkih "being 
in a partnership with him" (AA), mtärdih "offensive (of wars)". 

Active participles of measure ?-3 have the pattern mitC\âCiiCj,, e.g.: 
mitgädiy "having taken its share" (RA), mitsâwyih "being similar (f. sg.)" (SA), 
mitdâmyln "having made a blood-money pact with each other (m. pi.)" (AA), 
mitkäflin "having exchanged guarantees (m. pi.)" (AA)588, mitkâwnîn "having a 
fight with each other (m. pi.)" (BaA). 

3.2.3.6.3. Measures 3 and r-3 verbal nouns. 

Stewart589 reports for AA that the verbal noun for measure 3 is formed 
with the pattern tCxëCiiCi, e.g. t'êwid. Such verbal nouns were not recorded in 
RA, SA or BaA. 

3.2.3.7. Measure 4. 

3.2.3.7.1. Measure 4 sound roots perfect and imperfect. 

Like in DA590, the causative fourth measure is productive in all dialects 
under discussion here. The patterns in use are (perfect) aC\CiaC-i, and 
(imperfect) yiCiCiiCi. Some examples of sound roots are: atlag, yitlig "let 
cover (a she-camel)", atnab, yitnib ('ala) "be a neighbour (of)" (RA, BaA), 
agbal, yigbil "draw close" (RA), a'tam, yi'tim "feed" (SA). 

Examples of measure 4 in TA, MA and 'AyA: a'ta, yi'tiy "give" (TA, 
'AyA), atlag, yitlig "let cover (a she-camel)" (MA). 

588 For these two AA examples, cf. STEWART (1990), p. 186 (text 69), 1. 203, and p. 118 (text 
37), 1. 3 respectively. 

589 Cf. ibid., p. 14 (text 1), fn 145. 
590 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 24 (135). 
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3.2.3.7.2. Measure 4 mediae infirmae (Ci = wory) perfect and imperfect. 

The patterns for the mediae infirmae are (perfect) CyâCi (without the a- !) 
and (imperfect) yCiïCj. Some examples: ràd, yrld "desire, will" (RA), gâm, 
ygïm "stay" (SA), gär, ygïr "run" (AA, BaA), xär, yxïr "give a choice" (AA)591. 

These med. inf. verbs are actually no longer fully measure 4 verbs; on the 
basis of the patterns for the perfect (CiäC?, for forms with vowel-initial verbal 
endings and the forms without a verbal ending, and a C1/C3- base for consonant-
initial verbal endings) they may be said to have joined measure 1 "half way", 
whereas the morphological pattern mC\lC->, (as opposed to the pattern CiâyiCi 
for measure 1) of the act. participle is still measure 4 (cf. below), which is 
illustrated by a form like ridtiy "you (f.) wanted" (not -radtiy or -aradtiy or 
something similar) in: ir ridtiy xallkiy 'indl w ir ridtiy rawwhiy I gidditkiy "if you 
(f. sg.) want (to stay with me), stay (f. sg.) with me, and if you (f. sg.) want (to 
go home), go (f. sg.) home to your grandmother" (RA). Blanc reports an 
important difference between gumt "I rose" (of gam, ygüm) and gimt "I 
removed" (of gâm, ygïm, originally a measure 4 verb); it is one of the minimal 
pairs to isolate lul and HI as phonemes. 592 Another example is bitgtd annâr 
"you light the fire" (SA), and also in AA gâd annâr "he lit the fire".593 

3.2.3.7.3. Measure 4 tertiae infirmae (C3 = *w ory) perfect and imperfect. 

A few examples: awfa, yüfiy "be done, be completed" (RA, BaA), a'ta, 
yi'tiy "give" (RA, SA). 

In cases where C2 - (primary or secondary) emphatic, the verbal suffixes 
of the 1st c. pers. sg. and pi., and 2nd pers. sg. and pi. (m. and f.) in perfect 
will contain diphthongs, e.g.: a'taytiy "you (f. sg.) gave", a'tayna "we gave". 
When C2IS neutral (i.e. not M or X), the verbal suffixes will contain 'e, e.g. 
asgêt "I gave water" (AA)59*. 

591 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 80 (text 24), 1. 53 (+ fn). The fact that these verbs are measure 4 is 
concluded from the participles, cf. I, 3.2.3.7.6. 
Cf. ibid. p. 24 (135). 
Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 158 (text 53), first fn 4. 
Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 168 (text 60), 1. 16. 

592 
593 
594 
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3.2.3.7.4. Measure 4 primae wâw (Ci = w) perfect and imperfect. 

An example of a primae wâw measure 4 verb is awgad, yügid "light (of a 
fire)", as in ügd annâr ya walad! "light the fire boy!" (BaA), ingib dlhatab iw 
nûgdih "we get the firewood and light it" (BaA). The same verb has also been 
recorded with ö (cf. phonetic overlapping I, 1.2.2.2.) in ibtôgd annâr "you light 
the fire" (RA), and in ögdiy! "light! (f. sg.)" (BaA).595 Another example is 
awfa, yöfiy ~ yüfiy "complete, reach a full conclusion, take its full course"596 

recorded in RA and BaA. 

3.2.3.7.5. Measure 4 mediae geminatae (Ci = C3) perfect and imperfect. 

In measure 4 medial geminate verbs the high vowel / of the imperfect is 
morphologically conditioned (cf. I, 1.2.3.3.), as opposed to media! geminate 
measure 1 verbs where the high vowel u or i is phonetically conditioned (cf. I, 
1.2.3.2.). The perfect is formed with the C\aC2C^ pattern, without the proclitic 
a-. Examples: sann,ysinn "take it easy"; gatt, ygitt "make liable" (but notice 
measure 1 imperfect ygutt) in AA591, darr, ydirr (AA)59$; hamm, yhimm "be 
important", habb, yhibb "wake up (someone)". 

3.2.3.7.6. Measure 4 imperatives. 

The imperatives of the sound roots and tertiae infirmae are formed with 
an i- prefix, e.g.: (til' assakkïna "get out the knife" (RA), irikduw "put down 

595 BLANC (1970), p. 27 (138) reports similar forms in AA: awgad "he kindled", yitgid "he 
kindles", ügid "kindle!", and the active part, mügid "having kindled". These imperf. and 
imperative forms reflect "base-initial l-iw-i —• ü...". 

596 Cf. DOZY (1883), part 2, p. 833: "atteindre tout à fait". STEWART (1988), p. 139 (text 38) 
gives for in kaddab, yôfiy 'alêha addïn "if he lies, then he will have to take an oath 
concerning it". However, I believe, the translation for in kaddab, yôfiy 'alëh addïn "if he 
lies, religion will take its full course concerning him (i.e. he will burn his tongue in the 
bis'ah ordeal)" would make better sense here, dm is then used here in the meaning of 
"religion", not "oath". As happens more often when bedouin practices are mentioned which 
are presumably not of islamic origin, religion is explicitly linked to the practice in a type of 
pre-emptive defense of it. Another example of linking older bedouin folklore with the more 
recent islamic code is the practice of giving a twig (gasalah) to the prospective bride in 
betrothal ceremonies (hardly an islamic practice), which is usually accompanied by the 
phrase b sunnl Allah w rasûlih "according to the tradition of God and His Prophet", cf. 
SUQAYR(1916), pp. 387-8. 

591 Cf. STEWART(1990), glossary, p. 223 withref. top. 179 (text 67), first fn 11. 
59S Cf. above fn 217 to I, 1.2.3.3. 
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(your stuff)! (as an invitation to travelers to stay as guests)" (BaA). The tertiae 
infirmae may have apocopated imperatives, as in i'itm (RA), but the full forms 
occur as well, e.g.: i'tïnî (BaA) both meaning "give me!" . 

Medial geminate imperatives go without proclitics, as do medial infirm 
imperatives e.g.: sinn! "wait!, and dir bälak! "turn your attention!" 

3.2.3.7.7. Measure 4 participles. 

The active participle is formed with the patterns miC\C2iC-i for regular 
verbs, mCiiCj for mediae infirmae (C2 = w or y, where the absence of i in the 
prefix is accounted for in I, 3.1.5.), miCiC2iy for tertiae infirmae (C3 -y). 
Examples are: migbil "coming nearer"(i?A), mitli' (AA), mirdif "having seated 
(someone) behind oneself in the saddle" (BaA), migiblin "approaching (m. pi.)" 
(BaA). 

Examples of mediae infirmae act. participles: mrld "wanting" (RA), but 
also râyid (in conformity with measure 1) was recorded in BaA. mgïr 
"attacking" (BaA). 

Examples of tertiae infirmae: tnixtiy "being at fault" (SA), mi'tlk "having 
given to you" (AA)599. 

One example of an active participle for the medial geminate verbs may be 
found in mhimm "important" (probably a K-form, or a loan from CA), but 
often the participle is formed with the pattern for the medial geminates of 
measure 1, as in hâbbïn arrlh "men who wake up the wind" (AA)600. 

No examples of measure 4 passive participles were recorded for RA, SA 
or BaA. Blanc however, reports for DA that these are formed by prefixing m to 
the perfect aCiC2aCim -* maC\C2aCT„ and the same holds for AA, e.g. markan 
"laid aside".602 

599 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 46 (text 16), 1. 6. 
600 Cf. ibid., p. 50 (text 17), 1. 22 (+ fn). 
601 Cf. BLANC (1970), p . 2 5 ( 1 3 6 ) . 
602 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 69 (text 21) fn 202. 
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3.2.3.8. Measure 9. 

The conjugation for measure 9 is like that of the medial geminate. Forms 
recorded for BaA are: 

perfect imperfect 
SG PL SG PL 

3.m. hmarr hmarraw yihmarr yihmarraw 
3.f. hmarrat hmarran tihmarr yihmarran 
2.m. hmarrayt hmarraytuw tihmarr tihmarraw 
2.f. hmarraytiy hmarraytin tihmarray tihmarran 
I.e. hmarrayt hmarrayna* ahmarr nihmarr 

* Where the geminate is neutral, ay will be ë, cf. measure 1 medial 
geminates in I, 3.2.2.7.1. 

No participles of measure 9 were recorded. 

3.2.3.9. Quadriliteral verbs. 

The quadriliteral verbs conjugate like measure 2 with the patterns 
(perfect) CiaC2C3aC4 , and (imperfect) yCiaCiCïiC*, e.g.: saytar, ysaytir 
"dominate" (RA), handaz, yhandiz "make look nice" (RA), masmas, ymasmis 
"chew and suck (on sth.)" (SA), garbal, ygarbil "sieve" (SA), gahwa, ygahwiy 
"serve coffee to (someone)" (SA, BaA), Sarwa, ysarwiy "buy" (RA), zagrat, 
yzagrit "ululate (in joy)" (RA, BaA), zahlaf, yzahlif "shove" (BaA), farga', 
yfargi' "burst open (of a seed)" (BaA), darwas, ydarwis "chatter" (AA), malwas, 
ymalwis "try to evade, slip through" (AA)603. 

There are the verbs considered typical for bedouin dialects with the 
inserted w preceding C2 in the patterns C\awC2aCi and yCiawCiiCy. e.g.: götar, 
ygôtir (~ gawtar, ygawtir) "go" (all), sawfar, ysawfir "whistle" (RA), lölag, 
ylôlig "roam around" (RA), sölaf, ysôlif "tell" (BaA), and röfal, yröfil "get 
moving (said of a girl, to do with r-f-l "drag the skirt"?)" (BaA), lölah, ylôlih 
"swing back and forth" (AA)604. 

6 0 3 For the last two examples, cf. ibid., glossary. 
604 Cf. ibid. 
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Such verbs were also recorded in TA, MA and 'AyA: götar, ygötir (TA and 
MA) gawtar, ygawtir ('AyA), sawlaf, ysawlif ('AyA). Notice that in 'AyA the 
diphthongs have been preserved. 

The quadriliterals with a ta-lti- (or t-, cf. above in I, 3.2.3.5.4.) prefix 
have the patterns (perfect) taCiaCjCiaCt,, (imperfect) ytaCxaC^C^aCà, (with the 
same variation ta- I ti- for the perfect, and yta- I yti- I yit- for the imperfect as 
measure f-2), e.g.: byitlagfat "it (m.) gets caught (tangled up in a net)" (RA), 
atgahwa "I drink coffee" (AA), tigahwëna "we drank coffee" (AA), and quite a 
number of examples in BaA: ytagahwa "he drinks coffee" (BaA), titharfanha 
"you see its (f. sg.) tracks" (as it was glossed to me) (BaA), yitsablak "it (m. 
sg.) grabs hold (with its claws)" (BaA), bitlaxbat "it (f. sg.) becomes confused" 
(BaA), biti'albak "it gets tangled up" (as it was glossed to me) (BaA), 
bita'ad'ad "it (m. sg.) nibbles" (BaA), bitbahdal "he is maltreated" (BaA). 

Comparable to measures 2 and t-2, the (active) participles of the 
quadriliterals are formed with the respective patterns mCiaCjC^iC* ,and 
mitC\aC-iCy.Ca;. dddra m'arinsah "the millet having cobs", mitgahiwyïn "having 
drunk coffee (m. pi.)" (AA). 

4. Remarks on syntax. 

4.1. Nunation. 

In two instances tanwln (underlined in the examples) was encountered in 
BaA: albanät ilhinna 'umm. (Ihin 'ummin, tayybih.gâm assëx bisâwir. . . umm 
albanât. . . iysüf räyha "the girls had a mother. They had a mother who was still 
alive. Then the sêx consulted the mother of the girls, to hear (lit. see) her 
opinion", and the expression assâbgât arrâbhât, alliy sâbgin makrüm "First come 
first serve. He who comes first is blessed" (both BaA). In general, however, 
nunation only occurs in poetry605, some fixed expressions and proverbs (as in 
the latter example)606. An example in southern Turbäniy is: ana min 'indl, iw 
min 'ind 'Umin 'âgdih dihnï. . . "I pronounce, in accordance with the principles 
of law that I know...". Two examples in AA are: ... iw higgit bilim 'ind ragil 

605 BAILEY (1981-2), p. 131 states: "indefinite nouns may carry the suffix in [e.g. baytin], which 
resembles the genitive tanwïn of Classical Arabic, but it is merely a metrical device in 
bedouin poetry." 

606 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 32 (143). 
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fihim, iw dâxil 'al-Allah iw 'alêk in hagg. . . gibiyyin 'alây w bayyin 'alêk. "... 
this is the pleading of an inarticulate man before a wise one. I seek protection 
with God and with you from a judgment that is hidden from me and evident to 
you.", and iläh hâda äxar 'üdinfi bägah "this is the last stalk in a field that has 
been harvested"607. No instances were recorded in RA and SA. 

On a rather different level are the cases where nunation occurs in loans 
from CA (possibly via other dialects, as in the first example below), mainly in 
adverbs, where we may hear -an, e.g.: masalan "for instance", tab'an "of 
course", tagrlban "approximately", dayman "always", abadan "never". These 
occur in all dialects under discussion here. 

4.2. Negation. 

Negation of the verb is regularly done with preceding ma, or shortened 
ma, e.g.: 
iwyömin hawäfirhiy byûkburun ma bta'ariftigriy "And when her hoofs grow she 
cannot run" (RA) (notice also that it is not *byûkubrun, cf. I, 2.2.2.1.) 
walaw 'innufi wagt alhädir 'asbah addayfmä ygïm "although nowadays the guest 
no longer stays" (SA, an example with strong MSAICaA influence). 
wallûhiy ya ragil innï mä 'iriftak innak imsärkih "by God man, I really did not 
know that you had entered into a partnership with him." (AA)608. 
assêx tab'an mä bydgaziy. mä byimsiy ma' alliy byimsuw "the sëx, of course, 
does not go on raids. He does not go with those who do go." (BaA). 

In TA, MA and 'AyA the verb is negated in a similar fashion, e.g. ma 
sufitnl "you did not see me" (TA), mä siftih "I did not see him" (MA), ma gaw 
"they did not come" ('AyA). 

At times, the bi-partite negation ma . . .s may be heard due to koineizing 
influences of surrounding dialects where this type of negation is regular, such as 
'AA and the dialects of groups II and III. This was also noticed in TA, MA and 
'AyA. 

Negating prepositional phrases is regularly done with mä, e.g. mä lih 'indi 

siy "I owe him nothing" (RA), mäfih siy "there is nothing in it" (SA), mä Ikuw 

607 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 16 (text 4) 1. 2 (+ fn 3), p. 30 (text 11), 1. 16 (+ fn), and p. 95 (text 
27), 1. 26 (+ fn) resp. For the translations, cf. STEWART (1988). 
Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 4 (text 1)1. 17. 60S 
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"it is not due to you (pi.)" (AA)609, ma 'indaha "they (f. sg.) do not have" 

(BaA). 

Negating nominals and participles, if not with the negated personal 
pronominals (cf. I, 3.1.12.1.), can be done with preceding mis. Examples: 'law 

innak ragil kón tagawwazt', iw 'ârif inni gâdir 'a Igîzih iw bisüfni mis mitgawwiz 

'"If you were a (real) man you would have gotten married' , and he knew that I 

was (financially) able to get married, but he sees that I 'm not" (RA), w ilha talat 

asäbi' bass, mis xamsih "and she has only three fingers, not five" (SA), mis 'ayb 

"not a disgrace" (BaA). 

4.3. The k- imperfect . 

With the exception of the dialect of the Dawägrah, all dialects in northern 

Sinai studied during this research use the originally sedentary b-imperfect to 

express the habitual present tense6 1 0 , e.g.: 

f-awwal ihdä'is yôm Allah birïd bigïb Una mitâr "In the beginning of November, 

when God wills it, He brings us rain." (RA), in kànat mihtàgih rass binruss "If it 

(f.) needs spraying, we spray" (SA), annâs kânow byâgazuw, ibyâgazuw ëh? 

biygïruw. inta 'indak igmâl, ibyâgazuw. "People used to go on raids, they would 

raid what? They would charge. If you have camels, they would go on raids (i.e. 

against you)" (BaA),fih dixilih ma btilagga 'inha gär safhitha, iw fih dixilih 

bitlagga 'inha lhadariyyih "there is the woman taking refuge whom nobody 

defends but she herself, and there is the woman taking refuge w h o m those 

present defend" (AA)611. 

Often the b- has merged with the yi- o r y u - prefix of the imperfect (in 

one case, in BaA, it merged with y a-) yielding (respectively) bi-, bu- and ba-, 

which in the latter case leads to homophonic I.e. sg. and 3.m. sg., e.g. batla't>[2. 

Examples: bimsikkiy "he takes her", burbuthiy "he ties her" (both RA), bug'ud 

yirti', bird' f-dssibat "it stays grazing (in the middle of the day), it grazes on 

609 
610 
611 
612 

Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 9 (text 1), 1. 77. 
It is also current in DA, cf. BLANC (1970), p. 28 (139). 
Cf. STEWART (1990)" p. 7 (text 7) II. 2-3. For the translation cf. STEWART (1988). 
BLANC (1970), p. 28 (139), describes the same for DA, stating that the use of ba- or bya-
for 3.m. sg. is dependent on who the speaker is. It was my impression that the use of byi-
and byu- is mainly a feature of careful (often lento) speech, while bi- and bu- are found in 
less careful (often allegro) speech. 
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plants^3", busurud "he flees" (both SA), alliy bizawwid, bizawwid 'a klsih "he 
who exaggerates, exaggerates on his (own) pocket (i.e. at his own expense)" 
(AA)614, iw lamma batla' albizir "and when the seed comes up", iw batla' fi 
nixdlah "and I climb up a date palm", biragg'ih "he takes it back", bug'ud talat 
t-ushur "it stays three months" (all four BaA). 

When in the examples of verbs (i)yCi~ is preceded by C, often the b- prefix 
of the imperfect, liyl was historically reduced to lil through diphthong reduction, 
it is assumed, a process of monophtongization in unstressed syllables (cf. 
1.2.4.6.1.2.3.): bihutt "he puts", bifikk "he unties", bikammil "he completes". This 
new /-prefix for 3rd p. m. sg. imperf. was then generalized, and could spread to 
the strong verbs615, whereby it appeared in stressed syllables as well: biktib "he 
writes", and occurs as the preferred form, with the possibility of (i)byiktib 
remaining in more careful speech. When this bi- was generalized as an alternative 
for byi-, bu- could, by analogy, become the generally accepted alternative for 
byu-, and ba- occurs, though less regularly, for by a-. Thus bûdurbuw "they hit 
(imperfect)" may be heard for the alternative (i)byüdurbuw. 

Comparable instances were also be recorded in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

Notice that in the case of the use of bi- and bu- for 3. m. sg., there is no 
chance of a homophonic 1. c. sg., which may account for the fact that it occurs 
quite regularly, whereas ba- for 3rd p. m. sg. was only recorded once (there is, 
on the other hand, a quite regular ba- in SaA, cf. II, 4.3.). 

4.4. Future marker. 

The future is usually expressed by using the simple y-imperfect, but in a 
number of cases the sedentary ha- or ha- morpheme is used, e.g.: haysaytruw 
'ala Gazzih "they were going to seize control of Gaza", law dardbittiy walla 
naharttiy hatmût, zayy il'arnab "if you hit her (i.e. the young she-camel) or 
scold her, she will die, like a rabbit." (both RA), awwalan haygötir masalan 
arragil alliy m isSiwârkih häda masalan... "First, for instance, this man who is 
of the Sawârkah will go, for instance..." (SA), ... li gâyit bnâxï [...] hayginî. 

613 A type of plant, cf. LANE (1872), Part 4, p. 1295. 
6 1 4 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 21 (text 6), 1. 11. 

The interpretation of the reduced diphtong is preferred to an interpretation simply stating 
elision of y. The latter is strictly speaking not identical to the former. Clues are the forms 
biyhutt, biyxuîs etc.which occur as well. 

615 
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"... until my nephew [...] will come to me" (AA)616, haygib "he will bring" 

(BaA). 

An example from MA: w iydibb min albïr âlwalad b ismah ëh? b addaluw, 

iw tab'an albïr iza kân tawïl aw gsayyir hayâxid irsiy tiwïl im'âh. . . habil 

mitwaffir "and the boy will draw water from the well with what is it called? 
With the pail. And of course whether the well is deep or shallow, he will take a 
long well rope with him... enough rope". Such examples may also be heard in 
TA and 'AyA. 

In two instances râh (of *râyih) was recorded to express the future tense: 

rahkllak zayy ma sârat (a haplology of râh ahkilak) "I shall tell you how it 

happened" {RA), and during direct elicitation hagötir was clarified as rah agötir 

"I shall go" (BaA). 
In addition, the future may be expressed with suffixed widd (cf. I, 4.11.). 

4.5. fih "there is/are". 

fih "there is/are" functions as a prepositional predicate of a nominal 
sentence.617 The negation is ma fih (recorded in all four dialects), or mâs 

(recorded in RA, AA518 and BaA), and sometimes the K-form ma fis (recorded 
in RA, SA and BaA) occurs. 

4.6. Some conjunctions. 

4.6.1. Conjunctions lamma and yarn. 

The conjunction "when" has a number of variations on lamma and yam. 

As was noticed by Bruce Ingham in the dialect of the Ahaywât,6^ these 

conjunctions may occur with verbs in the perfect and imperfect. Examples are 

listed below. 

616 cf. ibid., p. 53 (text 19), 1. 31 (+ fn)), and glossary p. 230. 
617 Cf. GROTZFELD (1964), p. 87. 
618 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 27 (text 8), 1. 26 (+ fn). The alternative forms massiy and mas'siy 

reported there for AA were not heard in RA, SA or BaA. 
619 Cf. INGHAM (1991), p.61. 
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4.6.1.1. yarn. 

4.6.1.1.1. yöm used independently. 

yöm may be used independently in the meaning of "when", e.g.: yam 
bnug'ud Una xamastasar yöm "when we have waited for fifteen days" (RA), yöm 
ibtînisg assuggah "when she weaves the tent piece" (SA), yöm rawwaht, iri' 
wShid min iwlädih gä'id "when I went home, there was one of his sons sitting 
(there)" (AA)620, yöm yirkid albâtyah "when he places the wooden bowl" (BaA). 
Similar examples with yöm were recorded in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

4.6.1.1.2. yöm in combination with in. 

4.6.1.1.2.1. yömin used independently. 

Like yöm, yömin (yöm + in, or could the -in be an older nunation?) may 
be used independently in the meaning of "when", e.g.: yömin hawäfirhiy 
byûkburun "when her hoofs grow" (RA), yömin rah. I almakân "when he went to 
the place" (SA), yömin ballagatnï "when she informed me" (AA)621. Similar 
examples with yömin were recorded in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

4.6.1.1.2.2. yömin + obj. suffix as subject of the clause. 

yömin may be suffixed with a pers. pronominal suffix meaning "when 
subj. (he/she etc.)", the n is doubled with vowel-initial suffixes. Examples 
recorded: yöminhiy tug'ud 'ind'l "when she sits with me" (RA), min yöminnih 
basal annâb "when it (m. sg.) reaches the (stage of the) old camel (from 6 years 
old?)" (SA), yöminnak gît iw daxalt "when you came and took refuge" (AA)622, 
yôminha kibïrih "when it (f. sg.) is big" (BaA). Similar examples with suffixed 
yömin were recorded in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

620 Cf. ibid., p. 22 (text 7), 11. 17-18. Stewart however, places a full stop after rawwaht, and 
translates (cf. STEWART (1988), p. 16): "This is when we got back home. One of the 
sheikh's sons is sitting here and can confirm it." 

6 2 1 Cf. ibid., p. 29 (text 11), 1.9. 
622 Cf. ibid., p. 33 (text 14), 1. 28. 
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4.6.1.1.2.3. minyöm. 

As is already apparent from the last SA example above in 4.6.1.2.2., yam 
or yömin (+ suffix) may be preceded by min, and so may the unsuffixed variant. 
Sometimes one could actually quite literally translate min yarn with "from the 
day that", which is undoubtedly the original meaning, as in the example min 
yarn iytlh alwasim "when/from the day that the rainy season sets in (lit.: falls)" 
(RA), but another example quite clearly calls for the translation "when" or "as 
soon as": min yarn tatla' assams "as soon as the sun comes up" (SA). And 
similarly the translation of yarn in the example (cited above) yam tinisg 
assuggah is clearly "when", as it certainly takes more than one day to weave a 
tent piece.623 

Other examples are min yömin bahöjfiy624 "when I provide for her" (RA), 
and min yöminni sufthum "when I saw them" (BaA). Similar examples with min 
yam were recorded in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

4.6.1.1.2.4. (min) yarn in combination with ma. 

(min) yöm also occurs in combination with ma, e.g.: min yôm ma yi'tik 
awwal 'atwa, lâzim yi'tik attänyih w attältih w arräb'ih "when he grants you the 
first free truce, he (also) has to grant you the second, and the third, and the 
fourth" (RA). In this case ma is clearly not a negation, but another example 
shows that it may well have a negating function too: yöm m- agarrmak f-addâr 
hêdiy, ajukk arrizgah. . . "when I do not obtain an amends from you in this 
matter, I'll reimburse you the judge's fee..." (AA)62S. 

4.6.1.2. lamma. 

4.6.1.2.1. lamma "when" used independently. 

lamma may be used independently in the meaning of "when", eg.: lamma 

biysüffiy "when he sees her" (RA), lamma bigi'y 'a Imag'ad "when he comes to 
the circle of men" (SA), lamma gat dâwyih "when she came back in the 

623 I was told that a bedouin woman is expected to weave one tent piece a year, which is then 
sown to the latest added piece of the tent, while the oldest piece on the opposite side of the 
tent is removed. 

6 2 4 ahöf + hiy: haf, yhöf "entretenir", cf. DOZY (1883), part 1, p. 337. 
625 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 10 (text 1), 1. 89. 
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evening" (BaA). Similar examples with lamma were recorded in TA, MA and 
'AyA. 

4.6.1.2.2. lamma + in. 

lamma + in, which becomes lamman, may be used like yômin, i.e. with or 
without suffix, meaning "when", e.g.: lamman bag'ud ana wiyyâk "when I stay 
(lit.: sit) together with you" (RA), lammannak widdak itdirr haddak 'ale blâdï 
"when you want to (draw by) force your border on my land "(RA), lammannih 
yukbur "when he grows" (BaA)626, lamma raga'aw ligyuw gar alhrayyim, w 
ali'yäl. . . ma 'indhin, wala ganam wala gamal wala hâgih, "when they returned 
they only found the women, and the children were not with them, nor small 
cattle, nor camels, nothing" (TA, comparable examples were also recorded in 
MA and 'AyA). 

4.6.1.2.3. lamma "until". 

lamma may be used meaning "until", e.g.: iw kân akawwi' 'a sïfi lamma 
llèl iytubb "and I reclined leaning on my sword until the night fell" (RA), iw 
dallât 'indih lamma ga tinibha "and she stayed with him until her neighbour 
(from the same encampment) came" (AA)621. w alaggihhe. . . lamma 'eh? 
lamma yxattim dnnixal "and I (continue to) pollinate it..., until what? Until the 
datepalms close (back) up." (BaA). 

4.6.1.3. lorn (+ in). 

Like in DA62S, the (presumably either a hybrid form of yôm(in) and 
lamma or law ma, or a shortened form of alyöm) forms lorn and lömin were also 
recorded: lorn tarkab 'alêh "when you ride it" (SA), lömin iyglna hniy dayf 
"when a guest comes to us here" (RA), and lömin tagawwazuw "when they get 
married" (SA), and another hybrid lawmanna nsâfir "when we travel" (RA). 

626 BLOCH (1965), p. 32, mentions a similar lammen (< *lamma 'an) in Damascene Arabic, 
where it is only followed by the perfect. In our dialects it may be followed by either perfect 
or imperfect verb forms, and may also occur in a nominal sentence, e.g.: lammannak gaddi 
w ana gaddak a'âzmak lès flha "when we are (financially) each other's equals, why 
would I invite you to it?" (A4). 

627 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 21 (text 6), 1. 1344. 
628 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 35 (146). 
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Stewart mentions another hybrid form blôm, which is also used in the 
sense of "when".629 

(b)löm was not heard in TA, MA or 'AyA. 

4.6.2. hatta. 

4.6.2.1. hatta "until", "so that". 

hatta was recorded as "until", e.g.: hatta yówsaluw Imawga' alliy humma 
widdhum yistigirruw fih "until they arrive at the spot where they want to set up 
camp (lit.: "settle")". 

Often though, hatta expresses "so that, in order to", as in bihuttlak xirltah 
fi darrittiy hatta binttiy ma tirdahha "he puts (lit.: for you, cf. I, 4.14.3.) a bag 
on her (i.e. an animal) udder so that her daughter does not drink from it". 

4.6.2.2. hatta + in. 

hatta + in becomes hattan, and may be suffixed as well, e.g.: hattan 
gâhum al'istâz "until the (stranger) gentleman came to them", hattannl awaffiy 
haddaràhim "until I pay this money in full" (both RA). 

hattan was once recorded in the sense of "so that": hattan hâfirhiy ydall 
imkammas hiluw "so that her hoof stays nice and compact (making the camel 
faster)" (RA)™. 

4.7. Auxiliaries and verbal particles. 

4.7.1. gäm. 

Like in many Sinai dialects (cf. 4.7.1.) gam, usually not conjugated, 
followed by a verb in the perfect is often used in narrating a chain of events that 
took place in the past, gam has developed into a particle and thus acts as a 
marker of consequent action631 suggesting ingressiveness of the action expressed 

6 2 9 Cf. STEWART(1990), p. 12 (text 1), fn 111. 
6 3 0 BAILEY (1981-2), p. 145, fn 38, however, reports that the hoofs are ideally wide "so as not 

to sink in the sand". 
631 Cf. HINDS/BADAWI (1986), p. 723, for CaA (conjugated) 'am as a "modal of consequent 

action". Cf. also VERSTEEGH (1984), p. 102, and GROTZFELD (1965), p. 89 on the dialect of 
Damascus where unconjugated 'am occurs less regularly than the conjugated forms. Also 
BLAU (1960), p. 125-6 speaks of kam in the dialect of Bïr-Zët as "[...] kein eigentliches 
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in the following verb form. It may have originally been translatable with the 
verb "up", as in "he tipped and left", but much of the original meaning of "get 
up" was lost during its development into the unconjugated particle it has 
become. Instead, the particle gâm expresses a degree of "ingressiveness", and 
perhaps even a degree of "suddenness".632 

An illustrative example of gâm no longer having its original meaning of 
"get up" is: gâm ma lagga 'a Imag'ad, dallf-ëh? fi bëtih "he then did not go to 
the mag'ad, (but) he stayed where? At home." (BaA). 

Other examples are: gâm radd 'alëh alliy tallaghiy biygüllah ës? "(this 
man) who had divorced her then answered him, and said to him what?" (RA), 
gäm Mas'üd. . . gitd' ragabat. . . al'abd alliy 'indih "Mas'üd then... cut the 
throat... of the slave that he had"(ÄA), gâm lamma gaw. .. dlbil illiy gat 
kasabïtha hâdiy "Then, when they came...they gained these camels that had 
come" (BaA), gäm iw hi bitsiit kidih, b usbahha, axadat lahsih "She then, while 
she was stirring like that, took a lick with her finger" (BaA). 

It is likely that gâm is used in similar sense in AA, as is illustrated by the 
example gâm hâda [. . . ] gal "this one then said" (AA)6^. 

Our material for TA, MA and 'AyA is limited, and does not show 
instances of gâm. 

4.7.2. râh. 

râh was not recorded as an auxiliary or particle in RA, SA or BaA during 
this research. 

Hilfsverb, sondern blosser Index [..]", but is unsure about the only example he gives for 
"erstarrtes" kam. 
ABUL FADL (1961), reports several instances of the same uninflected gäm, which he either 
does not translate, or translates with German "da". E.g. in the text from village of 
UGattawiyya (in his area 2), p. 51: "gam lagetha ttallagat..." "Sie fand, dass sie schon 
geschieden war", and p. 53 : "...gam tajabu 1-walad, nazzalüh masfr." "... forderten sie den 
Jungen und schickten ihn nach Kairo" In a text from isSama'na (also in area 2), p. 133 : 
"gam tallagna hna 1-itnên wu masena." "... da hat er sich von uns beiden geschieden, und 
wir gingen fort", and p. 134: gam suft... "da sah ich...", gam guit... "da sagte ich...". 
ABUL FADL (1961), p. 134 also gives an example of gam + b- imperf.: gam bagül "da wollte 
ich sagen", clearly keeping the notion of ingressiveness of action in the translation. 

6 3 2 Cf. remarks in WOIDICH (1995, AIDA paper), pp. 265-6: "['dm] loses its function as a marker 
of launching an action or of a consequent action and merely marks a sequence of events in 
order to attract the attention of the hearer (shift of subject, for instance)". 

633 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 8 (text 1), 1. 53. 
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4.7.3. Conditional particles. 

4.7.3.1. Variations on kân as a conditional particle. 

Combinations of kân with preceding in, iz (or iza), or il serve as 
conditional particles.634 kân may then be suffixed (with doubled n in the case of 
vowel-initial suffixes), or followed by suffixed in. 

4.7.3.1.1. in + kàn. 

Examples of kân preceded by in, becoming inkân in the meaning of "if": 
w inkân haddah hâmil "if his luck is rotten" (RA), inkân hâlithum sigirih "if their 
(financial) situation is small" (SA), inkân widdak tigan'ir 'ind wighi "if you're 
just going to sit uselessly in front of me" (AA)635. 

In only three instances, all coming from the same speaker, kän was 
conjugated: w in kânatmihtâgihgizümbingazzim. in kânatmihtâgihrassbinruss. 
in kânat mihtâgih ayya siy hï btihtâgih b innisbah li sigdrat alburdugàn, ïhna 
bingûm insawwïh lêhiy. "and if it (f. sg.) needs trimming, we trim. If it needs 
spraying, we spray. If it is in need of anything it (ususally) needs with regard to 
the orange tree, we take care of it for it." (SA). 

4.7.3.1.2. Suffixed inkân. 

inkân may be suffixed with pers. pronominal suffixes serving as the 
subject of the clause. The examples also show doubling of the n in case of 
vowel-initial suffixes (an indication of grammaticalization): inkânnah duhur "if 
it is in the afternoon" (SA), inkânnak aflast "if you have failed" (AA^, w 

inkânnah kaddâb "and if he is a liar" (BaA). 

634 Cf. BLOCH (1965), pp. 11-20 for comparable conjunctions in the Arabic dialect of 
Damascus. Bloch remarks (ibid. p. 11) that 'an may only be followed by the perfect, while 
'3ta may be followed by the imperfect or a nominal sentence as well. In our dialects iz and 
iza preceded (unconjugated) kän in all recorded instances, while it often preceded perfect 
verb forms other than kân as well. 

°35 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 11 (text 1), 1. 111. 
636 Cf. ibid., p. 13 (text 1), 1. 139 (Stewart does not indicate doubling of the n in känak). 
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4.7.3.1.3. il + kân. 

kân may be preceded by il becoming ilkân (< inkân) in the meaning of 
"if", e.g.: ilkân lâzmih lih "if he needs it (f. sg.)"(RA), ilkân 'â-lgimal "if it is 
on the camel" (SA), ilkân ma mi'âk duxxân "If you don't have tobacco with you" 
(BaA). 

4.7.3.1.4. kân preceded by the CA loans it or iza. 

kân may be preceded by the CA loans iz or iza (< *'idâ) also in the 
meaning of "if", e.g.: izkân masalan yimsiy alfagir "if he is, for instance, 
walking at daybreak" (SA), ya'n-iza kân rabbna hayikirmu fiha "that is, if our 
Lord will bless it in her", izkân ana galtân "if I am wrong" (BaA). 

Notice that in the second example other K-forms are present as well: the 
obj. suffix -u, instead of -ih, and the future marker ha-. 

4.7.3.1.5. kân as an independent conditional. 

kân may be used independently or suffixed in the meaning of "if, e.g.: w 
a'tiy lah kân widdih lah gnëh "and I give (it to) him, if he wants a pound for 
himself" (RA), kân mühü mbawwil 'a snâbak "if he hasn't pissed on your 
moustaches" (AA)637, and suffixed: kânnih ibin halâl bigül... "if he is a decent 
chap, he says..."(RA). 

An alternative combination found in AA is (in)kân followed by suffixed 
inn, e.g.: inkân innak ya-buw Sâlim "if you, oh Abu Sâlim. . . ", kân innak mä 
widdak yâna "if you do not want us", inkân innih biyrùh "if he goes" (all three 
AA).63S Such instances were not recorded in RA, SA or BaA. 

4.7.3.1.6. kân, inkân or ilkân introducing alternatives. 

kân, inkân or ilkân may introduce alternatives, comparable to English "be 
it" or "if it be", e.g.: ilkân 'äd bakrah walla gu'ûd, yabga 'asïl bardah "so, 
whether it is a she-camel or a (young) he-camel, it will be thoroughbred too", 
kân xamsin kïlih, sittln kilih "be it fifty kilos, sixty kilos" (both BaA), kân 

637 Cf. ibid. p. 144 (text 46), fn 55. 
638 Cf. ibid. p. 22 (text 7), 1. 12, p. 34 (text 14), 1. 45, p. 36 (text 14), 11. 103-4. 
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götaraw b xams irbâ', walla bass b iwlâd iMhaysin "whether they go with (all) 
five descent groups, or only with the Wläd Mhaysin"(AA)639. 

4.7.3.2. Absence of a conditional particle. 

Blanc reports for DA the often total absence of a conditional particle.640 

Such examples have also been recorded in our dialects under discussion here, 
e.g.: lak sâhib fi l'Iris 'iüz 'alâk bitlaggiy 'alih "if you have a friend dear to you 
in al'Aris, you go to him" (RA), ma 'ilim ya'niy bigiy tßniy min nahär ib 

gawadih "if he hasn't heard, that is, he comes on the second day with his animal 
for slaughter" (SA), inta 'indak igmâl, ibyâgazuw "if you have camels, they raid 
(you)" (BaA). 

4.8. Presentative particles. 

4.8.1. ir' or ar'. 

ir' (where in DA we have ar'Ml) is a presentative particle used to direct 

one's attention to something or someone, or may express "transition" (like in the 

first example below). 
Originally an apocopated imperative of the verb ra'â "see", where we 

have a ' > ' change comparable to the change in sa'al > sa'al "ask"642. It is used 
independently, or with a pronominal suffix. 

Some examples are: ar'ih zâri'na bisïr xasäb "see (it) our crops become 
fertile"(#A), ar'ih halbârih sâr minnih iw gâl lay iw gäl lay "there he was the day 
before, and after that started saying all these things to me" (RA), iri' gizlani 
"here's my wallet" (SA), iri' tasrihi "here is my permit" (AA), iri'na f-al'Iris 
"there we are in al'Aris" (AA)M3, ar'ah ga' waldd 'ammha "there her cousin 
came" (BaA), ir'ah Slèmah f-hâdâk gä'dih "there's Slêmah sitting there" (BaA). 

639 c f i ibid, p. 35 (text 14), 1. 89. 
640 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 36(147). 
641 Cf. ibid. pp. 33-4. 
642 Cf. remarks by STEWART (1990), p. 10, fn 88, FISCHER (1959), pp. 193-5, and PALVA (1980), 

p. 134. 
<>t3 Cf. ibid, for the last two examples, p. 12 (text 1), 11. 113 and 123. 
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4.8.2. häy. 

Another presentative particle that was recorded several times in BaA, and 
once in RA, is häy. A similar particle occurs in AA, which Stewart transcribes as 
hay.644 Examples: hay arrug'ah hniy "here is the graft" (RA), hay assürah fih 
"there is the photograph inside it" (AA)645, winn hay waladah assagir "and there 
was his younger son" (AA)646, hây gidâna "here we have our system of justice" 
(BaA). 

What is striking about the examples available, is that in all these instances 
häy, like the "specifying" demonstrative ha- (cf. I, 3.1.13.2.), is used to refer to 
abstractions, or objects not physically demonstrable, but present in the mind of 
the speaker at the moment of utterance. In the following other examples häy 
fills the same role: iw häy itbä'na-hna "and there we have our characteristics" 
(said after a description of their customs), häy hayät annäs "there we have the 
(daily) life of people", häy mibtada hayätna "there we have the beginning of our 
life (i.e. how we used to live)" (all BaA). 

One is even tempted to regard final -y here as a pronominal suffix, 
contrasting with final -k in the presentative particle häk. The difference in usage 
would then be a difference in deixis: häk, häkiy etc. "there you have" (cf. 
3.2.2.4.2.), and a nearer deictic function for hây "here we (or I) have".647 

An alternative interpretation to häy being a presentative, however, would 
be to regard it as a specifying particle like ha- (cf. I, 3.1.13.2.). For North Israel 
bedouin dialects hai- and häi- in concord with f. sg. and prefixed to the noun 
head-word are reported, "and often this attachment is so strong that it seems to 
lose the demonstrative function and serve only for definition of the noun (as 
Hebrew /ia-)."648 Since there are several examples of häy (or Stewart's hay) 
preceding m. sg. nouns, however, the interpretation of it being a presentative 
particle is preferred here. 

644 Cf. STEWART (1987), p. 63, fn 51. 
645 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 37 (text 15), fn 12. 
646 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 100 (text 32), 1. 3. 
647 Attaching possesive suffixes to particles occurs as well, e.g. in CaA one may hear lolâni, 

but also lolâya "if it hadn' t been for me" (Manfred Woidich, personal communication). 
648 Cf. ROSENHOUSE (1984), p. 82. 
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4.8.3. Particle wlin ~ vvi/m, win. 

The particles vWin ~ wilin (w + fe) and win (w + in) are often used to 
express "a sudden or unexpected turn in a narration"649, with a sense of "already, 
before anyone was aware", and may be suffixed, and also in this case, the n is 
doubled when a vowel-initial suffix is involved, but also, it seems when a vowel 
follows in sandhi (it is therefore perhaps better to postulate *'inna here). 
Examples: tóxabitf-assabakah byubruk 'alëhiy barik myy kidiy wallâhiy zayy ma 
tubruk rc 'arüstak. imzig iwlinnih mâsikhiy "it strikes the net (i.e. gets caught in 
it), he bends over it like this, by God, like you would bend over your bride. He 
tears it and there he's (alreay) got it (in his hand)" (RA), iw binkammil win gâl 
"and we were finishing up, and (suddenly) he said" (RA), linn algursah btistiwiy 
"the gursah is (already) becoming done" (SA) wilinn ihna kullna f-al'Ms "and 
there we were, all of us in al'ArïF (AA)650, bita'ad'ad minha w linnah däbitha 
"she nibbles at it, and (look) then (suddenly) it (m. sg.) has (already) caught her 
(of a rabbit in a trap)" (BaA). 

4.8.4. Particle wlâ +. 

The particle wlâ (+) may be used like wlin ~ wilin and win651. One instance 
was recorded in RA: kän nahâr yarn Allah râd iwla ygiy hniy, wâhad imsaddir ib 

gamalah mn asSêx iZwayyid tali' imsarrig "(then) one day, when God had 
wanted it, he suddenly came here, someone coming from asSèx Zwayyid turned 
up on his way south (RA). 

4.9. gayr. 

Among the several functions of gayr, often appearing as gär or gâr (cf. I, 
1.2.4.6.1.2.3.) is its usage as a particle preceding imperfect verbs expressing 
necessity. It is then roughly translatable with "must", or "most certainly". 
Hopkins652 plausibly explains the development of this particle through ellipsis of 

the negation. 
Examples are: iwfina gär iygötir iydawwir Iah wähid iygïbih "and among 

us (there are people who) must go and find himself someone to bring one" 

649 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 34 (145). 
6 5 0 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 12 (text 1), 11. 116-117. 
651 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 34 (145). 
652 Cf. the appendix to STEWART (1990), pp. 297-300. 
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(RA), gâr âxid haggî Und Abuw 'Bèd Allah "I must get what is due to me with 
(the judge) Abuw 'Bed Allah" (RA), taläg min râsî hâda gâr allëlih 'asâk 'indï 
"(I swear that) I shall pronounce my divorce, (if not) tonight you must have 
dinner in my house" (RA), gâr axuss "I shall most certainly enter" (AA)653. 

4.10. Intensifying particle la. 

The intensifying particle la followed by the 1st. p. c. sg. "is used to 
indicate determination to do something, especially in the face of opposition"654. 
Among the examples Stewart gives for AA is la- 'tiy "I shall certainly give", and 
also in DA this intensifying la is reported: la-mza' râsak "I shall certainly cut 
your head off".655 Only a few examples are available in our dialects: uskut 
wallah, in kattart kalâm la-dbahhin kullhin "shut up, by God, if you keep talking 
I shall certainly kill them (f.) all" (RA), la-gullak "tfaddal 'indu". "I shall 
certainly say to you "please come to my house!"" (RA), la-yrûhuw "they will 
certainly go" (BaA). The last example also shows that not only the 1st. p. c. sg. 
may follow this particle. 

4.11. widd + pron. suffix. 

Like in DA656, "want" or "need" is expressed with suffixed widd, e.g.: 
yimkin widdï a'timhiy fi bët'i w asgihiy "maybe I want to feed it (f. sg.) at home 
and give it water" (RA), intuw widdkuw tguw ma'na "you need (or: must) to 
come with us" (RA), widdna minnak sitt mît lïrah "we want six hundred pounds 
from you" (SA), iw widdak min? "and whom do you want?" (AA)657, wën 
widdkuw thuttuw? "where do you want to make camp?"658 (BaA), widdih albint 
itsarrih lah âlganam "he wants the girl to take the goats and sheep out to graze 
for him" (BaA). 

In numerous instances widd may not have entirely lost its sense of volition 
or necessity, but expresses an added sense of futurity, e.g. (comparable to the 
development of the verb "will" in the English language): ihna widdna nbîtg 

653 

654 
Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 19 (text 5), 1. 43. 
Cf. ibid. pp. 29-30 (text 11), fn 11. 

655 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 35 ( 146). 
656 Cf. ibid. p. 36 (147). widd + pron. suffix is "characteristic of the whole north-Arabian and 

Syrian desert" . 
657 Cf. STEWART (1990). p. 20 (text 5), 1. 64. 

The verb hau, yhutt is also used in the meaning of "make camp", cf. ibid., p. 235, and 
BAILEY (1991), p. 434, "to encamp". 

653 
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al'âhad häda w widdna nagazâhum "we shall (or want to) betray this pact and 
raid them" (RA), widd-asalliy âli'si' "I shall (want to) do my evening prayers" 
(BaA), and probably also the example inkän widdak tigan'ir 'ind wighï "if you're 
going to just sit uselessly in front of me"( AA)659. 

In the following examples widd expresses purpose660, translatable with 
"(in order) to": yöminhiy 'awwalat götir widdih yraddlhiy "when she was wailing 
he went to conciliate her" (RA), yigiy Iwalad widdah ylimm arrihâyil "the boy 
comes in order to round up the camels (used for loads)" (BaA). 

widd is also current in TA, MA and 'AyA. 

N.B. When not used in a question, widd may also express necessity from the 
perspective of the speaker (cf. "need" or "ought to"661 in English), e.g. widdkuw 
tguw ma'na "you must (or: need to) come with us" (RA), widdak ti'aggah im'dy 
"you must turn with me" (AA)66*, widdak itnaggit ya walad hat alfard! "you 
must (or: need to) sow (watermelon seeds), boy, get the plough!" (BaA). 

Also, widd may be used to express intended direction, usually with a verb 
of motion, as in the example msammlin widdhum süg Rafâh "going (m. pi.) east 
headed for the market in Rafah"66î, without a verb of motion, there is the 
example widdak wën? in the meaning of "where are you going?" or "where are 
you headed?". 

4.12. 'âd. 

The particle 'ad serves to express "so, thus, then"664, more or less 
comparable to the usage of ba'a in northern Egyptian dialects (in Upper 
Egyptian dialects 'âd is current as well). Examples are: yà ragul, jçâfallâh kuil 
yarn kuil yöm 'äd basüflia, mis bass 'ârifha, âhiy gâritna 'ala tûl. "Man, I used to 
see her then perhaps every day, every day. I did not just know her, she lived 
right next door." (RA), lömin ytagawwazaw bigûw 'âd nâs min barrah. w alkull 
bigûd. "When they get marrried, people then come from outside. And everyone 

6 5 9 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 11 (text 1), 1. 111. 
6 6 0 BLOCH (1965), p. 76, mentions the same function for bsdd in Damascene Arabic . 
661 iNGHAM (1994), p . 197, mentions the same function of widd in northern Nagdiy dialects. 
6 6 2 Cf. STEWART (1990), p . 7 (text 1), 1. 4 1 . 
6 6 3 BLOCH (1965), p. 76, points out that that bsdd in the dialect of Damascus very often occurs 

with verbs of motion. 
6 6 4 STEWART (1990), glossary gives "however, moreover" for 'äd in AA, and STEWART (1987), 

p. 52, fn 6: " A particle with no clear meaning", 'âd roughly means "then", cf. INGHAM 

(1980), p. 138, fn 6. 
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(of them) leads an animal to be slaughtered (as a present)." (SA), ibnarhal 'âd 
min hâda. binhun. . . fi misäft arribi' hâda "So we move away from here. We 
make camp... (and stay there) throughout spring. (BaA) 

4.13. yabga ~ yibga, and yagba ~ yigba. 

The K-forms yabga ~ yibga, as well as metathesized yagba ~ yigba, rather 
than strongly velarized BA (of group III) yugba, serve as the particle expressing 
"(so) then", e.g.: iw barüh sigg tâniy w tßlit. iw baxallis yibga sammastih "And I 
go to a next men's section (of a tent), and a third. And when l 'm done, I will 
then have left him exposed.665 (RA), w alliy hâlittiy kwayysih bti'mil suggtën, 
'ala hasab. . . kitrit ganamhiy-n kän ganamhiy ktär, yibga ti'mil suggtën "And 
she who is well off makes two tent pieces, according to.... the large number of 
her goats and sheep, if they are many, she will then make two tent pieces. (SA), 
yabga 'Awwâdah sawwat ttha bêt nadif "so then 'Awwädah will have made 
herself a nice tent" (BaA). 

4.14. Characteristics of the narrative style. 

4.14.1. Imperative of narration. 

A conspicuous characteristic of the narrative style is the narrative 
imperative666. A number of instances have been recorded, of which examples 
are: saww libbih "he made a small round of bread" (BaA), yöminhiy 'awwalat 
götir widdih yraddihiy "when she was wailing, he went (because he wanted) to 
conciliate her" (RA), algôm gämat 'a Igöm... tudrub fi ba'adhiy. 'ixbi. . . 
'udrub, 'ixbit! "the (enemy) tribe went after the other (enemy) tribe, to fight 
each other. They were [beating], they were hitting, and beating." (RA), bayyit I 
assubuh "he spent the night until the next morning" (SA), 'aggil aligmâl iw râh 
"he tethered the camels and went" (SA). 

666 

sammas, ySammis, (v.n.) tasmls: literally "to expose to the sun", is sometimes done with 
members of the blood group who behave irresponsibly, and for whose actions the other 
members no longer wish to assume responsibility. This ultimate sanction is taken in 
anticipation of misdeeds of such an ill-adapted member by going to other blood groups to 
openly disavow him. He is thus exposed and will no longer be protected by his own blood 
group. He will be solely responsible for his future actions. 
On the subject of the "narrative (or descriptive) imperative", cf. BLANC (1970), pp. 28-9, 
PAL VA (1977, 1984), SOWAYAN (1992), pp. 46-48 (of chapter 5), INGHAM (1993), p. 21-2. Cf. 
also STEWART (1987), p. 48, 10. 
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4.14.2. kân as a temporal marker. 

Another frequent characteristic of the narrative style is the use of • 
unconjugated kân as a temporal marker accompanying a (b-) imperfect, a 
participle, or putting the nominal sentence in the past. Examples are: arRumëlàt 
kân sâknïnf-addïr "the Rmëlât used to live in Der (alBalah)" (RA), kân agayyd 
âlgimal iw kân âhafadah, iw kân akawwi' 'a sifi lamma llël iytubb "I hobbled the 
camel and took care of it, and I reclined leaning on my sword until the night 
fell" (RA), albïr ya'niy kân 'umgah "the well, that is, was deep" (SA), kân zimân 
annâs tab'an zurùffiy gër kidiy "In the old days, of course, people's circumstances 
were different" (SA), zamân kân biygötiruw "in the old days they used to go" 
(SA), iw kân ahill algizlân "and I untied the wallet" (AA)661, ihna kân tanaba 
"we were neighbours (i.e. in the same camp)"(AA)668, intuw kân istaraytuw "you 
(m. pi.) bought" (BaA). 

In two instances kân was placed at the end of the sentence, more or less 
expressing "used to be": la'inn bïhhiy zayy ma tbi' ilwiliyyih kân "because selling 
it (f. sg., i.e. a mare), was like selling one's wife (i.e. not done)", âfih hrüb bén 
algibâyil kân "yes, there used to be wars between the tribes" (both RA).669 

4.14.3. Dativus ethicus. 

One instance of the ethical dative was encountered in BaA, one in RA, and 
none in SA (which is considerably less often than in BA, cf. Ill, 4.14.3.). The 
examples are: fih 'yâl bâyzin biyrühuw Imidâris, iw hina 'a Imayya 'a fui. ti'ârif 
la-yrühuw 'ind ibtâ'. . . 'ind Uli ma' almuwàsiy, l algarkil iydayy'ah lak fi 
digâyig."T\iQxt are rotten kids who go to school, and (then come) straight to the 
water here. You know, they will (certainly) go to this one... to the one who is 
with the cattle, (they go) to the jerrycan and he'll finish it (for you) in (a matter 
of) minutes." (BaA), bihuttlak xirltah fi darrittiy hatta binttiy ma tirdahha "he 
puts (for you) a bag on her (i.e. an animal) udder so that her daughter does not 
drink from it" (RA). An example in AA is: lagg lak 'a näs "go to people!". 

667 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 26 (text 8), 1. 16. A footnote adds: "Instances of the common use of 
invariant kän & impf in narrative sequences." 

« 8 Cf. ibid., p. 67 (text 21), 1.148. 
669 Cf. WOIDICH (1979), p. 94 (5.8.) for similar usage of kân in il'Awämra (in the eastern 

Sarqiyyah). 
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Stewart reports for AA that the verb "come" frequently appears with Vk or 
Cak, which he presumes to be an instance "- though not undisputed - of the 
ethical dative"670. Recorded instances in our dialects are: iw kân alliy humma 
xawâlï ygük msammlïn widdhum süg Rafâh "and these people, who were my 
uncles, came (to you) heading east on their way to the market of Rafah" (RA), 
Una wagit tuwîl iw kân agîk imrawwih "it was a long time before I came (to you) 
(going) home" (RA), fa hawwadt misâfih, w alxurg iytïh. . . b alburrâd, w 
alkibäbiy, w âlgidah, w addawsih hâdiy kullhiy. w agîk imhawwid, iw laggêt 'a 
zalamah bya'rif "so I had proceeded a (certain) distance, when the saddlebag fell, 
with the teapot, the glasses, and the wooden bowl, and the whole caboodle. And 
I came (to you) slowly proceeding, and went to a man who was knowledgeable 
(i.e. on the topic the speaker wished to consult him on)" (SA). 

4.15. Pluralis paucitatis. 

In RA, SA and BaA a number of examples were recorded where for 
smaller or counted numbers a "healthy" plural was used671, while for indefinite 
or larger numbers a "broken" plural was used. 

Examples: iw minnah itfarrig itwaddiy lêhin ihsâs lahâm [a few lines 
further] inkân ixwânhiy talâtih taiga talat hussât w inkänhum xamsah, xamas 
ihsâs "and after that you distribute and send them (f.) portions of meat [and a 
few lines further] if she has three brothers and sisters, you will find three 
portions, and if they are five, five portions." (RA), notice that the speaker here 
uses the broken plural in the last instance, which is somewhat puzzling. Other 
examples are: iw bindibb aggrâr. . . imn attimïlih hëdiy, iw bingt'y. bitkün 
mirràt. . . ma bitdibb al'arba' girrât "and we fill the earthenware jugs... from 
this water-hole, and we come. Sometimes you're... you don't fill the four jugs" 
(RA), sin 'ilbât tüfiy "six boxes of candy" (RA), whereas in SA we have hi 
assamn-alliy f-dl'ilab (for expected *f-âli'lab) "this (f.) is the ghee which is 
(sold) in tins" (SA), bnilgâh imrâr tâbfi xinvi' annâs "at times we find that it has 
started to eat from the castor-oil plants of the people (i.e. cultivated plants)", 
whereas in another text we find ibtatha talat_ marrât "she bakes three times (a 

670 Cf. ibid., p. 24 (text 7), fn 56. STEWART (1987), pp. 48-9 mentions the same feature, and 
adds "notably common (and characteristic for the dialect) is the combination: impf. + ga + k 
+ act. participle...", like in our examples here, INGHAM (1993), p. 22-3, also notes that this 
ethical dative is often used with verbs of physical movement of people from place to place, 
and that its usage with the verb $a is particularly frequent. 

6 7 1 A "pluralis paucitatis", like in CA, although without prefixed 'a-. Cf. FISCHER (1987), pp. 
57-8. 
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day)" (both SA), bitsawwiy lêhiy 'âd hawâliy yimkin.. . xamis suggât, sitt suggât 
[a few lines down] itxayyit assugag fi ba'adhin... âssgag. f-dssinah bti'mil 
lêhiy suggah "So she makes for herself about, maybe... five tent pieces, six tent 
pieces [a few lines down] she stitches the tent pieces together... the tent pieces. 
She makes a tent piece a year for herself" (SA). 

A similar example in BaA is: y a walad hât imn igrâr! iygïb lih 'arba' 
girrât, aw sitt girrât "Boy, go get some jugs! He will bring four or six jugs with 
him" (BaA), and also during direct elicitation speakers of BaA clarified that the 
plural swan (of sônih "storage place for grain") was used for large numbers, 
whereas sônât was used for smaller numbers. Similar remarks were made by 
these informants with reference to the plurals for firgah "group of people" and 
nugrah "hole": firgät beside frag, and migrât beside ngar. 

4.16. Concord. 

Numbers of animals are referred to in the f. pi., and so are limited, or 

countable numbers of things. 

Examples: yômën wara ba'adhin "two consecutive days" (RA), iw billimm 

iw binsawwiy sarâbât bingül 'inhin ihlâl "and we gather (the harvest) and we 
make pits which we call hlal612(RA), ... igmèrât. bithutthin fôghiy "... (little) 
live embers. You put them on top of it (f. sg.)" (RA), xaytayn mi' ba'adhin 

"two threads together" (SA), lamma ralga'awhin, 'irifsâhb aggmâl inn aggmâl 

hâdiy rig'it min 'ind ibni'ammih ssârid hâda "when they brought them back, the 
owner of the camels realized that these camels returned from this cousin of his 
who had fled" (BaA), talât girrât wall-ârba' girrât. iygüm iyhutttin 'â-lgimal 

"three or four (earthenware) jars. He then goes and puts them on the camel"6" 
(BaA). 

Sometimes, even a limited number of men may be referred to in the f. 
pi., e.g.: xawâlak yabla'an algarâdât "your maternal uncles swallow locusts (i.e. 
they are poor suckers674)" (RA), w ixwân xamsithin iwlâd Hamdân "and the 
brothers, the five of them are the sons of Hamdan" (AA)615, ibyimsuw 'â-rba' 

672 A hallih is pit, or a number of pits, dug out in the sand, used to store harvested crops, and 
enclosed by a fence made of %ir\d ("palm fronds"), cf. halla in Western Dialect 4 in 
BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1994), Band 4 (glossary), p. 93. 

673 %arra: earthenware jug, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), p. 73, p. 96,1. 5 (+ fn). 
674 MUSIL (1928), p. 93 mentions gerâd as an important article of diet for the poorer Rwala. 
675 Cf. STEWART (1990), p. 89 (text 24), 1. 290 (+ fn). 
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igmâlxamsih, rakbïn 'alëhin. iw kuil wàhid minhin mirdifwiliyih waräh hättha 'a 
gafâh mirkibha mi'àh."they go on four, five camels, riding them, everyone of 
them having placed a woman behind him (to ride with him), having placed her 
behind him, having her ride with him" (BaA). 

N.B. The examples available show that in number the dual goes with the plural, 
e.g.: alxattèn aziurug "the two blue stripes (talking about rainbows)", allalfên 
hädöl widd-a'tïhum "these two thousand (pounds) that I want to give to them", 
yömên wara ba'adhin "two days in a row" (all three RA). 

5. A sketchy remark on pitch. 

In cases where extra emphasis is intended, a peculiar type of double stress 
may be used. Primary stress remains where it is, but the syllable with secondary 
stress may receive a higher pitch than the syllable with primary stress. A 
western ear would probably associate such stress/pitch patterns with indignance 
or complaining. 

This type of pitch was heard among our tribes in the northeast (Rmêlât, 
Sawârkah), and further to the south (Tarâbin, Ahaywâi) and may be graphically 
represented as follows676: 

- ' _2 _3 _ 4 

at Ta rä bin 

Notice that in these dialects primary stress (underlined) does not necessarily 
coincide with highest pitch677. 

To do full justice to this feature of our dialects, one might transcribe texts 
in a type of musical score. I felt that this had better be left to future researchers, 
with hopefully a better ear for music than myself. 

6 7 6 The description given here is still rather impressionistic, and the subject certainly deserves a 
more thorough investigation than it can receive here. 

677 MITCHELL (1960), p. 369, fn 2 describes the phonetic features of a prominent syllable as: 
"(i) the greater stress or force with which it is uttered in comparison with other syllables of 
the form, (ii) the higher pitch of at least its initial phase in relation to adjoining syllables, 
(iii) the kinetic or moving (falling) tone on which it is pronounced in contrast with the static 
or level tones of the remaining non-prominent syllables." This is certainly true for e.g. CaA 
and BA, but in these utterances with extra emphasis none of the three are true. 


